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INTRODUCTION

Tourism is a multi-sectoraL.activity that requires'inputs from'- various 

activities like construction, manufacturing, agriculture and other activities 

providing goods and services used by'the tourist. Tourism has no clearly 

determined boundaries. It has no physical output but involves'various'inputs. 

The activities involved in tourism vary from place to,place'/-

The recommendalions' of the. World- Tourism Organization' define 

tourism. It says that “Tourism comprises-activities of people traveling to and 

staying in places outside their usual environment for, more than one consecutive 

day for leisure, business, and other purposes.”

Today tourism -is a major economic activity, globally,, for developing 

and developed countries alike. It has ,become_ a .major source of foreign 

exchange earnings,, a generator of personal and coipprate-incomes, a ,creator of 

employment and a contributor to government, revenues.^ In 1994 itself the 

World Tourism Organization estimated that there were 528.4 million tourist 

arrivals world wide which generated US $ 321,466 millions in receipts.
, i .  *  ̂ ' i . * U" '  i S f V ;

According ,to the World Tourism Organization the year 2005 saw more than. 

800 million international tourist arrivals, and the tourism receipts were of the

’ (Adopted by the United N ations Statistical G om m ission on March 4, 1093) cited in Report of" the 
W orking Group on T ourism . ( 1 1 F ive Year Plan 2 0 0 7 -1 2 ), M inistry of.T ourism , G ovem m ent o f  India



order of US $“6821)1111011.̂  The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) 

for 2006 forecasted that travel and tourism wiil.generate 234 million direct and 

indirect jobs world^wide, accounting for 8.7% of the global employment, and it 

will contribute up to 10.3% of the global GDP. According to the same estimate, 

the global travel^ and tourism activity is expected to increase by 4.7% between 

2007 and 2016.^

There has been a remarkable growth in the last three years, in foreign 

tourist arrival to India due to the various efforts made,'including promoting 

India through the ‘Incredible India’ campaign in overseas markets. It has 

increased by about 65% from a level of 2.38 million in 2002 to 3.92 million in 

2005, while the foreign exchange earnings have grown by about 96% during 

the same period. The Tourism satellite accounting for India' has brought out
. . 1 t . . ! I . ’ ‘

that Tourism’s contribution to GDP of the country has been 5.9% in 2003-04,
, ■ : ' . - , I ' , 1 i . ' t  i i . r .  . i

while employments in tourism sector both direct and indirect has been 41.8

million in the same year which accounts"for.8.78% of total employment in the 

country' .̂ Though the growth in tourism in India has been impressive, India’s 

share in global tourist arrivals and earnings is quite , insignificant. It is 

universally acknowledged that the tourism resources in the country have the
. V* . w 4, I V  ̂ , t '

potential to generate' significantly higher levels of demand from the domestic

 ̂ Cited in Report o f  the W orking Group on tou r ism  ( i l* ’’ F ive Year Plan 2 0 6 7 -1 2 ), M inistry o f  
Tourism . G overnm ent o f  India.

M bid
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and international markets,# and, if exploited, intelligently. _m a sustainable 

manner, can prove to be the proverbial engine of gro\yth-for the economy.^ ,,

Tlie growth of tourism has brought with it problems too, particularly 

relating to its impact on societies and natural environment. Links between 

tourism and prostitution are mostly common in developing countries. Amidst 

these, since the tourism in the developing world is mostly unorganized, the 

protection and welfare of the facilitators of tourism attains~equal importance.- 

Tourism is over^helniingly an industry of private sector service-providers, 

although the public sector has a significa!ht role to play in infrastructure areas 

either directly or through Public Private Partnership mode. It is a multi-sectoral 

activity characterized by multiple services provided by a range of suppliers. It 

is quite similar to manufacturing industry, where the supply chain is as 

imporiani as the end product. The related sectors include airlines, surface 

transport, hotels, basic infrastructure and facilitation, systems, etc. Thus, the 

growth of tourism'cannot be attained unless the issues related to all the sectors 

are addressed simultaneously. However there is no' reason to .believe that 

tourism will decline as a major economic activity in the future. All indications 

are that it will increase to become a significant feature of.economic and social 

development in many countries. The challenge-then, is inter alia to. ensure that 

such growth can be accommodated with adequate protection and welfare of the 

workers.

ibid



AH economic activities are undertaken'for profit: It' is a harsh fact that in 

all such profit systems, the interest of workers always‘remains in stake, in all 

profit systems the capitalists are the policy makers and in order to achieve 

maximum pro tits the workers who actually and actively participate in making 

profit are generally ignored, in such a state of affair the profit system becomes 

highly unprofitable to them.

Like concern in all other economic activities^ the concern, in tourism is 

inter alia the protection of the rights andinterests of the workers/Though there 

are no special laws to protect the workers engaged in tourism in India, and 

since tourism involves various activates, the responses can be found in various 

provisions under various laws. Further the provisions of laws relate to each 

problem in a peculiar and distinct way and in an area’ like labour which is so 

vast the laws- should be broadly and widely interpreted in order to ensure 

protection of workers. Labour area which is so vast and diverse-is difficult to 

regulate, however the protection of working people is of utmost necessity for 

the development-or even survival of the mankind.

The present work is concerned with rights of the unorganized workers 

engaged in tourism. Therefore it is essential to tirst conceive the meaning of the ■ 

word “Unorganized”, The area of labour is divided mainly into to parts- 

Organized Sector and Unorganized Sector' This division is not effected by any'



law or regulations. It is in the course of time that the areas which could be 

organized came under Organized Sector and the areas which were left 

unorganized came under Unorganized Sector. In the early 1970s the 

International Labour Organization (ILO) started studying and identifying the 

unorganized sector through its World Employment Program missions in Africa. 

This was the time when the concept of unorganized sector began to receive 

word-wide attention. The ILO’s effort strengthened and succeeded when the 

Director General of-ILO submitted a report containing matters like the role of 

this sector in promoting employment, the .absence .of adequate laws for. 

providing protection to the workers in tHis sector and the absence of scope for 

application of International Labour Standards in this area. However in India, 

the Unorganized Sector has assumed recognition and importance only during 

the last few dccados. 'I’hc unorganized Sector includes a variety of 

employments and very little information is available about the conditions of 

work in many employments in this Sector. The'Unorganized Sector is generally 

referred to one which falls outside the^purview of Organized Sector. The Sector 

cannot be defined on the level of organization because there may be enterprises 

with very few workers and who may be working dispersedly.^ In memy cases 

an employer is not identified and hence no employer employee relationship can 

be established. As such the study of the area becomes difficult right at the 

identification which persists at the point of providing any protection or welfare 

to these workers.

Para 5. Chapter VII, Repdrl, Second Labour Commission



There are two main approaches of defining Unorganized- Sector. The 

first one is based mainly on the number of workers employed in an 

undertaking. In India some studies have restricted tKe' Informal Sector to 

enterprises employing less than 10 or more persons.^ The other approach in 

defining Unorganized Sector is based on the belief that the number of workers 

in an undertaking or employment cannot be the factor that enables one to 

distinguish the Unorganized Sector from the Organized Sector. This approach 

attempts to distinguish Unorganized Sector-from the Organized Sector by the 

presence of legal protection, size of establishments, capacity of the workers to 

organize themselves in unions and the systematic manner which production 

processes are organised in perceptible patterns .

It may be argued that the number of workers in an undertaking cannot be 

the factor in distinguishing the Unorganized Sector forni the Organized Sector. 

The word Unorganized per se denotes the unorganized nature of work 

concerned. The number of workers employed in an enterprise cannot and 

should not be the basis of defining Unorganized Sector simply because such an 

enterprise based definition does not take into account a vast number of 

unorganized labour who work as agricultural workers, cultivators, construction 

workers, self employed vendors, artisans, traditional crafts persons, home 

based workers, traditional service workers etc. Almost the entire non-

 ̂ See generally Report, Second Labour Com m ission  
®Ibid



agricultural activity in rural India is unorganized. All these sub-sectors are 

mostly unorganized in terms of organization, employment and labour'

participation.^

The Unorganized Sector is also called , the informal Sector. In our 

country the terms Unorganized Sector and Informal Sector are used 

interchangeably in research literature. In official records^and analyses the term 

Unorganized Sector is commonly used. The official definition of the Informal

Sector enterprises here consists of Directory Establishments which employ five 

persons or less and Own Account Enterprises that employ oneself. Officially, 

these constitute the Unorganized Sector in industries.' However, the available
1 ’ I  ̂ ; ,1 . ’n  . <' ■ . .

database and hence, the modes of estimation of the unorganized workforce are

not so dependable. 10

The Unorganized Sector is too vast to come within the confines of a 

definition. Hence descriptive means are often used. It cannot be denied that 

labour legislations do not provide enough protection to the Unorganized Sector. 

Despite the existence of various labour laws, for various reasons the workers in 

this sector do not get adequate social security and other benefits. The workers 

in this sector are highly exploited, they are mostly eniployed on casual basis 

and there hardly any trade union to fight for their rights. Collective bargaining 

is almost non-prevalent in the Unorganized Sector. As these workers and

S i ’c  g c / i c r a l i y .  Piini 22 . Chnjilcr VII. Ucporl. Sccond Labour Cominijision
* Para 28, Chapter VI1, Report, Second Labour Com m ission



particularly women have not been able to organize themselves, they are further 

discriminated against.

As a consequence of new economic policiesr a section of permanent 

workers are getting casualised and contractualised. At the same time there are 

sections of workers in the Unorganized Sector, who are getting Organized and 

Unionized. However, the prnctical purposes cannot he fulfilled if both these 

.workers are not brought under the purview of Unorganized .Sector.*' Thus, the 

workers in Unorganized Sector include all the workers in Unorganized Sector 

irrespective of Unionization or the-reforms'for getting'organized, as well as the 

casual and contract workers in the Organized Sector who, for one reason or 

another, have failed to get benefits under the protective, welfare or social 

security legislations.

The First Labour Commission defined the Unorganized Sector as the 

part of the workforce “who^have not been able to organize in'pursuit of a 

common objective because of the constraints such asT '

1. causal nature of employment,

2. ignorance and illiteracy,

3. small size ofestablishments with low capital investment per person,

4. scattered nature of establishments, and

' '  See generonv. I’nrn 23. Chapter VI1. Report. Sccond Labour Commission



5. Superior^strength of the employer operating singly or in combination.”

Illustrative categories of unorganized. labour-were listed in the -First 

Labour Commission Report. These consisted of contract labour incltiding 

construction workers, casual labour, labour employed small scale industries, 

handloom/power loom workers, beedi and cigar workers, employees in shops 

and commercial establishments sweeper and scavengers, ,workers in tanneries, 

tribal labour and other unprotected labour.

The Second - Labour Commission inter alia to proposed a legislation 

which would build around the unorganized work force, a system, that will 

assure at least minimum protection and welfare to workers in the unorganized 

Sector and has observed that the "Unorganized Sector “ is a term that eludes 

definition. It said that its main features can be identified and the sector and 

processes where unorganized labour is used can be listed though not 

exhaustively. Apprentices, casual and contract workers, home based artisans 

and a section of self employed persons involved in Jobs such as vending, rag 

picking, rickshaw pulling etc., according to the ‘ Report, came under 

Unorganized Sector. Agricultural workers, migrant labour and those who 

perform manual and helper jobs also came under the category of Unorganized 

Sector workers.



The Sample Study of economic activities that the study groups of the 

Second Labour Commission has brought out some general characteristics.of the 

employments in the Unorganized Sector

1. It is in general a low wage and low earning sector.
V ^

2. Women constitute an important section of the workers in this sector.

3. Family labour is engaged in some occupations such as home based 

ones.

4. Economic activities, which engage child labour, fall. within this 

sector.

5. Migrant labour is involved in some sub-sectors. ■

6. Piece-rate payment, home based work and contractual works are 

increasing trends in this sector;

7.' Direct recruitment is on the decline. Some employees are engaged 

through contractors. An increasing trend to recruit workers through 

contractors is visible in areas of home based work. There is a short 

convergence of home based work and engagement in_work through 

contractors.

8. If some kinds of employment are seasonal, some others are 

intermittent. As such, underemployment as well as under payment is 

a serious problem.

'■ Para 30, Chapter VI1, Report, Second Labour Commission

10



9. Most of the jobs in this sector are for the greater part, on a casual 

basis.

10.Bbth employed and self employed workers can be found in a number 

of occupations.

11. Workers are not often- organized into-trade-unions. The self 

employed are seldom organized into associations. Three is not much 

recourse to collective bargaining.

12. There are many cooperatives of self'employed-workers which fall 

within this sector.

13. Very often, others supply raw materials, production by self employed 

workers, therefore, become dependent on, or linked with enterprises 

or individuals active in other sectors.

14. Debt bondage is very common among the employed as well as the
I

self employed worker in the Unorganized Sector.

15. The self employed have”less access to capital, whatever capital they 

manage i^mostly from non-banking and usurious sources, especially 

from the trader contractor.

16. Health hazards exist in a majority of occupations.

T- i

There are certain other factors specific to some of the sub sectors in the 

unorganized sector. For instance the Hawkers and, vendors face harassments 

fi*om authorities such as police, traffic police and local self* Governments.

11



Some’ analystsii differentiate the-.'terms ^Unorganized  ̂ and. Informal. 

However, it must be pointed out that it has almost become uniYersally accepted 

practice to treat the words “Unorganized Sector” and^‘̂ Informal, Sector” , as 

denoting the same area. They are therefore regarded as; interchangeable words. 

In this work too the practice is followed.”

Only a small percentage (6-7%) of the total workforce of our country is 

employed in the Organized Sector. '^Rest of the workers, therefore belong to 

Unorganized Sector. These workers have riot been able to' ofgianize themselves 

and are further discriminated against. Under the'ekiking laboiir laws, they 

cannoi bc benellicd: I'or various reasons the workers in this'Sectbr cannot get 

social security and other benefits, as do'their counterparts in the organized 

sector. There is hardly any trade union or other institutional machinery to fight
 ̂ ,  1 .* r Is.  . , / t '

for their rights and interests. Finding that legislation for the-unorganized 

workers would be a definite answer to the poverty' of our country the 

Unorganized SecfoTWorkers Social Security Bill, 2007 has been'introduced in 

the Parliament. Though the feill has riot been able-to come, up as a law and is. 

Still lying in the table for discussion, the commitment of the present 

government has thrown a ray of hope.

Refer to the Report o f  the National C om m ission for Enterprises in the U norganised Sector; also refer 
the Second Labour C om m ission Report ..
'■* The prim e M inister reaffirm ed the com m itm ent in his speech on tlie o cca s io n 'o f the'Independence  
day, 2007  '

12



In the Bill the Unorganized Sector has, been "defined dis,an ̂ enterprise 

owned by individuals or self-employed workers and~engaged in the production 

or sale o f  goods or providing service o f  any kind whatsoever, and where the 

enterprise employs workers, the number o f  such worker is less than ten:^

The Bill defines Unorganized Sector Worker as a home based worker, 

self-employed worker or a wage worker in the Unorganized Sector.

The Bill-has drastically failed'to incorporate all unorganized works 

within the ambit of Unorganized Sector.- It does not' recognize casual and 

contract workers in the Organized Sector as unorganized workers. There are 

various employments in the country where, though ten or more workers are 

engaged but are never given benefits under the labour laws. They are 

unorganized in the real sense of the term but are not recognized under the Bill 

as unorganized workers.

The main problem of the workers in the Unorganized Sector is that there
i  ̂ I I s u . i . . ' :

is no specific law to regulate the working hours, wages,'social security'and
• ■ » 4 i * ^ ^

Other benefits for the workers in this sector,’ The ’ variety; complexity and 

dimensions of the Unorganized Sector and paucity of information about the
s i ; ' T r , . ■ , '

conditions of work in this sector is such hat in-order to. work in this field; one
. ■ '. 1 j  ̂ I: i i

requires to undertake a comprehensive if not an e^austive . study. of the

** Section 2 (k)

' 13'



different kinds of employments and the conditions and needs of the workers in 

this sector.

The workers engaged in Unorganized Sector are impregnated with 

various other problems. There are wide variations of wages on the regional 

basis. There is also variation of wages on the basis ,of the gender of the 

workers. The workers working in this sector receive lesser wages.as compared 

to the workers engaged in similar works in the Organized Sector. There is no 

regulation for healthy working conditions. The workerŝ * in this sector'have to 

work for long hours. They have no time for leisure .or holidays. They are either 

illiterate or less educated and have low bargaining .power. In many cases, an 

employer is not identified and even if a law applies' to a particular eniployment, 

in the absence of an employer, the law which mostly bases itself on the 

employer-employee relationship becomes helpless. The safety dragnet which 

covcrs a worker in the organized scctor is lacking in <lhe Unorganized Sector. 

Schemes and opportunities that still available are conspicuous by absence of 

compliance. Truly, since about 92-93 percent of the' total workforce in our 

country is engaged in Unorganized Sector, if properly conceived and 

effectively implemented a law for the unorganized workers will make a definite 

contribution to the eradication of poverty.

See generally. Chapter VII, Report, Second Labour Commission

14



Tourism being a multi-sectoral, activity, the unorganized workers 

engaged in tourism would include workers engaged in all unorganized areas 

that contribute to tourism. The responses identified in various chapters in this 

work would apply to all these workers. However for the purpose of giving 

justice to the present work selective employments are studied through the 

collection of responses. The workers engaged .in:

1. Travel agencies and tourist information centers,

2. Tourist guides,

3. Hotel workers

4. Telephone booth workers,

5., Drivers,

6. Porters,

7. Yak and horse attendants,

8. Trekking guides,

9. Tourist amusers,

10. Singers and dancers

11. Other persons contributing to the village tourism, and

12. Various workers contributing in tourist festivals,"rafters,'gliders, 

etc.

All have a direct role to play in tourism in the state of Sikkim. With a 

view to expand tourism, many activities are being carried on in the State. These 

include location and development of the tourist destinations which involves a 

great deal of construction works. Thus the construction workers form a part of

15



the present study. The traditional decorative and handmade traditional articles 

are the main attraction of tourist in the state therefore traditional artisans and 

those engaged in the sale of such products fall within the ambit of the present 

study. Further, the list is only illustrative and not exhaustive.

The unorganized workers especially in the hill state of Sikkim face 

different and distinct problems. The unorganized workers engaged in tourism 

in the hill state of Siliim  like those working in construction works, trekking 

guides, rock climbers, porters, taxi drivers etc. are vulnerable to accidents. The 

victims and dependents of the victims of such accidents do not have adequate 

social security. The geographical and climatic conditions of the place make 

working in vario\is employments extremely difficult. During winters, in places 

of high altitudes working in construction sites becomes very difficult due to 

chilling weather. Those engaged in restaurants have to give in many times the 

labour under the normal conditions to be able to cater quality service. Cleaners 

work in extremely challenging conditions. The work conditions in other 

employments too are no far better.

As already pointed out a. great majority of the total workforce in the 

county are engaged in Unorganized Sector. Despite thBi* numerical strength, 

they are extremely vulnerable to exploitation. Most of them are poor, illiterate

or less educated and have low bargaining power. The position of the
-1* : i l l

unorganized workers engaged in tourism in the state of Sikkim, as everywhere

16



else revolves around issues relating to  reasons for the workers to remain 

unorganized and the im pediments for their being thus, the scheme to ensure 

their welfare, and the remedy to their present status. These basic questions 

define the area o f the research o f the present work.

The inquiry into the above issues is achieved through a critical analytical 

study o f the International Labour Laws, the Constitution and the general Indian 

statutes. A closc look is given to the case laws and m ilestones o f  judicial 

decisions. As the present work includes a special reference to the state o f  

Sikkim, to know the ground realities, a field study is done in different 

unorganized em ploym ent sectors under the tourism industry in the East district 

o f  Sikkim. Further the applicable State Acts, Rules thereto and State Rules 

under the national legislations that are being implemented in the State are also 

analyzed to get the taste o f the legal and institutional safeguard to these 

workers.

An attempt has been made to find the responses to the challenges faced 

by the unorganized workers engaged in tourism under the globally recognized 

labour laws. The relevant international instruments and international 

movenicnis arc discussed in the light o f  prevailing conditions. I’he responses to 

the problems o f  the unorganized workers can be found in various UN 

instruments. The human rights are recognized universally as well as by our 

national Constitution and other legislations. Further International Labour

17



Organization is_a specialized agency for labour welfare which works under the 

umbrella of United Nations. There are various ILO instruments too in this 

regard. The United Nations Charter itself aims at promoting higher. living
I

standards and full employment in Article 55(a). The UN instruments and the 

ILO instruments together ensure adequate protection of the rights and interests 

of the workers. However International laws have their own limitations. The 

implementation of these laws is subject to the discretion of the national 

Governments. Despite this fact they are important as all these instruments seek 

to indicate the areas where legislative measures need to b^ taken:'

Different ILO conventions, declarations and covenants including 

International Covenants on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, International 

Covenants On Civil and Political Rights and Univeirsal Declaration of Human 

Rights have been analyzed for the purpose of the present study. Thus in this 

work Chapter 1 fomis a comprehensive account of the international instruments 

and movements with, regard to the rights of the'unorganized workers being 

studied.

The constitutional responses to the challenges. being faced by the 

unorganized workers in tourism have been incorporated in chapter il of this 

work. In this chapter an attempt is made to locate the.relevant.constitutional

i;-
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provisions applying to . the different challenges-.in the work world.. The 

Preamble of our Constitution sets out broaid objectives'to secure to all the 

citizen of India social, economic and political justice and-equality o f status. The 

equality spirit of the Preamble has been elaborately dealt with under Part. Ill of 

the Constitution. U not only guarantees equality • before; law and equal 

protection of laws lo Ihc unorganized workers but also confcrs certain 

affirmative rights. Whereas, Articles 14, 15 (I) and (2) and 16 (1) and (2) 

prohibits discrimination against any person, the state, is, empowered to , make 

special provisions for women, children “and the classes vvhich are not at par 

with the people in general and are identified as backward. Under Article l6 (4) 

such backward classes can be given reservations in Public appointments. 

Women can be given special protection imder both of these sections. Right to 

freedom of speech and expression, of assembly and o f association and also of
- ' ! A'Ul •. rV'.>

profession, occupation, trade and business have been protected as fundamental 

rights. Broad recognition of life and personal liberty has been made in Article 

21. The right to life includes right to live with human dignity and all that goes 

with it such as bare necessities of life. The judicial activism has given new 

dimensions to these rights. Beggar and other similar forms of-forced labour 

have been specifically prohibited.

Non justiciable rights are contained in Part IV of the constitution. In this 

part of the Constitution the State is given direction to achieve certain broad.i 

objectives through appropriate policies including laws. In particular the.State is
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directed to minimize inequalities in income, eliniinate inequality, of status, 

facilities and opportunities. Equal pay for equal work has also been set as an 

objective to be achieved. The Directives also pose a duty, on the. State to ensure 

right to work, to education and to public assistance in certain cases.. Just and 

human conditions of work, inatemity benefits etc. have also been recognized as 

objectives to be achieved. The State has also been directed to promote the 

welfare of the people by securing and protecting as efficiently as it may a, social 

order in which justice-social, economic and political informs alLinstitutions of 

national life. Living wage, descent standard of life and full enjoyment of leisure 

and social and cultural opportunities all find place inDirective Principles.

Elaborate analyses of these provisions of the Constitution are done in the 

light of the prevailing work conditions in'our country. The analyses of these 

provisions help in identifying the areas where the State has succeeded in
■ i f  1 I .  _ .

making and executing policies in the realization of the constitutional goals and 

where the duties still remain due on the State. It may be worth mentioning that 

the broad and numerous provisions in the Constitution along with' the broad 

and liberal interpretation of these provisions by the-judiciary''makes the 

Constitution, the best guardian of the. rights of these workers.

The labour legislations being innumerable,much of which applying to 

the Unorganized Sector, any attempt to'give an exhaustiye treatrnent to all of 

tliem would be llitilc. The unorganized area of labour being so huge and
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diverse, and tourism being a multi-sector activity, some, provisions in one or 

more of these laws may apply to a particular section; of unorganized workers 

engaged in tourism and thus become relevant for the determination of ̂ e  rights
I  ̂ i ,

of these workers. But in the present work earnest attempt is made by picking up 

a few' notable labour legislations having a direct. bearing with the labour 

relations particularly with the unorganized workers engaged in tourism. 

Though because of the requirement of certain number of workers,. these
*

legislations do not apply to all workers engaged Unorganized Sector, they are 

so made that they comprehend and cover almost all important issues relating to 

the unorganized workers engaged in tourism.

The Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 imposes liability on the

employer to pay compensation in cases of accidents resulting; in death or injury 

to the workmen and creates a right on the part of workmen or his dependents to
I '1:. 1 I > t .M- .

receive the same. The Act also formulates the amount: of compensation to be
i. 1'' ' r  _

paid prescribing the principles to decide the quantum of compensation. It also 

set out procedure, machinery and the modes of realization of compensation. 

The Payment of Wages Act, 1936 makes-provisions to ensure that wages are 

duly paid to the workmen in time and without unauthorized deductions. The 

Act also creates machinery to check the exploitation of workmen by employer 

in relation to wages. The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 comes with a scheme 

for the payment of gratuity to the employees in different establishments.
' ■ \ . A . 1 . .: j

Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 requires payment of bonuses, stipulated in the Act.
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Elaborate provisions to prescribe eligibility, disqualifications, procedure to 

calculate the quantum of bonus and mode of payment’ thereof have been 

stipulated in the Act. Machinery to ensure the observation-of the provisions of 

the Act has also been created. Similarly,, the Klinimum' Wages Act, 1948 

ensures the payment of certain minimum wages whish is; to be; fixed by the 

appropriate Government, to the employees engaged. ir{'different;'employments 

and different class of work in the same emplo>^merit. Elaborate methodology 

has also been provided in the /Act for the fixation of rninimum.rates of wages. 

The Malcrnily Bcncills Act, 1961 sels out provisions to facilitate the working 

women in times of maternity. The Act requires the employer to ensure benefits 

to the working women before, during and after the delivery of child,
» . , ' I. '  L • . 1 M  ! s.. . i  . i '  1. ■ 1 ’ , ' .  i l l '  -

i  \  ■ ‘ J . s ' . i . i *  . . Vj i *'  .

With a view to regulate and in certain cases abolish Contract labour and 

to facilitate them with basic amenities, the Contract Labour (Regulation and 

Abolition) Act, 1970 has been enacted by the legislature. It aims to abolish a 

variety of malpractices indulged in by the contractors/ sardars/ khatadars/other 

intermediaries. The Act attempts to provide the -.required facilities to these 

workers in view of the peculiar circumstances they work in. The Equal 

Remuneration Act, 1976 has been brought into force for the implementation of 

the provisions the Constitution”  and Convention on Equal Remuneration, 1951 

of which India is a signatory'^. The- Act basically^ concerned with 

discrimination in remuneration on the grounds of sex-is now used to ensure

Article 39 (d) _ -
India has ratified this convention on Septem ber 25, 1958
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equal remuneration generally. The Act seeks to protect'-the'-right of equal 

remuneration for the work of equal value. The Building and .Either -Construction 

Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service)-Act,« 1986 is a
t , . I

comprehensive law dealing with the employment and conditions of service of 
:

the construction^ workers. These Acts are comprehensively dealt with and the 

interpretations of the courts are also cited vvherever necessary. ■ * .

As stated-earlier, the Unorganized Sector as an irhportant area of work 

world was recognized in our county only recently. Therefore, not much has 

been done by the legislature with a view of-protecting particularly the 

unorganized workers. A bill as an, outcome , of. the ,,Second ‘Labour 

Commission’s recommendations is lying in the table,of the Parliament for 

discussion*^. The Protection of Women against Sexual'Harassment at 

Workplace Bill, 2007 which came as an outconie of the celebrated decision of 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Vishakdy State o f  Rajasthan^^ is also 

lying in the table for discussion. Both of these bills are relevant for ascertaining 

the rights of unorganized workers engaged in tourism. Courts are the guardians 

of justice. Therefore the fountain of justice flows from the courts. It is the 

courts that interpret law, declare unjust law as void, give effect to just law, and 

in cases of some legislative gaps existing, fill the vacuum and direct the 

appropriate Government to enact law in the area. Here again, the area of labour
■ . . .  I ;. V V >1 ■

bemg so huge and diverse, there are innumerable decisions of different courts

'‘’The Unorganized Scclor W orkers’ Social Sccurily B ill, 2007:
20 AIR 1997 SC 3011
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that deserve consideration. It is not possible .to exhaustively cover all those 

decisions in a work like this. Therefore an earnest attempt is made by,selecting 

some landmark decisions particularly those of -the Supreme Court. The 

decisions-are categorized under different heads to show the, direction of justice 

in different areas of concern.

The Indian judiciary led by the, Supreme. Court, has. made' great 

contribution in the area of labour through its pronouncements.-The glimpses of 

the decisions of various courts can be found all teough this work. However in 

chapter IV the landmark decisions of the Apex Court in the area of labour, best 

fitting tlie problems of unorganized workers engaged in tourism, are included.

An attempt is made to investigate the position of the unorganized 

workers engaged in tourism in the State of Sikkim by analyzing the State. Acts, 

Rules thereto and the State Rules under the national legislations tbat are being 

implemented in the State. To understand the ground realities and the problems 

of the unorganized workers engaged in tourism in the state of Sikkim, an 

empirical study was also done. For this four hundred workers engaged in 

various unorganized sub-sectors under tourism in thê  East district of Sikkim 

were interviewed through a questionnaire for the purpose of collection of data, 

rhe data so collected are tabulated in different groups. I'he. tables so prepared 

ai‘C then analyzed and arc utilized for ascertaining the real position of the
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existing rights of unorganized workers • engaged in . toiu*ism in the state cl 

Sikkim.

As stated earlier tourism involves various inputs varying from place to 

place. For example in Singapore shopping is a major tourist activity but not 

entertainment whereas in London, both shopping and' entertaimnent are 

important inputs. In Sikkim the main .attractions of the tourisrinvo'lve snow and 

Rhododendrons. Many tourists shop on handicrafts.* With the development in 

village tourism many tourists visit Villages wherein the villagers cater’them 

with traditional food and amusements. Thus the'activitie^s involved in tourism 

in the state of Sikkim mostly requires the role of drivers, tourist guides, hotel 

workers, sales persons, traditional artisans, telephone booth workers, workers 

engaged in tourist information centers, trekking guides and porters. In village 

tourism the role of dancers and singers and-amusers-is prominent: The role of 

cooks, cleaners etc. are .also equally significant. In the state o f Sikkim tourism' 

is in the initial phase of development. Tourism in the state is being seen as a 

major revenue generator for the future. Therefore various projects supporting 

various types of tourism like village tourism, eco-tourism, pilgrimage tourism, 

heritage tourism, etc. in the state are being carried on as input to toUrisih. This 

involves a lot of construction works. Therefore construction workers become 

inseparable form tourism workers in the State. In the wake of these facts, the 

present work concentrates on the work environment of persons engaged in the 

informal sector of the tourism industry: Due regard has also given to the
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government reports and also to the conclusions' attained from the informal 

interactions with the workers, employers and Government Officers in the State. 

The work ends with the findings, conclusions and suggestions.
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CHAPTER I '

INTERNATldNAL CONCERNS FOR PROTECTION 

OF RIGHTS OF THE UNORGANIZED WORKERS

\

International law is that body of legal rules which apply between 

sovereign states and such other entities as have been„granted international 

personality by sovereign states. The most important entity of international 

personality that concerns with labour laws is International Labour 

Organization.

International law can be universal, regional or bilateral. Although there 

is some cluplication between universal 'firii regionaf Vaboiir lavv, 'tlie practical 

value of regional law lies mainly’ in'/the-! possibtlity i t  offersito-.establish 

standards which are more progressive than worldwide standards for dealing 

with the special problems of the region concerned; to secT^e ^ e ^ r  liriifonnity 

of law. within a region; or to provide more extensive reciprocal adv^tages. 

Bilateral law has_â  different purpose. It mainly concentrates on determining the 

conditions of entry and of employment in each contracting country for the 

nationals of the other.

The-first * initiative'towards interriationariabour/ laws s in the 

beginning ̂  of the' Centtiiy. This’ idea • 'vî aŝ -'put̂  forward': systematically by 

David Legrand, an industrialist form Alsa[ce. He defended-.it and developed >it in
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his repeated appeals addressed tq_the_ggverMents ^of-the main European 

countries form 1840 to 1855. Later the idea was taken up,, by private 

associations. Thereafter a number of proposals to promote international 

regulations of labour matters were made in French and German Parliaments. In 

consultation with other European countries Switzerland took the first; official 

initiative by convening a conference in Bern, in, May, 1890. Later-the; Swiss 

Government organized two other conferences in 1905 and 1906 in Bern, where 

the first two international Conventions were adopted,-

During the First World War trade unions insisted on the inclusion of 

clauses for improving the conditions of workers in the Peace Treaties. To 

recommend on_the_ labour matters Commission on International Labour 

Legislation was appointed, the work of which led to the inclusion of labour
r . . 1 i j . . - ' t " .  . f  >

matters in the Treaty of Versailles and other peace .treaties. The treaties
' '  ■ ' K a .i C  ■  ̂ i ’ i l  i l i . i l i C ’ i V i .  !

provided for establishment of an international organization on labour with
’ ’ . i V .  i '  l . H J i  i ' i v  ‘ I ' V *

powers to adopt conventions and recommendations. Thus the Internationali i'l'li . vjliV .h . ’ '

Labour Organization was born, the constitution of which was adopted by Peace
• ■ '  ■ I V.  t  . . I , . J  . . . ■ '  1 -

Conference in April 1919.
A . I  ̂ h t: . !

Since then, the International Labour •..G6nferencê -is-̂ - workirig~ for the
-------  ̂ 1 , .1' ! i 1 ' .i iLl i I

welfare of workers. It has met regularly jn  general once 3̂ ear, except during

:

‘ One related to the prohibition o f  night, w ork ifor w om eh Jn industrial'empioyrne^^^ 
prohibition o f  the use o f  w h ite prosperous in the m anufactur^of match'e^
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the Second World War. The Philadelphia Declaration adopted by the 

International Labour Conference in May 1944 reaffirmed the following: ,

1. that labour is not a commodity,

2 . 'that freedom of expression and-.ofA*association ;^ e  'es^eht^ to 

vv ’ siistainedpr.o^ess,
 ̂ V - . -  ■■ , .....................

3. that poverty ari>Kvhere cohis'titutes'"'a’ya%eF'ipfpfosp

and

wim
,  u ^̂i . - - >)

4. that the war against want'requires,to beipa^ ,With‘‘̂ urirelenting 

vigour within each nation, 'and.-byv-;confiriUp^^^  ̂

international effort in which-tKe fepres'eritativbs 'of workers and

employers, enjoying equal status with those.'of'governments; join
 ̂ t

them in free discussions and democratie decision With «a‘view.t0'the 

promotion of the common welfarei ‘

The Declaration, affirmed that all human- being's^'‘iirespective' of ‘race, 

creed or sexthaye 0d-*Vight to pursue Voth •thei'r;:ni&teria1̂  

spiritual development" in conditions;!of'dignity airdj|freedom,-pf economic 

security and equal opportunity. The Declaration^-also,.referred to >the.social 

aspect of economic and financial measures.'.’

The specific'objectives of the International, Labour‘Organisation were 

also defined in the Declaration. These included:
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1. full employment and the raising of living standards,

2. facilities of training policies in regard to wages, hours of work and 

other conditions of work calculated to ensure a just share of fruits of 

progress lo all,

3. the effective recognition of the right of collective bargaining,

4. the co-operation of management and labour in the continuous 

improvement of productive efficiency, and

5. the collaboration of workers and employer in the preparation and 

application of social and economic measures, tlie extension of social 

security measures to provide a basic income to all in need of such 

protection, and comprehensive medical care, etc.

These alTirmalions of workers’ basic rights in the Philadelphia 

Declaration in 1944 renewed the role of hiternational Labour Organization. 

The Organization joined the UN system in 1946.

Instruments of the International Labour Organization:

ILO Conventions:
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The conventions adopted by the International Labour Organization can 

be categorized on the following broad areas:

1. Basic human rights;

2. Employment;

3. Social Policy;

4. Labour administration;

5. Industrial relation;

6. Conditions of work;

7. Social security;

8. Employment of women;

9. Employment of children and young persons;

10. Migrant workers;
1 'in' l.)i 1' ” \ i '

11. Indigenous and tribal people;

12. Special categories of workers.

Core Conventions:

Some conventions of the ILO were identified ^ d  given prominence in 

the Conclusion o f the World Summit for Social Development in 1995. These" 

conventions’can be regarded as the core conventions. These conventions are of
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great prominence as they deal with the primary and basic rights and protections 

of the workers.

ILO Conventions can be categorized according to the hierarchy. In the 

first category fall the conventions dealing with freedom-of association and 

collective bargaining, forced labour, non discrimination in employment and 

child labour. In the second category are the technical standards, which establish 

norms to improve working conditions.

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize 

Convention (No. 87̂ ;

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize

Convention adopted in 1948 is one of the Core Conventions of ILO, This
,V (1 < I ! 1 I ' j j -J l' . ‘‘ ri.-

Convention establishes right of all workers and'employers-to form and join
, ; ' . . u i! > •: v ; t . I ; : i - I

organizations o t  their won choosing^ without prior authorization, and lays^. (I '■ I-' ’ I iui I ‘iu Hi , ji, f 1 '

down a series of guarantees for the -free functioning of organizations without
,  i ■ . t !  I r . f  1 ' . . ' I t  .

interference by the public authorities.^ Article 3 of ^ e  Convention specially 

requires that the public authorities should refrain from any interference which 

would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof. ,

Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention (No. 98V

 ̂Article 2 
 ̂Article 3
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Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention was adopted 

by the ILO in 1949. The Convention provides for protection against anti-union 

discrimination, protection of workers’ and employers’ organizations against 

acts of interference by each other, and for measures to promote collective 

bargaining. Article 1 of the Convention reads ^'Workers shall enjoy adequate 

protection against acts o f  anti-union discrimination in respect o f  their 

employment^  Workers and employers’ organizations have been ensured 

adequate protection against acts of interference by each other."  ̂Measures are to 

be taken to encourage and promote voluntary negotiation between employers’ 

and workers’ organizations, with a view to regulation of terms and conditions 

of employment by means of collective agreements.^

For the implementation of Conventions No 87 and 98 as discussed 

above the countries that have ratitied the Conventions, have to submit regular 

reports to the ILO on measures taken to give effect to the Conventions. Review 

of such reports is made by Committee of Experts and Governing Body. From 

the year 1997 special procedure for reporting on Core Convention.by non 

ratifying countries has been introduced.^

The Constitution of International Labour Organization has. provisions 

for the submission of complaints by workers’ or employers’ organizations or

* Article 2 
 ̂Article 4

® Reports under this procedure are received in every two years
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other countries on Freedom of Association.^ Such complairits are received by 

the ILO irrespective of whether the country concerned has ratified the 

Convention or not. The Committee on Freedom of Association treats such 

cases. The Committee meets three times a year and submits report to the 

Governing Body of the International Labour Organization after contacting the 

government concerned. Then the Governing Body makes recommendations to 

the concerned government on how to conform the Conventions;

The Governing Body recognizes that it' may be legitimate to place 

restriction on trade union actions. Limits can be set on right to strike where 

interruption of services “endangers the life, personal safety or health of the 

population.” However the Governing Body has stressed that governments have
n  . I V ■ I - ■ ( ,

responsibility for encouraging and promoting collective negotiation between 

employers’ and workers’ associations and that just allowing the same would 

not suffice. The Governments have to eiisure independence of parties in 

collective bargaining i.e. prohibition of employee bargaining representatives 

under the domination of employers. Undue emphasis mustnot be placed by the 

governments on individual responsibility for bargaining to the detriment of 

collective bargaining.*

Forced Labour Convention (No. 29>:

’ Article 24 and 26  , -
® Governing B o d y 's  decision  on N ew  Zealand in 1994 referred to in a presentation at N A A L C  
W orkshop, Toroiito, February 1-2, 2001
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Forced Labour Convention was adopted by the International Labour 

Organization in the ye^. 1930. The Convention requires the signatories to take 

steps for the suppression of forced labour or compulsory labour in all its forms. 

Certain exceptions arc permitted, such as military service, emergencies like 

wars, earthquakes and convict labour duly supervised, etc.

Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (No. 105):

The Abolition- of Forced Labour Convention was adopted in the year
' I • ,

1957. The Convention prohibits the use of any form of force or compulsory 

labour as a means of political coercion or education, punishment for the
V ,  % ■ . .  ̂ > .1 ‘  i • t : I ' l  i  I ‘ . I i  1 !  >.  V i  , ! •  ! U  ‘  .

expression of political or ideological views, workforce mobilization, labour 

discipline, punishment for participation in strikes or discrimination.

Discrimination (Employment and Occu'pationVConvention (No. I ll):

Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention was adopted 

in 1958. The Convention requires specific national polities to eliminate 

discrimination in access to employment, training and working conditions, on 

grounds of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or 

social origin and to promote equality of opportunity and treatment. India has 

ratified this Convention on June6, 1960.
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Equal Remuneration Convention was adopted by the International 

Labour Organization in the year 1951. The Convention calls for equal pay for 

men and women for work of equal value. The Convention also defines 

‘remuneration’ and explains ‘equal remuneration for men and women for the 

work of equal value’. The term ‘remuneration’ includes the ordinary basic or 

minimum wage, or salary and any additional emoluments'whatsoever payable 

directly or whether in cash or kind by the employer to the workers and arising 

out of worker’s employment.^ The term equal remuneration for men and 

women for the work  ̂of equal value on the other hand refers to the rates of
■ ■ ■ I • 1 U i  ̂̂  ̂ '

remuneration established without discrimination based on sex. India has 

ratified the Equal Remuneration Convention on September 25, 1958.

Minimum Age Convention (No. 138):

Minimum Age Convention was adopted by the ‘ International Labour 

Organization in the year 1973. The Convention aims at ;the abolition of child 

labour, stipulating that the minimum age of admission to employment shall not 

be less than the age of completion of compulsory schooling, and m no case be 

less than .15 years (14 years for developing countries). In India the completion 

of the age of compulsory education is the completion of. 14 years.

Equal Remuneration Convention (No, 100):
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Apart tbrm the above main conventions; there are various other 

conventions that seek to protect the workers. To protect children from 

exploitation from the employment in vocations unsuited to their age and 

strength and hazardous employment the'International Labour Organization 

adopted Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of Worst.Forms 

of Child-Labour Convention (No. 182) ,in 1999., The ILO has also adopted 

Employment Policy Convention (No. 122) in 1949,”® There is Convention (No. 

135) concerning Protection and Facilities to be afforded to Workers’ 

Representatives in the Undertaking adopted by the ILO in 1971. Convention 

(No. 141) concerning Organization of Rural Workers and Their Role in 

Economic and Social Development adopted in 1975, apart from providing 

foundation for the protection of the most neglected rural workers, led the 

developing world to review their policies concerning mr^f keas -and people. 

The International Labour Organization has also adopted Convention (No. 143) 

concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of 

Opportunity anH Treatment of Migrant Workers in 1975. ILO Convention (No. 

151) concerning Promotion of Collective Bargaining was adopted in . 1978 

whereby in addition to the allowance of collective bargaining opportunity to 

the workers stress was given on directing-policies towards its promotion.

o th e r  ILO  Conventions:

India has ratified this C onvention on N ovem ber 11, 1998  
”  India has ratified this C onvention on A ugust 18, 1977
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Employment Promotion and Protection- against Unemployment Convention 

(No. 168) which was adopted by the International Labour Organization in 1988 

roniiiids Ihc role ol'wcliarc stale in the 21''* Century. It requires the states to 

direct their polit}' towards the promolion of employment and requires the state 

to give protection against Unemployment. ILO Convention (No. 102) adopted 

in 1952 concerns with Minimum Standards of Social Security.

ILO Declarations:

Apart form the Core Conventions and other’ conventions, the 

International Labour Organization has adopted a number of Recommendations. 

Conventions and Recommendations are different in their nature and purpose.
. A' .  ̂ ' 'M ■ ■/ .-.1 ; r

Conventions are instruments designed to create international obligations for the 

states which ratify them. Recommendations do not create obligations but 

provide guidelines for action. Some of the ,ILO,Reconimendations worthy of 

mention in the present work are as follows:

1. Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment Service recommendation 

(No 83), adopted on June 9,1948;

2. Vocational Rehabilitation (Disabled Recommendation (No. 99), 

adopted on .)une 22, 1955;

3. Discrimination (Employment and Occupation Recommendation (No 

111), adopted on June 25, 1958;
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4. Employment Injury Benefit Recommendation (No. 121), adopted on 

July 8, 1964; .

5. Employment Policy Recommendation (No. 122), adopted on July 9, 

1964;

6. Invalidity, Old Age and Survivors* Benellls Recomniendalion (Nol3l), 

adopted on June 29, 1967;

7. Medical Care And Sickness Benefits Recommendation (No. 134), 

adopted on June 25, 1969;

8. Human Resources Development Recommendation (No. 150), adopted 

on June 23, 1975;

9. (Disabled Persons) Recommendation (No. 168), adopted on June 20, 

1983:

10. Employment Policy (Supplementary Provisions) Recommendations 

(No. 169), adopted on June 26, 1984;

11.Employment Promotion And Protection Against -Unemployment 

Recommendation (No. 176), adopted on June 21, 1988;

12. Private Employment Agencies Recommendation (No 1,88), adopted on 

June 19, 1997.

In the 86^ Labour Conference in 1998 ILO adopted Declaration on 

Fundamental Principles And Rights at Work, whereby jt .pommitted the 

member stales to respect, to promote and to realize in good faith the right of 

workers and employers to IVeedom of association and the. .elTcctivc right of
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collective bargaining, and to work towards the elimination of all forms of 

forced and compulsory labour, the effective abolition of child labour and the 

elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. Under 

the Declaration all the member states are obliged to respect the fundamental 

principles evolved, whether or not they have ratified the relevant conventions.

The Declaration includes provision for follow-up like:

1. Annual follow-up concerning non-ratified ■ flmdamental conventions, 

which will cover each year the four areas of fundamental, principles and 

rights specified in the Declaration. T will be based on reports requested 

from governments which have not ’ ratilied. one> or more of the
.  , I .  . I . , . 1

fundamental conventions, on any changes which may have taken place 

in their law and practice. These reports will be reviewed by the 

Governing Body with a view to presenting an introduction to the reports 

thus complied, drawing attention'to any aspect which might call for 

amore in depth discussion; the office may call upon a group* of experts 

appointed for this purpose by the Governing Body.

2. Global report which will cover each year, one'of the four categories of 

fundamental principles and rights. The report will be drawn'up under the 

responsibility of the Director General and will be submitted to the 

Conference for discussion.
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With this Declaration the ILO has given itself “the means to address the 

social consequences of the globalization of economy,” *̂ It is seen as a 

“powerful scarchlighl which will illuminate those areas that have previously

remained in darkness.” ’^

No matter how good the provisions of such recommendatiohs are, the 

International Labour Organization has limited powers for ■ ensuring their 

implementation. Where any recommendation is givW by'lriterriMionai Labiour 

Organization in cases where a concerned state fails to implement it, the 

Governing Body can set up a commission of isnquiry leading 'to' further 

recommendations. As the ultimate recourse the Governing Body , can invoke 

Article 33, and recommend “such action as it may deem wise and expedient to 

secure compliance” with recommendations of Commission of Enquiry.

Instruments of the United Nations Organization:

The United Nations does not deal with Labour matters'itself but provides an 

umbrella and recognizes the ILO as the specialized ageiicy for: takiiig.'necessary 

actions for achieving the goals set in its Constitution.-Some; Unitjed* Nations 

Instruments though general in nature have also covered labour matters. Apart, 

the French Declamtion o f  Righls o f  Men and Cilizcns,. 1979 which provided

M iclicl l lanscnnc, D ircelor General, ILO, in his address in Ihe 86‘'* International Labour Conference, 
(1998) =

B ill Brett. Chairperson o f  the W orkers’ Group, in his address in the 86*  International 
LabourConlcrencc, (1 9 9 8 )
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inspiration to enactment of many of the international instruments declares that 

men are bom free and are equal in respect of r ig h ts .T h e  Declaration of 

Independence of United States of America states that all men are created equal. 

The United Nations’ Charter aims at promoting the higher standard of living 

and full employment'^ It aims at promoting universal respect and observance 

of human rights and fundamental freedoms without distinction of any kind.^  ̂

The same principle of equality and non discrimination has become' a 

constituent of the preamble of the constitution of the International Labour 

Organization back, in 1919 thereby giving these principles international 

recognition. '

International Covenant on Economic; SbciaPiSi: Cuit'ural 1966:

_ I- . . n  . . .  . l i  ; I - . ' ! (  . . . V .■

International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights requires the 

states Parties to recognize the right to work, the right of everyone to the 

opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses, to just 

conditions of work, fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value 

without distinction of any kind, a decent living, and safe and healthy working

* * 17conditions. It also appeals the states parties to recognize the right of eveiyone 

to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensure fair 

wages and equal pay for equal work to enable the workers to achieve a decent

'■* Article 1, French Declaration o f  R ights o f  M en and C itizens, I979.> 
Article 55 (a), the U nited N ations Charter 
Article 1 and 55, the U nited N ations Charter 
Article 6
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living for themselves and their families. Safe.and>healthy working conditions, 

equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted in his employment .to an 

appropriate higher level, subject to no considerations other than those of 

seniority and competence, rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working 

hours and periodic holidays with-pay, as well as rernuneration for .public 

holidays, all have been recognized in the Covenant.^*

The Covenant also requires the states, parties'to .‘tindert^e to' ensure (a) The 

right of everyone to form trade unions and join the trade union of his'choice, 

subjccl only to the rules of the organization concerned, for the promotion and
, 1 i l i j .  . i ' i I . i , . . V ,  '  . i i  - •

protection of his economic and social interests, the I'i'ght of trade unions to
, ■ i.I . ' ( Uo ' O'’ S

establish national federations or confederations and the right of the latter to
4

form or join international trade-union organizations; (c) The right of trade

unions to function freely subject to no limitations other than those prescribed
. ' ' i  ’ - ;  i . - i  i l i  ( M i ' i  , t l  M  .

by law and which are necessary in a democratic socie^ .̂ in the interests of 

national security or public order or for the protection of the rights and freedoms 

of others; (d) The right to strike, provided that it is exercised in conformity 

with the laws of the particular country.*^

Intcriiutional Covenant on Civil and Political Riglib, 1966:

Article 7 
Article 8
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International Covenant on Civil- and Political Rights also provide 

important provisions relating to labour. Under Article 8 the Covenant prohibits 

forced or compulsory labour. It also ensures right to freedom of association, 

including the right to' form and join trade unions.

Declaration on Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination, 1969:

An instrument v̂ ĥich requires the State Parties to take all necessary and 

appropriate steps for' the realization of right to work,- jfree choice of 

employment, just and favourable conditions of work and protection against 

unemployment is the Declaration on Elimination of all forms of Racial 

Discrimination, 1969. The Declaration attempts to curb the discriminations 

made in the work arena that are targeted at the workers of ̂  part race.

Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 

Women, 1979:

Convention on-Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 

Women,. 1979 comprehensively covers rights of working"vvc)nienrIt appeals the 

State Parties to take appropriate measures to eliminate discriminations against 

women in the field of employment in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of 

men and women, the same rights ‘ in particular, the right to work,- 'equal*

Article 22
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opportunities including the application of same criteria for selection in matters 

of employment, the right to free choice of employment ■ right .to promotion, 

job security and other benefits.^^ The Declaration on_Elimination of All Forms 

of Discrimination Against Women, 1979 defines “discrimination against 

women" as any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex 

which has the effect or puipose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, 

enjoyment or exercise by women irrespective of their status, on the basis of 

equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedom in 

political, social, cultural, civil or any other field.̂ "̂ - -The -Declaration under 

Article 11 (1) appeals the State Parties to create conditions for the realization 

by working women, apart from the abovementioned protections and rights all 

benefits and conditions of service, the right to‘receive vocational traming and 

recurrent training, the right to receive equal remuneration and benefits and of 

equal treatment in respect of work of equal value as well as equality of 

treatment in the evaluation of work. The Declaration also recognizes the right 

to social secui'ity, particularly in cases of retirement, unemployment, sickness, 

invalidity and old age. Provisions have been made for the recognition of right 

to paid leave, the right to protection of health and to safety in working 

conditions including the safeguarding pf the ftinctipn of reproduction.

Article U  ( l ) ( a )  
Articlc 11 ( l ) ( b )  

”  Article! 1. (1) (c) 
Article 1
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Under Clause (2) of'Article 11 of the Declaratipn it is made clear that in 

order to prevent discrimination against women on the ground of marriage or 

maternity and to ensure effective right to work to all working women. State 

Parties have to take appropriate measures to prohibit, subject to ,the iinposition 

of sanctions, dismissal on the ground of pregnancy or denial of maternity, leave 

and discrimination in dismissals on the basis of marital status. rThe, State Parties 

are asked to introduce maternity leave with pay .or comparable social benefit, 

security or social allowances, to provide special protection to -^e , .\yorking 

women during pregnancy in types of work proved to be harmiiil to them. The 

State Parties are-asked to renew such protective legislation periodically so that 

it fits the demand of time by revising, repealing or extending them as per the 

situation and development.

Universal Dcchiration of Human Rights, 1948:

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, , 1948 covers more 

comprehensively, the labour matters. Article 1 of the’ Debiaratibh declares that 

all human beings are bom fi-ee and equal in d ig n i^ ’aiid rights, thereby 

declaring equality principle to be inherent human-rights. Right to life, liberty 

and security of person as in Article 21 of the Indian iS'also ensured .by the 

Declaration. ‘Life’ in the Declaration has the same meaning as is interpreted
; ■‘1 t i ' - i b I. I , ‘ ■ I ' ! f * > '

' ■ V i . V ! ' .  • -  ̂ Tl ■'ir-r.l'-’ '-..i .'.i

in the word in Article 21 of the Indian Constitution' and ' is capable of

25 Article 3
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encompassing within jtself all those rights that are essential for a nornial and 

human Hving. The Declaration specifically declares that no one should be held 

in slavery or servitude and that slave trade should be prohibited in all their 

fo rm s.E quality  Principle is also recognized in the Declaration as a 

fiindamental human right. The Declaration giyeS’protection, to, this right and 

declares that all are equal before law and are entitled without any 

discrimination to equal protection of the law.^  ̂Right to,freedom of opinion and 

expression that is protected under Article 19 .of the Indian Constitution as a 

fundamental right is declared as a fundamental human" right in' tlie’Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, 1948. It says that everyone has 'the right to 

freedom of opinion and expression.^* The right without which 'the right to 

freedom of speech and expression would beconie meaningless for ithe i^yorkers 

moving towards the achievement for a common’gpal of Itheir protection is the 

right to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association. This right in the aid 

of right to freedom of speech and expression provides the basis of all the rights; 

of the workers and provides basis of realization of those rights/thrb 

collective bargaining. “The (workers) have nothing to" lo'se but their chains.”^̂
' I'. i ' . . ' ” . tv . i f'l t t f 1

To provide basis for this chain whereby the working people of all countries can 

unite the Declaration recognizes the right of all^pedjile to ’the freedom of 

peaceful assembly and,of association.^® However, no one may be compelled 

against his wish to belong to an association. Every‘person, as a member of

Article 4 
Article 7
Article 19
Karl M arx, The C om m unist M anifesto, C ited in M alay Chaudhiiry and Arindham  Chaudhury,.The 

Great Indian Dream, (20 0 3 ) M acm illan India Ltd, at 98 .i.
Article 20
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society, ahs the right to social security -^ d ' is .entitled to realization of the 

economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free 

development of his personality.^ ‘ Thus right to social security s, been 

recognized as a human right in the Declaration.

Basic rights of the workers like right to work, to free choice .of employment,
I I 1

to just and favorable conditions of w ork , and to protection , against 

unemployment for the realization of which massive reyolutions coupled with 

judicial activism is being carried on in the ’ developing world, have been 

recognized and protected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Under 

the Declaration everyone has the right to just and favorable reinUneration and

specific rights to form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests. 

The Declaration also recognizes right to rest and leisure including reasonable 

limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with' pay.^^

A standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of oneself and 

of fainily is the minimum requirement of every person.  ̂Therefore the 

governments of all countries notwithstanding how w e ^  its economy is should 

strive to achieve this for its people. In the wake of the-fact tha;t’the realization
I ' ' . \ 1 ’ . ( . I S 1, ' 1 ’ 1 ' ■ '

of this right is among the basic functions of the Gdvemmerit,^.the'Declaration
, . u l  ' ' • i .  ;

has rccognized this as an inalienable right. This right is supported'by right to 

security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old-

Article 21 
Articlc 23 

”  Article 24
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age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond one’s control. These 

rights have also received recognition under the Declaration making the former 

right more meaningful^!*

For the full development of human personality, rheahingful realization of 

human rights and fundamental freedoms ± e  Declaration declares rigtht to 

education as a fundamental human right. The Declaration says that education 

should be free and compulsory at least the elementaiy stage.^^ The v/ords “at 

least” in the Article suggest that free and compulsory education only at the 

elementary education is for the weaker economies to save them from heavy 

financial burden. However, it is the duty of the governments of the States with 

stronger economies to strive towards making .education free arid compulsory 

even at the higher levels.

The Declaration declares that 'everyone is " entitled to^ a social and 

international order in which the rights and protections set forth in the 

Declaration are fully realized.

Thus it can be seen that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

rccognizcs almost all the rights that are attempted to be protected through 

various other internal instruments relating to the protection and welfare of
" . “  5 V * i I i '

workers. It must be noted that the purposes of the Universal Declaration of

JS
Article 25 
Article 26
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Human Rights and conventions aiming different ,^eas o&concern are different 

in so far as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights^ sets fortK basic-human 

fundamental and inalienable rights which every human beiiig is entitled to by 

virtue of his being human. The areas of concern set forth in' conventions on“ the 

other hand are those areas where the governments of states are to take steps for 

the realization of, the purposes set forth, therein. .However, the. modes 

realizations of the rigliis under both of tliese' instruments are' same 'i.e. by 

recognizing them in the domestic instriiments.

The U.N. General Assembly has adopted a hxmiber of other conventions 

containing labour matters. The most important oftheni deserving rhentiipn are
 ̂  ̂  ̂- ii -O V 1 '/ V* I y' ‘  ̂ r ■

; *; ■ ' f* i ^

Convention on Rights of Child (1989),’ Gonventibn’ on Status of Refugees
' >  ■ ■ ' ,• U j f ' i r - '  •

(1954) and Convention of Status of Stateless  ̂ Persons (I960).  ̂ These
- . . - ' t  h c i  o .  i . i '

instruments deal with the rights of workers of particular groups and under 

peculiar conditions.

Eight of the ILO human rights conventions, have been. defined.:by ILO ̂ . 1  ̂ ■ i; i T’ ! ytr' \ .Y ■ (.•

Declaration of Fundamental Principles and^Right at Work (ji998)

fundamental labour rights are endorsedby UN Conference on "Social 

Development in Copenhagen in 1995. These Core-Cq^ are considered

to be joint and mutually supportive. All ILO Member Couhtrfe iare required to 

abide by these Conventions whether they have ratiJfied' theni or,not. These 

Conventions are:
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Convention No, 105 (1957);

2. Elimination of Child Labour: Convention No 138 (1973) and

Convention No. 182 (2000);

3. " Non-Discrimination in Employment ^d/Remuneration: Convention

No. 100 (1951) and Convention No .111, (.1958);

4. Freedom of Association and Right to Collective - Bargaining:

Convenlion No. 87 (1948) and Convention No. 98 (1949):

Thus we find that at the international level much has been done on the 

rights of the vi^orkers. Yet not much concern has been shown on the 

unorganized sector workers in particular. The-intemationar iiistruments do not 

differentiate between the unorganized and organized sector workers. The ideal 

rights emanating from the international instruments are the rights^ equally 

pampering all the workers-organized and unorganized. There is a need for the 

international agencies to show greater concern on the unorganized sector. 

However it should not be understood that the State Parties are immune from 

taking steps to ensure those rights to unorganized workers. As already pointed, 

the rights flowing from the international instruments should reach the 

organized and unorganized workers alike. As the international instr^en ts can 

be implemented only through the domestic constitutions and other municipal
, 1 . 1 . L-vj ' . iCCi. ! li  t-jii Liic

.1 ~  " r: ^

legislations, the responsibility of realizing the commitment made at the

L Prohibition of Forced Labour: Convention No 29 (1930) and
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international level rests with the State Parties. For the effective realization of 

the goal of reaching the contents of these ihstrurrierits in the national 

constitutions and statutes, creation of conditions through economic and other 

sanctions apart from assistance both the economic and expertise from the 

international level may be desirable in many cases. If  governments fail to 

secure minimum protection and secure old age of their country people, they are 

inefficient. In such cases international bodies should be capable to direct (not 

only recommend) those governments to act or to face. Introduction of 

minimum protection and social security to all need to be made mandatory for 

the participation in international affairs.
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CHAPTER 11

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS OF THE UNORGANIZED 

WORKERS ENGAGED IN TOURISM UNDER THE 

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

All iiiVL'stigalion iiilo the righls o l 'a  person'both as iin individual and as 

a person belonging to a particular class begins at the portals of tHe'Constitutibn. 

As a fountain head of all laws as well as their ultimate validator, the 

Constitution contains principles fundamental' to governance. Therefore, it is 

inevitable that the quest' of rights of the unorganized workers engaged in 

tourism sector should originate in the Constitution^

Pream ble:

The ]3eople of India through their Constitution sought secure to 

themselves- Justite-.Social, Economic ahd Political;,
I ’ , I _

Liberty- o f’I'hought and Expression,'arid 

Equality- of Status and Opportunity.

They have also assured dignity of individual. All these broad .objectives have 

been given protection in Part III and Part IV, of the-fjonstitutipn.. Social, 

Economic and-Politicai justice has a great bearing upon the workers engaged in 

Unorganized Sector. Unorganized Sector is an area where justice.is most
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difficult to assure. As the border line between the Orgeinized and^Unorganized 

Sector was drawn, differences in the conditions of work, social security etc. 

became apparent. Apart from economic justice to individual workers, the fact 

that a huge majority of the working population in India is engaged in 

Unorganized Sector raises the questions of economic condition of the whole 

country regarding fair and equitable distribution of national wealth. Social 

justice and political justice are closely related to economic equality.

Equality of status and opportunity is another question of concern for the 

Unorganized Sector^workers. The inadequate laws, lack of implementation of 

the laws for protection of these workers and ineffective mechanism among 

Others are main cause of India’s poverty. Adequate ^protection and social 

security to this sector which employs 93-94 per cent ’of the working population 

in the country can be definite answer to poverty.

Dignity of individual can only be ascertained when all of the above 

conditions.are satisfied. A person’s dignity can be groomed only when equality 

in all fronts is ascertained: when there is-equality of status and opportunity, 

justice and security. The protection of dignity of working women in 

Unorganized Sector is a matter of greater concern. Creating conditions where 

there is justice- social, economic and political and equality of status and

' Reoprt ol'the National C om m ission for Untcrpriscs in the Unorganised Sector
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opportunity is a concern that goes hand in hand with the realization by these 

workers the dignity of their self.

The objectives that are laid down in the Preamble of the constitution of 

India are largely unrealized as far as the workers in unorganized sectors in 

general and those engaged in unorganized sectors of tourism industry in 

particular are concerned. The workers engaged in Unorganized Sector are 

generally those who belong to the socially, educationally and economically in a 

backward footing as compared to those working in the Organized Sector. 

Further due to the jnultifaceted factors prevailing in this Sector and in our 

Country, the creation of conditions for realization of these goals by the State 

has not been possible.

The problems of the workers in Unorganized Sector including of those
I ‘ ■ i s ' i t -  ui i . '  ; 1  > !■ (.’ i ) l  ; ! ;  i 111 ( ’ ■ U  ■! I '

engaged in toui’ism are in conflict with the ideals laid down in the Preamble of
■ i i\ ■ ' 'i I I.’!', ;> t ' ;  i i ; . i i . I ^  ■

the Indian Constitution. The workers engaged in the unorganized sectors face 

the problems of unemployment, discrimination on various fronts, low wages, 

health and safety problems, lack of leisure etc and the female workers that of 

maternity benefits and sexual harassment. In brief eve^. protection.tto ^ e  

Organized Sector workers avail is goals to be achieved for the unorgahized 

workers. For the realization of the ideals in the Preamble of the Constitution of
■ 1 V.' I - ^

India, to secure to all citizen of India, social, economic and political justice, 

equality of status and opportunity and to secure dignity of individual the State
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has to fade the margin of distinction between the workers' in Organized and 

Unorganized Sector. The truth is what the people of India wanted to secuire for 

themselves still remains to be secured. It is only when this contrast is reduced 

“we the people of India” will start marching towards equality. ■

Fundamental Rights:

The challenges before the workers engaged in the Unorganized Sector 

particularly in tourism which invoke the Fundamental Rights . are essentially of 

discrimination on various’fronts, denial of, various rights and most of all the 

wide variation of wages, inadequate facilities, protection,* 'social, seciirity and 

conditions of work in contrast to that of the Organized* Sector. For the female 

workers most talked about yet most unattended subject of protection against 

sexual harassment at workplaces is the biggest concern.. The bounding fathers 

of the Constitution of Indian had before them various leading constitutions of 

the world, international conventions, covenants, agreements, treaties and 

treatises to incorporate into the bulkiest Constitution, • the , best ■ possible 

principles and parts thereof that fitted the Indian society and removed the 

impediments thaLobstructed the way of developments. Thus variouis provisions 

were incorporated for the protection of workers in general^ who have their 

definite contribution in building the Society.
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There are certain provisions in the Constitution of India protecting and 

providing rights to the workers including those unorganized- workers engaged 

in tourism in the Furidamental Rights Chapter; Right to equality^ guarantees to 

every person the right to equality before law and equal protection of laws. Thus 

every person, including unorganized workers engaged in tourism the right not 

to be deprived of equality before law. Equality before law means that amongst 

equal the law should be equal and it should be equally administered and that 

like should be treated alike.^ On this analog, the ^workers in Unorganized 

Sector [most of whom do jobs of equal value to that of any 'workers in' similar 

jobs in the Organized Sector for far’̂ inferior wages and work conditions] are 

denied their right to equality which entails equal treatment and equal 

protection. It may be noted that the Unorganized Sector contributes about 60 

percent to the Country’s GDP"̂ . The conditions of these Sectors for similar 

work are vastly different in terms of wages, collective- bargaining, health and 

safety working hours, maternity benefits, pensions etc. and as such the 

protection under Article 14 is completely robliterated for these workers. 

However if we look back we see that the areas which were unorganized 

yesterday have gradually become organized and as such'the areas which are 

unorganized today deserve to be organized tomorrow.- Nevertheless-the 

realization of the guarantee of Fundamental Right to equality is a distant dream 

for any area of employments that is unorganized in a particular point of time.

 ̂Article 14
 ̂Jennings, L o w  o f  C o n s t i t u t i o n ,  cited in M .P. Singh (cd .), V .N . Shukla, C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  I n d i a  (13'** cd). 

Eastern Book Com pany (2 0 0 1 ) al 201 , , . , ‘
* Report o f  the N ational C om m ission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector
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Further it should~be noted that the Unorganized Sector is expanding much 

rapidly than the Organized Sector,

The concept of equaUty has within it the ideal of equal pay for equal 

work, and also the equals are to be U’eated equally. The logical extension of this 

would be that workers who are engaged in the unorganized sector and do the 

same work should enjoy parity of wage with each other. However this does not 

happen. Thus a worker in the unorganized sector earns differential wage from 

his fellow worker in the same sector as-well- as that of his colleague in the 

organized sector. In many cases the workers are paid lesser even than the 

minimum wages. Women workers irrespective of the value of their job are paid 

lesser than the men workers. There are no trade unions in this Sector and the 

nature of work is not conducive to the formation of Unions as they do not have 

the pre-requisite conditions required under the Trade Union Act, Very few of 

these workers are registered in unions comprising of workers in other areas. 

The guarantee of equality in Article 14 includes the guarantee of equal, pay, 

minimum wage protection, equal terms and conditions of work and equal 

opportunity to form associations as under Article 19. Unlike in Organized
: . i l l . *   ̂ I . L  1 ;  ' '  ' - ‘ i i >  -■ . M . ’ . ' i ' l i  t . ' i i l  i V v - r ' O r  j - t   ̂ 1 . , •

Sector, maximum working hours, leisure, bonuses, maternity benefits,
, • ...........Ui I, ■ !. I . I": ■: I ■ V  , k ■

pensions, health-and- safety provisions and other. facilities ’ are almost, non 

prevalent in this Sector. Thus it can be seen that the workers, in Unorganized 

Sector are in far more disadvantaged position than-their counterparts in 

organized Scctor,
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On the analogy that “like should be treked alike” ,̂ it can be said that 

unlike should be treated unlikely. Thus classification can be made between

advantaged and disadvantaged section of people in which such disadvantaged
t ,  . 1

section shall constitute a special and separate class and for their benefit a 

separate law can be made. Such differentiation may be made between men and 

women where women would conslilute such class. The classification between 

men and women for the purpose of legislation was held valid by the Apex 

Court in Kedar Nath v. State o f  West Bengal.^ th e  Court observed;

“The equal protection of laws guaranteed by Article 14 of the 

Constitution does not mean that all laws are general in character 

and universal in application and that the State shall no longer 

have the power of distinguishing and classifying persons or 

things for the purpose of legislation.”

This decision gives the State power to distinguish and classify persons 

or thing. Therefore, organized workers and particularly--those .engaged in 

tourism can be taken as a class. to enact laws for their protection and 

betterment.

I b i d

M R  1953 SC  404
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Article 14 permits classification or differentiation which is based upon 

reasonable grounds of distinction but it forbids class, legislation. The pi-inciple 

of equality attends to the varying needs of different classes of persons requiring 

different treatment,. .

In Maneka Gandhi v. Union o f IndiJ  the Supreme Court went a step 

forward and brought about the principle of fairness and reasonableness mto 

Article 14. It observed:

“Article 14 strikes at arbitrariness in the state action and fairness 

and equality of treatment. The principle of reasonableness which 

logically as well as philosophically is ah essential element of 

equality or non arbitrariness pervades Article 14 a brooding 

omnipresence.”

Equality is antithetic to arbitrariness.* Arbitrariness belongs “to the 

whim and caprice of an absolute monarch”. In a rule of law republic 

arbitrariness violates equality. Thus arbitrariness violates Article 14 of the 

Constitution. In Ajay Hasia v. Khalid Mujib ^  Bhagwati, C.J. expressed the 

opinion of a Constitution bench of the Court in these words:

’  AIR 1978 sc  597
® E . P .  R o ) > a p p a y ,  S t a l e  o f  T a m i l  N a d u  { \ 9 1  A )  4  SCC 3 at 38; A IR )'9 7 4  SC  555  
’ (1981) 1 s e e  722  a t '741VAIR 1981 SC  457  ................................ ..
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“It must...be taken to be well settled ^ a t  what Article 14 strikes 

at is arbitrariness because an action that is . arbitrary, must 

necessarily involve negation of equality... wherever ... there is 

arbitrariness in state action whether it be of the legislature or of 

the executive or of an “authority” under Article 12, Article 14 

springs into action and strikes down such state action.”

Therefore any arbitrariness whether thorough^iegislation or at the 

implementation level or denial of any of the rights arbitrary ■ in any-manner 

violates Article 14. On-the other hand, a legislation protecting a section of 

workers like the Unorganized Workers would amount to intelligible differentia 

having rational relation with the object of protecting'these workers’ rights and 

intcresls. The natui’c of employment, conditions of work, protections available

under the mainstream labour laws etc enable these workers to form a class for
. .■ ' 1. ' '

differentiation permitted under Article 14.

The other important concern can be recognized as that of-.the women 

workers in the unorganized sector who can again be differentiated for the 

purpose of legislationv Though many legislations-are in force for the protection 

of these women .workers most of which-would apply to the Unorganized, 

woman workers engaged in tourism, the casual nature of work, highly 

unregulated conditions in this area, the educational and economic status of 

these women workers etc. debar these workers from availing those protections
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and welfare provisions. The differentiation between nieh and women in which 

women constituting a special and for the purpose of legislation was held valid 

in Kedar Nath v. State o f West Bengal}^

While in the context one cannot ignore the need for a legislation to 

protect women from the social menace of sexual harassment at workplace and 

elsewhere. -Though not a legislative measure, the Supreme Court.of India has 

through the exercise of its power under Article 141 has given a law for the 

protection of working women in workplaces in the celebrated case of Vishaka 

V. State o f Rajasthan}^ Finding the existing civil and penal laws in India 

inadequate to provide for the specific protection of women from the inhuman
<  ̂ f ! \  ̂  ̂ . •%» >. > ' I.  *' .'  I

act of sexual harassment at work place and that enactment of legislation on the 

subject would lake considerable time, the Apex Court issued detailed 

guidelines to curb the evil of sexual harassment at work place. The guidelines 

inter alia necessitate the constitution of a Complaint'Committee in.every work 

organization. It may be noted here that the guidelines of the Apex Court are so 

designed as not to cover a majority of the. unorganized sector workers. Since 

the constitution of a committee requires a work organization' and since the 

majority of workers in unorganized sector.have casual' nature of work and 

mostly not in the work organizations, the law laid'dowii in the Visakha case is 

of little or no avail to these workers.

Supra nolc 6 
" A IR  1997 SC  3011
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The Constitution of India specifically prohibited • discrimination inter
f ̂  _

alia on the ground only of sex, race, caste or religion.- Through this provision 

ihe Slate has specitically promised not to discriminate the unorganized women 

workers engaged in tourism and any discrimination is explicitly prohibited. The 

difference of wages and other facilities on the basis of sex race, caste, religion 

etc. is most common in the Unorganized Sector. Thus relying on the letters of 

Article 14, protection can be said to be available to the workers in general on 

this basis. The right guaranteed in this Clause of Article 15 is confined to a 

citizen as an individual against his or her being subjected to discrimination in 

matters of rights, privileges and immunities. Therefore the working women as 

citizen have a right not to be discriminated on the basis only of sex.

Discrimination involves an element of unfavorable distinction showing 

bias. If there is any bias in existence based on the grounds of race, religion, sex, 

caste clc in any provision of law, such law will be struck down as against the 

mandate of Article 15 (1). But nothing in Article 15 prevents the State form 

making special provisions for women and children.'^ The Supreme Court in 

Yusuf Ali V. State o f  Bombay^^ held:

Sex is sound classification and although. there can be no

discrimination in general on that- ground, the constitution itself
, j j

provides for special provision in case of women”

'^Article 1 5 (1 )
'■'Arlidc 1 5 (3 )
‘" a i r  1954 SC  321
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The same applies with the children.

The Constitution of India also provides for equality of opportunity in the 

matters of public employments.^^ The right is guaranteed to all citizens. This
^ .  I i  :  I .  I

provision deals with the employment of persons in public employment. The 

guarantee in this Clause covers initial appointments, promotion, termination of

employment and matters relating to salary, periodical increments, leave, 

gratuity, pension, age of superannuation, equal pay for equal work etc. 

Reservation in favour of Scheduled' Tribes and Scheduled Castes for the 

purpose of advancement of socially educationally backward citizens to make 

them equal with other segment of conimunity in educational'and job facilities is 

enjoined in Article 15 (4) is the mandate of the Constitution. Equality is the 

dictate of our Constitution.^^ Under the Constitution the Citizen falling under
. . .  . i L  - l ” ! '  '  V  * J  ̂ 1  ̂ i  - i * ' V  •  ̂ < V  ̂ -

the backward classes are protected right form education to the job oppbrtunity 

giving them certain percentage of quota an almost all services. Biit due to
. u'-. pubii. '-.Mtpiw

. . .  - . . ■ . : , s

various constraints they are not able to come up. 'In Article .lS' (4)-and‘16 (4)
. V i v . ' l . ,  , , “IT j i . n . ' v  I . ’*.. • i'. ; i i  'I lU 'I  1.

:ii ' 1 ; . • ’ i

there are provisions on‘ which the State can legislate for the advancement of the... ■ .1 . Is.as . I'C’i'uV’Ji', ;j riK usir *' i

educationally and socially backward classes for their adequate rep>resejntation in 

the public offices and other places.

Article 16
I n c a r i C h a n d r a  v. G . S ,  M e d i c a l  C o l l e g e s ,  (1 9 9 0 ) 3 SCC
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-Though the Principles are applied by the; state only .on the matters of 

appointment in public offices, the private, sectors, are free .to apply^ these 

principles no matter is not binding on them. However,, the issue of reservation 

in private (establishment has taken its. move*̂ .̂  and-indications , are there that 

these establishments .\yould not be- immune form this liability , particularly in 

view of the fact'that private establishments are today employing far greater 

population as compared to the governmental establishments. Ftirther-there has 

been a huge expansion of the areas of operation o f , the prWate  ̂ sector 

establishments an d ^an y  governmental undertakings are'^b the

private hands. This is where Article 15 (4) and 16 (4) show greater bearing 

with the workers in Unorganized Sector including those engaged in tourism.

The Unorganized area of tourism under government constitutes mainly o
. ■. .  . ■-. \ . }  \ ' r  ‘ i i ‘ . ' I - ' ■ r ,  ' ,  I

the government contract works, tourist information centers managed directly by
. . i  V  ,  r n u '  i ' v l r . ' y l . l  V J .  > , . v  i C :  .

the government, government managed hotels, lodge's;’' resorts,' restaurants, 

shops, places of amiiseinents etc. The rest constitutes of purely private works.
. . l i iC . I \ -i ■!_ '■ ii *■'; j O J '  VI'i 1 j J I -• r t i l ", ' I J.N

In such works though there are certain provisions!^ ifie^ principles are not
■ i i ;  - .-111. i i ; . u ' . i t . i i i i i ’'

made binding. Though difficult, these principles can be mid should be extended, 

to all areas.

Article 19 (1) (a) guarantees the Unorg^ized wprkers . engaged in 

tourism the right to freedom of speech and expression whereby they have aright

Recently the question o f  reservation in adm issions o f  students in the Country’sMeadin'g m anagem ent 
institutes m ade headlines for several days. _ ' ‘ ' '

See, section  5, Equal Rem uneration A ct 1976 (N o . 25~of 1976]
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to express their convictions. Article 1 9 '(1 ) '(b)-'guarantees'them dght to 

assemble peacefully without arms and Article 19 (1). (c) guarantees them the 

right to, form associations.*or unions. All these three rights under night to 

freedom form the very basis of social and economic justice ^o r the-working 

class. These rights are weapons at the hands of workers for the protection of the 

interests of their group and collective bargaining. It is -seen that they are being 

paid lower wages because of their low b ra in in g  power. This deficiency can 

be done away by collective bargaining through unions.

The right to form associations implies that'several individuals get 

together and form voluntarily an association with'a' common aimV legitimate 

purpose and having a community of interest.'.’ Cliief"Justice Wiaite; of the 

Supreme Court of America observed:

“The very idea of a government, republican in form, implies , a
, r!!. 1. . Vw ’a\>; i'i-,' jUi/ICwt i ‘i?

right on the part of citizens to meet peaceably ,for ^i^ultafion in ‘ '

respect of public affairs.”

- The purpose of public meetings being the educa'tibn. of the piiblic and 

the formation of opinion on religious, political, ecbiiohiic or'social'problems, 

the right to assembly has a close affinity to that of free soeech.

M .P. Singh (ed),' V.N.'Shuicla, : C o m i i t u t i o n  o f  I n d i a ,  (10“' ed) Eastern B ook  eo m p a n y  200^ at 126
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The right extends mrer alia to the > formation of; association 6r:union.
. ) - . . U, .  V t • '  . . .

' ' •- i i . V , . ■

Though’ our couritiy'. d id‘ not recognize' collective ibargaiiiing^! at';the. tune of 

independence, Constitutional compulsions of social 'justice';and;.weifare state 

prompted its adoption and promotion. Even the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 

which provides the very basis of collective bargaining for>; theindustrial 

workers and had been the base to industrial, relation-’in the country did not 

recognize the collective bargaining principle in the begk^ng. ,Eater,jworking 

towards ensuring humane living and working conditions^and. a dignified status 

to the labour we~developed statutory remedies to ;theih.-^uHoweveri:in'a. country 

like ours, where a greater part of the labour force' as''latgevas.'92-93 percent of 

the total workforce is engaged in Unorganized'"Sector, Ae ‘principle of 

collective bargairiiiig adopted and recognized as a fundamental right could not
v!;;r - j-i' '.iC C:.'

benefit this mass. The benefits of collective bargaining have remained confined 

to a smaller portion of workforce leaving the greater part particularly in private
< ■ ■ 1 1. . V 1 1  -'t = : :  > i i >< '.i v'

sector and co-operative sector of our economy struggling for their, better, future.
■ , > M l . - . . , . ! -  . 1 .  '  ‘ i i

The right to freedom of trade and occupation under article of trade and

occupation under Article 19 (1) (g) of the Constitution guarantees to all citizens 

the right to practice any profession or to carry on ̂ any .occupation, trade or

business. Under this Article where the workers, have, right to thd choice of
. . ' I t . - '  *

profession, occupation, trade or business, the saine rights of others endanger
■ ' • * ‘ ■ ' 1 ‘ V- ' I . I,' j f l l i . i l '

, '• • > I i *5 ■..■'■'■*1. J 1/1 .
the dignity of their, laboi^; debar them of their basic rights and protections.

See generally, Gulab Gupta J?, Vol XI CILQ 253 (1998)'
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Thanks to the exception in the same - Article and wide range of judicial 

decisions that have explained the letters of this Article and protected this 

weaker and downtrodden section of the population in many occupations. The 

right under Article 19 (1) (g) must be exercised consistently with human 

dignity. Therefore sexual harassment in the exercise of this right at work place 

amounts to its violation.^*

The right to freedom of profession, occupation, trade or business can be 

restricted reasonably in the interest of general public. The dignity of'human, 

labour ... is a social measure in the interest of general public.^^ Therefore these 

restrictions may amount to the welfare of the workers. A classic example in this 

regard is the decision of the Apex Court in U. Unichoyi v. State o f KeralcP 

where tlie Court holding the Minimum Wages Act, 1948 reasonable observed:

“In an underdeveloped country which faces ,the problem of 

unemployment on a very large scale, it is not unlikely that labour 

may offer to work even on starvation wages. The policy :that the 

Act is to prevent the employment of such minimum wage rate the
i t .  -I ^

capacity of the employer need not be considered. What is being 

prescribed is minimum wage rates which a welfeire state assumes 

every employer must pay before he employs labour’

V i s h a k a  v . S t a t e  o f  R a j a s t h a n ,  A IR  1997 SC  3011 , ,
M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  v. J a n  K i d  U s m a n  B h a i  (1986)-3 SC C  20  at 3 1 . ‘
AIR 1962 SC  i 2 at 17 also se e  C r o u ^ n  A l u m i n u m  I V o r lc s  v. W o r k m e n ^  A IR  1958 W C 30
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Similarly the provision in Payment of Gratuity .Act, 1972 

requiring the employer to'pay gratuity;tp the Wi^ployee 

of continuous service not an unreasonable restrictibri. '̂^’̂ e  

in the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 requiring prior'perniission 'o f  

concerned authorities by, the employer before effecting;, lay,;.pff,‘sOf 

employees is also a reasonable restriction.,^ ;̂^

In all of the above cases reasonable,restriction pn the flmdamental,right 

of freedom of the practice, of any profession, or.to carry, on any occupation 

trade or business of the employer have been,hnposed in public interest for the 

protection of the working people.

The freedom of profession, trade, ^occupation ̂ ..6r;?business not, only 

excludes any outside encroachment on the,free exercise-of.this right,but also
. .  ̂ ' .i, ' > \ s. V 'v '  ^ .

ensures humane environment in the workplaces. Humane work environment 

free from exploitation, healthy working*conditions, leisure, proper working 

hours, work environment free from sexual harassmerit etc. implies work 

environment where the dignity of labour is protected.

Protection of life and personal liberty is guaranteed under . Article 21 of 

our Constitution. Right to life and personal liberty is. available to all persons. 

This is the most widely interpreted Article in the Constitution! The words “no

B a k s h i s h  S i n g h  v . W S  D a r s h a n  E n g e n e e r i n g  fForJtsVAIR i  994  S C  251 • 
P a p n a s a m  L a b o u r  U n i o n  v. M a d u r a  C o a t s  L t d . .  A IR  1995 SC 22 0 0
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one shall be deprived of his life or personal, liberty except according to the 

procedure established by law”^̂  contain two rights, right to life and liberty. The
. ■> ! . i  • .  ’  ■! i - J . 1. S ■ ' > ■ -

right to life which is most fundamental of all is difficult to define. It is certain 

that right to life cannot be confined to a guarantee against the taking away of 

life; it must have a wider application. While interpreting the similar provision^^

Oftin the U.S. Constitution in Munn v. Illions, Field, J.,spoke for the right,to life, , . , . .1. . .. . ;j ' ii . - ' . s  l i , , '  ' -
'■ !,V  ̂  ̂ ’

in the following words:

“By the term ‘life’ we mean something^ mote thaii merê '^̂  ̂

existence. The inhibition against its ^deprivatidn*^;'^?dends'to'^ali >‘ 

those limbs and faculties by which'life is enjoined,. . ' through with 

the soul communicates with the outside world.’.  ̂ f,!'. I'fi

These words have been m a nuinocr ui uecisions quoted with approval 

by the Supreme Court of India.^^ The meaning was further extended in Francis 

Coralie v. Union Territory ofDelhi^^ where Bhagwati J. obsenfed:

“We tiiink that th^ right to life includeis right to "live w th  human 

dignity and all that goes along with - it,.; namely,’‘‘theAjbare, 

necessities of life such as adequate^nutritioin;;clothing.and shelter

26
Article 21 , The Constitution o f  India . ■ . .

”  Refer to the 5^ and U"* Am endm ents o f  the Constitution o f  U S A  
^® 94U S 113 _ ^

See, K h a r a g S ' m g h  v. S t a t e  o f U . P . \ , A \ K  1963 SC  \ 1 9 5 i S u m { B a t r a ^ S D e l h i  k d m i h i s t r a t w n  { X 9 1 Z )  A 

s e e  494; F r a n c i s  C o r a l i e  U n i o n  T e r r i t o r y  o /D e //» V (1 9 8 1 ).i SC C ,608; A IR  1981 SG 746;
M a n e k a  G a n d h i  v. U n i o n  o f  I n d i a ,  AIR ,1978 SC 597 ,

(1981) 1 s e e  608; AIR 1981 SC 746
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over the head and facilities for reading, writing^ ̂ d  expressing 

oneself in diverse forms, freely moving about and mixing, and , 

commingle with fellow human beings.”

This- decision opened up wide scope: of application of the right to life in 

diverse cases involving diverse situations. A great deal of welfare, actions, have 

been taken by the Apex Court for the benefit of workers,, under this .Article. In 

Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union o f India, w h e r e  the question of bondage and 

rehabilitation of some labourers was involved, Bhagwati, J :  held:

“It is the fundamental right of everyone in this country... to live
i ! ; ■ si iiij).,: f .1

with human dignity, free forni exploitation. This right to. live with 

human dignity enshrined in Article 21 derives its^life breath from 

the Directive Principles of State Poiicy and particularly Clause 

(e) and (f) of Article 39 and Articles 41 and 42 and at least
. . .  r ^ t,,. , , • ■> 1 s u  U; . -  Vi '. : „

therefore, it must include protection of health imd strengtii of the 

workers men and women, and of the tender age pf children
, /  r i ' 1 ' { At s' • ! ' . \ ‘

against abuse, opportunities and facilities fro children to develop 

in a healthy manner and human conditions of ,work;and’.materriity 

relief These are the minimum requirements wliich ‘must exist in 

order to enable a person to live with human dignity.’

AIR 1984 s c  802
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This decision has been endorsed by .the Court in; a,number of cases. The 

right to appropriate relief against the ill effectS'of X-ray radiations^ on workers 

has also been provided under Article 21?^ The right to health^and medical aid 

to protect the health and vigour of a worker whilejn service, or after retirement 

is also a fundamental right under Article 21 read with Articles 39 (e), 41, 43, 

48-A and all related Articles and fundamental human rights to make the life of 

workmen meaningful and purposeful with dignity of person.^^

The right to live in Article 21 has also given tirth-to right’to livelihood. 

The Court has held that the right to livelihood is included in the right to life 

“because no person can live without the'means of ̂ "̂ living that is the means of 

livelihood.”

The right to live also includes right to education"’' and reasonable 

accommodation^^ to live in including the necessary infrastructure, to live with« ■ ■ ’ ! v' i iil "it. ' '/ < ■ i '

human dignity.Protection from sexual harassment at workplace'being the 

basic facet of human dignity and thus of life itself has been recognized by the 

Supreme Court in Vishaka v. State o f Rajasthan?^

M . K . S h a r m a \ . U m o n o f l n d i a , h \ K m i S C m i  

C o n s u m e e r  E d u c a t i o n  a n d  R e s e a r c h  C e n t r e  U n i o n  o f  I n d i a  { i 9 9 S ) ' } ^ S C C A 2  

O g l a  T e l l i s y .  B o m b a y  M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n ,  AIR 1986 SC  180; also se^Dcr/Zi/ Vrararpdr/.- i . . 
C o r p o r a t i o n  ' . V J D T C M a z d o o r  C o n g r e s s

AIR 1991 SC  101 ^  ^
”  U n n i  K r i s h n a n W \  S t a t e  o f  A n d h r a  P r a d e s h  ( 1 9 9 3 )  1 SC C '645 at 7 3 2 '’

S h a n t i s a r  B u l d e r s  v. N a r a y a n  K h i m a l a l  T o t a m e ,  A IR  1990 SC  63 0  
”  C h a m e l i  S i n g h  v. S t a t e  q f U . P .  (1996) 2  SCO 54?

Supra N o te  21
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Article 21 is also frequently taken recourse of 'by the 'c o ^  to ‘ support 

equal pay for equal work principle. However equal pay for equal work does not 

have a mechanical application in every case. State o f  Haryana \ : C ^  

Singh^^ the court held that the party who claims benefit ;of said principle'must 

take necessary averments and prove that all things are equal.^The application of 

the principle of equal pay for equal work requires consideration of v^ious 

dimensions of a given job. The persons employed on contract cannot'claim 

equal pay on basis of equal pay for equal work principle;

Similarly in Secretary, State o f Karnataka v. Umadevf^ 5ie'Court held 

that daily wagers constitute a class.in themselves and thus .they.cannot.cliaira 

parity vis-a-vis regularly recruited. Permanent absorption cannot be-.claimed as
■ ■ i . ; IV ! V'l ' ■. '' '.'m’'-' • i (

of right under Article 21. Right to life will not include right to employment; ■

Any .restriction imposed on the right to life and personal liberty must be 

according to the procedure established by law. Such law must again be “right, 

just and fair, and not arbitrary, fanciful or oppressive.”'̂  ‘

The horizons of Article 21 and with it the horizons of the concept of life 

have been ever expanding. Right to free legal aid'*̂  for the persons who cannot 

afford legal services .for reasons of poverty, indigence o r , incommunicado-

AIR 2006 sc  161
40 A I R 2 0 0 6 S C 1 8 0 6

S u n i l  B a t r a  v , D e l h i  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,  A IR  1978 SC  1675  
H i t s s a i n a r a  K h a t o o n  v . D e l h i  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,  AIR 1978 SC 1675
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situation is regarded* as a part of Article 21. Right to speedy trial is also 

interpreted in Article 21. In this Article the Court read the right of the release 

and rehabilitation of bonded labour with the help of the Directive Principles of 

State Policy enshrined in Articles 39, 41 and 42 as v^rell^aS'Bonded Labour 

System (Abolition) Act, 1976. The Court opined that these provisions oblige 

the State to identify, release and suitably rehabilitate the bonded labourers."^  ̂

Similarly, right to monetary compensation for the violation-of rights in Article 

21 has also been recognized m several cases.

The right against exploitation of Labour is provided' as a fundamental
. . p-*

right in Article 23 of the Indian Constitution. Clause-1' of Article 23 prohibits 

traffic in human beings and forced labour. Any contravention of this provision 

has been made an offence punishable according, to law. The prohibition under 

this Article applies not only to the'State blit also to private persons, bodies and 

organizations. The laws punishing acts prohibited by this article will be made 

only by the parliament'*'’ until there are some existing laws on the’subject, until 

the parliament alters or repeals it.

Traffic in human beings would cover slavery."*  ̂ In'pursuance of this 

Article the bonded labour system has also been abolishediand decided illegal 

by the Bonded Labour System (abolition) Act, 1976. ,

See, B a n d h u a  M u k t i  M o r c h a  v . U n i o n  o f  I n d i a  supra note 31 
Refer to Article 3 5 , the Constitution o f  India 
D a b u r  v . U n i o n  o f  I n d i a ,  A IR  1952 Cal 49 6
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“Begar” means involuntary work without payment. It is a fimdamental. 

right of a person citizen or non citizen, not to be compelled to work wi^out,
r > '

wages, the only exception being commonly imposed, public. services/®. The 

guarantee is not restricted to begar alone but includes “other similar forms of 

forced labour”. Begar commonly connotes forced labour for which no wages 

are paid or, if some payment is made, it is grossly inadequate. But a voluntary 

agreement to do extra work for payment is not beggar or forced labour.'*’ In 

People’s Union for Democratic Rights Union o f India, popul^ly Imovm as 

Asiad Workers' Cas^^ where non paymerit'ofniinimiim'wages to cohstfiiction 

was successfiilly challenged, inter alia for the violatiori''of Article 23 b f  the 

Constitution. The Apex Court, after an elaborate discussioii oh the background, 

philosophy and scope of the Article, held that the pirohibi’tion against traffic in 

human beings and beggar and other similar forms of forced.Iabbur is'a general
 ̂ j t U O l i C  . - r !  v I ' - ' J ' ; .  '' i .

prohibition, total in its effect and all pervasive.in its range. The Court'held that’.'I KiiWi .

where someone works for less than minimum wages, the presumption is that he 

is working under some compulsion. The compulsion may be either the result of 

physical force or of legal provisions or of want, hunger an̂ d poverty, '^ e ’Court 

added: '

“Any factor which deprives a person of a choice ;bf-alternatives 

and compels him to adopt one particular course' of action, may
. fj;, <1(i ,'ii. h; C. ■

Refer to A rticle 23 (1 ), the Constitution o f  India
S h a m a  B a i  v. S t a t e  q f U . P . ,  A IR  1959 A ll. 57  
AIR 1982 SC  1473

46
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properly De regaraea as 'lorce' ■ ana ir laoour or service is 

compelled as a result of such ‘force’, it would be forced labour.”

In Sanjit Roy v. State o f Rajasthan^^ relying on the decision in Asiad 

Workers’ Case the Court invalidated the Rajasthan'Faniine Relief Works 

Employees Act, L964 which exempted the application'pf the Nlii^um,W ages 

Act, 1948 in famine relief works. Again in Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union o f  

India^^ the Court declared bonded labour crude form of forced labour and held 

tliat such forced labour is prohibited by Article 23. In Neerja Chaudhary v. 

State o f Madhya Pradesh^^ the Supreme Court has even went to the extent of 

declaring that failure of the State to identify the bonded labourers, to release 

them from their bondage and to rehabilitate them as' ehvisaged by. Bonded
r’ . . 11 ''.‘I ‘ ■.j.i.'i I'l ivii 'iw'..;

Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976 violates Articles 21 and 23.

The gateway to the Fundamental Rights Hes -in Article 32 of the
.  :  : . :  '  - i l k ; ! ;  i -<-. '...1 \ v

Constitution. If any^right mentioned in Part III ^ e  violated,’’ the concerned 

person can directly approach the Supreme CoiM., The Suprenie • Court is 

empowered in such cases to issue directions or orders or writs, including writs
. : I ■ t t i l .  V •

in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo vvarrarito and 

certiorari, whichever may  ̂be appropriate.

Directive Principles:

AIR 1983 SC  328  
Supra note 31 
rT0«4̂  Rrr 7d7.
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Article 43 of the Indian Constitution specifically-directs the State to
I

secure by suitable legislation or economic organizatiorLor-any suitable way^ 

work, living wage, conditions of work ensuring a decent standard^ of .life, foil 

enjoyment of leisure etc. It cannot be disputed that if labourers are to be 

protected against exploitation some regulation should be-made whereby the’ 

wages etc.,of the workers should be protected. Sihc^. the  ̂ economy, of our 

Country has not been able to ensure fair or living wage,, the employers should 

be compelled, to pay minimum wages even if the labourers on account of their 

poverty are willing to work for less than minimum.

In Standard Vacuum Refining Co. o f  India v. WorkmerP' the Supreme
■ i . . . j’.'. icruij- v , l I . :  •

Court attempted to clarify the concept 6̂f  living wage, Gajendragatkar, J,
I

observed:

“The concept of living wage is not a static concept; it is
i . • I i '  1. \  I - 1 J ■ u  I O  i ■

expanding and the number of its constituents and their respective .
I ■■ . * v i i J i l i ' . ' - i ;  'rM.’v / i i - J - f > . ‘ v ‘v ! i ' „ C C l ’ V

contents are bound to expand and widen y/ith the development 

and growth of national economy.”

Similar observations were made mExpress Newspaper (P)-Ltd. v. Union 

o f India. In these cases living wage were held-to mean'wage which enable a

”  AIR 1961 sc 895 at 901 
”  AIR 1958 SC  sV s at 600
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workmen “to provide^his family with all- material thmgs, which are needed for 

their health and physical well-being, enough to enable him to qualify and 

discharge his duties as a citizen. The amount of living wage in money terms 

will vary. as-between trade to trade.

Participation of workers in management of Industries 4s also, a directive 

to the State to secure,^^ The State has to secure this through suitable legislation 

or by other appropriate manner. This is to be secured for all workers in any 

undertakings, establishments or other organizations eiigaged in any industry. 

This norm is growing to becoming generally acceptable. Tn the tourism sector, 

the new approaches particularly with the advent of ideas like village tourism,
. t .  1 .  ; i  . l i e  _ ,

eco tourism, heritage tourism, pilgrimage tourism etc., the participation of 

workers in the management has grown in importance. Such tourism is 

unthinkable without the active participation of workers in the management and
I • •’1S> if'-, i - i ! V.’ i - _

in most cases they are managed by workers alone in' a particular area.

. The State has a duty to raise the level of nutrition .and the, standard of
v.u : . til,*-.:’ .. .. I,. ’

livmg and to improve public health^^ as among its primaiy duties. The 

prohibition on sale and consumption of intoxicating:. drii^^T- and- drug etc. 

would facilitate the realization of this directive.

M .P, Singh (ed .), V .N . Shukla, C o n s t i t u i i o n  o f  I n d i a  ed), Eastern^BookCbnipany (^Odiyait 307
“  Article 43 A  

Article 47
57 A lso  a directive under A rticle 47
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Under Article 51 (C) of tKe Constitution, the State is directed to foster 

respect for international law and treaty obligations in the dealings; of organized 

people with one another. This provision has been relied upori^to introduce 

various international instruments on human rights, .political ^ d  civil rights and 

economic, social and cultural rights. The instruments become part of Indian
C Q

law so long as they are not inconsistent with it. This m e^s that in the absence 

of domestic law occupying any field, it is constantly valid to implement any 

treaty, agreement or convention or declaration etc. to cover the existence of any 

legislative vacuum. It may be noted here that the Parliament has power under 

Article 253 of the Constitution to make law for whoje or any part of the 

territory of India for implementing any decision taken by international 

conferences, associ^ions or other bodies. Further the Seventh Schedule of the
, V . . I . ' . . . . . .

Union List vide entry 14 empowers Central Government to enter into treaties, 

agreements and conventions with the foreign countries.

Fundamental Duties:

Part IV A of tlic Indian Constitution added by tlie, .Constitution Forty 

Second (Amendment) Act, ,1976 under Article 51-A.creates duties on. every 

citizen of India “to abide by the Constitution and.cherish its nob,le ideals and 

i n s t i t u t i o n s . . . “to.cherish and follow the noble .ideals which inspired pur

See, P r e i t i  S h a n k a r  S h u k h  v. D e l h i  A d m i n i s t a a t i o n ,  A IR  1980'S C ' 1 S ' i S ' ^ M s h t d k a  v . \ S t a t e  o f  - ‘

R a j a s t h a n  AIR 1997 SC  3011; P e o p l e s  U n i o n  f o r  C i v i l  L i b e r t i e s  v. U n i o n  o f  I n d i a ,  (19 9 7 ) 3 SCC 433; 
A p p a r e l  E x p o r t  P r o m o t i o n  C o u n c i l  v . A . K .  C h o p r a  { \ 9 9 9 ) \ - ^ C C  1 5 9  ;
”  C lause a
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national struggle for freedom”'’̂ ; “to promote harmonj^ and the spirit of 

common brotherhood amongst the people of India .to^scending religious, 

linguistic and regional or sectional diversities, to renoimce practices derogatory 

to the dignity of women”^̂ ; “to value and preserve the rich heritage of om 

composite culture”®̂; and “to strive towards excellence in > all'spheres of 

individual,,and collective ^activity so that the nation constantly rises,to the 

higher levels of endeavor and achievement.”^̂

* t '  j

Thus we find that constitutionally, the protection of the unorganized 

workers engaged in tourism is well ensured. There'are piibvisions'guaranteeing 

them certain basic fundamental rights. State has been‘given clear .directions to
I , i.' i,. I , ’ ./■■ill . t ; . i ;  I'liv ; V ■..'U; ' I ' r '  Zip'

ensure the protection and welfare of workers gerie^ally and ' also on some
,;o. ' Uu|K\ ici;:

specific points. The State is required to secure these objectftHrough directing
; . ' J  ' \ i l '   ̂ > U  ! i j l  l l ) u  ! I*’ T-* j ’ i i V  v j , '-  i >.

its policies including laws in these directionsrElaborate'provisions 'in  the 

Directive Principles of State Policy point towards the/'areas of concern for thev-.Lin-k..; .  ;■ ‘ o'-.c.. i H i  .iii , ; H •

legislature, to legislate on. Absolute freedom has- been given ,to the “̂State to
 ̂ V 1  ̂T I ‘ ■ I ' . '  Ti VI i 11: ■ '.i

■ > i . O'vi .a < , 1; .

tackle these problems- legally, politically,^through' economic policies or any 

other appropriate method. Further, duties have been cast on eveiy citizen of the 

Country on different counts- on very broad points. The, directives relating to 

workers under Part IV of the Constitution have bepn , enforced/by the State 

through variousjaws. However, for various constraints these, measures taken by
. . .; . • - r . ;  " .  . ,1 . : . ( k ; .  p ;

“  C lause b 
Clause e  
Clause f  

“  C lausej
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the state have not been able to ensure protection and welfare of the imOrg^ized 

workers particularly those engaged in tourism. Therefore, the  ̂ duties-under 

various provisions in part IV of the Constitution are^till due on .the State 

because the Provisions in Part IV not only need the state to directvthe policies 

towards certain "directions but more importantly lays down certairi-objectives to 

be achieved.

No one will ^eny that labour standards comprise a n e c e ss^  fr^ew ork  

for balanced economic and social development. The Constitution' o f  India 

contains principles and provisions that would allow the State to hpnour nearly 

all major standards set out in the international labour laws. Legislature in this
. 1  ■ VvC'tl U ' i h i i  . .

country has not lagged behind in fulfilling its commitment to, the international
I I'  V ‘ i, - ' ‘m u  1 j ; v f ' i ' .  i - V ' l ' ,  i h v _  ' ' i  1 .

community and has vigourously legislated on various ^ p s .q f  concern. The 

irony however î  t t e  the legislations haye only gpye^ed,a small f)ortion:pf the 

workworld. The legislature have an obligation tô  exerds.e .mor|Ŝ  of .itŝ  wisdom 

to ensure that the rights evolved at the international level is ensured to all its 

workers. The commitment is not to legislate. It is rather to ensure rights and 

justice to all its ^vo^kers. A stomg political will is needed to ensure that the 

workers in the unorgnised sector including those engaged in tourism are 

ensured with equal rights as their counterparts in the organised sector.
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CHAPTER III

LEGISLATIVE PROTECTION OF WORKERS

■ Various^ legislative measures have been designed to . ensure, the 

protection and welfare of workers envisaging the .aceomplishment-of socio

economic justice inevitable in a developingjjcountry.: with, huge .iworking 

population like India. As stressed earlier in this work, labour, legislations, in our 

country are so innumerable that any attempt .to.analyze and give, an exhaustive 

treatment to all of them in a work like this would be futile. The legislations 

mention here have ho direct bearing with the workers in. Unorganized Sector in
I.

general and those unorganized workers engaged in tourism in particular. It 

must be mentioned here that in this work the-definitibn7oT mOT
: t V J  i jr j ' V ; / V » V  i  _  i  'i. ■

is not confined to the customary residual approach of the concept of
i

Unorganized or Informal Sector that has been followed in the Unorganized 

Sector Workers’ Social Security Bill, 2007. Keeping w i i  the argument in

Chapter I, it is stressed that the residual approach of the, definition of
 ̂  ̂ ‘ <'J - . . .  'r

Unorganized Sector is no longer dependable. The term Infomal itself denotes 

the informal nature of activity irrespective of the actual number of workers 

employed. A liberaP approach to the defmition of the term ‘Unorganized
'  . S '  ,  ̂ ; . t i l '  . . . . .  M  ̂ , { .

Sector” will enable a large number of workers to. get protection through these
 ̂  ̂ it i/ /

legislations and will enable the regulation of a huge woi:k area through existing 

machinery. In Sikkim there is very little industry.'A p^ from the goveWient 

employees, most of-the people, if not all are engaged-(lirectiy bFin î^^  ̂ with
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the tourism industry. Thus Sikkim becomes a state which employs the largest 

nimiber o f. persons in tourism industry i.e. are liiiorganize^ wprkê ^̂  The 

residual approach of the definition of worker in the Unorganized'Sector'as seen 

in Unorganized Sector Workers’ Social Security, Bill, 2007 does-not cover this 

large populace in Sikkim. Relaxing the number requirement , through the 

reduction of the number so required can enable'^ pother large . c h i^  of 

workforce under tlie umbrella of these legislations. To enable the employers to 

meet up the financial burden they can be benefited through proper policies such 

as through giving them certain subsidies or protection. Then the. areas out of the 

reach of these legislations can be taken care of in a .better 'marmer t̂hrough 

newer initiatives.

A. Workihen^s Compensation Act, 1923:

Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 receives foil credit as,'the furst 

piece of important social security legislation. It attempts to ' effectuate the 

principle of social justice as declared by the International Labour Organization.
: s'  ' ' i  ̂  ̂ J I . I_> . .

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, ,1948. also proclaims the 

importance of social security and assistance. The; Act ensured social security to 

workers.

.  . I i i ' ‘ . . .  ; i  J .  i t . .

The main object of the Act is to impose; legal, obligation on th(
, _  ___   ̂ 1 i * * * ^ * n  1 '  I V * V ■'  V, t

employers to pay compensation to workmen for.acciderit ^ s ih g  out of. and ii
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the course; of,their employment. The comp^ative poverty of the worker and 

social ideas of modern times necessitate protectioiLJpf . workers and his 

dependants from hardship arising form accidents. Compensation,provided by 

the Act is in the nature of insurance of the workmen by certain reasons of 

accidents. Therefore, after the enactment of Employee’s State insurance Act, 

1948, the workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 does not apply to those :^eas 

which areicovered by the Employee’s State InsurancejAct, 1948.,

The Royal Commission on Labour explained the obj ect of the Act in the 

following words:

“The Workmen’s Compensation Act was framefwith a view to.
I 1' 1 ■ ‘ ! . , . / . ; Ua ! j. iU -̂i .̂ I,

provide for compensation to a workmen incapacitate by ihjufy' 

from accident. But compensation is not the only bdhefit flowing
’ '  ’ ■ =.  V V V ' ?■:. I  ) i C  i \  1, /  V L  V 1 . .  I  .  t i  , i  C  Vl H

from the Act; it has important effect in furthering work on 

prevention of accident; in giving workmen greater freedom from
.  ̂ /iM'i

anxiety and in rendering industry more attriactive.”*

The Act spells out limited liability of the employer to. pay compensation
' ' ‘‘vi i('i ‘ : l i ' ' .  . ^ , • ,,

to a workman which is subject to the provisions of the Act. Section 3 of the Act 

states that the employer is liable to pay compensation only when' the; following 

conditions are fiilifille^: ‘

' Report, T he Royal C om m ission  on Labour in India, 298, citied in K. .^adhayari PjHai, t ' a b o u r  a n d  

im v i  (7’** ed.), A llahabad Law A gency  (1998) at 32^ ' *
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1. personal injury is caused to a workmen;

2. such injury is the result of an accident; accident has arisen out of and 

in the course of employment; and

3. the injury-has resulted either in death of the; workmen or in his total 

or partial disablement for a period exceeding three days.

The liability of the employer to pay compensation arises only, when 

there is personal injury to the workman. Personal injury referred is not merely 

physical or bodily injury but also includes , psychological injuries like nervous 

shock, strain etc; Contracting of any o the occupational diseases specified in 

Schedule 3 of the Act will be deemed to be personal injury.

The word ‘accident’ is of wide import. It generally means, some 

unexpected event happening without design even though there may be 

negligence.^ Therefore for the purpose of law relating to compensation, the 

term ‘accident’ includes any injury, which is not designed by the workman 

himself and it is of no consequence that the injury vvas designed and intended 

by the person inflicting the same.^

Compensation is payable only in case of .personal injury by . accident 

which arises out of and in the course of employment. The expression ‘arising

 ̂P a d m a  D e v i  v. R a g u n a t h  R o y ,  A IR  1950 Orissa 207  
 ̂ V e r k e y e r c h a m  v. T h o m a s  (19 7 9 ) I LLJ 373 (Kar)
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out o f conveys the idea that there must be some sort of cdhhection between the 

employment and the injury caused to the workmari as a result of the accident. 

The expression covers cases where there may not be ̂ direct connection between 

the injury caused and the employment of the workman.'^,

The test of the question that whether therinjojiyjby, accident siros.? .0}it of 

employment is. whether it was a part of the injured^workman’s.duty. to risk, to 

suffer and to do. hat! which-caused the accident.'Ifxthe^answer. to this, question is 

yes, the accident’wilL arise,out of the.employmentirin^'theLCkse of Simpson v. 

Sinclair,^ where a woman was injured by the fall of a wall whicH had no 

connection with her employment but the immediate cause of the injury was the
t A  .  I 1 . . .  i ' I  .< I ; V ; '  • .  i

collapse of the shed in which he was working and the collapse of shed was due 

to the fall of wall, the House of Lords held that the accident arose, out of 

employment.

To be able to successfully claim compensation under Workmen’s 

Compensation Act, the accident must arise both out of and in the course of
I . . . . * . . . , -  .......................................  ' •. a- . •

employment. The expression “in the course of employment” means in the
' , • . - . -V . i 1 1 li > 1

currenpy of the employment.'The test, therefore, is ini the course ofidischarge of
_  , k , i U  ,=(1, > . . ' , i l '  i ;  i i \  u.  U  '.i C,  ■■ i " I n '

duties incidental to the contract of service. The employee has'to show that he 

was at the time of the accident engaged m employer’s busmess, or in furthering 

with business and was not doing something his o w  benefi^oraccoiWodation^

* K. M adhavan P illai, L a b o u r  a n d  I n d u s t r i a l  L a w s  (7**’ ed.), AIlahabad.Law A g en cy  (19 9 8 ) at 
^ L a n k a s h i r e  a n d  Y o r k s h i r e  R a i l w a y  H i g h l e y ,  1917 A C  352'
M 9 1 7 A C 1 2 7  -  -  -
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that he was doing something in discharge-of his duty to his, employer directly or 

indirectly imposed upon him by his contract of service.*

Notional extension of time and space-in^relation.to employment.iWas, 

evolved by,the,Court in General Manager, BESTXr MKS.iAgmsJvl^^i^^^^^ 

the workmahy driver-of.BEST after his day’S tWorktlefl the-bus iin.^heryppot an4 

boarded anothersbusito.go. to his residence.. The bus,’Colli(ded .with a lorry and he 

was injured and died after five days. It was held that;the,accident ocQuired in 

the course of employment. Thus it is a settled law that the’ employirient does 

not necessarily end when the dovm tool" signal is'giyeri orwhbft'^th^’.^  

leaves the actual workshop where he is working. There is notional extension 

both at entry and exit by time and space.^

The notional-extension of time and space ,cannot i have -pei^adirig
; i.  ̂ ! i ■ J 0  j.'il !,‘ I , I , u'l ■, i ■ 1.' ' j I IC j I (

application. Its application is limited according to 'tiie' facts and circimstances 

of each case. In the case of Alderman v. Great. Westerri R a ilw ^ Company^ a
■’ 1 ^ ,  ̂ ■ v> '• ' !!

Traveling Ticket'Collector of the Railway Company had in the course of his 

duty to travel from Oxford where his home was, to S w ^  Sea where he had to
■ . 5. f ,,u.;v Mi j

, ^ I ' '  . . .  ■ i 1 f L : ' ! i . I . .
stay overnight to return to Oxford the followingvday.vWhile, proceeding from

^ . . .  ,.1 \  .  i  T  i  1 { ' i l  U ' f  1 j  I V !  i ;  » ' ■

his lodging to Swam Sea station to perform his usual duties he fell, on the street 

and sustained injury for which he claimed compensation. It was held by the

^ A IR I9 6 4 S C  193 ‘
® See, N a t i o n a l  I r o n  a n d  S t e e l  C o m p a n y  v. M a n o r a m a ,  AIR \ 9 S 3  Q z \ A S r i  J t ^ a r a m  M o t o r  S e r v i c e  

V .  P i t c h m m a  (19 8 2 ) II LLJ 849  (M ad); S u p e r i n t e n d i n g  E n g i n e e r ,  P a r a m b i k u l a m  A I i u r  P r o j e c t r  

P o l l a c h i  V .  A n d a m m a l  ( : m 3 )  II LLJ 326  
 ̂ 1937 AC  45 4
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House of Lords that while in the street proceeding from his ■ lodging. to the 

station he was not performing any duty under ^ e  control’ of service and 

therefore the accident did not arise in the course o f  ernployment, and that he 

was not entitled to compensation: Similarly, General Manager,Eastern 

Railway v. R.R. Verma^^ where the‘claimant was posted as Asst. Station Master 

at Bhanpur Railway Station and one day while" boarding a train at Rura 

Railway Station for coming back to Bhanpur for rejoining his.duties,,he slipped 

and came under the wheels of a train, causing, serious...injuries. The 

Compensation Commissioner held that the accident'arbse'out of and in the 

course of employment The High court while hearing an appeal held:

.since the claimant had come to - Rura dn-connection to his
I . '.; 1 > Jct u sV -tA.'-11-Jvi'•. o», ; cC''~VV

private work and it was open to him to reach'Bhanpur by any
I , : c-Ui!',c . ;iiiJ ll

mode ornn-any manner that suited him. So it, was held that vvhen.
. .  M jnv’. -  ̂  ̂ iIiI ! .  11 i 5 .̂*i

t  .  . f  , 

the'claimant went to Rura Railway Station vĈ ith 'a view to proceed
. . .  L .  . V . . . . . .  > . .  I >. .'■.7; j'i.

to Bhanur, it cannot be said that he was peffoming any duty for 

which he had been employed. The accident in question therefore ,
■' ■ ■ "i nfM.;; ifi:* 1!.  ̂ i-t, S

did not arise in the course of employment.”

The proviso to Section 3 (1) specifically mentions the situations when 

the employer will not be liable to pay compensation.'. The employer is riot' 

liable:

1979 Lab IC 1099 cited in K. M adhavan P illai, L a b o u r  a n d  I n ‘d u s t n d l . X d w s ^ ‘( i ' ^ c ^ ^  Law
A gency, 1996
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1. if the injury did not result in total or partial disableinent for a period 

exceeding three days; and

2. in respect of any injury not resulting in death or .permanent disablement 

caused by an accident which’is directly attributable' to:

i. the workmen having been at'the tithe'of ;ac< îdeht'unde^^^e■ 

influence of drink or drug; or

ii. the willful disobedience on'the part o f the-\y0rkman-t9 an . 

order expressly given, or to a rule expressly framed for the 

purpose of securing the safety of the workmen; or

iii. the willful removal or disregard by the workmen of any safety 

guards or other devices which he knew to have .been provided 

for the purpose of securing safety o f  worlgnen.,

Mere negligence carmot be regarded as willful disobedience. Therefore 

mere negligence of workman is not a defense to the employer. Further willful 

disobedience needs to be specifically and undoubtedly proved. In Aryamuni v. 

Union o f India^ * where the company notice written in English required use of
. .  . .1 , i <i- ; .  i i  * I i i 1'  i V i ;

goggles for works in which workman sustained injury to, his eye due to spark,
. ' [ i'-■ I . . ] '  . 1 , ' ^ < 1 ”  '11

and where the company did not provide any. such goggles and the injured 

workman did not know English either, it was held that the workman was not 

willfully disobedient.

"(1963) I LLJ 24
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The claim of compensation under the Workmen’s Compensation Act is

optional with the claim under the Law of Torts or under the Employer’s

Liability Act. There is bar for recovering the compensation by a workman
i t  , ■ - 1 

twice for the same injury thereby putting the employer in double jeopardy.*^

The amount of compensation that a workman is entitled to is provided in 

Section 4i;0f tHe Act. Amount of compensation depiends,upon the,gravity of 

injury and the nature of disablement. The injujnes, haye been ̂ divided-under four 

categories:

Death

Pennanent Total Disablement

i. Permanent Partial Disablement, and

V. Temporary Disablement (Total or Partial)

Compensation on Death:

Where death results from the injury, the amount_of .compensation
A , ■ . u 11, f \ s  i i.-r:',1

payable by the employer to the dependants of the workmen is calculated by 

multiplying the relevant factor with an amount equal to fifty percent of the 

monthly wages. The relevant factor means the factor specified in the Second

Refer to S ec  3 (5) 
Section 4 (1) (a)
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Column of Schedule IV of the Act against the entry ;in first column specifying 

the age of the workmen. The minimum amount , of compensation payable in 

cases of death is eighty thousand rupees. Therefore, the calculated' ^ o u n t  is 

paid if it exceeds eighty thousand rupees. If on ,^e-other,hand ^e. calculated 

amount happens to be less than eighty thousand rupees, an amount of eighty 

thousand Tupees is paid as compensation.

Compensation on Permanent Total Disablement:

In cases of Permanent Total Disablement the^amouiit of Compensation is 

calculated by multiplying the relevant factor with ’ah'arhbimt Vequaf to sixty 

percent of the monthly wages of the workman.  ̂ Tn Permanent Total
, . . .  L.i/t wu; .['‘‘VNcr-

Disablement, minimum compensation payable is‘ninety thousand rupees.
"I C i . 'i V- 1 • 1 •

.1 . .i ,lw; V y a v ’-j .

The maximum amount of wage to be taken into consideration for the
1 Lm . : .L  -i.t.ii -i . ,1

purpose of calculation of compensation under Clause, (a) and (b) of Sub Section 

1 of Section 4*̂  is rupees four thousand. Therefore if the monthly wages of a 

worker exceed four thousand rupees, only four thousand rupees' is. taken into 

consideration as monthly wages of the worker for the purpose' of calculation. 

Thus the death compensation of a worker who has not exceeded the age of 

sixteen years and whose factor as specified in Schedule IV is 228.54 and who 

receives monthly wages exceeding four thousand rupees cmi'be'caiculateci as:

‘"S ection  4 ( l ) ( b )  ................. ............
** for calculating death com pensation and com pensation for permdherit total diisaBlement '
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1/2X4000X228.54 

= 2000X228.54
I ‘ .

=457080

Therefore the amount payable v̂diild 15e 457080/- 

Fifty Seven Thousand Eighty only). This would be, the; highest amount.pa  ̂

as death compensation because the factor, of-thej’iage group f̂is.|Jhigheŝ  in 

schedule IV and highest permissible wage structure is t̂aken into consideration.

Compensation lor rermaneni loiai uisaoiemeni can oe simiiany 

calculated, the only difference being that 60% of the monthly wages of the 

injui*cd is taken into consideralion.

Cbmpensation on Permanent Partial Disablement;. ̂

Where Permanent Partial Disablement results from art injuryy in case the'injury
■ L '  i.,., .  l i ; ; ^  *>'-■. j i .  I . 0*

happens to be one specified in Part II of Schedule 1, the amount of 

compensation is determined taking into account 'the''percentage-of loss of 

earning capacity as specified in the corresponding column in the’ same 

schedule. The amount of compensation is determined by determining the 

amount payable in case of Permanent Total Disablement and reducing it to 

make the compensation proportionate to the * loss of earning capacity
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permanently caused by that injury. In eases of mjuries not specified in the 

Schedule the loss has to be determined according to the. assessment of a’ 

qualified medical practitioner.

The expression “loss of earning capacity” has been , explained by 

Calcutta High Court in Calcutta Licensed Measures v. Mohammed Hussain^^ 

where the Court laid down the following propositions:

a. earning is not the same as earning capacity;:' ̂ - .

b. the rise in earning may be because of varioiis factors and rise in wages is 

' not decisive of no loss of earning capacity

c. loss of physical capacity is not co-extensive with loss of earning 

capacity;
» ♦ . V ' s i s

d. loss pf physical capacity or physical incapacity may be relevant not as to 

which extent there is loss of earning capacity, for every eniployment 

which the workman was capable.of undertaking at that time or the 

employment in which he was engaged at the time of the accident as the 

case falls for consideration.

Compensation on Temporary Disablement (whether Total or Partial):
It.' ."I..I. ' -»v' I’ t Vm '

16AIR 1967 Gal 378
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For Temporary'Disablement whether Total :or; Partial •'■cpmpjehs is
}

payableJn^the form’o f  i:ecurring half monthly;payments. The ampurit of each' 

payment is equal to 25% of the monthly wages o f '^ e  - workman.' Such half 

monthly payment is payable on the sixteenth day from the date of disablement
* I . ' .

where the disablement lasts for a period less than,twenty* eight days. The first 

payment becomes due on the 16‘*' day after a waiting-period of three days. 

Thereafter payments are made in half monthly installments during the period of 

disablement lasts or during the period of five years whibhfever^is shorten

Compensation under Section 4 is to be paid as soon as it falls due/’ In
A

cases where the employer does not accept the liability  ̂for compensation to the 

extent claimed, he is bound to make provisional payment based on the extent df
i - i -  . ' . . t v  j 1 i i d i  Jj V

liability which he accepts. Where the employer is in.default, the Commissioner 

has power to direct the concerned employer to pay the amount of arrears and 

also and also simple interest thereon at die rate of 12% per annum or such 

higher rate not exceedingthe maximum lending rates of any Scheduled Bank. 

The Commissioner^also has power to direct in addition to the aforesaid amount,
1 1 ‘ --■ ' ! s ' V i‘‘li; i‘i T / l ! . . >  v! U M . ti'ix'

a further sum not exceeding 50% of such amount b î'vyay Of penal^.^^V

For the purpose of the calculation of compensation' payable to a
' i'i.i iv * '-II rt'i 'i i■! t / 1 i,KiL', i

workman it is important to calculate his wage because the amount of
‘  O v ' i  > "  . ' i  i i 1 h , v ,  I ,  : . i i l \  i ' t  I

:.v -'i ‘ t'Ufi (ii’ hid'■ lAiiiv-.i;
compensation for Permanent Total or-Permanent'Partial Bisablement or half

I V ' t ’ r v . .  u - ‘ ! “ • i  >

”  Section 4 A  0 )
'® Section 4 A  (3) (a)

Section 4 A  (3 ) (b)
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monthly payments for Temporary Disablement depends .upon-the-\vage| group 

to which the concerned worker belongs.

Under Section the expression monthly wages denotes ^ e  amount of 

wages payable for a month’s service and may be’based on'wages-payable for a 

month or other period of even at piece rates. The mohthly'wages'*are; cal'eulated 

as follows:

i. where the workman who was in'-the’ seh^ice'-of the dfrifiloye'rriuring 

continuous period of not less than 12 'morith^^iminediateiyVrece 

the accident, his monthly wages shall.be 1/ 12^ of the total, wages 

which have fallen due for payment for him by the employer in such 

12 months period;

ii. if the workman was in continuous service of one employer for less
; V  . i . i i  M,.

than one month then his monthly wages wiirbe'the average,monthly 

amount during the 12 months inmiediately.;,preceding-the: accident 

earned by a workman employed on sam^, work .with , the same 

employer. In case there was no such workman with the same

■ employer, than the monthly wages earned'by a workman employed 

in sirnilar vyork in the same locality vyill be. the monthly wages of the 

concerned workman;

iii. in other cases including those where’it is not possible to calculate 

monthly wages due to want of information, the monthly wages shall
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be 30 times the total wages earned in respect of the last continuous 

period of service immediately preceding iho accideiit divided by the 

number of days comprising such period.

A period of service is continuous unless interrupted by a period of 

absence from work exceeding fourteen days.

TTie Act also makes provision for tHe Veview’'bf-thie* am^ 

compensation. When the nature of disablement'is temporary it is very likely 

that the condition of the worbnan may - either u-improve - or "deteriorate. 

Therefore, in cases of half monthly payments being'made^^der ^  

between the parties or under the order of t h e , C o m m i s s i o n e r , c a n  

make an application to the Commissioner for review.' Such application is 

required to be accompanied by a certificate from a qualified medical 

practitioner.

O n‘such an' application made for Ihe-’rev Jew (̂ f Mmpenkahbri^'as stated 

above, the ‘Cominissioner may increase,^ decrease,'\erid;or/;cpntihu^^^^^  ̂ half 

monthly payments. If  it is found that. the.,.accjdent has.‘resulted in .permanent 

disablement, the Commissioner can. conyert ^e^half ̂ mpnthlyvpaympjits into 

lump sum compensation.

Section 6
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The Acl also makes provision ■ for commutjation o f , half monthly 

payment.^^ After the half monthly payments have been made for, six .months, 

either the employer or the workman can get the recurring payments commuted 

at any time to a single payment.

Compensation granted to a w orm an unaer tne worKman's 

Compensation Act, 1923 cannot be assigned, attached or charged by any 

process of law and is also not liable to set off against any claim.^^ This 

provision provides protection to the amount of compensation received by a 

workman or his dependents thus making them able to realize the social security 

provided under the Act.

Under the W ortoen’s Compensation, ^ct, .to,, avail,,the ben^ of 

compensation, the first thing that a workman must do is to give a notice in 

writing.^^ As soon as may be practicable after .the occurrence of accident, a 

notice must be served by the workman mjured as a ̂ result of accident. Such 

notice must contain;

1. the name and address of the workman injured;

2. the date of accident; and

3. the cause of inj ury

Section  7 u; 
“  Scclion  9 • 

Section 10
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The, notice is to be served on the employer o r '^ y  one'of the "''several 

employers of any person responsible for the' mariagenierit'of'the^brancli’where 

the workman is employed! '̂* The claim of “compensation must be made'-within 2 

years of the occurrence of the accident or from'the,date«'of death.^^

The scheme of the Workmen’s Gompensatio'iT Act, 1923 is -to make 

employer liable to compensate a worker for injuries'. suffered"by hini‘as^a result 

of an accident arising out of and in the coiifs^ o f ’emplbyraeiit.-ifiiit it is 

provided under Section 12 (1) where a contractor; is-,engaged-to-do wholly or’ 

partly work which ordinarily forms part of/.the trade .or*; business of the 

principal, than, the principal would be liable,jto.^ay J^ompensarion^as.if^he was 

the direct* empJpyer.^^The principal pn~ the, ;qtljjsr;^^ha^  ̂ ,be

indemnified b y ’the^-.cpntractor to the extent, of ;thejijUa.bni^  ̂ him.

Likewise the contractor is entitled tô  be^^indemriified^^su^ for

compensation paid by him or for indemnity to the principal employer. All 

questions of indemnity are to be settled by the^.CoiMissip^

Compensation.

Where some third party is responsible,-forJt^e^acci^ 

workman, the employer has a right to recover,. frpm^Jhat .third-party any 

compensation he has paid to the workman, in addition to,any;damages,

Section  1 0 (2 )  
“  Section 1 2 (2 )
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There is*a bar on the jurisdiction of Civil Courts to settle, decide or deal 

with any question which is by or under this Act, required to .,be. so settled, 

decided or dealt with by the Commissioner.’ Ther;Civil,Court also has no 

jurisdiction to enforce any liability incurred under the:Act.

The Commissioner while deciding any claim deemed to be a Civil Court 

and authorized to exercise the powers under the Civil Procedure Code, 1908 or 

taking evidence on oath, for enforcing the attendance of witnesses, and for 

compelling the production of documents and'' rtiaterial objects. The 

Commissioner j s  to .follow the procedure prescribed by the rules framed under 

the Act but he may vary the procedure provided; hqis,satisfie^^^ interest

of the parties will not be prejudicially affected/^

An appeal'against the orders of the Commissioner would lie in the High

.27 "Court. Such appeal is allowed on limited orders such as:

1. orders allowing as compensation a, lump su^, or'disallowing a 

claim in full or part of a lump sum; ‘

2. orders refusing to allow redemptionjof halfrmpnthl>^,p

3. orders awarding interest or penalty under Section^ .

Section 23' 
Section 3 0
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4. “ orders providing for the- distribution of compensation among

thb'dependants of a deceased ' w o r to ^  or .disallowing any 

claim of a'person alleging himself to be a dependant;^:,

5. orders allowing or disallowing any claim for the amount of 

indemnity under the provisions of Section 12; and

6. orders refusing to register a memorandum of agreement or 

registering the same providing for registration of the same 

subject to conditions.

Further_no_appeal would lie against any such order as state'd above 

imless the following.conditions are fulfilled:̂ ^̂ ;.,

1. a substantial question of law . is involved jp (ithe app|eal,V; . v ̂ ',,,

2. excepting an order refusing to,,allpWv^i:ede^ption,pfi,hal,fi^mp 

payments the amount in dispute j a  appeal Jŝ ^̂ ot less than 300 rupees;

3. the parties have not agreed to ;a b i d e , t h e M p r d e ^ ^  

Commissioner;
-V ’ » • K ?  .

4. Order of the Commissioner does not give- effect to' an agreement 

arrived at between the parties;

5. in case of appeal awarding compensatipn l i impsum,  . the 

. memor^dum of appeal is accorripaiiied' by a certificate .by the

Commissioner to the effect that the appellant has deposited with him

38 ibid
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the amount payable under the order appealed against. This provision 

is mandatory and not merely declaratory;^^

6. appeals filed within the limitation period, that is within sixty days 

from the date of the order limitation wbuld-begirf from the d̂ the 

party is informed of the order.^® The.delay can be excused by the 

high Court if it is satisfied that there is sufficient cause for not filing 

the appeal in time.

The State'Government is vested ^iihder'-the ■. Act'-with' p6wei*s'to 'make 

rules on various matters:^ ' The rules as soon as‘‘they’are made ore'required to 

be laid before the State Legislature. The rules made,

are to be laid before the Parliament. The rules are also'to be published in the 

Official Gazette and after such publication they be, deemed to have been 

enacted under the Act.

The provisions contained in the.WortoQri’Si ,Ĉ  ̂ 1923

are applicable irrespective of the number o f ,-workers ' employed in ân 

establishment. Therefore it applies to unorganized 'workers also'.' However the 

benefits'‘fIowing, from ̂ the.Act are best Reached ;tp;.tlie>̂ ^̂  in'^unprganized 

sector if the coniplaints,and claims, are received locally^tl^ough/thevlp’cal self 

government or through some other anstitutional ■ rnachine^^ 

designated for this purpose.

B i h a r  J o u r n a l s  v . N a t y a  N a n d ^  A IR  1959 Pat 112
C . E .  C o r p o r a t i o n  v. D o a d i  R a j  1960 O rissa 39  
R efer to Section  32
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B. The Payment of Wages Act, 1936:

The Payment of Wages Act, 1936 is an enactment to protect the wages 

earned by workers while working'in factories and other establishriients. The 

Act applies in the first instance to the persons' employed in any 'factory or 

railway or a person fulfilling contract with a railway admiriistfation;^^ but the 

State Government has power to extend the provisiohs-6f  the Act’to any class of 

persons employed in any industrial establishment or in any class‘or group of 

industrial' establishments. Section 2 (ii) defines industrial establishments to. 

mean inter alia, any tramway service or motor transport .service,.engaged in 

carrying passengers, goods or both; any workshop 6f  other establishment where 

articles are produced for use, transport or sale; establishments in which any 

work relating to construction, development,' maintenance, of building reads, 

bridges, canals etc. are carried on; or any other establishment or. class of 

establishments which the Central Government o r ,the State? Gpye^;^ as the 

case may be may specify by notification, in;,liie. Qffici4;.Gazette.^^. Such 

establishmentslieednot be permanent.^"^

“Wages” in ̂ economics means price paid for jabour,; Wages cd of all

payments that compensate individuals for .tim e.and ./.effp̂ rt), spent.  ̂ the

Section  1 (2 )
^ S ectio n  1 (5 ) .

K i a f b e r  S i n g h  v. B h o l a  D u t t  1980 Lab 1C 393 (A ll) c iled  in K. M adhavan P illa i, AaAowir a n d  

I n d u s t r i a l  L a w s  (T'*’ ed.), A llahabad L aw  A g en cy  (1 9 9 8 )
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production of economic goods and services. .The payment. include not only 

wages in ordinary, narrow sense like the earnings cqn^puted generally on 

hourly, daily, weekly, or output basis but also covers bonuses added.to regular 

earnings, premiums for night or holiday work or for work exceeding stated 

norms or quality and quantity; fees and retainers for professional services; and 

that part of the income of business owners that compensates them ,for time 

devoted.to business. The Payment of Wages Act, 1936 also give a 

comprehensive defmition of wages to cover aU remimerations .by^,sallies, or 

allowances including any remuneration under any award, oyer-time payment, 

bonuses, compensation on termination of employment or on retirement etc. or 

any sum to which a person is entitled under an^^.law for; tjme^bejngj in. force. 

The wages according to the Act does not include:, ,

i. The value of any house accommodation,,pr ^of the.,supply of

light, water, medical attendance,; or other, amenity^ or of any 

service excluded from the computation, of,wages

ii. . j Any ̂ contribution paid by te . ,  employ er t o a n y . : , o r
V 1- '■ I , ' . . Mi ;; ../W  ,1

j^royident, fiind, and,the interest ,wjiich;rmay have,..accrued 

thereon;

iii. Any bonus which does not form.'part of; the ; remuneration 

payable under the terms of the employment^_o_r . which is not 

payable under any wage or settlement between the parties or 

order of a court;
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iv. Any T.A. or the value of any travel concession;

V . Any'sum  paid to the employed person to defray special

expenses, incurred by him-by the nature^of his employment; or
1

vi. Any gratuity payable on termination of employment.

Any amount claimed by employees for the periods .of lay-off falls within 

the defmition of wages.^^

The primary responsibility for the payment of wages under the Act lies 

whh the employer but in the case of industrial, establishments the person 

responsible to the employer for supervision and .control, of the establishments 

will be liable for.the payment of wages.^ .̂

The Act requires the person responsible for .the,payme^^ uncier

Section 3 of the Act to fix wage periods in respect of which such wages shall 

be payable. The wage period so fixed should not exceed onCjmonth.?^ >
I i ' / - ’

Under Section 6 of the Act, wages are required to be paid in current 

coins or current notes. However, if the employee, gives the .authority, in writing 

to this effect, the employer can pay wages, by cheque jOr crediting the wage^ in 

his bank account.

J u n i o r  L a b o u r  I n s p e c t o r  v. A p p e l l a t e  A u i h o r u i t y  (L ?76) I I^LJ 5.12*..
Section 3 ..........  ..

”  Section  4
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Regarding the time of payment,-the Act says, that if the-number of 

persons employed in an industrial .establisliment etc. is less than one,thousand, 

wages must be paid before the expiry of seventh day an in other industrial 

establishments etc the wages should be paid before the expiry of tenth day from 

the last day of the wage period; Where ^ e  employment of a person is 

terminated then the wage due to him must be paid before the expiry of the 

second working day from,the day of tennination of W9rk. AIL payments of 

wages are required to .̂be made on a working day.

Every payment made by the employed person to the employer or his- 

agent will be deemed under the Payment of Wages . Act, .1936 to. be deduction

n o   ̂ ^ '  1 *

form wages. The^Act has prohibited the employer frpjii;.making any deduction 

from the wages of the employees except those permitted,,under .the, Act.^^ The 

loss of wages resulting form withholding of increment ̂ or̂  promotion (including 

stoppage of increment of efficiency bar); reduction to ,a lovver post or time scale 

or to a lower stage in a time scale; and suspensions, will not be held as 

deductions under the Act.'’̂  The Act also allows following deductions: ,

Fines: fines for the acts arid omis’sioris wKich are approved 

by the Government and notified at the, establishments can 

be imposed by the' employer' upon the employee, As per 

Section 8 no such fine can be imposed ’ex^ept^fo^ acts.

Explanation (i) to Section  7 
Section 7 ( 1 )
Expiaination (ii) to Section  7
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or omissions as approved by this' Goveniment! Notice 

specifying such acts and omissions is also required to be 

exhibited in the premises. The employee mustv before the 

imposition of fine, be heard as'to why such shbuld not be 

imposed on him. In one wage-period the total permitted 

. amount of fme is one anna in a.rtipee of the wages. For Ae 

employees below the age of 15-no imposition is allowed 

under the Act. No fine can be recovered in installments or 

after the expiry of 60' days'from the day o f it's imposition. 

All such fines and realizatioris''there'df are required under 

the Act to be .recorded, in a reg[ster,4nd ,sû ^

-amount should be.5pent fpr.;the',purppses;.tb to the

employees.

ii. Deduction for Absence, from duty:,. .The,; payment of 

• Wages Act,  ̂ 1936 . authorizesj' tĥ ^̂  make

deductions for the absence jof ;the7._employee^ If the 

employee abstains form j.cairying’-out  ̂ ,hisj,work 'in  

pursuance of stay, in'steike.wi^out[,^yJu^^ a tool

down strike without-a reaspnable:;cause;;h&:isi-^^^  ̂ to 

have- absented his ,duty.^ ^Suc|i.^^deduction^^ be

proportionate to the absence. Howeyjer, „where ten more

Section 7 (2 ) ( b ) , a lso  refer to Section  9
j f
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workers acting in concert absent themselves; without any
 ̂ ‘  ̂ . ■: .i:-. ti . 

just cause and without any notice the deduction may
* • ' * ' I '

include such amount not exceeding his wage for 8 (iays."*̂

iii. Deduction fo r house accommddatioii,. amenities and
I • f 1 ' ; « , ,   ̂ - 1

services: deductions may be made from the wages of the 

employee Ibr house accommodation provided by the

eniployer or by the Government or by any housing board
. ■ ‘-i- •' - '  I*  ̂ ,  f i , ;  ’ . .

set up under any law as notified'by the State’Government. 

Such deduction should not 'exceed' the' Value of the 

accommodation/^ Further .deducjtion, in’̂ te  ..same.^manner 

may be made for amenities ,andjSe^ice^.^

iv. Deduction for recovery aiid adjustments:;.advances or

any other overpayment, ̂ canĵ ^bC;̂ i-ecqv;ered,.. pji;;sadjusted 

through deductions. Deductions .und.er.tH is-jsubject

to the following conditions':.

a. Recovery of advance rnkdeVbefbre it^^ enipjpyment 

can be deducted from, ̂ ^^e-first;:pa>^ment of ,wa^ in 

respect of a complete ^age; period. But no, deduction

Priviso to Sec lion  9 (2 ) 
Section  11
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can be made to recover advance given for traveling 

expenses.

b. Advance of money given after employment can be 

recovered in accordance with the conditions laid 

down by State Government.

c. Advance of wages not • already earned can be 

recovered subject to the nile made by the State 

Government.

The employer has authorityItb recover lawns with 

interest made from any fund constituted for the 

welfare of labour in, accordance with the rules
^ I . .  : I . . ' ' .

I '  . V , .

approved by the State Govemment.' '̂^ Likewise, loans 

granted for house, building pr .other, purpô ^̂  ̂ can be 

recovered with interest subjê ^̂  made by

State Governments.

V. Deduction of Income Ta^

vi. Deduction by, order, of, cQurt lorji.other c.otnpetent 

authority

Section 7 (2 ) (fO
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vii. Deduction for payment to co-operative societies etc:

deductions are authorized for jpayments to co-operative 

societies of advance from any provident fund recognized 

by Provident Fund Act, 1925 or approved by the State 

Govemment.'^^ Deductions are also allowed for payment to 

co-operative societies or insurance scheme or E.LC/*^ All 

such deductions are subject to the conditions imposed by 

State Government.'*^

viii- Deduction for Contribution to Primie M

National Relief Fund or othcsr funds: deductipri can be 

made for contribution '.tp;Prinie^M

i'-,. Hi ' -' ” ■ V ' ('/ ' '
Fund , or such ̂ , other,. ,fund, jiiptified,; by, - jthe^  ̂Cpntral 

Government in the Official-Gazette.' Such:deduction can
I -r „ < ■ , f .  I ,  M  1 . V •.  * i . • , 1  »

be effected only after; pbtainjng iaV’̂ iiitt^ of

thê  employee concemed/^^i >

Permissible Total Deduction:

The total amount of deduction which ea^;b^)made/un,derrSecti6n̂  in

any wage period should not exceed:

Section 7 (2 ) (i) 
Section  7 (2 ) (i) (k) 
Section 13 
Section 7 (2 ) (p)
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i. in case where such deduction are wholly or partly made for payment

to co-operative societies, 75% if such wages; arid

ii. in all other cases 50% of such wages.

The excess in the above cases may be recovered in the manner 

prescribed.

The employer is required under Section 13-A of the Act to maintain 

registers and records of the details of persons employed, nature of work, 

wages, deductions, receipts and other prescribed particulars. However so 

long as the rules do not make it obligato^, tp. n^aint;ain such registers; nqn 

maintenance of such registers will not attract*the offence under-Section 20.

The payment of Wages Act empowers the State Government to 

appoint inspectors for enforcing the provisions, o f  the 4 ĉt. Such inspectors 

are empowered to examination and enquiries, search ^ y  premises at 

reasonable times, supervise the payment of wages to persons, require by 

written order the production of any register; ori record iriaintaiAedipursuant 

to the Act, to seize or take copies of such records .and. to >exercise.-such other 

powers as may be prescribed. The Act also, requires the-Constitution of a 

Payment of Wages Authority. The AuthorityJhas^a^^,pp\^^ers,Qf a,cî ^̂  court 

under piyil Procedure Code, 1908 for:
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1. taking evidence;

2. enforcing the attendance of witness; and

3. Compelling the production of documents.

If the payment of wages is delayed beyond the due date or deductions are made 

from wages contrary to the provisions of the Act an application for recovery 

can be filed by the employee or legal practitioner or official of a registered
* i \ ' I , 1 '  .  ' . I . -

trade union authorized by the employee or by inspector or by any other person 

with the permission of the Authority appointed by the State Government for 

hearing the claim under this Act. Such application has to.be presented within 

one year from the date on which the payment of wages was due or from the 

date on which deductions were made. The Authority, however, has power to 

condone the delay on its being satisfied on applying proper legal principles that 

there was sufficient cause for such delay.

The Authority under the Act has power of appointing whom lies with 

the State Government should be:

1. presiding officer of a Labour Court or Industrial Tribunal; o:

2. any Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation; or

3. other officer- with experience as judge of a;ciyil court; or as a stipendiary 

magistrate.
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The State Government has power to appoint niore than one authority for the 

same specified.area.

Section 20 of the Act stipulates fines for contravening the provisions of 

the Act. The years old provisions stipulating the amount of fines do not fit in 

the present situations. Mere sums of a fev/ hundred rupees do not adequately 

give the wrongdoer feeling of punishment. Thus the amounts of fines need 

adequate increments.

The Payment of Wages Act also is not designeid'to help the unorganized 

workers. The benefits flowing from the ^Act ido  ̂ ^pt, adequatelyiihelp the. 

unorganized workers because of the casual nature of the employment. The 

unorganized workers do riot have institutional machineiy like trade unions to- 

fight for their rights. As such they cannot; agitate, to, fight fori their rights without 

losing their job.

C. The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972;

In the simple meaning gratuity may be understood to mean money .given 

in appreciation. It is a small gift, usually of moneys,r given to somebody , as
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thanks for service given. The Oxford Dictionary the vŷ ord gratuity has been
‘ '• ‘ .V' ■ T' 3.' *

interpreted to mean “money given in recognition of services rendered or a tip.

The scheme of payment of Gratuity to employees engaged an. factories, 

mines, shops and establishments etc. in India started with the-State,Government 

legislation in Kerala and Governor’s Promulgation of Ordinance in West 

Bengal in 1971. After these enactments some other State Governments also 

voiced their intention to bring similar legislations. Therefore for the uniformity 

of the pattern of payment of gratuity to the employees throughout the Country, 

need for a central legislation was felt. The proposal of central legislation on 

gratuity, was formally discussed in the Labpur,.Ministers^ponj[e^ in

New Delhi on 24̂  ̂ and 25̂  ̂ August 1971 and alsp.m, the, Indian. Labour
■ > ' a i  ‘  ‘  <> J v

Conference at its session held on the 22^  ̂ and 23'"'* October, 1971, There was 

general agreement at the. Labour Minister’s Conference .and, the Indian Labour

Conference on,an,Surgent need of a central, legislationt.on: the. subject. The
. . .  f

Legislation was passed by both the house of the.Parliament,.in.il972 which 

came into force on 16.09.1972.

The benefits under the Act is available, to. any, person, (other^than ar 

apprentice) employed in wages in any establishment, shops, sfactories jstc to dc 

any skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled, , m anual,,superyiso^^^ , teclmical oi 

electrical work whether the terms of such employment are express:,0r implied 

and whether or not such person is employed in managerial or administrative
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capacity, but does not include any such-person who holds a post under the 

Central Government or a State Government and is governed by any other'Act■ , r .1 , ’-1 ... . X ■ iij;

or by any rules providing for payment of gratuity.

The Actis applicable to shops and establishments withih the meaning of 

any law for time being in force in relation to shops' and e’stablishnients in a 

state, in which ten or more persons are employed, or rwere employed, on any 

day of the preceding twelve months.

The term ‘establishment’ has a wide meaning. According to Oxford 

D ic tio n ^  it means organized body of nien.maintamedj^^^^ Section 1
■ .......... " . ' ' K .

(3) (b) of the Act .empp>yer^.th Central Gqye;Tin;ient tq.e^^^ 

this Act tp; anynestabHshment. ‘Establishment’ 'urider^the- Clause nieans an 

organization employing persons between whom relationship of employer and 

employee exists. Thus , the Act if extended-can ibe; applicable ito all-eases, where 

an employer employee relationship can- be, identifiqd: Arshdp/oi; lestablishment 

to which the Act becomes applicable willibe govierhed; .by:'this5]Act eV.en.when 

the number of persons falls below 10.̂ ®

Section 1 (3)
Section 1 (3)
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Gratuity is payable to an employee o n ’ the- termination of his 

employment^* after he has rendered continuous service' forVnot-less than five 

years-

1. on h^  superannuation; or-

2. on his retirement or resignation; or^’

3. on his death or disablement due to accident'or disease;

Complelion of continuous service of five years  ̂is-not'required -where the 

termination of service is due to disablement or.'death;j^“ Tnfcase/of death of the 

employee,, gratuity payable to him vvill.be. payable to;-his nominee .or^w  ̂

nominee is appointed, to his heir, or such npmme%^or.he be

deposited with the Controlling Authority who has to-invest tfie same for the 

benefit of minor in such bank.or other financial institution .as. may be 

prescribed, until such minor attains majority.

-  For every completed year of. service,'or^part',]of*^it^;jin'excess; of six 

months, the employer is required to pay gratuity, to an employee at the rate of 

fifteen days’ wages as per the rate of wages. last 4 ravvn,Lby. ihe^employee 

concemed.fv'In 4he'case of a piece-rated ,empl6yee^*3idaily. wages.|;.ishall be 

computed on-.the, ay^erage of the total .wages,-fgri,a^pei^;pd.pf.,thr,ee,.months 

immediately preceding the termination of his,employment and^fe

Section 4
Proviso (first) to Section 4 (1)

”  Section 4 (2)
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the wages paid for any overtime work -is not to be taken into account. In the 

case of an employee who is employed in a seasonal establishment and who is 

not so employed throughout the year, the employer has to pay the gratuity at 

the rate of seven days’ wages for each season.

For deriving the fifteen days wages in cases of monthly rated employee, 

wages last drawn-by him has to be divided by twenty-six and the quotient 

derived has to be multiplied by fifteen. The calculation in this case would be 

thus-

Monthly Wages/26 X 15

The amount of gratuity payable to an eniployee shpuld not exceed three 

lakhs fifty thousand rupees.

The provisions under the Act do not debar the right, of an,employee to 

receive better gratuity under any award or agreement or .contract with the 

employer.

Where services have been terminated for any act, willful omission or 

negligence causing any damage or loss to, or destruction, of property belonging 

to tlie employer, the gratuity of an employee has to be forfeited only to the

The am ount o f  rupees fitly  thousand w a s increased to rupees on e  lakh in 1994  and it w a s ftirther 
increased to rupees three lakhs fifty  thousand in 1998.
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extent of the damage or loss so caused. Further, the gratuity may be wholly or 

partly forfeited:

i. if the services of such employee have been terminated for his

riotous or disorderly conduct or any other act of violence on 

his part;

' ii. for any act constituting an offence involving moral turpitude

provided that such offence was committed in the course of 

employment.^^

The right tOTgratuity has been held by t h ^ ; S u p f e m ^ a s  a, statutory 

right.^^ In Pattehurila v. K. Damodarar?^ it was Held that by the change of 

ownership, the relationship of employer and employees'subsists and the new 

employer cannot escape from the liability of payment .o f , gratuity to the 

employee. Therefore,, it is the uninterrupted tenure of service that is 

determining factor of the right to gratuity under the Payrnent of Gratuity Act 

and that changes of managements are irrelevant on the point

In the year 1987 a provision for compulsory irisiirance was added in the 

Act to come into effect from such date as is notified by the appropriate 

Government. The insur^ce is for the eniployer’s HabiIit:y_pf,payment,towards.

“  Section  4 (5) (b)
D . K .  K a p o o r  v. U n i o n  o f  I n d i a ,  A IR  1990 SC 1923  

” (1993) I L U  1211 
Section  4 A
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gratuity. Where the employer fails to any premium he. will be liable to pay the

amount of gratuity due under the Act including interest, if any, for delayed

payments, to the Controlling Authority appointed by the appropriate
,;,s , 'v

Govemment/'^*  ̂ Any contravention to this provision attracts the puniishment of
-f'l

fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees and in the case of continuing
. V. .  1 , .  I • I ; . I '

offence a fiirther fine extending to one thousand rupees for each day of

continuation of the offence.

The apprapriate‘Government may by notification (which niay have 

prospective or retrospective effect) exempt any establishment, shop etc or any 

employer or class of employees employed in an>i e s tab lish  

the application of this Act if it has .the, opinion jthat^.the .employees jn  such 

establishment, shop etc are in receipt of gratuity or pensionary benefits not less
' ‘ J

favourable than the benefits conferre,d'under this.^ct..

A person who has become eligible,for .payment-pf'gratuity ,or any 

authorized person acting on his behalf has to send a written application to the
■''fiO'’' < V ' I . *■ ’ *•  ̂ K.‘.-

employer. As soon as the gratuity becomes payable when the application as 

Stated above has been made or not,, the eniployer) has -tq,,dpter^ the'amount 

of gratuity and give notice in writing, to. th e ’person',to),wKgm/ithe gratuity is. 

payable and also to the Controlling Authority specifying the amount of gratuity

Section 4 A (5)
Section 7 f n
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so determined.^* The case of any dispute with regard to the amount of gratuity, 

or any claims, or with regard to the person entitled to receive such amount, etc. 

, the employer has to deposit with the Controlling Authority such amount as he 

admits to be payable by him as gratuity. The Controlling authority has to 

decide the dispute duly observing principles of fair hearing.

The proceedings of enquiry will be deemed to be judicial proceedings
'''A *

and the Controlling has been entrusted with the power of a civil court in the 

matters of enforcing- attendance of any person and his examination on oath, 

requiring the discovery or production of documents, receiving evidence on 

affidavits and for issuing commissions, for the ^exMmation of,\yjtae^ses.^

The appeal-lies with the appropriate G pveri^en t, orj .such-^appellate 

authority as specified by the appropriate Government.f^ii^he;Umitation period 

for such appeal is 60 days which can be extended,by ;^(further period of 60 days 

on being satisfied of the sufficient cause of such delay .̂ ^

The.(employer,.has, to arrange to pay, the amount o f gratuity ,'\yithin,30 

days foiin the date it becomes payable. '̂* For the delayed pay^tientj except in 

the cases where the delay was due to employee’s own fault,, simple jinterest at 

the rate of the percentage as notified.by .the-Central Gpyernmient.froni time to

Section  7  (2 )
Section  7 (7 )
Proviso (first) to Section 7 (7)

^  Section 7 (3)
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time or as the appropriate Government may notify, is also required to Be paid to 

the employee.

The Controlling Authority should pay the amount deposited including
• ' L- ‘ . ,.; v C  .1 ' ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ -

the excess amount, as soon as it mav be after the denosit^^

1. to the appHcant wiiere ne is tne employee; or_

2. where the applicant is not the employee, to the nominee or the 

guardian or heir of such nominee, if the Controlling is satisfied that 

there is no dispute as to the right to receive the gratuity.

Nomination has to be made by each employee for' the payment of 

gratuity.^^ Such nomination has to be made in the in favour of one or more 

member of the family. Any nomination.outside, the,;%ijily,^ifjtl^e.esm^ 

a family is void. If at the time of making a nomination the employee did not 

have a family and where he subsequently acquires a family, such nomination 

would become invalid and the emplpyee has, to ^ k e  a fresh nomination in 

favour of one or more member of the.family.^’ l^pmination,,cani,be:m^^ If 

the nominee predeceases the employeerthe'interisst of .theVnomiheA M  revert 

to the employee who has to make a fresh nomination.

Section 7 (4 ) (c) 
Section 6 (3 ) 
Section 6 (4 ) 
Scclion 6 (6 )
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'■^"Gratuity amount payable to an employee is protected against attachment* 

in execution of any decree or order of any court, revenue or criminal court.

In the cases of non payments the Controlling Authority, on an 

application made by the aggrieved person, has to issue a certificate for that 

amount to the Collector who will collect the amount along with interest as 

arrears of land revenue and pay the same to the person entitled

To facilitate the execution of the provisions' of 'the Act provisio'ns 'have 

been made for the appointment of inspectors who have been given adequate 

powers. Further penalties have been prescribed for v̂ îô ^̂  offences .under the 

Act. Any person who for the purpose of a,voiding.any .'paym made

under this Act or to avoid such liability of another person Icnowihgly makes or 

causes 1 to ,be made^ any false statements or false; representation will be 

punishable with imprisonment extending to six monfc; jor fme emending to ten 

thousand rupees or both.^^ An employer who .contraypnes .or. makes’d̂ ^̂  in 

complying with, any of the provisions^ qf this Act,,or,,^yifii!e or order made 

thereunder is liable for punishment of imprisonment for a terni which should 

not be less than three months but which inay extend to^one.ye^;.qr^ith fine 

which should not be less than ten thousand rupees tbut'which .may. extend to

twenty thousand rupees or with both. , Where t̂he.i offence ..relatesuto non
1 ; ^ ' . . ' i . '  . 1 1 i i . 1 . (

payment of gratuity the punishment prescribed is ̂ imprisonment jvvhich, ,should

Section 19(1)
Section 19(2)
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not be less than six months but which may extend to'two years unless the court 

trying the. case, for reasons to be recorded, is of the opinion that lesser term of 

imprisonment or imposition of fine would meet the ends of justice.’  ̂ ,

All offences punishable under this Act should be filed through- the 

Controlling Authority to a court not inferior to that of a Metropolitan 

Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of First Class.

ihe provisions or tins Act have an overriaing effect on all other 

enactments, instruments or contracts. The power to make, rules under this Act 

has been vested on the appropriate Government..

D. The Payment of Bonus Act, 1965:

The consistent demand of wprlgiien\ for ,social justice-JOiirender due 

share'in the profits of the industry in which ithey .have a ^ a jo r  hand-side-by side

the enterprise and the capital and the observation of the Hon^’ble Supreme
- ;■ ‘ i 1 . ; .  (i- <''

Court of India in Associated Cement Companies v. Workmen in 1959 made 

the Government of India to set up a Tripartite Commission on Deceinber 6, 

1961 to consider in a comprehensive manner, the question of paymeht of bonus 

based on profits to employees employed in, estabUshments,,and tq make

Proviso to Scction  19 (2), 
(1959) I LLJ 644  (S C ) '
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recommendations to. the Government. The Supreme Court in the above case 

observed:

“If the legislature feels that the claims for social and economic 

justice made by labour should be redefined on a clear basis, it can 

Step in legislature in that behalf. It may also be possible to have 

the question comprehensively considered by a high powered
■ • I i ., ’ ............  •; I , ' i ,o .

commission which may be asked to examine the pros and cons of 

the problem in all its aspects "by taking evidence - from ' all 

industries and bodies of workmen.”

On the recommendations of the Commission as stated, above the 

Parliament passed payment of Bonus Act, 1965 with the ifollowing objectives:

1. to impose statutory liability upon the;,employer of eveiy

establishment covered^by the Act to .-pay-fonus^^

in the establishment;
" 1 i . , I.I ! '

2. to define the principle of .payment ;Of,bpnuSjaccording to the

prescribed formula; and

3. to provide for payment of minimum and maximum bonus and

linking.it with the scheme of set off ̂ d  set pr̂ .
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Bonus is a payment made by the em'ployer..t6 maintain industrial 

harmony. It is the workmen’s share of prosperity of the concern for which they 

have their contribution. The concept of payment of bonus is not the product of 

any generosity of the employer but it is one paid in the interest of industrial 

peace and to make available to every employee a living wage which is

71generally more than the actual wages.

The Payment of Bonus Act applies to every factory and every other 

establishment in which twenty or more persons are employed on any day 

during an accounting yearJ"* Keeping in view the area of the present work, it is 

important to note that this Act now will .apply,,to- the {employees,.toough 

contractors on^building operations.^^ Further,thq,apprQj5pa^jG py has

powers to exempt any establishment or cla^s ,i0f,j^_stablishme^^^

nnerfltinn o f  all n r a n v  n rn v is in n c  n f  tVip

Every employee who has worked in an establishment for not less than 

30 working days in a year is entitled to bonus.^’ For the purpose of the Act 

“employee” means any person other than an apprentice, .emp>Io>:ed pn .salary or 

wage not exceeding ten thousand rupees^^ jn  any indust^ to dô  'anyi skilled or

S.K . Puri (D r.), L a b o u r  a n d  I n d u s t r i a l  L a w  (8 *  ed .), A llahabad Law  A g en cy , 2 0 0 4  at 5 42  
Section  1 (3) _ . - nV/'^u'vl'i ‘J-!- v - n  O
The am endm ent in S ection  3 2  for deletion  o f  entry vi to include em p lo y ees em ployed  through  

contractors in bu ild ing operation has been announced by the U nion C abinet M in ister for Labour on  
October 1 ,2 0 0 7  ”  •

Section 36
” S e c tio n 5   ̂ , Ir.

Increased from three thousand and fiv e  hundred rupees: announced by,the U nion M in ister for Labour 
on O ctober 1 ,2 0 0 7
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unskilled, manual, supcrvisoiy, managerial, administrative, technical or clerical 

work for hire or reward, whether the terms whether the terms of employment is 

empress or implied.

Where the establishment- consists of different departments or 

undertaking or-has branches, whether situated in the same place or in different
........................

places, all such departments or imdertakings or branches are to be treated as 

parts of the same establislunent.’^

The Act has elaborately explained the process of computation of bonus. 

Where the salary or wages of an employee ̂ exceeds, one. and six

hundred per month the bonus payable tp.such ernployee ha's:̂ toi be ĉ ^̂  as

if the salary or wages are two thousand and five hundred rupees per month.*®

Further for the purpose of computation of the days in which he has been off
;

under an agreement (permitted by any layv) ortOn whichjhe h^sjbeenvpn leave
' i i * 

with salary or wages, or he has been absent) 4ue-to, t.teinp,oraryr disablement

caused J5y .accident arising out of and in..the,-coiu:se.,of’emplbyment or on

maternity,^leave with salary or wages; the employee concerned would-be

worked in the cstiiblishmcnt concerned.

Section 9
80 Section 13
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For the newly set up establishments the right of bonus to the employee 

is partially governed by separate provisions. The Act says that in such cases:

1. in the first five accounting years m wnicn tne employer sens 

the goods produced or services rendered, the bonus becomes 

payable only in respect of the year in which the employer 

derives profits. For this period'4he application' of the 

provisions relating to set on and set off of allocable surplus

- enumerated in Section 15' of the 'Xc? will not be applicable;

2. For the sixth and seventh accounting years the provisions in 

Section 15 will be^ applicable ĵSubje^  ̂ ' to.,, following 

modifications:

i. for the sixth accounting year, the set on or set off principle 

will be applicable as against ihe allocable surplu^ fifth 

and sixth accounting year; and '.

ii. for the seventh accoimting year,  ̂the ;Set ,on \or/^s^^ off 

principle will be applicable as against theiallocable surplus

.. of fifth, sixth and seventh%coun'ting]yei

3. From the eighth accounting year folipwing Jhe/;acc^ year' 

in which the employer starts- selline' ?̂ ^̂  Drodii'ced the 

provisions of Section 15 will a p p l y . ■

81 Sec lio a  16 (A )  
Section  1 6 (1 -B )
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Section 11 speaks about maximum bonus. It says-that-in an accounting 

year if the allocable'surplus exceeds the amount iOf'mmim'um .bonus'payable 

under Section 10 then the employer will be bound to pay bonus of/ari’̂  in 

proportion to the salary or wage of the* employee durilig the yeaE subject to^a 

maximum of 20 percent of such salary or wage.\Uhder^Sec:tion^5;'the 

amount after giving maximum bonus under Section^ M rha^'be;set on for the 

succeeding year. Similarly the deficiency to payl eveh' the mininium‘‘bonus 

under Section 10 niay be set off in the'succeeding'year'if there ik excess after 

meeting the minimum bonus in that succeeding year-.

Minimum bonus for the above purpose^ Is |8:33̂ percê ^̂  ̂ 'or

wage earned by,Uhe.j^^mpJoyee during the. acĵ puntm̂ ^̂  hundred

rupees,_ vyhichever is" higher. For an employee ,wlip;;has-nptj£ 

years such minimum bonus is sixty rupees.*'* '■

In cases where the employee has.not worked for- all . the working days, 

the minimum bonus if higher than-8.33 percent of his salaty or wages has to be 

propoitionately reduced.

Computation of gross profits derived b y , an, employer, from an 

establishment in respect of the accounting year iii cases other than that of a

“  Section 16 ( 1 - 0  “ '
Section 10
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banking company should be calculated according the procedure provided in the 

second schedule.

Section 6 provides the sums that have to be deducted form gross profit 

as prior charges. They are:

1. any amount by way of depreciation admissible under the 

Income Tax Act etc;

2. any amount b y , way o.f development rebate, or investment
■ t 1 '■ . .i. O'K ■ *  I > L̂’. • ’

allowance or development allowance which the employer is 

entitled to deduct from his income under the Income Tax Act;

3. any direct tax which '^e^empIqygrpis^^JJ^^^ ,to.pax-tfor the 

accounting year in respect of his income, profits and gains 

during that year;

4. such further sum̂ s.aŝ  arejsp,ecif;e§jiji Jl^eifhird iSqh^edul^.^

Direct tax payable by the employeri^shqiald; jhe. calcinated^at;^,th& 

applicable to the income of he employer for that year. In calculating such tax 

rates no account should be taken of:*̂ .
. , i  - n  .  I i i  Li^.

1. any loss incurred by the employer, ini.respeCit ,of,5̂ y i  previous

accounting year and carried forward.under,any law;,,

Section  7 (a)
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2., any arrears of depreciation which the employer is entitled to

add to the amount of depreciation under Sub Section (2) of 

Section 32 of the Income Tax Act;

3. any exemption conferred on the employer under Section 84 of

- the-Income Tax Act.

Further,, where tlie employer is an individual or Hindu Undivided Family the 

tax payable by such employer under the Income Tax Act should be calculated 

on the basis that the income derived by him from the establishment is his only 

income.®  ̂ Rebates other than development rebate or investment allowance or 

development allowance have also been, saved, frpin .beings accoi^^^ the 

calculation of the direct tax.

The Payment of bonus must be.in .cash. ,In^a;,case{iy^hefe^^he,i:e,was a 

dispute as to liability to pay bonus, the bonus must tie paid within a month of 

the award of the authority trying the dispute. In all other cases it must be paid- 

within. 8 months from the date of closing of the accquhting ye^ . Hq\yeyer on 

sufficient reasons the Government or the authority as jKe case may, .be, can 

extend the period of such payment beyond eight.months butiit' shpujdjn^ in any 

case exceed two years.^^

Section 7 (c )
87 Section 19
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The Bonus is recoverable from the employer. On an application by the 

employee or his authorized agent or his assignee or his legal heirs and on 

satisfaction the appropriate government or the authority as the case may be 

would issue a certificate of the amount to collector. The collector would collect 

the same as arrears of land revenue.^^Apart from the authorities as already 

referred to the Act also requires the appointment of inspectors for the purpose
AQ

of carrying on the provisions of the Act.

For the contravention of the provisions of the Act or failing to comply 

with the direction or requisition of any direction the punishment prescribed is 

imprisonment extending to six months or Tjne which,.may^ex^^ one 

thousand rupees or both.^°

The disp_utes under the Act are deemed to, be lindustrial disputes within 

the meaning of Section 2 (k) of the industrial.,Disputes.^Act,::Therefore the 

settlement method of Industrial Disputes or any, corresponding state, laW;,would
: » I I i  ̂ ,

apply.^  ̂ In a dispute referred under Sectiori 22 of the Act regarding bonus 

payable under the Act, the Tribunal is under a duty to decide the rate of bonus 

payable by ■ the employer. In the absence ,of the rate being, specified, the

Section  21 
Scction  27  (1 )
Section  28  
Section  22
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employer would be handicapped in carrying out the. directions contained in the 

award.^^

Recent steps of the Government to include workers employed .through 

contractors in building operation and rising of the basic .wages for ̂ eligibility for 

bonus from less than Rs. 3, 500 to less than Rs. 10, GOO opens .up ne^-hopes for 

the betterment of the conditions of workers employed in various employments. 

Government employees and Contract labourers are the ones who have a cause 

to celebrate. More such bold steps are necessary for a country which has a 

potential to change the shape of its economy through,its massive workforce.

E. The Minimum Wages Act, 1948:

There are different theories of wages expIai,ning .usjthe. c,oncept'of wages 

and elements and determining factors. Just .Wage>Theoty.^pf, the jnô tpd Italian 

philosopher St. Thomas Aquinas, Subsistence Theoryv^pf. Adam. Smith later 

developed by David Ricardo, Bargaining Theory,. Purchasing Power Theory, 

Marginal Productivity Theory largely developed'by-the American .economist 

John Bates Clerk, Wages Fund Theory, etc. all explain many .aspects >.of wage 

problems. However none'of these theories :can be .usedito/shoot allvproblems.

M d  H a m f  v. J . B .  M a j d o o r  U n i o n ,  1980 Lab IC (A ll), cited in K. M adhavan P illa i, L a b o u r  a n d  

I n d u s t r i a l  L a w s  ed.'). A llahabad L aw  A e en cv  0 9 9 8 )  at 4 55
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In Express Newspapers v. Union o f Indic?^, the Supreme Court 

classified wages into three categories viz. Living Wage, Fair Wage and 

Minimum Wage. Living Wage is one which as appropriate for normal needs of 

the average employee regarded as a human being living in a civilized 

community. A living wage should enable a male earner to provide for himself 

and his family (of about five persons) not merely the bare essentials of food, 

cloth and shelter but a measure of frugal comforts including education for 

children, protection against ill health, requirements of essential social needs 

and a measure of insurance against more important misfoitunes including old 

age. Fair wage is another concept of wage which stands between living and- 

minimum wage. Fair wage is said to be a stepi, ,tow^ids ;^e^projressive 

realization of a living wage. A fair wage^is settled, ̂ abp̂ ve the minimum wage 

and goes tlii’ough process of approximating^to^ai;ds.,the, living,^a^^ 

the lower, limit to fair wage must obviously be the minimum wage;; the upper 

limit is set by capacity of the industry to pay. Minimum, .wage,differing from 

these tow provide for bare subsistence. Minimu^ wage^ is sufficipiit to cover 

the bare physical needs of a worker and his famUy. This, Ininimum'^?vagelis paid 

to the worker irrespective f  the paying capacity-.pf the Jnc|ust;y.:JSLQ;ii:ight to 

exist can be attributed to an industry which isjuot'rir^iai -ppsitioh. tOjpay its 

workmen minimum wage.

AIR 1958 sc 576 '
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■ Miriimunr wage‘generally means rate of pay fixed either by a collective 

bargaining agreement or by governmental enactment, as the ,lowest wage 

payable to specified categories of employees. The setting of a minimum wage 

does not preclude the right of employees to' demand wages above the 

established minimum. The method of establishing a minimum wage by 

collective bargaining method suffers from serious drawbacks.; The realization 

of tliese shortcomings led trade unions to demand minimum wage pro^ammes 

in several countries.

The first minimum wage law was enacted by the government of New 

Zealand,ua 1894,. S.ubsequently Victoria State, Australia in :l886 followed the 

trend. Inspired by Australian law British Trade.Boards/>vas enacted in. 1909. In 

the United States, Massachusetts enacted the first minimum wage law.in 1912.

In India, law on minimum wages cannot,be prescribed, to, cpn-espond to 

the concept of living wage because of the leveL .pf ,incomc is y.eryr.lpyv. The 

Report of the National Commission on Labpu^,ire.cpmmends I'fixation of 

different minima for different industries which would have greater appeal and. 

function fixing a minimum wage for the country’s economy as a whole. '̂* But 

after so many years  ̂ o f  economic reforms jt-is,cpertainlyj:a>\tin?js..tQjrp,rogress 

towards tlie achievemeijt of this end.,

Report of the National Commission on Labour (1969)
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The question of minimum wages was studied in depth by the Whitley 

Commission in India. It observed:^^

“it is likely that there are many trades in which a minimum wage 

may be desirable but not immediately practicable.”

Thereafter many committees were formed to dorisideVtlie issued filially,’
V • J , i.iv,. 1 >1 V .

Labour Conference gave shape to the Minimum Wages' Bill which was 

enforced as^an Act'in ■ 1948. ' '

The whole philosophy undei;lying/the'^enactment i of ,Mim^

Act is to prevent exploitation of labour thrOiigh 'the payrherit' of^undiily low 

wages. The Act empowers the Central and the' State' Governments to fix 

minimum rates of wages for different employments jjsted in, to the

Act. Thus the Act ruled out the determination of.,wages-entirely to the market 

forces.

, J n  Jvfinij^^um Act, it may/be,,noted’\ t ^ ^

minimumi Aya^  ̂ on the appropriafe"©overjMe^^ a few

employments relating to Tourism. In the context^ o f ' the present work 

Construction and maintenance of roads :^nd building$^;aiid public; 

ai*e the only areas in tourism which is, covered; by jtlie; M i n i m u m A c t

Cited in the Report o f  the Royal C om m ission  on Labour at 214  
Entry 7 and 17 o f  Part I o f  the Schedu le  to the A ct 

”  Entry 21 o f  Part I o f  the Schedu le  to the A ct
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However under Section 27 of the Act, State Government is empowered to add 

other employments in the Schedule and the added employments would come 

under the purview of the Act.

The Act enumerates the methodology of fixing of rriinimurn wages. In 

fixing or revising the minimum rate of wages different rates of v^ages may be 

fixed for different eriiployments; different class of vvork' in same employment; 

adult, adolescents, children and apprentice and for different localities. We may 

note here that wages for women cannot be different only on the ground of sex. 

However if she happens to work in a different class of work in same 

employment she may have different wage.

The appropriate Government has power under Section 3 of the Act to fix 

minimum wages for the employees employed in employments specified in 

either part of the Schedule or employnients, added;;in,;the‘:Sched^ by 

Notification; of_the State Government under,Section,27. It to

review-and-revise minimum wages at such, intervals,,not (sxceedingifiye years. 

Such minimum wage with regard to any employnient.may;be,fixed.b^ the hour, 

by day, by month or by such longer wage period as. may be, prescribed> t̂® .

Scction 1 3 ( 1 )
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On a minute study of the numerous decisions we .find that the courts 

have insisted the following considerations to be irrelevant “ iil fixation pf

. . 99mmniiuni wages:

1. an employer may find it too difficult to can^ on his business

■ on the basis of minimum wages;

2. the financial capacity of the employer;

3. the employer company having incurred losses' in the  ̂previous 

years;

4. employer’s difficulty in importing raw materials;

5. the region-cum-industty f)rinciple;|°° .

6. the Financial condition of the establishment or the availability 

of the workmen in lower wages;

7. the minimum wage levels prevalent at other places. ^

The appropriate Government is required to adopt any of the following 

procedures in fixing minimum rates ,of ^wages .̂in respect of Scheduled 

employment for the first time i.e. in fixing or in revising rates of .wages, ajready 

fixed.

K a r n a t a k a  F i l m  C h a m b e r  o f  C o m m e r c e  v . S t a t e  o f  K a r n a t a k a  (1 9 8 7 ) I LLJ 182 -  
K a m i n i  M e t a l s  <6 A l l o y s  L t d .  v . T h e  W o r k m e n ^  AIR^ 1967- SC  1175 ^
N e w  B h o p a l  T e x t i l e s  v. S t a t e  o f M . P . ,  A IR  1960 M .P. 358  
Section 5
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a. appoint as many committees and sub-committees as it 

considers necessary to hold inquiries and advise in respect of 

fixation of wages or revising them, as the case may be; or

b. by notification in the official Gazette publish its proposals for 

the information of persons likely to be affected thereby and 

specify the date,- not less than 2 months from the, date of 

notification, on which the proposal is to be taken into 

consideration.

After considering the advice of the committees appointed for all 

representations received by it before the date specified Jn. the, official .Gazette, 

tlie appropriate Government has to fix or revise the minimum rates.of vvages in 

respect of each scheduled em ploym ents.^

Minimum wages payable under the Act has to ̂ be,.paid in,cash. gpweyer 

where there is such a custom, with the .authorization, o f  ^appropriate
I

Government it can be paid wholly or partly in . kind. ..Likewise supply of 

essential commodities in concession rates can also be authorized by the 

appropriate Government the cash value of which should be estimated in the 

prescribed manner.

Section 5 (2)
Section 11
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.Where minimum rates of wages in respect of a scheduled employment is 

fixed, the employer has to pay for that class of employees, wages not less than 

the specified minimum rate of wage without any deductions except as 

authorized.

The appropriate Government may also fix the number of hours of work 

in a working day, one or more intervals, a day rest in seven days for all dr any 

specified class of employees and payment of remuneration for such rest, and 

payment of work on day of rest at not less than overtime rate. Exceptions may 

be provided for employees of certain class depending on the nature of 

em ploym ent.^

The employee whose minimum wage.has., been fixed imder this^Act will 

receive overtime payments fixed under this Act or any other law whichever is 

higher."”

A worker who works for less than.normal working day excep,t where his • 

failure to work is caused by his unwillingness to .work and. not by omission of 

the employer to provide him work or other prescribed ̂ 'circumst^ces is entitled 

to receive wages for a full normal working day.”

105 Section  12 
Section  13 
Section 14 
Section  15
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Where an employee is employed on piece work for which time rate and 

not piece rate has been fixed is entitled to receive wages not less t h ^  the

• • • 109mniimum time rate.

In order to carry into effect the scheme of the'Act, provisions have been 

made-in the Act for the appointment of Advisory Board, Central Advisory 

Board and inspectors.*'® The main function of the Advisory Board is to advise 

the Government as regards to the revision of minimum wages.*”* As the name 

itself implies it is only advisory in character and the Government is not bound 

by the advice tendered by such Board not is consultation with Advisory Board 

Compulsoiy. The inspectors appointed .are- required' to_exercise, functions 

assigned to them. They enjoy adequate .powers of entering any ̂ preniises, for the 

purpose of examining and production of register or records f  wages, examine 

employees, require workers to give information regarding other employees, 

work and payments etc., seizure of documents ,,an4 ; suchx other-, p o w  

prescribed.

The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 also requires the employer to maintain 

registers ^ d  records containing the following:

1. particulars of employees employed by him;

2. the work performed by them;

“^ S ec tio n  16
Section  7 , S ection  8 and S ection  19 respectively
C h a n d r a b h a v a n  B o a r d i n g  &  L o d g i n g  S t a t e  o f  B o m b a y  A \ K  1962 B om  97
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3. the wages paid to them;

4. the receipts given by the employees; and 

' 5. any other information as prescribed.

The employer who employs the workers in the scheduled employment is 

also required to exhibit the prescribed notices in premises containing prescribed 

particulars.'^^

The Minimum Wages Act contains specific provisions for the 

enforcement and implementation of the minimum wages - prescribed by 

nolificalions. With regard to disputes arising out of any claim preferred by a 

worker against the employer the Act has provided for the settlement machinery. 

The Act is primarily concerned with' fixing of rates of minimum wages, 

overtime rates and rate of payment for work on a day' of rest done by a worker 

and is not really intended to be an Act for which;provisions ̂ are.jma^ other 

laws, such as Payment of Wages Act, 1 9 3 6 and ^Indusfrid Act,-

1947. Therefore, all claims relating to above matters can be enforced against 

the employer by a worker if a dispute arises by preferring acclaim before an 

authority appointed by the appropriate Goyernment for ,this, purpose,.

Under the scheme of the Act, both, indiyidtaal, emplqyiers;^ais-.vvell as 

companies or other .corporate bodies who employ ̂ the^^rkers'in

112Section 18
Section 2 2  (a)
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emplbyments can be prosecuted and punished for contravening, the provisions 

of the Act or any rule or order made under Section 13 of the Act. Therefore, 

any employer whether an individual or a company or. other corporate body, 

who pays to any employee wage less than the minimum rate', fixed for the 

concerned class of work or less than the amount due to him can be punished 

under the Act. Similarly any employer who contravenes- any; .rule pr order 

issued by the appropriate Government relating to normal working day, rest day 

and the payments at prescribed rules on rest day can also be punished. For the 

obovestated offences, the punishment prescribed is imprisonment upto 6 

months or fine upto Rs. 500/- or both.**'*

Section 25 of the Act keeps alive the spirit of the Act by > declaring all 

contracts and agreements whereby an employee relinquishes sp̂ . .reduces his 

minimum wages or any privilege or concession under this Act as null and void.

Many countries today have national , minimiim^ages ^ d  n^pre still have 

minimum wages for certain occupations. The/maiii;,concerna>vith;,minimum 

wage legislation is that it will hurt those it.is designed.to protect-,byjreducing 

the number of low- skilled jobs. Critics point to the-plentiful labouri force, in the 

developing world and fear that minimum wage legislation will result in further 

increases in unemployment in developed countries. However, evidence is 

mixed on the exact impact of minimum wage legislation.-Studies, done in the

114 Section 22
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United States in the 1990s for example, gave contradictory results on the 

impact."^ Much depends on economic strength of the companies forced to pay 

a higher wage and thus their ability to remain competitive.

The Act applies to the Unorganised Sector including the workers 

engaged in tourism. The Act considerably is capable to protect the minimum 

wage of the unorganized workers. However the result may be mo r̂e effectively 

realized if the local self government or some machinery created at the local 

level is made active with the responsibility of working' as a watchdog and 

ensuring that the minimum wages are actually paid and also empowered to 

forward reports and complaints of non payments ,of minipium wages to the 

appropriate forums. Such machinery would ensure .the, best, interest of the 

unorganized workers. In the Act Section 21 imposes penalty of three months’ 

imprisonment or fine upto rupees five hundred or^both^for the contravention of 

the provisions of the Act. The prescribed am oi^t.pffipe seems inadequate in 

the present time and therefore the amount of fine, also needs adequate 

increment.

F. Maternity BeneHts Act, 1961

With the aim of implementing the directive-laid'down in Article 42 of 

the Constitution of India, the Indian Parliament enacted Maternity Benefits Act,

M icrosort Encarta E ncycloped ia , M icrosoft Corporation, 20.06;,.
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1961 providing for maternity benefits to the women workers. According to the 

Supreme Court “(any act of) denial of maternity benefits (may) be examined on 

the anvil of Article 42 which, though not enforceable'at law, is nevertheless, 

available for determining the legal efficacy of he action, coniplained of.”"^

The maternity Benefits Act, 1961 is an Act with the object of regulating

the employment of women in certain establishments'for certain periods before

' • i , !
and after child birth and to provide for maternity benefits and other benefits. 

The Act applies to every establishment being a factoiy, mine or pl^tation 

including any such establishments belonging to Government. It will also be 

applipble to other’ establishments Jndusteial,lj,Qp^nm,e^cial;,ol:v;ag^ic^ltural or 

other\yise if the State,. Government , ^e, ;^appi*pyal, p f  .-.thej, ;(^e^tral

Government extends its application , after ̂ .giyjing,;npJ less ;than ;tw,O iinonths 

notice ̂ by_ notification in the official Gazette ,butitwilj jnj)tibQ^a^ to any

factory or'establishment to which the provisions of Employee’s State Insurance 

Act, 1948, apply.,

Under the Act, the employer is prohibited fomi; tobw m ^ 

any women in any establishment during .six weeks fpach,,immedia^^^^ and 

immediately following the day of deliveij or, miscai;riagQ.,In;case,.,a request is 

made by a pregnant women she will not be^giyen.any^ wp̂ rk:

' Reiterated in the case  o f  M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  o f  D e l h i  v . F e m a l e  W o r k e r s ,  A IR  2 0 0 0  SC  1274
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1. of arduous nature;

2. involving long hours of standing, and

3. which is in any way likely to interfere with' her pregnaricy or in 

'development of fetus or is likely to cause her miscarriage or 

otherwise adversely affect her health-

one month immediately preceding the six weeks before the date of her expected 

delivery and during the said period of six weeks for which the pregnant woman 

does not avail leave vmder Section

o  ■

Every woman, under the Act is entitled to, and her employer is liable for 

the payment of maternity benefit at the rate of average daily wages' for the 

period of her actual absence immediately preceding and including the day of 

her delivery and for six weeks immediately•,following:thatrday: For this the 

average wage means the average of the women’s wage,payable to, hpr for the 

days on which she has worked during the period of three calendar months 

immediately preceding the date from which she absents, herself on account of 

maternity, or one rupee per day whichever is higher,

A woman is eligible to maternity benefits only if she has worked in the 

establishment for not less than 160 days during the 12 months imniediately 

preceding the date of her expected delivery. Those days during which she wa^ 

held laid off should also be included in these 160 davsJ**

Section 4  
Section  5
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Maximum period of maternity benefit is fixed at 12 weeks- six weeks 

before the delivery and six weeks after the delivery. If the woman dies during 

this period the maternity benefit will be confined to the date of her death. If she 

dies after the delivery of the child than the maternity benefit continues to the 

entire period. If the child also dies then the maternity benefit will extend to the 

death of the child.

Under Section 6, a woman entitled to maternity benetit may give notice 

to her employer claiming the amount and giving date of availing of the leave. 

The employer has to permit her absence till the expiry of six weeks after' 

delivery; the employer is bound to pay maternity benegt amount in advance for 

the period before delivery on proof of pregnancy. The ^amount towards the 

subsequent six weeks must be paid within 48 hours ofLthê  production of proof 

that she delivered a child. It may be noted that child under the ^ctjncludes a 

still bom child.

! i *■
If a woman who is entitled to maternity benefit on any other amount 

under the Act dies before receiving such benefit .or iamount, '^e benefit or 

amount will.be paya^ble by the employer to her noniinee or legal repreisentative. 

as the case may be.

Section 5 (3 ) 
Section 3 (b) 
Section 7
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Section 8 of the Act provides that every woman entitled to maternity 

benefit under the Act is also entitled to receive from her employer a medical 

bonus of Rs. 25/- in case no prenatal confinement ■ and postnatal care is 

provided by the employer free of charge.

Even in the case of miscarriage, leave with wages at the rate of 

maternity benefit for a period of six weeks immediately following the day of 

her miscarriage a va i l a b l e . A woman is entitled to leave for one month with 

maternity benefit over and above the leave under Section 6, on proof of illness

I 'J 'ldue to pregnancy, delivery, premature birth or miscarriage.

Every woman who has delivered child and who returns to duty after 

such delivery should be allowed in the course of the daily work to avail two 

breaks of prescribed duration for nursing the child over and above to the 

interval for rest allowed to her. Such nursing breaks should be allowed until the 

child attains the age of til'leen months.' '̂* Thus the Act also protects the child’s 

health and ensures natural psychological attachment and growth mother child 

relationship.

The Act prohibits the employer from discharging a woman worker due 

to her absence permitted by the Act. Such dismissal or discharge or dismissal 

or any notice lo lhal ctTccL or any variation of the condition of her service to her

Scciion y 
Section 10 
Section 11134
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disadvantage is unlawful. Further, such dismissal or discharge will,not deprive 

the woman of her right to maternity benefit and medical bonus.. However, if the' 

dismissal is due to proved misconduct of the woman, she will not be entitled to 

the above right. In the former case, the woman can appeal to the prescribed 

authority against such dismissal or termination of employment order. Section 

13 makes it clear that the usual daily wages of a woman ,entitled. to ; maternity 

benefit should not be reduced due to assignment to her of less.arduous work or 

due to giving of two nursing breaks.

Section 21 imposes penalty to the employer to the extent of three 

months imprisonment or fine upto Rs. 500/- or both for contravention of any
ii ' i j  \i i  . i i 1 i<, u Sc"'

provisions of any provisions of the Act Acts like' obstructing the inspector
■■■ i i'.'> s % ! , ■' ,*•

appointed under the Act in discharge of his duties or failure to produce any
■ ‘ I ’ . ' - M  U 1  I i  . ' I  i  f .  1 1 %I 1 .  1 I t i . .

register or document on demand or concealing of any fact or document etc. or
• ’ 1 ; f , U  1 ' 1 ‘  ' I ^ . ,  , ,  V. ' , i : 1 i ,  ^ . I  i  I ' •  s. ;

preventing any person from appearing before such inspectors; are also 

punishable under the Act in the same tune.

Prosecution for an offence punishable under the Act or rules made 

thereunder may be instituted before the expiiy of one year from the date of 

commission of the offence. However, the Act bars prosecution without 

previous sanction of the inspector.
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The appropriate Government has been given wide powers to make rules 

for carrying out the purposes of the Act. The validity of such rules is subject tp; 

the previous publication and notification in the official gazette.

A woman is eligible for maternity benefits under the Act only when she 

has worked for not less than 160 days during the preceding 12 months from the 

date of her expected delivery. Though the Act covers- a few unorganized 

employments, and the State Government has powers to extend the provisions of 

the Act to various other employments in the Sector, the application would not 

benefit a larger portion of women workers in this Sector. Since, the works in
. . . . w  ■ i

unorganized sector are mostly casual in nature and tourism in most places is
, ‘ M l ,  \  V - . . M i . - .  > • .  . .  l !  J . -

seasonal, the Act would hardly cover a few unorganized women workers
; . . _ . i ,. ‘ V > i ; i

engaged in tourism.

The Act reaffirms India’s commitment in the Convention on Elimination 

of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women which requires the States to 

commit themselves to undertake a series of measures to end discrimination 

against women in all forms, including incorporation of the principle of equality 

of men and women in their legal system, abolishing all discriminatory laws and 

adopting appropriate ones prohibiting discrimination against women.' Most 

importantly the Convention provides the basis for realizing equality between 

women and men through ensuring women's equal access to, and equa
. . . »  . .  . 1  I : '  ‘

opportunities in, political and public life — including education, health aric
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employment. By ratifying the Convention States parties .agree to take all 

appropriate measures, including legislation and temporary special measures, so. 

that women can enjoy all their human rights and fundamental freedoms.

G. The Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970:

The system of employment of contract labour is impregnated with 

various problems. The employment in this system is abused in various ways. 

Certain recommendations were made by the planning commission in the 

Second Five Year Plan, namely, undertaking of studies to ascertain the extent 

of the problem of contract labour, progressive^ abolition of system and 

improvement of service conditions of contract labour where the abolition was 

not pos s i bl e . Al l  these directed towards creation of a general consensus of 

opinion that the system should be abolished altogether; and in the areas where 

this system camiot be abolished, the working conditions of contract labour 

should be rcgulalcd so as to ensure payment of wages and provisions for 

essential amenities.

The Government of India has been deeply concerned about the
i i .  i '  - . M l  i i - '  ^ i  ■

exploitation of workers under the contract labour system. With a view to. 

remove the difficulties of contract labour and bearing in mind the

Refer to the Object Clause o f  the Contract Labour (Regulation and A bolition) A ct, 1970
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recommendations of various commissions and committees and the decisions of 

the Supreme Court, particularly in the case of Standard Vacuum Refining 

C o m p a n y i n  1960, the Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act was 

enacted in 1970. This Act seeks to regulate the emploj^ment of contract labour 

in certain establishments and to‘ provide for its abolition under certain 

circumstances. The Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act was 

brought into force on September 5, 1970. The main objective'of the legislation 

was to abolish various malpractices indulged in by the Contractors/ Sardars/ 

Khatadars/ olhcr inlcrmcdiarics and lo provide required facilities to these 

workers in view of the peculiar circumstances in which they work. The Act is 

applicable to every establishment where twenty or more workmen are 

employed in preceding twelve months as contract labour and to every

contractor employing such number of workmen in such manner. However the
I ■ l !  I ........................................... ' . »

Act is not applicable to establisliments in which work only of an intermittent or 

casual nature is performed. A question in that respect is to be decided by the 

appropriate Government after the consultation of the Central Board or State 

Board as the case may be and such decision is final. It may' be noted .that the 

work will not be deemed intermittent where it has been performed for 120 days 

in preceding 12 months or where it is seasonal, more than 60 days in a year. In 

such cases the Act applies.

S l a n d a r d  V a c u u m  R e f i n i n g  C o .  o f  I n d i a  w  W o r k m e n ,  AIR 1961 SC 895 ’ 
Section 1
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The Act creates responsibility on every employer (Principal) under this 

Act to make an application for registration of the ' establishment within the 

period fixed by Ihc appropriate Government. An application of registration has 

to be made to tlic Registering Officer appointed under Section 6. On such an 

application which must be complete in all respects such'Registering Officer has 

to register the establishment.*^^

The Act empowers the appropriate Government with consultation of the 

appropriate Board to prohibit by notification in the official gazette, 

employment of contract labour in any process, operation or other work in any 

establishment. Before doing that the appropriate Government has to take into 

consideration conditions of work and benefits to such labour in the
..I i I- "  !•

establishment and other factors such as:

a. whether the proccss, operation or ptner worR is.inciaenlal to,
n I I i , . . » ) ‘ I . I :

or necessary for the industry, trade, business, manufacture or 

occupation that is carried on;

b. whether it is of sufficient duration having regard to its nature;

c. whether the work is done ordinarily through regular workmen 

in that establisliment or other similar establislirrients;

d. whether it is sufficient to employ considerable number nf 

whole-time workmen.

I2S Section 7
Section 10
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The primary object of the Act -is to stop exploitation of contract 

labourers by contractors or establishment. The Act does not purport to abolish 

contract labour in its entirety, but it provides for abolition of contract labour in 

appropriate cases. Such power has been given to the appropriate Government 

and it is only, the appropriate Government which has the authority to abolish 

contract labour system.

For regulating the areas where complete abolition is not possible or 

desirable, provisions have been made for registration of establishments as 

discussed earlier and licensing of contractors. Every contractor under the'Act is 

required to undertake or execute any work through contract labour under and in

accordance with a license issued by Licensing Officers appointed under Section

11. Such license may contain conditions including conditions as to hours of 

work, fixation of wages, and other essential amenities. A security amount may 

also be required to be deposited while the grant of such license.’̂ ® No 

contractor, to which the Act applies, can undertake or execute any work 

through contract labour without such license. Contravention ot' this provision is 

punishable under the Act.

Under the Act powers have been vested on the appropriate Government 

to make rules requiring that in every establisbnent under the Act, one or more* '■
canteens shall be provided and maintained by the contractor, for the use of such 

Section 12
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conlracl labour, including the standards in .respect of construction,

accommodation, furniture etc. and foodstuffs and charges thereof.*^* In every

place wherein contract labour is required to halt at night in connection with the

work of an establishment such number of rest roorns, or. alternative

accommodation as may be prescribed has to be provided and. maintained, by the

1contractor for the use of such contract labour. S.uch accommodatwn, has to be 

sufficiently lighted and ventilated and has to be maintained in a clean and 

comfortable condition. The Act also makes provisions for the other facilities 

such as supply of wholesome drinking watisr, sufficient hiimber of latrines and 

urinals, washing facilities etc.‘̂ ^

The Act ensures that the first aid facilities are provided and maintained 

by the contractor so as to be readily accessible at all working hours, th e  first 

aid box equipped with the prescribed contents at every place where contract 

labour is employed has to be available.

A contractor under the Act has to be responsible for payment of wages 

to each worker employed by him as contract labour and such wages have to be

paid before the expiiy of such period as may be prescribed. The mode and
i

manner of the payment has also been provided in .the Act to ensure total 

security of the wages of the contract labour.

SccliiMi 16 ; 
Section 17 
Section 18 
Section 19
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The requirement of maintaining registers and records is provided by the 

Act under Section 29. The Principal employer or the contractor is responsible 

to maintain registers and records giving prescribed particulars in the prescribed 

form.

‘For the contravention of the provisions of the Act or- rules there under, 

the punishments have been provided under the Act. Whoever contravenes any 

provision of the Act or any rules made there under prohibiting or regulating the 

employment ol' contract labour or contravenes any condition of a license 

granted under the Act, would be punishable with imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to three months or with fine which may extend to one 

thousand rupees or with both and in the case of continuing contravention, with 

an additional fine which may extend to one hundred rupees for each day during 

which such contravention continues after conviction of first such contravention 

will be levied.

If a person contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made 

thereunder for which no other penalty is elsewhere provided, he shall be 

punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months, or 

with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with‘both. *

Section 24
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Keeping with the argument regarding the definition of Unorganized
, r   ̂ t

Sector in the first chapter of this work, it can be said the Contract Labour 

(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970 is an Act which is entirely devoted to a 

section of unorganized workers. Though Unorganized Sector encompasses a 

much larger area of workforce, the-Act takes into account all problems in the 

contract labour, system to regulate the work conditions and abolish the system 

wherever possible. Such an Act should be properly implemented the Act is 

capable of being a definite answer to the existing exploitation of a large section 

of the workforce in our Country.

H. Equal Remuneration Act, 1972:

Article 39 the Constitution o f  India directs^ the'State ■ to take steps 

through its policies, inter alia to secure that there* is^equal^ pay for equal work. 

To give effect to this provision the President -promulgated the Equal 

Remuneration Ordinance, 1975 on 26^ September; 1975' ŝô  as'to'Enable its 

implementation in the International Women’s YearJ'The* Equal Remuneration 

Act replaced the ordinance in 1976. The Act was. enacted to prevent 

discrimination between workers only on the ground of gender. The Preamble of 

the Act describes it as an Act to provide for the payment of equal remuneration 

to men and women workers and or the prevention: of discrimination on the
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ground of sex, against women in matter of employment and* for matters 

connected therewith and incidental thereto.^^^

The purpose of the Act therefore is to make sure that employers do not 

discriminate the employees on the basis of gender, in matters of wage fixing, 

transfers, training and promotion. It provides for . payment ■ of equal 

remuneration to men and women workers, for same work or work of similar 

nature and for the prevention of discrimination against women in the matters of 

employment.

Section 5 of the Equal Remimeration ..Act, .specifically forbids the 

employee frorai discriminating of women during recruitments etc. it states:

“On and from the commencement of thisi Actv^no iemployer shall 

.while making recruitment for the same,y/prk,oriiwork of,similar 

nature, or, any condition of service subsequent to recruitment such 

,as , promotions, training or transfer,, make,,any.:discrimination- 

against women...”

The Act also imposes duty on the employer to pay equal remuneration to 

men and women workers for same work or work of similar, nature. It says: >

V ide the O bject C lause to the A ct
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* k I V ,  U ’. ‘ ‘  '  i '  1 '

“No employer shall pay to any worker employed by him, 

remuneration, whether payable in casH'^or k in i, 'a t ’ rates less 

favourable than those at which remuneration is paid by him to

. ' . • ‘ . V ’ , ' ' S i
workers of opposite sex in each establishment or employment for

1 *̂7performing the same work of similar nature.”

For the purpose of evading the possibility of reduction of wages, in 

order to ensure compliance with the requirement of equal pay, the Act 

specifically forbids any reduction of wages to that effect.

Ther Act, V.for i^he purpose, of proviiiingiliihcreasedj^employment 

opportunities to. womehv.idirects • the. appropriate; IGoyerrmentlto 'constitute one 

or more advisory committees to advise i t ‘̂ ?;iWith.reg^d:tO'the:exteht-to which 

women may be employed in such; establishmeiifs  ̂or employments. Such 

advisory committee should consist of not less than 10 persons to be appointed 

by the appropriate Government, of which half shbultf^to be wome^ Such 

committee should regulate its own procedure/'^oiTheL appropriate, government 

may after giving to persons concerned in the establishment .or .employment, an

Section  4 ’(! '  
Section  4 (3' 
Section-6‘( i;  
Section  6 (2] 
Section  6 (4 ’
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opportunity of heard, issue such directions in respect of the employment of 

women workers, as it thinks fit.

The Act also empowers the appropriate: Government to appomt 

authorities for hearing and deciding claims and complaints. An employer or 

worker aggrieved by any order made by an authoHty so appointed may prefer, 

within thirty days of the date o f such order, an appeal to’ such authority, as the 

appropriate Government may specify. The power to confirm, modify or reverse 

the order'so appealed against has been vested on such appellate authority. No 

further apfpeal is recognized and allowed under the Act.'*'*'̂

Under Section 8 of the Act, every employer is. required to maintain such 

registers and other documents in relation to the workers employed by him as 

may be prescribed.

The appropriate. Government has;powers4o^;appoint inspectors for the 

purpose of making investigation as to whether..tiiei<provisi6ns.;of .this,Act,i or 

rules made thereunder are being complied with.by-.the^ employers. I??'They have 

been given adequate.powers for effective .functioning. 1?̂ . ;

Section  6 (5 )
Section  7  
Section  7 (6 )
Section  9 ( 1 )
R efer to  S ection  9 (3 )
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The Act provides penalties for any contraventiGn of the> provisions under 

the Act. A simple imprisonment which may extend to a term- of one month or 

fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees or both may be imposed on any 

employer for failing to maintain any register or other documents or for omitting, 

or refusing to give any evidence or preventing his agent or servant or ^ y  other 

person and for omitting to give any information.*"*  ̂ ,Fbr‘ malting any 

appointment or recruitment in contravention to the provisions of this Act, for 

making any discrimiriation between male arid'female regarding'payment'' of 

wages, for making such discrimination in contraverition*to the provisions of the 

Act and for omitting from carrying any direction'made' by*'the 'app^ 

Government under Sub Section (5) .of SeetiGa;6,;the)punishn:^entvpresGribed is 

fine amounting not less than ten thousand mp.ees fb’ut'which':may. extend to 

twenty thousand rupees or-imprisonment iwhick may'exteiidlto bnevyear or both 

for the first offence and for all subsequent offences ithejfineds such as aforesaid 

and imprisonment which may extend to two years'.i1?Any.'person^ omitting or 

refusing to produce to an inspector any registenor.iother *document-drithe give 

any information is also’punishable with fihei whidb mayv'extend'to five hundred

149rupees. . i >

No court inferior to the Court of Metropolitan' N^agistrate loî  . Judicial 

Magistrate of First Class is empowered; under i>theuAGtv.tOj;.tEy; âhy. offence 

punishable under the Act. The Court is^'required ito.itakeixognizanceoof an

''•’ Section 10(1)
Section 10(2)

‘"^Section 10 (3)
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offence punishable under the Act upon its knowledge or on a complaint made 

by the appropriate Government or an officer by it or a person aggrieved or by 

any welfare institution or organization/^^

The power to make rules has been vested ;With. the Central
I ’ i ' J  i V - ' ■ / '  /  • L -I i . .  *1 I i  t ' i  ■ ' . ' I V  , i ' l r .   ̂,

Government. ‘ The Central Government is also empowered to give directions 

to the State Governments as to the carrying on of the provisions oif this Act in 

the States. The power to remove difficulties by notification is also reserved 

with the Central Government.

Many Countries have introduced legisjations; embodying-^the-principle of 

equal pay for equal work. Equal .Remuneration >ActAin;v>India'iseeks equal 

remuneration for “the same work or work of similar nature.” Thus, unlike in 

many other countries the requirement of the ‘same output’ is not insisted upon 

in the ‘Act. In United Kingdom the Equal' Pay Act<>! 970hinsists, on “non 

discrimination onsall-.fonns and conditions of* employment of a-^Yomari, if she is 

engaged in “like work” with a male or if her job has ibeen =rated'equivalent to 

the job of a male counterpart folio wing.a job^ evaluation-study. ^The Act was 

amended in 1983 to include instances where the woman’s,work was of equal 

value to tlie man’s. In India though the Central Government can exercise its 

rule making power undeir Section .13, to-do the-same,ysuch^proyisioniis^desirable 

--r.s

150

152

Scclion 12
Scclion 13
Section 17
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in the Act itself. A work can be defined in terms of siich'thiiigs as ,skill, effort 

and responsibility. Thus an adequate amendment in Section 4 is desirable.

Despite improvements in the level of women’s wages, average male 

wages is generally higher. Explanation to low pay among women include the 

fact that may work are part time in nature. Further due to the fact thmi women 

performs a major portion of household works live cooking, child care, cleaning, 

washing, care of the aged etc. at home, they are generally unable to equate with 

men at the workplace in terms of work. In an establishment which employs 

only women workers there are no men with whom 'a'woman'can compare her 

wages or value of work.

In a developing country like ours, where the socio-legal status of women 

in many cases is inferior to that of men, where; major portion of women 

workforce is engaged in Unorganized Sector and^where poverty^ and weak 

institution make enforcement of such laws impossible, efforts -to establish the 

principle of equal ay have made little headway.

I. Building and Other Construction Workers ' (Regulation of 

Employment and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996:

Development of tourist spots is a direct input to toiirisin. This involves a 

great deal' of coristiruction works. Construction workers^'‘therefore, become
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major contributors of tourism in any country. More so in a country like ours 

where tourism is receiving greater attention in the financial p lac in g  and where 

tourism infrastructures are being developed on a large scale through thousands 

of mega projects all over the country.

The building and other construction workers are one of the most 

numerous and vulnerable segment of the Unorganized Sector in India. The 

building and other construction works are characterized by their inherent risk to

■* i I-'''
life and iimb of the workers. The work is also characterized by casual nature of 

work, temporary relationship between employer and employee, uncertam 

working .hoi^s and inadequacy of welfare, ,f^G,ilitiesr\A.ltho.ugh\the:provisions of 

various, labour ,Iaws  ̂ are available to^thesei;WprkerSi..aanee,d.i;was -felt for a 

compr.ehensive central legislation for .this category of workers.,

. V 'U‘ -I. - . ! <

To regulate the employment of the building and other construction 

workers; to provide them safety, health welfare measures.and to provide social 

security and various benefits to these workers, Building-andVotheri Construction 

Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996 was 

enacted by the Parliament. The Act came into force bn *l---March l-996. Under
* ly ,/’.; I ' :  . h'v', • v

this Act, a building worker includes any person .to do-any'skilled,'-semi-skilled 

or unskilled-manual, technical or clericak-work ./f6r ’>>hire-{forimevv^ior in 

connection any building or construction work'and<does not-include.f^ariy'person 

employed in managerial or administrative capacity jor supervision category or
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who draws wages exceeding Rs. 1600A per month or. a-person with functions 

mainly of a managerial nature.

Building and Other Construction Workers Act. applies to every
I ‘ J  ̂ ' t T f  J ( * . / -r . ^ * i. 1 j. O  > t O J 1 i  ■ I C T

establishment which employs or has employed. 10,or-.mor.e workers. The

-■-■■’'V ’ , , , . . ' i f " '  !t.t\ c !.l ,jVv; .1.. 'j......workers covered under the Act mclude workers ^engaged ,m construction, 

alteration, repairs, maintenance or demolition'of‘streets^Voa^ air

fields, embarkment and navigation works etc. anS'also includes thos^  ̂

in works ■ relating- to "electric lines, telephone iiries'^etc^' Tke'* appropriate 

Government has power to further extend the application of the Act to the 

workers engaged in other, employments.

The Act makes provision for the constitution of a Central Advisory 

Committee to advise the Central Government .on ;such matters; arising :Out,of the 

administi:ation of the Act as mav be referred to it.’*?̂  '.i

Provision for registration of establishmentiwifcii'a perio days

from, the commencement of work to ensure/tliat^there'areVnd^iriaipirac^ and 

to discourage non-compliance of law i'slarinmpbrtantprbV-isio Act.

However, if the Registering Officer-as satisfied^that:the registration of the 

establishment is obtained by misrepresentation lori suppressions of imaterial facts

Sccllon 1
Section 3
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or that the provisions of the Act are not complied with; he can revoke the 

registration of the establishment.*^^

' . U i ' >  a ! *  I . !  1 1 ,-i V j ; C 5 -  ■

The Act also makes provision for registration of building workers as
5 156 * ■ 'i . i > I.. " '

beneficiaries under this Act. Such registered workers are entitled to the 

benefits provided by the Worker’s Welfare Board from ife'jSn^ undef the-Act 

Under Section 13 of the Act provisions have'tieen'made req̂ ^̂  of
-  i V vt S ■ . . . ' j 1 - - -

identity cards to the beneficiary wherein the employer concerned is required to 

write the Setails of the work done by the beneficiaiy.!

■ A building worker registered asiaibeneficiaiy under this; Act is required
<1  i ' ) ( i r. , . * '■ , . t .  I S  1

to contribute to the fund at such rate per month as prescribed by the State 

Government. He has to pay such amount until he attains the age of 60 years. 

On attaining 60 years of age a worker .under;itSeI Actr.wiiliicease,,to be a 

beneticiary. Such cessation wiU.also ,take. eftect?/>i/h&\the .w ofer ;is not 

engaged in work for 90 days.‘̂  ̂ Further^, in;cases wherejt^eLljene^ to

pay the contribution for a continuous period ■ofcoheiiyeaf'/ib^ iceases. to . be a 

benefici^ .' But dn thisKcase, if the Secretary oif' the>. Welfare ^Boardi is isatisfied 

that the non-payment was on reasonable grounds arid that the worker is willing 

to deposit arrears, he may restore the registration.

Section  8 
‘“ Section  12 

Section  16 
Section  14 
Scction  ,17
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An employer is required to maintain a register, in such form as may be 

prescribed, showing the details of the employment of beneficiaries. The 

Secretary of the Welfare Board or any other officer authorized by the Board 

has been authorized under the Act to inspect such registers without any prior 

notice.

rill Vj 'L V •  ̂ ,• ! , , . t  wj iV'f.i; ft CJlti.-.' pi
For the purpose of exercismg powers and functions assigned under the 

Act, the Act requires the constitution of State Boards. The Board should consist 

of a Chairperson who should be a person appointed by the Central Government
/  ■ , .  '  V .  i  I f ? V • I ' - . - i  v v j ,  j  ^  ^ j  i ; ,

and such number of members no exceeding 15 as'may be appointed by the

1 /ifl ' T * ‘ , M I i
State Government. The Board shouldi give, equalirepresentationi to;the State

1 ! f V . ; • - I

Government, the employers and the workers. :I?royisi6n^haS‘, been?made .for the 

representation of at least one womans in the. Board

r „ I /■ ' ‘ <
Functions of the Board have been elaborately provided in Section 22. 

The Board'may;

r 1. provide immediate assistance to the^beneficiai^ inicase.bf accident,

2. make payment of pension to the beneficiary who have completed the 

age of 60 years,

3. sanction loans and advances-for a prescribe4>sumvto. a beneficiary for 

construction of a house on‘prescribed termssand 'conditionsjik

160Section 15
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4. pay such sum as premier to' the beneficiaries'-bf grollp'irisur^^ as it
j

deem fit,

5. give such financial assistance for the ' eiducatibii o f . childi’e^ 

beneficiaries as may be prescribed,'

’6. ’ meet such medical expenses^ for ' t’reatmerit -'of'‘major'‘ailment of 

beneficiaries or such dependants as ihay br'e' 'prescribed;  ̂  ̂̂ '

7. make payment of materhi^^e'nefit Xo the fdriiale'bbfteficiafies, and

8. make provision and improvement of such‘'dther''vtf6lfare‘measures 

and facilities as may be prescribed

The Board is also empovvered .to-granti^l6anVdt::"sub$idy '-to- â local 

authority or an employer in aid of any scheme approved by  ̂the State 

Government for the purpose connected with: the.^welfar& of ,tiuilding^workers in 

any estab lish m en t.In  addition to this >the; B6^ d ' ’mâ ^̂  ̂ or

an employer has provided any welfare, ih^asure.si;oK:facililiekrtpMtheE workers, 

which has satisfied the Board, it may pay'.annual igrahtsriii-aidTnbt exceeding 

the amount actually spent on sucI^^^ab'tivities /̂o l̂!^an3̂ :•'presc^ibeiib 

whichever is less.*^  ̂In order facilitate the'Board tbVp'erfom these .functions, the 

Central Government may after due appropriation made 'by the parliament by 

law in this behalf make it grants and loans of such amount as it niay deeni 

necessary.

Section 22 (2)
Section,22 (3)
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All the income of the Board discussed hereinabove ^s ^an ts and loans 

made by the Central Government, contributions made by the beneficiaries and 

sums received by the Board from other sources as may be decided by the 

Central Government, would ’form the Workers Welfare Fund.^^^ The Fund 

should be utilized to meet the expenses towards the legitimate business ofthe 

Board specifically enumerated in the A ct

With a view to ensure that the funds be utilized "in ̂ t:he welfare‘of the 

workers alone, tliere are express provisions to restrain the'Board from 

incurring expenses towards salaries and other 'ailministrative expenses in any 

financial year of more than 5% of the total iexpenditurecof .th,e;ijBoard iin that 

financial y e a r .F u rth e r, the Board is requireliiunderithe'AGt-tO'.maintain proper 

accounts and records,and prepare a report giving;fiill accounts andirecbfds and 

prepare a. report giving account of the activities during-the-previous; year and 

submit a copy lo Ihc State Govcnmicnt and the Central Government.

An important provision can be found in Secti(5n'28 'of'the Act. Under 

this Section the State Government has been given poweirs' torfix the 'number of 

hours of work constituting normal working’day ̂ inclusive of one-or more 

specified intervals. It has powers to provide foriaiday:tSTest‘Withuwajges in 

every seven days. Payment of the day,, of. res^uati.thevrate :bf :hotiiless.tHan 

overtim,c wages can also be provided in the rules. byutteState Government.

S c c tio n 2 4 -< ....
Section  2 4  (3 )
Section  25
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The building and other construction workers must be paid for. their 

overtime work. The workers for such overtime work are entitled'to twice the
A ' .  I '  I _

ordinary rate of wages. In calculating the overtime wages all allowances to 

which the worker is entitled except bonus should be taken into account with the 

basic wages.

The Act ensures the safety of the workers' a's 'it^proliibiits^the employment 

of any person whom the employer knows or has reason o believe to be deaf or ’ 

has a defective vision or has a tendency to giddiness in any work which is 

likely to involve a risk of accident. The employer is also required to make 

available, at the workplace first-aid facility containing such first aiidJequipments 

and medicines as prescribed by the rules.^

For the welfare of the workers the‘Actirequires-th© employer'to provide 

wholesome drinking water and latrines and urinals'at the'Vorlcpiace.^^® The 

appropriate Government may by rules require tlie'employer provide canteen 

facilities. Fiurther the employer is required* to .providet living'accommodation 

free of charge to the workers within ■ or I'nearMtlie-'workplace. Such, 

accommodation must have separate cooking *place; bathing,' washing and

Section  29  
S ection  3 1 
Section  32  and 33  
Section  37
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lavatory."'" For every workplace where fifty female building workers are 

ordinarily employed, the employer has to provide adequately lighted and 

ventilated rooms with adequate accommodation for the use of children of such 

workers as creches. Such rooms should be maintained in a clean and sanitary 

condition and should be in charge of a workman trained in the care of children 

and infants.^’*

For every establishment where one hundred or more building woirkers 

are employed there is a requirement stipulated by the Act for the constitution of
'  - . . , . 1  ‘ I ‘v: . j V . .) i; 'V I ' 1«.

a safety committee consisting of the representatives of the workers and
» . I » ■ ‘ V ,

employers wherein the workers representation shoul^jnbtifeeiless.than.that of 

the employer. The employer is also required underdhe^Actitoiappoiiiti qualified 

safety officers for the purpose of ensuring adequate safety, to the’workers..*’^

Section 45 of the Act ho I ds* the employer: responsible! foe: the payment of 

wages and compensation. Under this Section the employer is responsible for 

payment of wages on or before the prescribed date.

: .ThevAct also-deals with compensation and •alliisd matters.--Wh'erie» is any 

establishment an .accident occurs which .xausesi''any bodily injury which 

prevents the workers from working, for i period inO-f;L48Hhdufst .̂orumore, the 

employer has to give notice of such accident.to.tlie^prescribed.authorityiwithin

170 S cclion  34  
Section  35  
Section  38
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prescribed time. On the receipt of the notice the authority has to make 

necessary investigation. In cases where such accidents results in the death of 

five or more persons the Act requires such investigating authority to investigate 

within one month of such n o t i c e . T h e  payment of compensation as required 

under the Act has to be made according to the provisions of the Workmen’s 

Compensation Act, 1923.*’'̂

On the commencement of the Building and Other Constructive work, the 

Act requires the employer to give information' to the inspector having 

jurisdiction, of such commencement with details relating to contractor etc., 

nature of work, arrangements at the workplace,jnumber! o f .workers employed 

etc. Where any change occurs in thei.information sa-givenv^the.em'ployer has to 

immediately inform the said inspector of such changes.-Thus 'arrangement for 

constant vigil in the conditions of work at workplace has ibeen.ensured. •

. ij) Stringent penalties have been prescribed for the contravention of the 

provisions of the Act. Elaborate provisions prescribing suitable punishments 

for different offences under the Act have been ̂ incorporated in tthe -Act.̂  Proper 

implementation-of these provisions may-deter-the^commiission-of-this'offences 

and ensure iproper^compliance o f the objects sought und6r the'Act.'

Section 39
Section 45 r/w Section 58
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The operation of any law in the state whicli. is more^-beneFicial to the 

workers than the present Act is specifically allowed by the Act, Any 

corresponding~State law providing welfare schemes which are inore beneficial 

to the worker are allowed to operate.

Building and other construction workers, contribute largely in tourism. 

They are one of the most numerous and most neglected‘work'eri '̂ in̂  the work 

world. Though Ihe present law seeks to prbVide a-safety'net â hid' ŝ  ̂

hopes to the workers, in reality in most states'‘tllere-''is-neither "tlie- '̂Worker’s 

Welfare Board nor the Contributory Fund and Scheme's as'istipulatedbnder the 

Act are existent. The reason behind this 15..that thfeiLabQur;pepartrrvehts in the 

States are financially not in a position .to.jnitiateijsuchj schemes. When the 

developed I world is-working on livings wages; .itiiis..high ;timevthativve.i spend a 

little on, niinimum .requirements of our workers like tHeir safety, 'security and 

minimum wages.

J. The Protection of Women '̂ a g a i n s t ’Ha at

Workplace Bill, 2007:

Sexual harassment in workplace'is a sVri6us“aii&'cbiiim^^^  ̂ The

work places have always been hostile ‘to ‘working‘Wbm'dh '̂tHeii-'^ffil^ffity and 

personality. They often face problems ‘ o f’̂ beihg’ sexually>’liktW  

harassment‘may come either from their'm:Me'c6-Worker£l'‘bPfrbnl'their ̂
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from any third party. The act of sexual harassment varies in its form. It is in the 

form of humihation, eve teasing, molestation etc. The boss or senior tries to 

gain sexual favour in appointment, promotion or in the workplace itself. Such 

harassment is morally and legally blameworthy because it causes'detrimental 

and long lasting adverse effects on the victims.

Though bills aiming the prevention of sexual harassment at workplaces 

are being introduced in the Parliament in almost every session since the last 

few years, the legislatures have, till date, not been able to come up with a law 

in this regard. 'I'hc Protection of Women against Sexual Harassment at 

Workplace Bill is presently lying in the Parliament’s table for discussion.

The Bill aims to provide prevention and redressal of sexual harassment 

of women at workplace. The Bill extends to the Unorganized Sector too”̂  ̂ and 

it also provides Tor the notional expansion of time and place as the definition of 

workplace in the Bill includes the places where the employee visits for the. 

works arising out of and in the course of employment.’’^

Section 3 of the Bill says-

“ No woman employee at a workplace shall be subjected to sexual 

harassment including unwelcome sexually determined behavior, physical

Section 2(1) (v)
Section 2 (I) (iv)
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contacts, advances, sexually coloured remarks, showing pornography, sexual 

demand, request for sexual favours or any other unwelcome conduct of sexual 

nature whether verbal, textual, physical, graphic or electronic or by any other 

actions which may include-

i. implied or overt promise of preferential treatment in employment, or

ii. implied or overt threat of detrimental treatment in employment, or ■

iii. implied or overt threat about the present or future employment status,,

iv. conduct which interferes with work or creates an.intimidating or

offensive or hostile work environment, oi

V. humiliating conduct constituting health and safety problems.”

The Bill requires the constitution of Internal Complaints Committee in every
I I , '  , r, I . O  V ' » * >. • • I > .1  '

workplace. Where the offices or administrative units of the -workplace are 

located at different districts or sub-divisions, the Committee should be 

constituted in all such u n i t s . T h e  Committee should have the following 

composition:

1. a chairperson from amongst the employees who should be a 

senior level woman and should be committed to the cause of 

women, hi case such a senior level woman is not available, the 

chairperson should be appointed from a sister organization or a 

non-governmental organization.

177 Section 4 (I)
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2, not less tan two members amongst employees committed to the 

cause of women or who have had experience in social work; and

3. one member from other interest committed to .the cause of 

women, as may be specified,

In such Complaints Committee at least fifty percent of the members 

should be women. The responsibility of constitution an Internal Complaints 

Committee rests on the employer.

The Bill also makes provision for the appointment of District Magistrate 

or Additional District Magistrate or the Collector or Deputy Collector of the 

respective jurisdiction as District Officer for every District to carry out the 

fiinctions under the Bill.’̂ ^
" I '  ‘ ♦ I ■

In a workplace where the constitution of the Internal Complaints 

Committee is not possible or practicable, or where the complaint is against the 

employer himself, the District Officcr may, constitute at every Block, a Local
I . ■

Complaints Committee.*^^ Such Local Committee should consist of:'**

1. a chairperson to be appointed by the appropriate Government from

amongst women committed to the cause of women;

Section 5 ( 1 )  
Section 5 
Section 6 ( 1 )  
Section 6 (2 )
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2. one member to be appointed by the appropriate Government from 

amongst the registered trade unions or workers’ associations functioning 

in that block or district;

3. two members, of whom at least one should be a woman, from amongst 

such non-governmental organizations or associations or other interests 

committed to the cause of women, as may be specified.

Section 7 of the Bill provides for the manner in which the complaint is 

to be made. A complaint of sexual harassment is to be made by the aggrieved 

woman to the Internal Complaints Committee or the Local Complaints 

Committee, as the case may be, in writing. The Chairperson or any member of
, ^ . ; '  ■ . ■ . . ,  ■ '! I ’ ' • IU'  I SI. \ I \ I t  I  ̂.i  . i

tlie Committee or Local Committee as the case may be should render all 

reasonable assistance to the woman making the complaint, to reduce the same 

in writing. Where such aggrieved woman is not in a position to make a 

complaint on account of her physical or mental incapacity or death or 

otherwise, her heir or such other person as may be prescribed may make a 

complaint under this Section.

Section 8 of the Bill incorporates a provision for the amicable settlement
r

of the case through conciliation. It says “at the request of the aggrieved woman 

the Committee or the Local Committee, as the case may be, may before
»

initiating enquiry under the Bill, take steps to settle the.matter between her and

Section 7 (2)
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the respondent through conciHation.” On such settlement, the Comniittee or the 

Local Committee, as the case may be, should record the' settlement and 

recommend the employer not to take any action in the matter. The copies of 

settlement should also be provided to the aggrieved woman and the respondent. 

No further enquiry into the matter should be done after the settlement.

Where the conciliation is not arrived at, the Committee or Local 

Committee as the case may be,’ should proceed' to' make enquiry into the 

complaint in such’'manner as may be'prescribed;"In'the' cases'Where’’the 

respondent does not comply with any of the terms o t  condition of the 

conciliation arrived at, the Complaints Committee br-LoGal: Committee as the 

case may be should proceed into the complaint.*?? ThoBilLmakes the enquiry 

time bound. Every such inquiry is required under the 'Bill-to be completed 

within ninety days.’̂ ^

• 11

During the pendency of enquiry, on a written request' made the 

aggrieved woman, the Committee or the Local Committee, as the case may be, 

may recommend' to the employer to;'^^

1. transfer the aggrieved woman or the respondent to any other workplace, 

or

Section  8 (4 )  
S c c lio n 9  
Section  9 (3 )  
Section  10IS6
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2. grant leave to the aggrieved woman, or

3. grant to the aggrieved any other relief as may be prescribed.

On the basis of the recommendation, the employer or the District officer 

may take such action as may be deemed proper.

After the completion of an enquiry under the Bill, the Committee or the 

Local Committee, as the case may be should provide a report of the findings to 

the employer or, as the case may be, to the District Officer. Where the 

Committee or the Local Committee arrives at the conclusion that the allegation 

against the respondent has been proved, it should recommend to the employer 

or the District Officer as the case may be to:*^* ;

L take action for misconduct in accordance-.with thei provisions

of the service rules applicable to the respondent or where no 

such service rules have been made, in such manner as may be 

prescribed;

2. ■ deduct from the salary of-the., respondent, suchi* sum of 

compensation to be paid to the- aggrieved woman or to legal 

heirs, as it may determine, or direct the respondent'to pay such 

compensation to the aggrieved woman.

IS7 Section 11(1)
' “ Section 11 (3)
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The employer or the District Officer is required under the Bill to act 

upon the recommendation made by the Complaints Committee or the Local 

Commillec within a period of ninety days.’̂ ^However, if the employer or the 

District Officer is not in agreement with any conclusion or recommendation in 

consultation arrived at or recommendation made, he may alter the conclusion 

or recommendation in consultation with the Committee or the Local Committee 

as the case may be.*^^

The Bill also contains provisions for the action to be taken in cases of 

false or malicious complaints and false evidence where the Committee or the 

Local Committee, as the case may be, arrives at a conclusionithat the allegation 

against the respondent is false or malicious or thes woman .concerned or any 

other person making the complaint has produced'any ̂ forged..or. misleading 

document, it may recommend to the employer* or'therDistrict> Officer to take 

action• against the., woman or the person who' lias‘madetlie! complaint in 

accordance with the, service rules or where no .'suchoservice» rules ^have b‘een 

made,'as may be prescribed by the rules under this Bill. If  during the enquiry 

any witness has given false evidence or produced any forged or misleading 

document, similar action has been prescribed under the Bill.-

For the determination of compensation under: Section 1̂1 (3) '(b)Nthe Bill 

requires certain things to be given regard to. Section.says. thatan determining

'®’ Scclion  II (4 )
P roviso to S ection  11 
Section  1 2 ( I ) & ( 2 )
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the compensation the Complaints Committee or the Local Committee as the 

case may be should have regard to:

1. the mental trauma, pain, suffering and emotional distress

caused to the aggrieved woman;

2. the loss of the career opportunity due to the incident of sexual

harassment;

3. medical expenses incurred by the victim for pliysical or 

psychiatric treatment;

4. the income and financial status of the respondent;

5. feasibility of such payment in lunip. suni or, in installments.

Section 14 prohibits the publication or circulation-of the complaints and 

enquiry proceedings under the Bill. Notwithstanding anything,contained in the 

Right to hiformation Act, 2005 the identity and addresses of the aggrieved 

woman, respondent and witnesses, any information relating to.conciliation and 

enquiry proceedings, recommendations of the Complaints Committee or the

‘ ‘ , VI
Local Committee and the action taken should not be published, communicated

or made known to the public, press and media. However, the information

regarding the justice, secured to any victim of sexual'harassment under the Bill

may be disseminated without disclosing the-identity-’:andiiaddress' of the

1 0*̂
aggrieved woman, respondents and witnesses. In cases where any person

Section 14
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entrusted with the duty to handle or deal- with the complaint,- aenquiry or any 

recommendations or action to be taken under the Act fails to observe the above 

requirement, action should be taken against such person in accordance with the 

service rules or in the absence of such service rules as prescribed.

Section 17 of the Bill casts certain duties on the employer. The employer 

is under duty to:

1. provide a safe’working environment at the workplace;

2. display at any conspicuous place in the workplace 'the office order 

constituting the Complaints Committee

3. Undertake workshops and training programmes, at i regular, intervals 

for sensitizing members;

4. provide necessary facilities, to the-. ,Gommittee;u or the Local 

Committee as the case may be;

5. ensure the attendance of respondent and; witnesses; .before the 

Committee or the Local Conmiittee as the case may be; arid

6. make available such information to the Committee or the Local 

Committee as the case may be, as it may require^ with regard to the 

complaint made.

Section 15
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The Complaints Committee and tlie Local Committee are required to 

prepare an annual report and submit the same to the employer. The employer 

should include the report so submitted in the annual report of his

194organization.

Where it is felt necessary in the public interest to do so, the appropriate 

Government may call upon the employer or the District Officer to furnish 

information in writing or authorize any officer to make inspection of records 

and the employer or the District Officer are under the obligation to co-operate 

such investigating officer with records and other documents or information as 

required by him.'^^

In cases where the employer or the District Officer fails to constitute 

Committee or fails to take action under Sections 11, 12 and 19 or contravenes 

the provisions of the Bill or rules made under the same, the Bill proposes a 

penalty- of fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees^

The power to make rules under the. Bill i;is.'rests lOH'.'appropriate 

Govermnent.

Though the Bill aims at prevention of “sexual harassment of women in 

workplaces,” it is not free from loopholes. One of the loopholes in the Bill

Section  18 &, S cc lio n  19 
S ection  20
V id e  the O bject C lause
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can :,be seen in Section 3 (2) (a) whi.ch requires;,the.-;CJiai^erspn of the 

Committee to be a “senior level woman”.,It is unclear as to what the words 

“senior level woman” mean. If it is deemed that this means a woman holding 

high post,, it is highly impracticable in many .work organizations. I^urther, in the 

Committee.lunder Section, 3 (2) the outside participation, is restricted to one. 

The fact that three members are to be from amongst the employees, in a 

committee of four members, where the participation of thir^i,interest is limi^^ 

to one the Committee will in all probability fail to pronounce, bold decisions.

The Bill also provides for the conciliation. of the  ̂ cases of sexual 

harassment and where any settlement is arrive^ ̂ at,. the •Bill, says i further 

enquiry shall be conducted”. Such a provision guarantees .encouragement ;to the 

wrongdoers to pressurize through treats or .other -means: fon a settlement. ■ u

,.The biggest :loopihQle in the Bill can.be;seen.m;4he’Provisoito.Sectioniill. 

this provision says that were the employeDior,theMDjstrict;pffiee;;- is not in 

agreement with any conclusion arrived at or .recornmendatio^made, by the 

Committee or the Local Committee “he .. may . a l t e r t he  *iconclusion or 

recommendation.” This provision contravenes the ,veiy purpose of ,the Bill. 

Conferring of such powers on the employer -defiesothe uyery  ̂logic of the 

constitution of the Committees. Such a proyisioni,(;jn.-the'..Bill’ not only 

marginalizes the authority of the Committee, or; the.;Local,Committee).to reach



an impartial decision and to take stringent action against the wrongdoer but 

also causes the stringency of the Act to be loosened.

The Bill reduces the act of sexual harassment-to a mere compoundable 

offence. Though the word “workplace” in the Bill covers all the places visited 

by the employee for works arising out of and in the course of employment, it 

does not contain a single provision with regard to third party harassment. The 

responsibility of the employer to initiate legal proceeding as rested in the

decision of the Apex Court in Vishaka v. State o f Rajasthan and earlier Bills 

have been done away with. It can safely be concluded that the Bill is an 

emasculated version of law on sexual harassment which., in all probability will 

fail to achieve the objective of ensuring safe working environment to women.

K. The Unorganized Sector Workers’ SociaLSecurify Bill,: 2007;?^’ i'

The Unorganized Sector is contributing‘'*59'^percent ^  Gi^oss 

Domestic Product of Our Country. It employs to '93'̂ ^̂  pefcbrit df the total

working population in our country. Some estimates say that 94 percent of the 

total working population in India works in Unorganized Se'ctor.^^^;

A s introduced in the R ajya Sabha, 10‘*' Septem ber 2 0 0 7 '
E slim aie o f  tlic Secon d  Labour C om m ission
E stim ate o f  the N ational C om m ission  for Enterproses in the U norgan ised  Sector ' 
A s estim ated in the U norgan ised  Sector W orlcers’ Socia l Security B ill, 2 0 0 7
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The unorganized workers on account of their .nature of employment .do 

not get adequate social security. Some welfare schemes are being implemented 

by the Central Government for specific groups of Unorganized Sector workers. 

State Governments are implementing welfare programmes for certain 

categories of Unorganised Sector workers and some Non Government 

Organizations also provide social security to certain categories of workers. 

Despite all these efforts, there is a huge deficit i n ' t h e ‘ coverage of the

'  X I i  » ' '

Unorganized Sector workers in the matters of labour protection ahd social 

security measures ensuring the welfare and well being of workers in the 

Unorganized Sector including various employments in tourism.^^^

The growth and’ the quality of the jobs invthdl'tjndrgamz^^^ 

been very mush hit by the timely low cost credit,, improved infrastructure and 

teclinology, quality consciousness, modern marketing,',proper .organization and 

a synergy with large organized industries. Most .of, the,-c"dUcation > and skill 

development in the past have been geared to satisfy:’the need ofjhe 'Organized 

Sector. The education and skill need to be oriented towards tlie rieeils of the 

Unorganized Sector in the traditional areas like, agriculture,'small .industry, 

service, and self-employed and also the new areas Hke'tburism, informatioii 

technology^and financial sectors. In this there is a need for a legislative and 

administrative framework for the unorganized Sector,. Besides.new-initiatives

201 See generally, the Object Clause, the Unorganized Sector Workers’ Social Security Bill, 2007
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by the Employees’. Provident Fund Organization and Employees’ State 

Insurance Corporation to reach this segment.

In response to the above stated facts the Unorganized Workers Social 

Security Bill, 2007 has been introduced in the Parliament.^®^ The Unorganized
, T. I i, . . V . ,  ' o v ;  ' . K

Sector Workers Social Security Bill, 2007 aims to provide for social security

and welfare of the Unorganized Sector workers and for matters connected
' f .N '  1 , .  , . ;  -  ‘ n  >; V

therewith or incidental thereto. The Bill inter alia proposes for the following

matters, namely:

, _l,..i Central Governmentto aC.onstitute a.-.^^ational Social

Security Advisory Board to recommend suitable welfare 

schemes for different sections o f . Unorganized Sector 

workers, and upon consideration, of,these.-recommendations, 

the Central Government may notify- suitable welfare: schemes 

relating to life and disability ,c6y;er̂ , . Health and'.'.maternity 

benefits, old age protection or any.otHer benefits.^^^/

2. The State Government to constitute. State/.Social . Security

Advisory Board to recommend suitable welfare schemes for 

different sections of unorganized workers in the State and the

B ill N o . L X V I l o f 2 0 0 7  
S cclion  5 r/w  S cc lio n  3 ( 1 )
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State Government may- notify suitable schemes for one or 

more sections of the unorganized wdrkers.^®'^

3. A worker in the Unorganized Sector to be eligible for social 

security benefits if, he is duly registered. Eveiy registered 

worker in the Unorganized Sector to be issued an Identity 

Card which is to be a smart card carrying a unique number of 

identification.^^^

4. The Central Government and the State Government to have 

powers to make rules for the purpose of carrying out the 

objects of the Bill.^°^

Any scheme rnotified by the Central Government’may b’e:^^

1. wholly funded by the Central Goverrunent,. o r . ^  .

2. partly funded by the Central .Government and partly funded 

by the State Government, or

3. partly funded by the Central Government, partly funded by 

the State Government and partly- funded-through contributions 

collected from the beneficiaries  ̂of ■ the scheme' or the 

employers as may be prescribed in the schenie by the Central 

Govenmient.

204 Section  6 r/w  Section  3 (4 )
Section  9

206 Section  12 &  Section  13
Section 4 (1)
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In Central Board in addition to the Chairman who is to be appointed by 

the Central Government and the Director General, Labour Welfare who will 

hold the office of the ex-officio Member Secretary, the Bill requires the 

nomination of thirty one members to be nominated by the Central Government 

out of whom:^^’*

1. seven members would represent Unorganized Sector workers;

2. seven members would represent employers of Unorganized Sector;

3. seven members would represent eminent persons from civil society;

4! five members would represent the State Governments; and

5. five members would represent Central Goverrunent'Ministries and 

Departments concerned.

The Bill stresses for adequate representation o f  the'persons belonging to 

the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, the minorities and women.^®^

Similarly, in the State Board except the Chairperson to be appointed by 

the State Government and the Principal Secretaty or Secretary,!^Department of 

Labour who will: hold, the office of ex-officio.iMember Secretary^ sthe Bill 

requires the nomination of twenty six members out of whom:^^? •.

Section  5 (2 )  
Section  5 (4 )  
Section  6  (2 )
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1. seven would represent the Unorganized Sector workers;

2. seven would represent the employers in the Unorganized Sector;

3. five would represent eminent persons of civil society; and

4. seven would represent State Government Departments Qoncerned,

Adequate representation of the persons .belonging to, the Scheduled 

Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, the minorities and women.in the State Board has 

also been stressed in the Bill.^^*

The Central Government has powers to give direction. It can give 

direction to the National Board or the .State. or.thecState, .Board, in respect of 

matters relating to the implementation o f the prov:isions;o£the;Bill?l-?cciiji

Some schemes have been .recognized ;aS( the iwelfare ischemes.’under the 

Bill and are enumerated in the Bill itself The schedule appended with the Bill 

contains following schemes:

1. National Old Age Pension Schemej^ - •

2. National Family Benefit Scheme,

3. National Maternity Benefit Scheme,

4. Mahatma Gandhi Bunker BimaYojna,

5. Health Insurance Scheme ForHandloom .W(Drkers,»vMiu. iii

6. Scheme For Pension To Master-Craft Persons,i?::‘

Section 6 (4)
Section 10
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Second Laboui* Commission. The Bill is too wide in scope and breadth and is 

too abstract. The Bill also talks of tripartite participation, employers being on e 

of them which are difficult to identify in many cases and thus is not feasible to 

protect the interests of various employments.

The Financial Memorandum presented with the Bill states that the 

financial implications for funding of the schemes would be determined “as and 

when such schemes are formulated.” Further the Memorandum also says that 

“the fund for the schemes, as and when they are announced, will be 

channelised through the existing channels of funding as is being done for other 

schemes of the Government.” Our experiences with jthe building’wdrkejrs reveal 

contrary outcome. In the absence of clear provisions fbr funding, the, schemes 

camiot be implemented. Though the central legislations , on construction 

workers was passed in the year 1996, even upto the present day most of the 

States do not have any welfare schemes under that Act. The welfare provisions' 

in the present Bill are also sure to be limited by the; want of>adequate funds.! In 

the want of adequate funds, the welfare measures^’in.the.Biil will only remain 

mirages.

The concern with the Unorganized Sector workers including the 

unorganized v/orkers engaged in tourism is not just limited'to'social!security. 

Protection is also a manor concern in this sector; 'Though, (the-regular labour 

laws apply to Unorganized Sector, the Indian legislature- is all set to recognize
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of them which are difficult to identify in many cases and thus is not ifeasible to 

protect the interests of various employments.

The Financial Memorandum presented with the Bill states that the
.  ̂ ' f

financial implications for funding of the schemes would be determined “as and 
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the workers who are left out from the coverage of these laws as Unorganized 

Sector. It would be improper to presume that the areas targeted by the regular 

labour laws are immune of all difficulties and that these laws have really been

implemented in all places. The areas covered by the regular labour laws are
' i. . ■ ■ ! ,• t'

also prone to many difficulties. Therefore the proper approach would be to
,  lU)'k-, . vV'iii I iliW tinvJ'

further extend the operation of these laws through proper amendments in the 

provisions and through, reducing the requirement of the number p f  persons
- I f , ’ ..  ̂ .  . i .  | . , ^

employed and giving the employer certain subsidies, concessions and 

protection to meet up the burden arising therefrom. If the intention of the 

legislature is honest through the present attitude the social security goal would
‘ V  . • ,  ■ . ! ! t ( ' ( I . ,  -

be realized in large area of the Unorganized Sector-..„but..the .protection of 

workers would be best ensured tlirough.ni.making-.the’ i,employer 

liable/accountable. The workers who remain unprotected ( through any law can 

be protected through newer initiatives.. The. .pfeseat...approach ,.of the 

Government does not attend to the problems of casu^ and. contract .labourers 

who work, in J;hCe establishments employing ten. dr.. more .persons. . Further, there 

are numerous establishments in the country Mwhere tiiough.ithe number; of
^  r I ,  ^ • J I .

employees exceed nine but are not provided any .protection,or welfare,under the 

laws. In some States many labour laws are not irnplemented. In; such *a state of 

affairs, though such policies seem to cover all working- -people,^the workers 

generally remain devoid of the benefits flowing' therefrom-. • i *  ̂  ̂ ■

The unorganized workers engaged in tourismvdo-^not have much to 

benefit from the regular labour laws. The casuaLnature of,employment, their
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ignorance etc. debar them from availing the rights under these laws. As most of 

the laws apply to the establishments employing 10 or more persons, a huge 

majority of the unorganized workforce in the country is excluded. Even in the 

establishments employing more than 10 persons the casual and contract 

labourers cannot be benefited under the existing laws. The casual and contract

labourers in the organized sector are also excluded by the Unorganized Sector
. . . .  b

Workers Bill. In many cases the employments themselves are not identified. 

There arise many new employments daily in the unorganized sector. It is true 

with the tourism industry too. Therefore the laws cannot get in tune with the 

changing needs. There is also a huge difficulty in implementation of the laws in 

this sector. It cannot be disputed that the regularJabour laws cannot vcover the 

entire unorganized sector. Therefore a new legislation to ^cover this lot of the 

workforce is the need of the hour. However, a huge iportion.of .the. unorganized 

workforce can be benefited under the regular labour laws if .the requirement.of 

the 10 or more workers for the application of these laws is dropped'.tot seven or 

eight. For the rest of the workforce a new legislation mayibe planned., v

Legislative steps to'tone up the stringency of the regular labour laws .are 

also desired. Particularly, the penalties stipulated in the Acts are outdated. The 

discretionary penalties of fines stipulated in the Acts adequate-increments. For 

example in Payment of wages Act 1936, Section■;20 .stipulates.'fmes for 

contravening the provisions of the Act. The outdated) provision stipulating the 

amount of fine does not fit the present situation. ,Mere.sums.:of a few .hundred
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rupees do not adequately give the feeling of punishment to the wrongdoer. 

Similarly in Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 Section 28 prescribes a discretionary 

penalty of imprisonment for a term of six months or fine uptb rupees one 

thousand The penally of fine being discretionary with the penalty of 

imprisonment is too small. In minimum wages Act Section 21 imposes penalty 

of three months’ imprisonment or fine upto rupees five himdred or both for the 

contravention of the provisions of the Act. In Contract Labour (Regulation and 

Abolition) Act, under Section 23 the prescribed punishment is imprisonment 

which may extend to tliree months or fine where the upper limit is fixed at one

thousand rupees. In all of these Acts where the penalties‘of imprisonment are

i \ '  ̂ i ' * * *

adequate  bu t fm es are too  low. .Therefore,the ampuntSkOfifinesj jieed (ad eq u a te  

increm ents.

The Unorganized Sector Workers*.Social • Security i Bill*. 20,07 • entirely 

ignores ' the ‘Single Comprehensive Universal >S'chefne’ ‘ covering entire 

Unorganized Sector as proposed by National Commission for-Enterprisesdn the 

Unorganized Sector (NCEUS) and the Second Labour Commission. The Bill is 

too wide- in scope and is too abstract.' The Bill*^speaks of the*"tripartite 

participation. It- is not practical in many cases-as ‘is: difficult to'identify an 

employer in many cases. Where many employnieilts are -sure to‘̂ be never 

represented, it is not feasible to . protect |their^interests.Theivfinancial 

implications for funding of the schemes . -as,,'stated • in . the .-.Financial 

Memorandum would be determined “as and', when such' schemes are
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formulated.” Financial implications are hard to be formulated in our country. In 

the absence of clear provisions for funding, the schemes cannot be 

implemented. The welfare provisions in the present Bill face threats because of 

the paucity of funds.

It is an irony of this giant nation that worKers are expectea to move 

places for the vindication of their rights. A person struggling for a piece of 

bread camiot afford to move places for the vindication of their rights. Making 

them to travel places in scarch of justice would be to guarantee them injustice. 

Therefore it should be ensured that a worker is able to file complaint locally.

A new outlook and strong political will is requiredvto ensure ,that the 

aspirations of workers, dreams of the founding fathersi of .the. Constitution and 

India’s commitments at the international level are realized. It certainly would 

create a huge financial burden on the State. But spending on labour is 

worthwhile. Workers are builders of civilizations ,and the.'backbone of the 

country’s economy. Peaceful working environment and satisfaction among the 

workers would enlarge,.production. Enlarged*iproduetion-would add to the 

economy and bring prosperity in the country.
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CHAPTER IV

DIRECTION OF JUSTICE: JUDICIAL ACTIVISM IN

THE WORK-WORUD

The Constitution and Statutes are not complete in themselves for the 

protection of rights and interests of individuals. In the modern system of 

governance, to make the rights effective, interpretation of the provisions of law 

guaranteeing the rights are of greatest importance. Judiciary utilizes all its

knowledge and resources to the best so that the individuals' shall not suffer a
. .  . t  ...

wrong. The judiciary has gone a long way to protect poor '^ d  innocent, to 

make them free from the claws of injustices and social dogmas. If there is 

absence of law in any area thereby leaving a legislative vacuum^ it has to.’be 

filled by the directions of the Courts so as to b'ê  fclioS^eH as preceden a law 

is enacted’to fill the vacuum.

Indian judiciary has taken positive steps .to ensure, that-the •workers shall 

not suffer a wrong encroaching upon their rights:.There'are..yariousi decisions 

where he Courts, particularly the Supreme Court-and’‘the High-Courts,-have 

delivered opinions in favour of better protection of-'Working miass;*On'many 

occasions the Courts have interpreted non-justiciable rights-under the'<Directive 

Principles Chapter of the Constitution of India to test-the-rights of workers and 

protections available to them under the generaMegislatiohs-. -The-cases being 

innumerable cannot be cited in their entirety* b'ut -the * glimpses-- of -some
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important "decisions can be shown by categorizing them" under soriie broad 

heads. But before this, it is important to discus's-the powers'of the Courts and 

limitations thereof

Like any other policy, labour policy too is not unqualified/Any labour 

legislation should not be inconsistent with or in derogation o f  the Fundamental 

Rights. To the extent of such inconsistency it is void^' ''Fuither the rights are
 ̂ ,v  ̂ , ,

enforceable by the Courts under Articles 32 and '226 'and cannot' Be''denied in 

the case of violation of Fundamental Rights. The Corikitutiohal ‘powers of the 

Supreme Court and the High Courts cannot be'taketf away or'whittle^'d^ by 

any legislation^ but. at,the same time where,adequate';..alternative.;remedy* is 

availablCj.the Court,will,‘unless fundamental■ rights Wuhvolvedi refuse!)to issue 

a writ. Therefore an alternative remedy is no 'bar'w here the' violation'of 

fundamental right is involved. Apart from powers urider.A'rticl^'226;'the High 

Courts have the power of superintendence, over ialh cburtsiahdi tribunals; The 

power of superintendence over judicial and quasi rjudicial ofd'ersl should .not 

interfere unless there is any graveniiscarriage of justice' orl flagrant ̂ violation of 

law requiring interference.^

The Supreme Court has power under Article-i36‘‘6f tHe of

India to grant special leave of appeal from any-judgment,'decreei^ determination 

etc. Though, the .power was traditionally -exerdsefconly^'in^-matters of

' A rticle  13, T h e  C onstitution o f  India 
 ̂R a j  K r i s h n a  B o a s e  v . B ' m o d ^  A IR  1964 SC  2 0 2
 ̂Ram Roop v. Vishwanath, AIR 1958 All 456
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jurisdiction but later the scope was enlarged to cover various matters as a 

result of judicial activism.

Bonded'Labour:

The Feudal exploitative system i^esulting in domination of a few socially 

and economically powerful persons over the large riunibdf b f  illitefat^rsocially 

and economically weak people spells the very' Concept' of "bonded labour 

system. In this system the debtor or his descendants or dependants’ have to 

work for the creditor without reasonable wages or no wages. Sometimes 

several generations work under such bondage.. Such a system, has-deep roots'in 

our county because of poverty, illiteracy and social backward'ness' of a large 

chunk of its population and various dogmas prevalent in the society. The 

judicial activism has'resulted in trackins of heir deen rooted problem in our 

society.

A landmark decision in the area of bonded/labour ■caiiie4hij5<j«̂ //2wa 

M iM  Morcha v. Union o f  India. In this case the Supi*eme’ Court stretched its 

protective arms to various aspects of the problem'.such as .-its-identification, 

release .and rehabilitation. This case demonstrates-the;.benevolence>iof the 

Supreme Court for the downtrodden and at the.same time^tHe callousness;of the 

executive, for such vulnerable section of the society.-The -Goveirmient'in this

S ee  B h a r a t  B a n k  v . E m p l o y e e s  o f  B h a r a t  B a n k ,  A IR  1950 SC  118
* A IR  1984  SC  802
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case raised a preliminary objection that no fiindamental right was violated. The

Court rejected he convention. Justice Bhagwati observed:^

“When n complaint is made on behalf of workmen that they are 

. lield in bondage and are • working and. living in miserable
• I i i  i  ;  ‘  ' ! IJ . •

conditions without any proper or adequate shelter over their 

heads, without any protection sun and rain, without tow square 

meals per day or with only dirty water falling from ‘nallah’ to 

drink', it is difficult to appreciate how such a complaint can be 

thrown out on the ground that it is not violative of the 

fundamental rights of the worlanen.Jt is the ŝflmdam^  ̂

every one in this country, assured.under (the.interpretation given
I p > * . , \  ̂ ' i

to Article 21 in Francis case (AIR 1980 SC 849) to live with 

human dignity, free from .exploitation.* .The^iright,ito.;livecwith 

human dignity enshrined in Article 21 derives titSi life, breath froni 

the Directive Principles of State Policy.and-particularly Clauses 

(e) and (f) of Article 39 and Articles 4.1 . and i 42 l and-at-least

therefore, it m ust include  p ro tec tion  o f  healthi a n d '‘Strength^ o f

. -j: -
workers, > men ;and'women and of tender'age of ̂ children-againk-^ 

abuse,'opportunities-and facilities-for children to^'develop in ̂  a 

healthy manner and in conditions /of . freedom ivand-v.dignity;- 

educational facilities; just and humane*, conditionsi o f >work.and *

/̂6/rfal811
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maternity relief. These are the minimum requirements which 

must exist in order to enable a person to live with human, 

dignity.”

Though no advance economic consideration was made in this case, the 

court interpreted the provisions of Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 

1976 and observed that if a labourer is made to jDrovide forced' labour, the 

Court would presume that be as required to o so in considefatidh o t an'advance 

or other economic consideration.

The Court pointed out that the .State,, Goyernment.^wasj under an 

obligation to identify, release and rehabilitate the bonded labour^r^s.uThe writ 

petition was allowed and the Court inter alia directed the State Government 

(Haryana) to do the following;

il. Constitute Vigilance Committee<'in each.:isub ^division, of a

district, as required by Section-13aofj'the-Bonded -Labour 

■System (Abolition) Act, \946;.^o iii .

2. Instruct the District Magistrates to take' up the work of

identification of bonded labourers as on top priority, map out 

areas of concentration of bonded- labourers,“ and •■assign task 

forces for their release;
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3. Take the help of non-political social action groups and 

voluntary agencies for the implementation o f the Act; and

4. To draw up proramme for rehabilitation.

It may be noted that though the State is under a duty to implement 

Court’s directions there is no stringent law in this regard' and as such in cases 

like this it is neither feasible for the Court to keep the case pending for a long 

time, nor it is feasible for the Court to initiate contempt proceeding. The 

helplessness of the Court peeped in the judgment when the Court stated;

“If any of these directions, is not. propedy xamedjput.by^ithe

Central Government or the State of Haryana y ,̂p/i§hall;take serip „

view of the matter”

In Neerja Chaudhury v. State o f  M.PJ ab.out|,135 bonded labourers had 

been released from bondage b the courts .order and:*.broughti.>backi to their 

respective villages in the State of M.P. for rehabilitation.-Later-it. was found 

that most of these labourers vvere not rehabilitated- and were-starving. 

Accepting a writ petition, Justice Bagwati observed:-

“The plainest requirement of Articles >«21';>and^-\23sfi;of\ th e :

Constitution is that the bonded labourers mustv.beiidentified.and

 ̂AIR 1984 s c  1093
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released and on release, they must be suitably rehabilitated. The 

Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976 has been enaeted 

pursuant to the Directive Principles of State Policy with a view to 

ensuring basic human dignity to the bonded labourers and any, 

failure of action on the part of the State , Gpvemment in 

implementing the provisions of this legislation would be the 

clearest violation of Article4 21 apart from Article 23 of the 

Constitution.”

The Court accordingly directed the State Government to representation 

of the non political social action groups in the Vigilance Committee to identify,
,  . ; 1 N - l O  i \  '  v  i . i ' - • i  i  i . \  . t

release and rehabilitate the bonded labourers. The Court said that the job of 

deciding the nature of rehabilitative assistance rested upon the Vigilance 

Committees. Thus the Court took the realist approach in tackling the socio- 

economic problems of bonded labourers instead of using usual legal and 

formalistic approach.

In P. Shivaswamy v. State o f Andhra Pradesh^ the Supreme Court 

stressed that the failure to provide effective rehabilitation of identified bonded 

labourers would not only lead to frustration among thpm but would further 

worsen their position. The Court feared that uprooted bonded labourers form 

one place are likely to be subjected to the same mischief at another place. The

* 1988 Lab IC 1960 (SC ), cited  In Suresh C Srivaslava, “Constitutional Protection'lo JVeaker and 
Disadvantaged”, V ol. 42:2^' JILl (2000)
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result would be that the steps taken by the Court would be rendered ineffective 

and there would be mounting frustration among the bonded labourers.

The Court further observed that laws however beneficial they may be 

are difficult to be implemented unless the requisite social consciousness has 

grown. The Court warned the State of Karnataka that “the matter shall be 

strictly viewed in the event of continued failure.”

In ihc above cases recourse was laken inter alia  to Article 21 of the 

Constitution and the Court has taken the view that the failure of action on the 

part of the Government to implement the provisions of the Bonded Labour 

Syustem (Abolition) Act, 1976 is violation of Article 21. This no doubt is a
.. . _ ................ ... I . ' ' l'<i'\\! I j

broadened scope of Article 21 but if such socio-ecOnoniic'conditions are shown 

to exist in the Country even today as not sufficient to provide safety to the very 

persons who build civilizations, the Courts are bound to , broaden the arms of 

justice to draw the working people under the protective umbrella of Article 21.

Child Labour:

In a country with vast economic disparity, like ours .the employment of 

children becomes common. They are at times employed in hazardous activities 

and are exploited by the profit makers for their personal: gain. They are paid
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low wages, denied breaks, made to work for long hours and exploited in all 

possible ways.

The Courts have shown their concern in the child workers too. In 

People’s Union fo r  Democratic Rights v. Union o f  IndicP the Supreme Court 

has ruled that Article 24 is enforceable against everyone and by reason of its
‘  5)  i I i ■ . . ’  ,

compulsive mandate no one can employ a child below 14 years in a hazardous 

employment.

The common sight in India of employment of children in construction 

works has been prohibited by the decision of the Supreme.Gpurt in Salal Hydro 

Project V.  State o f  Jammu and Kashmir}^ The Court opined that construction 

work is a hazardous employment and no children below the age of 14 can be 

employed in such works. The employment. of children* :in''construction work 

was held to be in violation of Article 24.

In M.C. Mehta v. State o f  Tamil ■ 'where the'employment of

children in the manufacture of match boxes in violation of various 

Constitutional and Statutory provisions was involved, the Court observed:

® 1982 sc 1473  
AIR. 1984 SC  177  

"  1996 (6) s e e  75 6
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“Till an alternative income is assured to the family, the question 

of abolition of child labour would really remain, a will-o-the-, 

wisp.”

■ The Court further added that- if it was the scheme o f .the Constitution to 

exclude the employment of children from the. hazardous works, if they,are to be 

educated till the age of 14, if the tender age of children is .not,to,be.abused and 

citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations, unsuited to 

their age, and if children are to be given opportuni.Ues.and facilities to develop 

in a healthy manner and childhood is to be protected against.exploitation the 

least we ought to do is to see to the fulfillment.of legislative intendment behind 

the enactment of the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation). Act, 1986.

The right of the children against employment (in hazardous works) is 

not sufficient unless he has the fundamental right to'education. The Supreme 

Court'in Mohini Jain v. State o f  Karnataka^^ has recognized (primary,education 

as a part o f Article 21. The Court in this case has stressed on the obligation of 

the State to endeavor to provide education facilities at all. levels. However in 

Unni Krishnan v. State o f  Andhra decision, given ̂ by ̂ the same

court a year later4he: right to education was; heldq-to-'be’'available^'till the 

completion of 14 years and which thereafter was held-td-be subject to‘the limits' 

of economic capacity and development of the State.‘Thus childreh are-not only

’^ A I R 1992 s c  1858  
'^ (1 9 9 3 ) 1 s e e  6 45
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entitled to protection against employment in hazardous works, but at the same 

time are also guaranteed right to education till the completion of the age. of 14 

years. Through this the Court has logically directed the State to move towards 

eliminating child labour in all employments.

Contract Labour:

Contract labour is charactirised by low wages, longer hours of work, 

unsanita’17 working conditions, denial of benefits and facilities, insecurity of
I #

tenure, victimization etc. This is one of the most exploited sections of 

workforce: They are not entitled to benefits and amenities to which the regular 

workmen-are entitled. There is w ide‘disparity'*ih'dmbliihiehts and‘working 

conditions between these workers arid their ̂ cduriterpaits ’ vvorking 'oh regular 

basis.

With an aim provide security to contract labour, to abolish contract 

labour in the areas where it is possible to abolish and in other areas where such 

abolhion is not possible to regulate the employm'ehts, legislative measure has 

been taken*'*. The judiciary has also taken positive^'steps 'in'this' direction. In 

Peoples Union fo r Democratic Rights v. Union o f  India^^ the Supreme Court of 

India held’that the violation of the provisions of Contract Labour (Regulation 

and Abolition) Act, 1970 and denial of 'the rights ^ndi protections'therein ̂ is

S ee  Contract Labour (R egulation  and A b olition ) A ct, 1970  
Supra note  9
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violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. The Court opined that the 

provisions under the Act are clearly intended to ensure basic human dignity to 

the workmen and if the workmen are deprived of any of these rights and 

benefits, that would amount to violation of Article 21.

In Air India Statutory Corporation v. United Labour Union^\ the 

Supreme Court of India delivered a landmark judgment on contract labour. The 

Court ruled that after abolition of the contract labour system; if the principal 

employer fails to absorb the working labourers on regular basis the workmen 

can seek redress under article 226 of the Constitution of India y moving the 

High Courts. The workmen have a fundamental right to life. Meaningful right 

to life springs fi*om continued work to earn livelihood. The right to 

employment therefore is an integral facet of rightto life.. >

Women Workers:

Women play an important role in economic' and social ’ life. The 

problems relating to the employment and conditions'of work'is a concern that 

binds workers both men and women yet, especially-with regard to women 

special attention to certain aspects of the problems inherent in the work sector 

is desirable. Promotion of the conditions and facilities at their workplace to 

place them on equal footing to men counterparts in terms of opportunity and

AIR 1997 SC 645
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treatment in economic and social life- and insuring that their partition in 

economic and social life does not adversely affect their health and welfare and 

their maternity are two broad bases on which the problems of women workers 

can be viewed.

The welfare of women constituting a huge segment of the workforce in 

our country has been an area of vigil for the judiciary. The Supreme Court in 

Government o f  A. P. v. 1\V. Vijay Kumar^^ explaining the inserting of Clause 

(3) to Article 15 of the Constitution of hidia observed'^:

The insertion of Clause (3) of Article 15 in? relation to, women is 

recognition of the fact that for centuries, women of this> country ■ 

have been socially and economically handicapped. As a result 

they are unable to participate in the socio-econoniic activity of 

the nation on a footing of equality. It is in order to eliminate this

socio-economic backwardness of women-and to empower them
.*'1 > , . . .

in a manner that would bring about effective equality between 

men. and women. Its object is to strengthen and improve the • 

status of women.

For the protection of working women the long 'arms of justice have 

reached different areas to ensure that the existing laws complied with. Further

'"A IR  1995 sc 1648  
Ibid at 1651
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in areas where there existed a legal vacuum, the courts have evolved measures. 

through directions.

Sexual Harassment of Women Workers at Workplace;

Workplace is the place where discrimination based ^on sex is most 

commonly found. Sexual harassment of working' women is none of such 

discrimination. It often includes the use of'position of power by the hafasser 

towards the victim. Often the employers or seniors are to the perpetrators of 

such acts. Though the feminist thinking has succeeded in drawing public 

attention, too inequality between women and men; has.4edito reconsideration of 

women’s role in the workplace, and has identified the problem of sexual 

harassment at work, the problem has not been adequately tackled.

The Courts in India have been concerncd in Ihis-direction;-In l^ct it’s the 

judiciary who responded to this problem for the first(time and evolved^effective 

measures to check the evil of sexual harassment in all work places.

In Vishaka v. Slate o f  Rajasthan^^ an incident of brutal gang rape of a 

social worker in a village of Rajasthan prompted' a ^No'n' Gdvemiriental 

Organization to file’a . Social Action Litigation'in;the vMdn’ble SupremleiGourt of 

India with an aim o f finding suitable method for realization of the true concept

'^AIR 1997 SC 3011
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of gender equality and to prevent sexual-harassment of working women in all 

work places through judicial process. In this case the Court for the first time 

ventured to throw light on the subject of sexual harassment and defined sexual 

harassment. The Coui’t observed:

“any act of sexual harassment is a clear violation oif rights under 

Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the constitution and logically it is also 

the violation of the victim’s fundamental right under Article 19 

(1) (g) of the Constitution to practice any'profession or carry on 

any occupation, trade or business with dignity.’

Finding the existing civil and penal laws in India inadequate to provide 

for the specific protection of women from the inhuman act of sexual 

harassment at work place and that enactment of legislation on the subject 

would take considerable time, the Apex Court issued detailed guidelines to 

curb the evil of sexual harassment at work place. The iguidelines inter alia 

necessitate the constitution of a Complaint Committee ’in; eveiy work 

organization. The responsibility of constituting such committee lies with the 

head of the organization. The committee should be headed by a woman and not. 

less than half of its members should be women. Further, in'order to prevent the 

possibility of any undue pressure or influence from the senior levels, such 

Complaint Committee is required to involve a third jparty, either a' NGO or 

other body familiar with the issue of sexual harassment..
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The offence of sexual harassment according to. the Hon’ble Court 

includes “such unwelcome sexually determined behaviour as:

1. physical contacts and advances;

2. demands or request for sexual favours;

3. sexually coloured remarks;

4. showing pornography; or

5. Any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non verbal conduct of 

sexual nature.”

Injhis pronouncement the Court, has prdexeiditheiemploypr.ortthe person 

in charge of the workplace to take preventive imeasures-by publishing and 

circulating the guidelines in appropriate ways, so that a sense of fear could be 

created in the minds of the persons daring to violate the dignity of workmg 

women.

r

Where such conduct amounts to a specific offence under the Indian. 

Penal Code or under any other law, the ■ employer ns 'directed to initiate 

appropriate actions. In other cases where such conduct amounts to misconduct 

in employment as defined by the relevant service rules, appropriate disciplinary 

action should be initiated by the employer in. accordance‘with those rules.The 

Court has also stressed that an annual report at the^'end'.of the year'containing
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the details of all such cases and steps taken should .be submitted to the 

Government so that an idea of the ground realities, could be conceived and it 

could also be conceived that proper action were taken. The Court stressed that 

the v̂ ^orkers can initiate awareness and may take other initiatives to curb this 

act towards working women jeopardizing their right to work with human 

dignity. Directions were also given by the Court to protect the women workers

against third party harassment and the employer or the person in charge has to
i

take all steps necessary and reasonable to assist the affected person in terms of 

preventive measures and supports.

Though the Supreme Court has used its powers, ̂ i^dery^.rticlej_^ of the 

Constitulion which renders these guide|ine.s as law dp^lared, most o,f the work 

organizations in the country have not. .implernented . t̂hem. The work 

environment of women workers is still hostile and, they are, still prone to sexual 

harassment. The fact that there is a hostile work .environment, created by the 

actS:of sexual harassment is major responsible factor .of a,problem of perhaps 

more far reaching effect: sex segregation in jobs:,.^Women .understand that 

behind the symbolism of masculine job descriptions lays aj very, real ,force:  ̂the 

power of men to harass belittle; ostracize; dismiss; marginalize; discard and 

just plain hurt them as workers.^^ There is no legislation till date to adequately 

protect women from this harassment and.abuse.^vAn^effort,ipf:the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court to provide temporaiy.guidelines„to fill-.jn the,existing.legislative

20
V icki S cu llz , “T e llin g  S tories A bout W om en and Worlc”, V ol. 103: 1749 Harvard L aw  R ev iew .
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gap has been futile because the directions are not given effect to in most of the 

work organizations in the Country and in those organizations where they are 

implemented a very poor result has been realized. The work environment of 

women workers is still hostile. This has become a means whereby men control 

women in the office or the boardroom.^’

In Apparel Export Promotion Council v. A.K. Chopra^^ the Supreme 

Court ruled that sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination. It is an 

unreasonable interference with her work performance. It has the effect of 

creating intimidating or hostile working environment for her. Indeed each 

incident of sexual harassment of female worker at work place is violation of the 

fundamental right to gender equality and right to life with,personal liberty. It is 

incompatible with the dignity and honour of a female and should be eliminated.

Equal Pay for Equal Work:

Equal remuneration doctrine cannot be fulfilled only through legislative'
■ r . ' 1

and Constitutional provisions. Thus the interpretation of the provisions keeping 

alive the doctrine with wise judicial logic and reasoning is also felt'important. 

Judiciary has played an active role in enforcing and strengthening 'this 

Constitutional goal. The Courts through various provisions-have evolved new

S e e  generally , N am rata S in ghai, “Problem  o f  Sexual H arassm ent at W orkplace”, V o l. XII Central 
India L aw  Q uarterly  
“ a i r  1999  SC  62522
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and varied reasoning to support the application of the principle of e^ual pay for 

equal work.

In People's Union for Democratic Rights Union o f  ̂ In^icP the 

Supreme Court ruled that equal pay for equal work is based on the equality 

principle contained in Article 14 of the Constitution. The sarhe principle has 

found expression in the provisions of the Equal' Reinurierati'on"Xct,’i 976. Thus 

the non observance of the Act would amount to violation orArficle 14 of the 

Constitution.

hi Randhir Singh v. Union o f  /n< /̂a,?.1,CQnstruin'gvAr^^^  ̂ l'4.:and 16 in 

the light of the Preamble and Article 39 (d), the Suprerrie Court observed:

“The principle of ‘equal pay for equal;work’ \i's deducible from 

Articles 14 and 16 and may be properly , ;applied .to, cases of 

unequal scales of pay based on no classification, o r . irrational ’ 

ciassitication”

The Apex Court through various decisions^^’has ruled that persons doing 

similar work cannot be denied equal pay on th e ' ground that mode of 

recruitment was different. Further a temporary, or casual employee performing

Supra note  9
A IR  1982 SC  879  at 88 2
S ee , B h a g w a n  D a s  v. S t a t e  o f  H a r y a n a ^  AIR 1987  SC  2049; J a s p a l  v. S t a t e  o f  H a t y a n a ,  A IR  1988 

S C 1 5 0 4
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the same or similar duties and functions is entitled to the same pay as paid to 

regular or a permanent employee.

In Dhanvad District PWD Literate Daily Wage Employees Association 

V. State o f Karnataka^^ it was held that the equal remuneration act, 1976 was 

enacted for providing equality of pay for equal work.' The daily .rated 

employees and monthly rated employees in the 'S ta te .o f Karnataka where 

therefore entitled to pay like regular employees. But in State o f  Haryana v. 

Jasmer Singl?^ the Court held that daily wagers cannot be treated 4t par with 

regular employees holding similar posts. No distinction can be made in respect 

of wages between casual workers appointed directly (by :the,.employers and 

casual workers employed through contractors. However, a junior is justified in 

drawing higher salary due to the grant of selection grade.

In Ihc case Mcwa Ram Kanojia v. All Inciia jristitute^of Medical
S o  ^

Science it was held that jf the employer is not the siame the.principle of equal 

pay for equal work,would not be appIicable^iThe payimay also ibet'different 

when there is a difference in duties and responsibilities. I n / v .  

Union o f  India it was held that if the rank is. same and if; the ■ functions are 

different they may be treated differently.

1991 (II) L L J 3 1 8  
’̂ {1996) 11 see 77  

G o v t ,  o f  A n d h r a  P r a d e s h  v. P .  V . M .  P a n d u r a n g ,  (1 9 9 6 ) 7 SC C  II 
A IR  1982 SC  879
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In Stale o f  U,P. v. J.P. Chaurasia^^ the Court observed, that primary

inter alia evaluation of duties and responsibilities of the respective posts (would
i

reveal that) more often functions of tow posts may appear to be same or 

similar, but there may be difference in degree in the quantity of performance. 

The quantity of work may be same-but quality may be different that cannot be 

determined by relying upon the averment in affidavits of ffiemtere'sted parties. 

Further explanation on the point may be traced in the decision of the’ Supreme 

Court in Tarsemlal v. State Bank o f  Patiala^^ were the Court observed that the 

quantitative differences in regard to the degree of reliability and' responsibility 

cannot be put aside as irrelevant.

The principle of Equal Pay for Equal Work enyisag^s equality ;of pay for
!

men and women for equal work and the courts haye deliverediin this respect 

too. The principle is now applied to enforce equality.of pay,generally.,...

Gender Discrimination:

Gender discrimination in various areas o f employment is a; common 

problem. Women are exploited and denied their rights. Gender discrimination 

in the work area begins right from the appointment, lasts all through the. 

working life and continues even on retirement or. termination. Gender

. w A IR  1989 SC  19
AIR 1989 SC 3 1
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discrimination has roots in the mindset of the people and the laws are not 

always sufficient to tackle the problem.

Judiciary has been the guardian of women workers’ right against giender 

discrimination and has taken serious steps to reinforce the rights of these 

workers.

*20 •

Air India v. Nargesh Mirza is an example of judicial intervention for

the enforcement of rights of women workers against gender discrimination. In 

this case the Supreme Court declared that the condition of termination of 

service on first pregnancy is invalid as it was unreasonable and arbitrary and 

compelled the air hostess not to have any children and diverted ordinary course 

of human nature. The Court also invalidated the condition of terminating the 

employment at the age of thirty five and held tliat air hostesses coiild work upto 

the age of forty five unless they are found unfit,

33 *In C.B. Muthumma v. Union o f  India the Court held that the rule 

debarring a married women form being appointed 'to a post’ requiring her to 

resign on marriage would be unconstitutional as there was no: such'‘bar in case 

of man who loo was likely to be involved in domestic commitments after 

marriage.. In Maya Devi v. The Siate^^ the mandate of equality of sexes and

^"AIR 1981 SC18at 29
A IR  1979 S C I  868
1988 (6 ) SL R  4 2 1 , c ilcd  in Lotika Sarkar, “ W om an and the Llavv” , A n n u a rS u rv ey 'o f Indian L a w /  

X X IV  (1 9 8 8 ), 37 7
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right of women workers against gender discrimination was again reinforced; In 

this case the Court held the requirement of husband’s written permission for 

joining mid-wifery training by wife as discriminating on the ground of sex 

alone and was quashed by the Court.

hi Pandya Pramhankcr v. Director o f EUucaiior?^ the Court stated that 

when the regulation provides for the appointment of female' candidate to a 

particular post and even if a male candidate was appointed to the post under 

grants-in-aid code, the Court had to be satisfied that there was no female 

candidate and it would not suffice saying that the male was a better candidate.

Right to Health and Medical Aid;

Health of workers is becoming a matter of bigger concern with the 

growing recognition of role of human factor in production. Health is more than 

an absence’, of sickness in the individual andihdicatesHHe ‘state’of'harmonious 

functioning'of the^body^and the mind in relation to shis/her* physical arid sb'cial 

environment, as to enable him/ her enjoy worbto the fullest exterit'possible and 

to reach his/her maximum level of productivity : *

Health of workers has been a concern for the judicial^ too. Ixi^Consumer 

Education andResearchv. Union o f  Indic?^ 'the Supreme Court observed:

1988 SL R  6 9 7  cilcd  in ibldzA. 37 7  
^*^(1953)3 s e e  4 2
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‘The jurisprudence of personhood or philosophy, of the. right to 

life envisaged in Article 21 of the Constitution of India enlarges 

its sweep to encompass human personality în Jts, full blossom 

with invigorated health which is a wealth to, the workman' to, earn 

his livelihood, to sustain the dignity of person and to live a life 

with dignity and equality. The expression ‘life’ assured in Article 

21 does not connote mere animal existence or continued drudgery 

tlarough life. It has much wider meaning w h^h includes right to 

livelihood, better standard of living, hygienic conditions Jn, the 

workplace and leisure facilities and opportunities to eliminate 

sickness and physical disability of the ,v/prlgnen.-.Thei heâ ^̂  ̂

the worker is an integral facet of right to life.̂  Medical facilities, 

therefore, is a fundamental and human right to protect health,” ,

The right to health and medical assistance, was reinfprcedf by the 

Supreme Court in Kirloskar Brothers Ltd^rV. .Employees State. ̂ Insurance 

Corporation}^ The Court observed:

“In expanding economic activity in liberalized economy,'Part IV 

of the Constitution covers not only., the'.S tate .andiifits 

- instrumentalities but also the private industries) to>ensur,eJsafefy to

37 (1996)2 s e e  682
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the workmen and to provide facilities and'oppdrtuhities'for health 

and vigour of the workmen assured in relevant provisions in Part- 

IV which are integral part of right to equality' under Article' 14 

and right to life under Article 21 which are flindarriental rights to 

the Workmen.” '

Right to Livelihood, Right to W ork and R ight‘t6 Employmeht:

The judicial activism has led the co'ufts in'India to'take‘innovative steps 

by giving wide interpretation to the articles in Fuhdamenta! Rights'Chapter. 

With the Fundamental Rights the .courts haveoalso'•uhterpireted-iDirective
■4

Principles which though non justiciable are> takeh by the‘>fcoliit as Relevant, in 

testing the effectiveness of the governmental actions ̂ towards the'realization of 

the Constitutional rights of the people and the. directives beirig'directions to'the 

State are^.relevant in this regard. Such activism has evolved right to'work, right 

to livelihood and many other rights in right to life itself. The quoted decision of 

Supreme Court of USA by Field, J mMunn v. ////o«5 ''̂ i1̂ gives;.the

“By the term life as here used means ‘something mbre:tKan.\mere 

animal existence. The inhibition against: the. depriYatiom of. life 

extends to all limbs and faculties by which life ris !enjoyed.i”s

(1877) 94 us  113
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This observation of the American. Supreme Court has become the basis 

of the expansion of the rights contained in Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. 

The Supreme Court of India in Ogla Tellis v. Bombay Municipal Corporation"^ 

held that equally important fact of life, is livelihood because no one can live 

without the means of living. To • deprive a person of his right to livelihood 

would amount to depriving him of his right to live. Further in Francis Colarie 

v. Union Territory o f  Delhi the Supreme Court asserted:

“right to life something more than mere animal existence and said 

that it includes right to live with human dignity and all that will 

go with it namely the bare necessities of Jife,such,,as, adequate 

nutrition, clothing and shelter over head and:facilities; for.reading, 

writing and expressing...”

Through all these cases the course of justice, is idirecting’towards the 

recognition of right to employment. Though right-to :work:have-now been 

justified i as- containing various rights of workers-cwhich are guaranteed in 

Article 21 and thus right to work also stands guaranteed in Article 21, right to 

employment could not be recognized. The right -to; life-under^Article 21 is 

coined for all persons and is not confined to citizens.--Therefore, right to 

employment could not emerge as a right under Article 21', It is npt practical for 

the Indian economic condition to guarantee employment even .to the'Citizens. In

”  A IR  1986 s c  180
40 AIR 1981 SC 746
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Ogla Tellis*^ the Court opined that the deprivation' of a person of his right to 

work for earning his livelihood would virtually amount to ’ depriving his life 

which is duly protected by article 21. Thus right to work cannot be said to be
1 * I

non existent in Article 21. The non justiciale right to work under Article 41 

surely glitters as a gem in Article 21 guarding all rights of workers, except that 

it does not include right to employment. Thus it is for the judiciary to have
. I t i vl  . I I I ’  , IV . V 1 1 V ,  I ’ i i

recourse to some other provision to recognize right to employment to citizens 

in a manner practical to the Indian economic conditions.

Right to Minimum Wages:

To provide basic necessities of life to i workers j-.guarantee. :of certain 

minimum wage is necessary. If no protection- of minimum;wage -is-assured, 

workers will be open to exploitation at the hands; fo. employers*,-Though there 

are concepts of Fair Wage and Minimum wage whichf have come'Up and which 

guarantee better wages to the workers, but the Indian economy--h^s'not been 

strong enough to guarantee anything better than the Minimum Wages'.

Though there are laws Minimum Wages, in India the poverty, illiteracy 

and ignorance of the working class often cause them to settle for less than 

Minimum Wages. They are exploited by the employers and paid very low.

Supra jjLOte 39
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The earliest case showing judicial concern in this area is Bijay Cotton 

Mills Ltd. V . State o f  Ajmer'^ where the Supreme Court observed:

“The fixation.of Minimum Wages of labourers by legislature is in 

the interest of the general public and therefore it is not violative • 

of the freedom of trade secured to citizen un<ier Article 19 ^1)

\ i ) r

The Court further added:

“If the laborers are to be secured .in the enjpyment .of .Minimum. 

wages and they are to be protected against exploitation by their 

employers, it is absolutely necessary that restraints* should be 

imposed upon their freedom of contract and such, restraints 

cannot be in any sense said to be unreasonable. ‘ O n 'i the other 

hand, employers cannot be heard to complain .if., they''are 

compelled to pay Minimum Wages to their labourers, even 

though the labourers on account of their poverty and helplessness 

are willing to work in (fewer) wages.

In Express Newspapers (Pvt.) Ltd. v. Union the 'Court ̂ upheld

the validity of Statutory Minimum Wages • under^ 'Working Journalists

43
A IR  1955 s c  33  
A IR  1958 SC  57 8
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(Conditions of Service and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1955 and machinery 

set up therein. The capacity to pay is one of the decisive factors in determining 

wages, but statutory minimum wage is the minimum which must be paid.

In Peoples Union Jor uemocraiic Kignis v. union oj maia me Court 

gave new dimension to Minimum Wage by justifying it under Article 23. The 

Court observed:

“What Article 23 prohibits is ‘forced labour’' or service which a 

person is forced to provide and ‘force’ may arise in several ways 

the word ‘force' must therefore be const^'ueditqinclude not; only 

physical or legal force but also force arising-from the,c,ompulsion 

of economic circumstances which leaves ,nq, choice pr^alternative 

to a person in want and compels him to provide labour or service 

even, though the remuneration receiyed fpr;;it ,is . lesS; than 

, minimum , wage. Where a person/provides labouii) .or .service, to

another for remuneration which is less than the minimum wage,
'f " .  i f

the labour or service provided by him clearly falls within the 

scope and admit of the words ‘forced labour’ under; Article; 23.

Such a/person would be entitled to, come .to* Court .-for 

enforcement of his fundamental right undei^:Articlei23 by\asking 

, . the Court to direct payment of the minimum wage; to. him; so .that

Supra Note 9
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labour or service provided by him ceases to. .be ‘forced labour’ 

and the breach of Article 23 is remedied,” ,

The judicial cognizance and recognition of various rights of the workers 

shows tlie judicial concern in the work world. The Courts have exhibited
r

dynamic attitude in ensuring the realization of the rights, o f workers, , sometimes 

even at the cost of encroaching upon the domain of the legislature. The Courts 

have played the role of catalyst in ensuring the workers,are.protected in an 

effective manner. Such welcome judicial attitude should .be .a . continuous 

process because if in the past constitutional policy making by, the judiciary has 

been an essential matrix of human rights of w.prking;people,,it>wiIlbe,no less in 

the future. The role of judiciary in the protection of rights of,workers has been 

tremendously appreciable.

Like that of the legislative measures, tremendous judicial activism also
1 O f .  i .  V ,1. * • '

has been of a little or no avail for the workers in the unorganised sector
k i ■ 1 n ,  V I 11 ' i < t .

including those engaged in tourism. Because of the nature of employment it 

becomes difficult to identity them. In the same context, lack of access to legal
. v l  W . i . l  . J .  . 1,

services and courts, add to the problems of unorganised workers. It is evident
r’,l . ‘ '■

from the judicial attitude that the future of justice in the area of labour will
? \  j /.• - 1, t . i . - . V ' - i ' 1H ’. '

draw the attention of the Courts more in the unorganized sector.-However this- 

will not be an easy task.
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The workers in-the unorganised sector they enjoy . little or-no 1̂ 'gal 

benefits. They also do not have access to flnance;;as .easily aS;,.organised 

industry. Further a^number of laws are interpreted or,applied in a .nianner that 

adversely affects their interests. Two propositions need elimination^ Positive 

laws, benefits and schemes are not available to these workers. Because they are 

unorganised or not recognised. Negatively, existing laws regulating trade and 

business, licensing of self employed, law and order, public nuisance, 

obstruction etc. are all applied to the detriment of unorganised workers and 

their interest and riaht to carrv on trade and business neacefullv.

It IS evident that the legislature has not been able to come up with a 

law for the unorganised workers. Whenever there "iVa‘question of the basic 

rights of workers judiciary has always upholding the spirit of the constitution
. . . .  1, , t ;vv- .. C .  U l i , .   ̂I v

taken cognizance and come to the rescue. Strong judicid'concern may evolve
i -

'  ̂ t  S  ̂ i  ■' I I v'k * k. t i

wise precedents for the protection of workers in this neglected ^rea of work and 

may also remind the legislature of this country the role and importance of this
i i . ;  i ‘ , '  ' :  ' i'  I . u  ii  1.1 ; , _

sector in the development of this nation apart from reminding them of their
i M  !.<:  I ■

duty to ensure rights and protections to these workers.
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Chapter, y ,;

WORKING CONDITIONS AND ASPIRATIONS OF 

THE UNORGANISED W0RI<^:RS IN TOURISM 

INDUSTRY IN THE STATE OF SIKKIM

The Kingdom of Sikkim, which earlier enjoyed the status oif Prbtectorate 

of the Union of India, became the 22"*̂ state of the Indian Union oh’ May 

1975.' Prior to its merger in the Indian Union, the Kingdom' of Sikkim liad 

good relation with the Kingdom of Tibet, and bilateral trade between the two 

Kingdorns supplied their people with consumable andi durable-goods.'Tourism 

though was not seen as an economic activity, many.toUrists-visited •Sikkim, The 

main visitors consist of Tibetans relatives of the Sikkkimese people ̂ and those 

come for business and British expedition teams from India (as it is the position 

prior to the merger of the Kingdom of Sikkim 'ihto the Indian Union) and 

tourists from rest of the country. During this tinlfe'many practices 'of forced 

labolir were witnessed in the kingdom of Sikkim.;The 'labour was-’forcibly 

obtained from the workers. The workers were usually-riot paid fo r'the‘work. 

The ones who protested or denied work were to be' severely puriisHed.* The 

main forms of such evil practices were “Jharlangi’V'“Bhethi’V'“Kuriiwa” and 

“Kalo Bhari”. “Jharlangi*'was the system- o f  unpaid iairour-reci^ited by' the

' V id e  the C onstitu lion  T hirty-E igh lh  A m endm ent B ill, w h ich  received  ih'e assen t o f  the, President o f  
India on 16* M ay 1975
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Government for the purpose of construction of road and bridges.^ It also 

included the workers .employed for the purpose of carrying ‘godds^ ^ d  British ■ 

expeditions resorted to “Jharlangi” extensively. “Bhethi” was the, system of 

each household providing unpaid labour to Mjŵ (C7/s ahd \̂ (CZzVj'* for a fixed 

number of days in a year. “Kuruwa” was a type of labour conscripted to carry 

the luggage of Government officials passing ,thi:bugh the' village^. “Kalo 

Bhari”, as its name implies, were goods that were packed in black tarpaulin to 

be illegally exported to Tibet.'*’

The system of “Kuruwas” in the whole of Sikkim was formally. 

abolished:'by the ^\k\dm .D arba/ on 3 l̂ .\ January;1947,;by;a-notification by;the 

General Secretary, to His Highness the Maharaja'ofcSikkii^.Ji'.The:,system of 

“Bhethi” and “Kalo Bhari” were also abolished during.the. rulei.ofiMaharaja 

Tashi Namgyal. The most controversial :system of,labour that:also ;resulted in 

the public agitation against the Darbar was the..system,,of “jharlangi”. 

"Jharlangi" labour could be availed of only by ■GovernmeritfDfficials'pn duty, 

and State officials for transport purposes and for no other.i AIsp.on.,emergent 

occasions it was allowed be utilized for Public Works Department or for any 

other administrative purpose.^ However the labour was exploited by these

 ̂Rajesh V erm a, S ikkim - a guide and H andbook, Narendra Bhatia & C om pany, N e w  D elh i, 12"* ed. 
January 2 0 0 5  a t 2 7  ^
 ̂ R efer to N o tifica tion  Nol‘3 5 9 6 ‘4 0 8 9  G issued  b y ‘the G eneral Secretary o f  ihe  fvl’aharaja o f  

3l*‘ D ecem ber 1946  
^  Landlords •
 ̂ Supra n ote  101
 ̂Royal Court ,̂
 ̂V ide  N otification  N o . 4 8 1 6  G (M ), G eneral D epartm ent (M isc . Br^h'ch),‘dated 3‘1*‘ 'January 1947  '• 

® Supra note 101
’ Refer to  N o tifica tion  N o . I 0 6 0 / G . ,  dated 16th July, 1943
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officials. Such exploitation caused massive public agitation. After the public 

agitation compelling any person to labour against the will of that person was 

made punishable with imprisonment of either description for a term which 

extended to one year, or with fme, or with both.'® However, such labour could 

be requisitioned for any administrative purpose and ceremonial occasions. The 

power of such requisition lay on Landlords, Managers and their “Kamdaries”.'* 

For transportation the “Jharlangi” labour could now only be requisitioned on 

the payment of the wages fixed by the Darbar. Later with the merger of the
' !  I

kingdom of Sikkim jnto the Indian Union all evil practices relating to labour 

gradually disappeared.

.The ppst-m,erger SiKKim not oniy,wiinesseatyarious laoouc rerormsvDut 

also huge development.in many other fields. Of'late,tourism, haŝ  received a 

massive development. Today tourism is one of thef fastest; growing sectors in 

the State of Sikkim and holds tremendous potential for futureletonomic growth 

with equity and employment generation; .Realizing.this.potential;ofitourism 

sector the State Government has accorded top most.priority.toithis.sector with 

adequate policy and financial support, Sikkim has been witnessing'a*steady and 

healthy rate of growth of 15% per annum tourist.arrival, both domestic as well 

as foreign and the total arrival stood at 3.2 lakhs for domestic and around 

18,000 for foreign tourist during 2 0 0 6 . The  ̂ tourist inflow reportedly

In the tune o f  S ection  3 7 4  o f  IPC  
" E m ployee; refer to 'N otifica tion  N o .3 5 9 0 -4 0 8 9  G issued  by the G enefal 'Secretary o f  the'M aharaja of- 
Sikkim  on 31*‘ D ecem b er 1946  

A nnual R eport 2 0 0 6 -2 0 0 7  D epartm ent o f  Tourism , G overnm ent o f  Sikkim ^
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increased by 10% in 2007. Of 3.51 lakh tourists visiting the State in= 2007, 3.31 

lakii were .domestic visitors, while the number of foreign tourists stood at 

19,844.'-'^

For the last few years the state of Sikkim has been following a policy of 

Development of tourism infrastructure in the public domain and that of tourism
I . L 11. i i > ..........  . 1 ,,

trade infrastructure, which includes hotels, restaurants, tourist agent and tour 

operators in the private domain. Along with the State Government of Sikkim, 

Ministry of Tourism, Government of India has been very supportive of the

efforts of tourism Department and has been quite liberal in their financial
, ■ ' . .  ̂  ̂ nr  N . iti I.--- d

support for Development of tourism infrastructure in the State. As a result of
.. « . < . . . ■ . i . > *. I )! i ‘J. . .  i , . r>irv ,

this Sikkim has been able to upgrade its tourism infrastructure-considerably. 

Spurred by the demand of tourism trade infrastructure coupled with positive 

policy initiative of the State Government the private sector has responded with 

enthusiasm in creating the required tourism trade infrastructure'^Tourism4s one
. , ,  i . ■ I \ ...

of the most important economic sectors of the State^ t̂he wealths of natural 

resources the third highest mountain in the world, the rich flora> and' fauna, 

cultural festivals and festivities and a rich tradition--are. some of ̂ he,tremendous 

potentials that is available in Sikkim for the promotion'of Tourism:-Further the 

State is also developing tourism infrastructures with many mega projects 

targeting eco tourism, pilgrimage tourism, village tourism-etc:.-

Annual Report 2 0 0 7 -2 0 0 8  D epartm ent o f  T ourism , G overnm ent o f  S ikkim
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The lack of large and medium industries ensures tourism as one of the 

most sustainable industries in the State capable of contributing immensely to 

the revenue and creating tremendous employment opportunities. With these 

potentials, the Government has not lagged behind and has therefore declared 

tourism is one of the topmost priorities in the over all developmental scenario 

of the State. In order to bring about a long term perspective plan on the
. i-.I '. ^ ; ii i' \ I {•

development of tourism sector, the Department has prepared a perspective plan
' ■ ^ ' 1  ; v „

for 15 years beginning 1997 -98 and terminating in the year 2011-2012.

During the course of the present research,, in, b rd^ .to  undê ^̂ ^̂

ground reality and the problems of the unorganised workers engaged, in tourism

in the state of Sikkim an empirical study waŝ  ̂done. For this/piiipose four

hundred workers engaged in different employmen^^^ inteiyiewed for the

purpose of collection of data. The data was collected, through a.questionnaire.

The data so collected was tabulated. Further informal .interactions; were made

with the workers, employers, government 0fficialsC|0f  >.the. Department o f

Labour, Government of Sikkim and the leaders of the vwelfare associations in
s

some employments. The expenses for the empirical study were met through the 

contingency grant granted under the fellowship scheme of the Human Resource
I - ■ • . .V  I 7  - V-

Development. Department, Government of Sikkim:i;[rhe vconcj.usions; of the 

study on the^condition of the main contributors of tourism in the;present time in 

the state of Sikkim may be briefly discussed under thefollbwirig'heads- -.
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Travel Agents and Tourist Guides:

Until recently no systematic arrangement to generate revenue from 

tourism in the State of Sikkim was made. Now that tourism in Sikkim is 

flourishing and it is being carried on more systematically. Apart from heavy 

boost to all the sub sectors, the development in tourism and influx of tourists in

*  ̂ J r I ri  I '  1 ri  1 \ V * I 1

the State has resulted in tremendous growth of employments in the front 

players of tourism industry. The special mention'may be made of the travel 

agents and tourist guides. The travel agents arrange packages'for the tourists or 

Simply arrange transportation for them. They employ guides for the tourists"and 

seldom work as guides themselves. 'i’hey are mostly self employed and make 

good earning. However, the seasonal nature of tourism in the State causes 

many of them to remain unemployed during the, off seaspn-. Somejof^tlie travel 

agents work all year through and organize off seasoapackages.; Both male and 

female travel agents can be found in the State.but:the,ipercentage>of male 

Agents is many times higher than the female Agents.

Travel agents are mostly well educated..■■ The;'data ■ collected for the 

present work reveals that about 100% of the ■ travel - ̂ agents ^have-completed 

secondary education, about 83.33% have completed^'Senior ‘ ^Secondary 

education and about 50% of them are graduates. Travel agents have good 

monthly earning. They also have a larger contribution to the monthly income of
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the family. The empirical study conducted for the present work shows that, 

about 33.33% of the travel agents belong to joint family.

Though no trade union law is in force in the State o f Sikkim, most of the 

travel agents are the members of tr-avel agents associations. These Associations 

operate as welfare associations and are not in the nature of trade unions. There 

are two Associations in the State working for the welfare of the Travel Agents-
. V .1 iv 1 ) i ; ■ ; .

viz. Sikkim Association of Adventure Tour Organizers (SAATO) and Travel
h'.*' .1 , - .

Agents’ Association of Sikkim (TAAS).

Tourist guides can broadly be class.ified \iiitOn.tW0iiClasses viz. travel 

guides and trekking guides. In contrast to the* travels agents tourist guides in the 

State of Sikkim are mostly employees of the travel agents. Though a few 

unemployed and students work as self employed;guides,seasonally, they do not 

get much work. Since a registered tour operator. rec.eiyes.;more.-tpurists.and is
I _ .

generally trusted by the tourists, the guides working, in^the agency ihave more 

work in hand and thus more income through, salary land tips. .Tourist guides 

work on permanent nature of employment or in ,casualrnature of-employment. 

According to the data collected for the present work about 68.18% of the 

guides work on permanent employment and 31.81% of them work on casual 

employment. The term of payment however .is-found?.to,^be'monthly inwall

T a b le  1.3 F a m ily  S tr u c tu r e  o f  T r a v e l A g en ts  
Total interview ed 06  100%
Joint Fam ily  02  33.33%
N u clear Fam ily  04 66.66%
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cases.*" I'he guides work tor long hours.-'ihey do not have holidays. They have 

uncertain working hours and have to continuously' travel distances. The 

landscape of the State and the road conditions in the far flung places exposes 

them to the treat of accidents. They work hard and on many occasions do not 

get adequate rest.

A few tourist guides are paid lesser minimum wages. In the present
■ „ '' ' II ■ ‘

study about 6.66% of the tourist guides in permanent employment and about 

9.09% working in casual employments received wages lesser than the Statutory 

Minimum Wage. Out of the total tourist guides interviewed about 90.90% 

responded that they receive Minimum' or More thaniMinimunxiWagesl Tourist*^ 

guides have a large contribution to the monthly: income o f the! family llThe data 

collected for the present study shows that about ;3.1,.8:l.%i of them have joint 

family structure.

Most tourist guides in the State of Sikkim are educated upto primaiy 

level. The study conducted for the present work shows: that. 100%.of them have

T a b le  1.1 W a g e  S tr u c tu r e s  o f  T o u r is t  G u id es  t >■ j ,  . r . i  a .  ,

Perm anent Casual ' • T otal
Total interview ed 30 100% 14 100%  , , . . ,4 4 , 100%
R ece iv in g  Miri W ages 2 8 93.33%  ’ ■■ ' “  12 ' 8 ^ 7 1 % ' ■ " ' 4 0 '  ■
90.90% . - ‘
N ot R ecc iy in g  M in W a g e s . 02 6.66% ; u^02-. {na!tJ-28% ,o.a 9.09%

■'ibid
'.' y : ' > )■ ' ’ i >* / ■

T a b ic  1.2 F a m ily  S tr u c tu r e  o f  T o u r ist  G u id es
Perm anent Casual • ‘ to ta l

Total interview ed 30 100% 1 4 ,; ; ^ ,.J Q P % ,, ,
100% .

Joint F am ily 10 33.33% 04 10% ‘ 14
31.81% 1 'i , I : * 1 1 1.

N uclear Fam ily 20 66.66% 10 90% 30
68.18%
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completed primary schooling, about • 84.9% have ' completed junior high

schooling, about 65.90% have completed secondary schooling, about 25% have
, - • •p.''.'- j - ‘,

completed senior secondary schooling and about. 6.81% of .them, are 

graduates.’'’’ Unlike Travel Agcnls Tourist Guides do not have any welfare 

associations.

Taxi Drivers:

Transportation in the state of Sikkim is mostly dependant ̂  on taxis. 

Though a few buses ply in the State and though a helicopter service is also 

available, taxis serve most of the tourists visiting .the^Stete.^Taxi.drivers are 

thusvthe main contributors of tourism in the state,pf^Sjldcim:., In.,many.cases 

drivers also serve as tourist guides and porters. These,workers have indefinite 

and long hours of work. On many occasions they.have to. work till.late night. 

Sometimes they have to be away for work for many days.

18
T a b le  1.6  L iter a cy  an d  E d u ca tio n  o f  T o u r is t  G u id es

Perm anent Casual Total
Total in terv iew ed  

100%
30 100% 14 . 100% 44

• iiW t i '
Illiterates CO 0% 00  y, 6% 00 0%
Literates

100%
3 0 100% 14 46.66% 4 4

Primary S ch o o lin g  
100%

3 0 100% 14 100% 44
> i

Jr. H igh S ch o o lin g  
84.09%

24 80% •3 '' " '' 92'.85% ‘ ’ • • ' 3 7

Secondary S ch o o lin g  
65.90%

. 18 60% 1,1

Sr. Secondary S ch o o lin g 08 26.66% 03 ‘ 21.42% ft 25%
Graduation

6.81%
02 6.66% 01- •'‘ 7 . 1 4 % ' ’ ' ■ - 0 3 ' ' ' , 1

>
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Both employee and self employed taxi drivers may be found in the state 

of Sikkim. The sample study conducted for the purpose of the present work 

shows that about 22% of the taxi drivers in the state are self employed. The 

remaining about 78% therefore are employees. Though the self employed taxi 

drivers make good income and have quite independent working hours the case 

with employees is just the opposite. They do not enjoy weekly holidays or 

even holidays during the festivals. They are paid very low wages, even lower 

than the statutory minimum wages and made to work for long hours. The study 

conducted shows that only 11. 53% of the total taxi drivers (employees) are 

paid Statutory Minimum Wages. The data collected for the present work 

shows that about 92.30% of the employee drivers and 95.45% of the self 

employed drivers have completed primary schooling. About 23.07% of the 

employee drivers and about 72.72% of the self employed drivers have 

completed secondary schooling. There are quite a few graduates and post 

graduates in both the class of taxi drivers. Despite their education they are 

discriminated on various fronts. They often face police harassment. The very 

nature of job is such that these workers are vulnerable to accidents. The victims 

and dependants have no adequate social security.

When asked about the low wages of taxi drivers the employers 

responded that since the drivers work independently the whole day and they do 

not have any supervision on the income made by them during the day, the 

drivers often do not hand over the entire proceed to them and thus share a much
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larger part of the employer’s income through the taxi than the amount o f wage, 

they receive. Many drivers confided this to be true during the interaction which 

according to them was due to the low wages they received. It was found that 

the taxi drivers with higher wages normally brought in better fare proceeds. 

The taxi drivers are highly unaware of the labour laws'

• » r .3

Most of these workers have problems relating to digestion. Irregular

eating hours, constant working, smoking, drinking alcohol, constant exposure
■ i i '  .

to cold weather etc. causes problems relating to stomach, lever etc. Sitting in 

the same posture for long hours causes problems like lower and upper back 

pain. Constant limited motion of their.hands-on:(the-steering wheel causes 

repetitive strain injury^(RSI) or tenosynotitis.rThey^arjejmost,prone.to sexually 

transmitted diseases. They constantly come in contact with sex workers and 

often indulge in unsafe sexual practices. This causes them to contact STDs 

including HIV/AIDS.

The absence of trade union law in the state has deterred the taxi drivers 

from, unionizing. However, there are numerous welfare > associations working 

for the welfare of drivers in the state. About 64% 'of the taxi' drivers are 

members of such associations.

Hotel Workers:
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Hotel workers are' one of the main contributors'in the tourism industry. 

The workers include unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled workers. The 

workforce in hotel industry in the state of Sikkim -is clearly male dominated. 

Though a few females work in hotels but most .of them .are self- employed 

engaged in their own establishments on managerial or supervisory capacities. 

Since the hotel work goes on till late night, employers .prefer male workers. 

Further the regulatory provision under Sikkim.-.Shops.,and Commercial 

Establishment Rules deter the women workers working at.night,,;.

Hotel workers work hard lor long hours. Generally hotel workers start 

work at 4 A-M. .to,5 ,A.M. in the morning;and'which;goes-onvitUl.J'I P.My.ior 

midnight. Though a few big hotels engage workers on shifts,' medium and small- 

establishments same workers are engaged for the.entire business, hours..

Hotel workers in the state of Sikkim work, both .on permanent and casual 

basis. The responses collected for the present workiSho.ws. that about 12% of 

the hotel workers work on seasonal employments.; iThese.xWorkers are, relatively 

more educated than the workers in various other :-sub . sector.-.of tourism. The 

collected data shows that only 6% of the workers are illiterates and about 67% 

of the workers have completed primary-schooling;’M any.literateworkers 

however are not functionally literate.'^ -

19
T a b le  4 .4  L itcrn cy  an d  E d u ca tio n  o f  th e  H otel W o rk ers

Perm anent " C a su a l'' ‘ Tbtial
T o ta lln terv iew ed  88 100% 12 100% 100

100% , . .
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Hotel workers have significant contribution in the monthly income of 

their families. About 31% of the workers have joint family structure.^® The 

workers in some hotels receive good wages but many workers do not receive 

even the minimum wages. Mostly workers engaged in,unskilled works as 

cleaners, helpers etc and those newly employed do not receive minimum, 

wages. The responses collected for the present work shows that about 37% of 

the hotel workers do not receive minimum wages.^*

There is no trade union law in force in the state of Sikkim. No welfare 

association is in existence either to work for the welfare o f the hotel workers. 

During the interaction with them for the present!-work most:of them iwished to 

have an organization for collective bargaining and welf^e;' -,;.

Illiterates'. ■ .:i',  v. , - 06 6 . 8 1 %Mi . I- v‘Oftw!^V* .̂0%,; :v v .0 6 : . 6 %

Literates 82 93.18% . 12 100% 9 4 94%
Primary S ch o o lin g 59 67,04% 08 66.66% 67 67%
Jr. H igh S ch o o lin g 28 31.81% 05 ’ '41:66% ‘ • " 3 3 3 3 %
Secondary S ch oo lin g 13 14.77% 02 16.66% 15 15%
Sr. Secondary S ch o o lin g 0 2 2.27% M y .  . 1 . . . , - . 02 2%
Graduates 01 1.13% 00 0% 01 1%
During tlic collcclioii o f  data, an infonnal inlcraclion done wlih liicm revealed (Iiat 3% o f  tlic total workers knew
only to write their names.

T a b ic  4 .2  F a m ily  S tr u c tu r e  o f  H o te l W o rk ers
Perm anent Casual Total

Total Interview ed 88 100% 12 100% 100
100%

Joint Fam ily 27 30.68% 04 . 33.33% 31 31%
N uclear Fam ily 61 69.31% 08 ,66.66% 6 9 69%

T a b le  4.1 W a g e  S tr u c tu r e o f  H o te l W o rk ers
Perm anent ■, iCasuarrj V  iTIotal-

Total In terview ed 88 100% 12 ] 6 o % ........... 100
100%

R eceiv in g  M in W ages 55 62.5% ^08 ‘^66.66% 63 63%
N o t R ece iv in g  M in W ages 33 37.5% 04 33.33% 37 37%
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The hotel workers mostly stay in-the place of their work. Some attend 

their work from their private residence. The living accommodation or.house 

rent allowance is generally not provided by the employer. Those saying in>the 

hotels sleep in the rooms of the lodges which remains • unoccupied by the 

customers. During the peak seasons many workers share a single room and 

beds. On many occasions they cannot get adequate sleep at night.

i he workers m hotels as workers in other sub sectors of tourism are 

highly unaware of labour laws. The essentials under the laws are not properly 

maintained. The name of the inspector having jurisdiction is also not known to 

the workers. The first aid boxes are not maintained in many.hotels. The hotels 

in townS'. managed- their, first aid facilities from medical nshops. In the areas 

away from towns first aid boxes were found in many * hotels, * though many 

articles required under the law were missing from the boxes. - ....

Hotel workers generally are exposed to sexually- transmitted diseases 

including .1-UV/AlDS. They frequently come in contacts with the sex workers 

and indulge in unsafe sexual intercourse. Therefore there is-a need also to take 

steps towards protecting these workers from such diseases.

Construction Workers:
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Construction workers may be broadly classified as skilled and unskilled. 

Usually couples work on the same worksite. Children are often engaged in 

unskilled jobs. Most of these workers are employed on casual basis. In the state 

of Sikkim, most o f the construction workers work on causal bass on dally - 

wages. A few work on monthly basis but their employment remains primarily 

casual. In the present study 96% of the construction workers were found to be 

engaged on casual basis on daily wages. The remaining 4% were engaged on 

casual basis on monthly wages. Females were found working mostly on daily 

basis. Employment and earning in this sector is highly unstable and shifting of 

workplace is basic characteristic of work. The fluctuating requirement of 

labour force results in periodic unemployment.;,Jhe..,workers.,engaged,]in 

unskilled, .works were found to be paid wages,,lesser..*than, the^,Statutoiy 

Minimum Wages. 8% of.the male workers and. 12% of .the, female, workers 

interviewed responded that they receive wages; lesser than, the Minimum Wage 

fixed under the Minimum Wages Act.^^ This percentageiwith:the.total, workers 

interviewed sands at 16%. Construction .workers interviewed mostly* were the 

members of nuclear family. About 30% of the male workers and about 18% of 

the female workers interviewed have joint family structure. W ith' the total 

numb.er of workers interviewed the percentage stands at 24%:^^

22

M ale F em ale * ' 1 . . : ■ to ta l  '
Total Interview ed 5 0 100% •50 100% 100

100% j / ‘ f i ‘ M , L , 1 « , 1 ,
M inim um  W ages or M ore 4 6 92% 38 76% 84 84%
L ess than M inim um 04 8% 12

i  ̂ . V
24% 16

- 'Hi 1 »
16%

T a b le  3.1 F a m ily  S tr u c tu r e  o f  C o n str u c tio n  W o r k e rs
M ale . F em ale . f M . ‘ ;; r ' Total
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Female construction workers are more exploited. Frequent changes in 

their work and instability deprive them and their children of primary facilities 

like health, water, sanitary facilities, education and ration cards. They are 

constantly exposed to sexual harassment. The responses collected for the 

present work shows that about 8% of the women workers have faced sexual- 

harassment. Both married and unmarried women workers between the age of 

15 and 35 years were found to have faced sexual harassment in workplace.^'’ It 

is noteworthy here that women workers generally did not know what amounts 

to sexual harassment. They generally regard most o f the acts amounting to 

sexual harassment as moral wrong and have no idea that such acts amount to 

specific offences under the laws. Further, many workers were reluctant to 

reveal that they have been subjected to such inhuman jtreatment Therefore the 

percentage shown above may quite be underestimated;

The workers engaged in construction works serious- long term health 

effects the workers engaged in stone breaking (chips) suffer'from! problems

Total interview ed 5 0 100% 50 100% 100
100%

09Joint F am ily 15 30% ‘ 2 4 2 4 %

N uclear Fam ily 35 70% 41 82% , 7 6 7 6 %

24
T a b le  3 .5  S e x u a l H a ra ssm e n t o f  W o m en  W o r k e rs  E n g a g ed  in C o n str u c tio n

Total interview ed 50 100%
V ictim s 4 8% 100%
C o-w orkers Perpetrated 2 4% 50%
Third Party perpetrated 3 6 % 75%
E m ployer Perpetrated 0 0 % 0%
N o . o f  M arried V ic tim s 3 6 % 75%
N o . o f  Unm arried V ictim s 1 1 % 25%
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related to posture like lower and upper-back pain, spondelyitis and repetitive 

strain injury (RSI) or tenosynotitis. Their spinal columns bent from constant 

stooping. Women workers engaged in construction also face problems relating 

to lifting of weights like prolapse of the uterus, miscarriages. The construction 

workers generally suffer from back problems. They also' face respiratory 

problems and skin diseases due to dust and fumes.

The temporary sheds or barracks put up by contractors lack separate 

cooking space, drinking water, lavatories, bathing and washing places. Creche 

facilities are also not available. The barracks found in the worksite were made 

up of bamboo with tin sheets on the roof and tin sheets or gunny bags to serve 

as walls. Some of the sheds did not have windows. In most cases the contractor 

provides the articles and the workers and they are asked to built a hut for 

himself and his family. The site visited for the purpose .of this work -(one bf<the 

biggest, tourism project in the State) did not have.any sign boards. Notice 

boards, or abstracts o f the Acts were also not found in the workplace. The 

workers did not know the name of the inspector having jurisdiction of their 

worksite under the labour laws.

Construction workers are mostly illiterate-or Jess educated. • The data 

collected for the present work shows that about 24% of the male workers and 

36%,.of the female workers are illiterate. The percentage o f  illiterate workers 

with the total number of workers interviewed stands at 30%. .Only 31% of the
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workers have completed primary schooling. Most of the literate workers are not- 

functionally literate. 7% of the total workers know only to write their naraes.^^

Workers engaged in tourist spots:

Tourist spots provide a platform for a wide variety of activities. These 

spots support numerous kinds of employments and income sources. In the state 

of Sikkim various types of activities are carried on in such spots. The rnam 

employments here may be identified to include shop keeping, fruit vending, tea 

stalling, ticket selling, night and day guarding, gardening and maintenance of 

spots, yak and horse attending, photography, renting traditional costumes, fast 

food and other eating houses etc.

The workers in tourist spots are mostly self employed workers. Some 

workers also work as employees but the number of such workers is far less than 

the self employed. The employees in most employments have.low wages. With 

the development of tourist spots and expanded need for educated workforce 

weir educated people are also working in tourist spots. About-80% of the

25
T a b le  3 .6  L iter a cy  a n d E d u ca tio n  o f  th e  C o n stru c tio n W o rlters

M ale Fem ale Total
Total In ter \'ic \vcd ' 50 100% 50 100% 100

100%
Illiterates 12 24% 18 36% 3 0 30%
Literates 38 76% 32 ,69% 70 70%
Primary S ch o o lin g 21 42% 10 20% 31 31%
Jr. H igh S ch o o lin g 12 24% 02 4% 14 14%
Secondary S ch o o lin g 05 10% 00 0% 05 5%
Sr. Secondary S ch o o lin g 01 2% 00 0% ' ' or 1%
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employees interviewed have completed junior high schooling and about 40% 

have completed secondary schooling.

Some self employed workers in the tourist spots earn handsomely. With 

the growth in the number of tourist visiting the state, the businesses in these 

spots have flourished remarkably. This tlourishing has resulted‘in tremendous 

growth in the income of the self employed workersrin: such spots.. The self 

employed workers in the tourist spots include people from, various age groups. 

About .55% of the workers have completed primary .schooHng

The workers in tourist spots face various,.difficulties..Working,in high 

altitudes during winters is extremely difficult. Since the main attraction of the 

state is snow and rhododendrons and orchids all of which-are found in high 

altitudes, the spots mostly develop in highly altitudes.. The y/prkers engaged in 

such spots are constantly exposed cold weather and often fall prey of the 

diseases caused by such exposure.

Some workers walk long distances to reach their workplace. J a  most.of 

such spots there is no provision for temporary ;or,’, permanent stay near 

workplace. The tourist spots in many places lack sanitary.facilities, toilets and 

clean drinking water. The workers like yak and horse attendants have-difficult 

time during the winter rains. There are no sheds for the'animals and workers to 

protect them from rain. In such situation they either leave the 'workplace
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sacrificing the income of the whole day or stay under;thev.openiskyan^ chilling 

weather in the rain waiting for it to stop. There is'ho-trade union or other 

institutional machinery to fight for the right of these workers. Neither self 

employed workers nor employees have any welfare association. ■

Women workers in tourist spots are not immune from the acts of sexual 

harassment. About 26.31% of the women workers , interviewed for the purpose 

of data collection responded that they. have.l/faced Asexual.'charassment at 

workplace. Mostly young girls are made victims of such inhuman treatment. 

The perpetrators are mostly third party visiting the .spots. Co-workers also 

perp^etrate such acts but it is comparatively less ,CQmmpn.:.,,Jn iall rjcases the 

harassment came by way of verbal expression inithe;forniiOf.sexually coloured 

remarks. Most of the workers did not know what -.amounts to sexual 

harassment. The women workers were generally reluctant'to ̂ respond freely on 

this matter.

There are numerous other employments în> . the . tourism , sector. The 

workers like trekking guides and porters, xock .climbers,:.,cable; .caK operators, 

gliders, jumpers, rafters and rescue workers have, their, own ̂ peculiar problems. 

These workers are prone to accidents. Their dependants have no'adequate 

social security. Workers engaged in village tourism'iKhome^face different and 

distinct problems. Dancers, singers and amusers ‘MllageM'guides, «and- other 

casual workers engaged in village tourism do-not get 'paid adequately. The
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workers engaged in the manufacture of traditional decorative are also not paid 

adequately for their skill and labour. Various other, vyprkere engaged .in various 

other employments have problems distinct and .peculiar to their employments.

Most of the sub-sectors under tourism are unorganized in the developing . 

countries. More so in the Indian state of Sikkim as not much legal protection is 

available to the workers in tourism in the state. As a matter of fact barring 

governmental institutions and a few large establishments in the work-world 

state of Sikkim is largely Unorganized. Though not many, labour,legislations 

are being implemented in the State, it has a Department for Labour and 

Employment. The Government of Sikkim had established the Department of 

Labour in the year 1976. During the year 1976 to, 1977, ,the Department had
I . .  I ,  i, . V v  v j *  . i - J i  ,t >

worked under the overall administrative supervision'and control of the. 

Secretary and one Labour Welfare Officer.At the inception, the Labour 

Department was linked with the Department oif. Heavy Industriesj The first 

Labour Inspector o f the Department was appointed'in the^year.1978'.^ Objectives 

of the Labour Department is to ensure cordial relation ̂ between employers 'and 

employees, good hygienic conditions and safety-measures at work sites, 

welfare and beneficial wages to workers in time and thereby to-imprqye socio

economic condition of the working class in the Statc.^^

A good number of Central labour legislations are in force in-the State of
’ , . t.

Sikkim. Till the present day 15(fifteen) labour legislations including two State

A nnual Report, D epartm ent o f  Labour and E m ploym ent, G overnm ent o f  S ik k im .(2 0 0 5 -2 0 0 6 )
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Acts are in force to protect the rights and interests of the workers in the State. 

The Central legislations which are in force in the State are:

1. Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976;

2. Equal Remuneration Act, 1976;

3. hiter-Slate Migrant Workmen Act, 1979;

4. Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establisliments Act, 1983;

5. Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923;

6. Fatal Accidents Act, 1855;

7. Employers’ Liability Act, 1938;

8. Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986;

9. Payment of Wages Act, 1936;

10.Employees’ Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 

1952;

11. Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972;

12. Building and Other Construction Workers (Regulation of 

Employment and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996;

13. Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Cess Act,

1996;

14. Minimum Wages Act, 1948;
t

15. Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005.

Among the Central laws that are relevant for . the purpose of present 

Study and thus included in Chapter IV in the present work, barring those Acts
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which are implemented by the Central Government, the only Acts which are 

actually being implemented in the State are:

1. Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923;

2. Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972;

3. Payment of Wages Act, 193 6; and

4. Minimum Wages Act.

These Acts have been implemented in the State with the appropriate 

Rules made in the years 1996, 2002, 1992 and 2005 respectively. Apart from 

these Central Acts, there are two State Acts which are also being implemented 

in the State of Sikkim.

The Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005:

With an aim to regulate the employment and conditions of services of 

employed workers and self employed workers and to protect them from

exploitation and for the statistical purpose, by registration of individual
t ■

workers and to make provisions for certain matters in the interest of public

7
order tlaereto, the Sikkim Labour Protection Act was enacted in. the year 

2005. The Act applies to all the workers employed or selfiemployed within

V ide the O bject C lause, the Sikkim  Labour Protection A ct, 2005
R efer to N o tifica tion  N o . 2 0 /L D /2 0 0 5  dated 2 4 .0 9 .0 5 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 3 6 0  dated  

2 9 .0 9 .2 0 0 5  . . ’ ■ .
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the state of Sikkim but does not apply to the Muster Roll and Work Charged'

workers in Government Departments.^^

Section 3 of the Act requires the appointment of Registering 

Officers. The requirement and procedure of registration can be-found in Section

4. For the employed workers, the principal employer or the employer or the 

contractor or the owner of an establishment is required to apply for registration. 

Self employed workers are required to apply themselves. The Registering 

Officer under the Act has to register the workers within six months of the 

submission of the application. If the application is complete in all respects the 

authority may consider to keep a record in the register or other prescribed form.
i. ] ‘ ; V -1- Li I ; ‘. k

The authority may also issue a token or receipt of such application. Where such 

registration of any worker has been obtained by misrepresentation or 

suppression of any material fact, it may be revoked provided that v previous 

approval should be taken from the Government for such revocation.^.^

Section 6 prohibits the employment of workers without registration. The 

registration remains valid upto the end of Financial Year and an application for 

renewal has to be submitted not less than 15 day before the expiry of such 

registration.^^

S cc iio n  I (4 )
JO Section  5

Section 7
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A person aggrieved by the order-of the Registering Officer may prefer 

an appeal to the Secretary in the Department of Labour, Government of Sikkim 

within 30 days. The order of such Appellate Authority would be final.^^

The Principal employer or the employer or the owner-of establishment 

or the individual workers as the case may be have-duty under the. Act to fiimish 

the prescribe particulars about workers within. 15 days of the■ employment. 

They are also required to surrender the token or receipt of application of 

registration if any worker leaves Sikkim on vacation or forever as the case may 

be. On occurrence of any change in the particulars so furnished, they are 

required to furnish particulars of such change. They also have duty under the 

Act to maintain a record register with particulars such as name, father’s name,
. L / 1 ' i. I ’ j V / i. , > t!. 1. . .' I

sex, age, temporary address, permanent address, designation, rates of wages,
'  ̂1 , i ■ \ I.)i; . A  '• . n

date of employment, and nature of work and also .keep a passport size 

photograph in the record.^^

Chapter IV of the Act enunciates provisions for payment of wages,
‘ . .* •  I  .1 y .■ i  j  i i I .;

welfare measures and other facilities to be provided to workers. The Act 

requires that the wage rates, holidays, hours of work and other conditions of 

service of workers should be same for all workers in an establishment who 

perform the same o f similar kind of work.̂ "* Where a male and a female worker 

do the same and similar nature of work, the Act requires thp employer to pay

Section 8
Section 9

”  Section 10(1) (a)
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equal remuneration without discrimination on the ground of sex.^^ Workers 

must not be paid less than the wages fixed as per the existing policy and, law of 

the State Government of Sikkim.^^ If a worker works without being absent 

during the period of 6 (six) days consecutively in a week,'she/he is required 

under the Act to be given one paid holiday either on Sunday or’any other 

holidays. Normal working hours of workers as enunciated by the Act is 8

 ̂o
(eight) hours a day. The Act also bears a provision prohibiting the 

employment of any person below the age of 14 years from all works.

■ Regarding the wages, the Act says that in all ■ establishments in which 

less than one thousand persons are employed the wages should be paid before 

the expiry of the seventh day of the succeeding month. In other establishments 

employing more than one thousand persons, wages should be paid before the- 

expiry of the tenth day of the succeeding month. All the wages payable to

39workers are to be paid in cash.

The Act casts a duty on every principal employer-or, employer or 

contractor or the owner of establishment as the case may be tp;'*̂

' , , 11; .
a. ' ensure suitable conditions of work to such workers 

having regard to the fact-that .they are required to 

work;

Section  10 (1 ) (b) 
S ection  1 0 ( l ) ( c )  

" S e c t io n  1 0 ( l ) ( d )  
Section  10 ( I )  (e )  
Section  10 (2 ) &  (3 )  
Section  11
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b. to provide • and maintain suitable residential

accommodation to such workers, during the period of 

their employment;

c. to provide prescribed medical facilities to the

workers free of charge;

d. to provide such protective,,, clothing. and other

amenities to the workers,as rnay be prescribed.

Under Section 11 (2), in case of fatal accident or accident resulting in 

serious bodily injury to any worker on duty the employer is liable to give notice 

to the Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation, Sikkim under Section 10 

(B) of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923.

The Act makes provision for the nomination by the principal employer a 

representative at the time of disbursement or payment of wages. The contractor
. . • * / ’■, ;<>,  ^ Ii' ;! . - * 1  . ' i .  I .  I j i n ■ >

is under a duty to ensure disbursement of wages in the preserice of the- 

authorized representative of the principal employer. In case the contractor fails 

to make payment of wages within the prescribed period or makes short 

payment, then the principal employer is liable to pay the -wages in full or pay 

the balance due, as the case may be, and recover-the. amount,,from the
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contractor either by deduction from any amount payable to the contractor or ^  

debt."*'

Under Section 13 the State Government is required to appoint inspectors 

for the purpose ofcariying on the provisions of the Act.

Chapter VI of the Act deals with cognizance of offences and penalties,
K !,

Cognizance of offences committed under the Act niay be taken on complaint

filed before the Court of Judicial Magistrate. The' original Act empowered a
t

registered worker or a NGO or an inspector to file such complaint but the 

worker and NGO are no more empowered under the Act to file such- 

complaints/^ Penalties for contravention of the provisions of the f Act are 

provided in Section 21. Different penalties have been categorized according to 

the severity of the offences. An appeal would lie in the Court of District and 

Sessions Judge. The period of limitation for appeal is 60 days."*̂

Section 26 necessitates the maintenance of registers and records by the 

employer and display in the premises of the establishment of the. prescribed 

notices. Section 27 empowers the State Government to make rules.

On a comprehensive study of the Sikkim Labour. Protection' Act, 2005 

and the Amendments Acts of 2006 and 2007 one can safely conclude that the 

Act does .not bear any special protection or welfare proyision.-The Act seems!to

S ection  12
Scclion  3, llic  Si kki m Labour P rolcction (A m cndincn l) A ct, 20 0 6 , N b lin ca lio h  N o . 4 3 /L D /2 0 0 7  

dated 1 0 .0 1 .2 0 0 7 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 3 dated 17 .01.2007  
Section  2 0
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serve more the Department of Labour for- securing statistics than to serve any 

good for the workers. The only way the Act goes beyond the existing laws like 

Minimum Wages Act, Equal Remuneration Act, Workmen’s Compensation 

Act and Payment of Wages Act, is that this Act applies to all establishments 

irrespective of the number of workers employed. The Act, except for the 

special provision of registration, restates provisions of the abovestated Acts.

The Act does not provide any provision for regulation. Except the 

provision for registration no regulatory scheme is pronounced in the Act, There 

is no provision for protection of the workers. The purpose that the Ac.t desires 

can mush easily be achieved if a few national legislations which are already in 

force in the State are seriously implemented. The Act has.no provision pointing 

towards collective bargaining. Since Trade .Unions A ct,is, no t, in. force in the 

State and since almost the entire workforce in the,State is unorganized,, a 

protective legislation which is named as “the Sikkim.Labour Protection Act” 

was expected to spell out concrete provisions in this regard.

It is clear that the present Act is liardly of any advantage to the workers. 

The crucial guarantee of justice to the workers lie in minimum wages, safety, 

job security and at least an elementary or basic level of security to the workers 

which the present Act simply does not point at. The Act was emasculated
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further by its amendment in the year 2006.'*'* The Amendment curtailed the 

locus standi of the workers and NGOs to register a case or the offences 

committed under this Act. Thus the Act has jonly remained a guarantee of 

registration of the workers.

The Sikkim Labour Protection Rules, 2006:

In exercise o f  its powers under Section, 27;.o f ,the,, Sikkim^Labpur 

Protection Act, 2005 the State Government of Sikkim has made Sikkim Labour 

Protection Rules, 2006.“̂̂  As nothing concrete is spelt out in the parent Act, the 

Rules amply fulfills the purpose of the Act. Chapter 111 of the Rules; deals with 

the manner of making application for registrationof-.workers, -grant of 

certificate of registration of workers etc. According tOi Rule.5 '(l)'and Rule‘5 (2) 

the application for registration may be rejected by the Registering.Officer on 

the following grounds:

i. if the application is not complete in all respects .

ii. if the applicant, on being required by the Registering Officer to amend 

his application for registration, fails or omits to do so.

In granting or refusing the application the Registering Officer .has to take 

following matters into consideration:"^^

- '' if i' ‘j. ■ . 
T he Sikkim  Labour Protection (A m endm ent) A ct, 2 0 0 6 , N otifica tion  N o . 4 3 /L D /2 0 0 7  dated 

1 0 .01 .2007 , Extraordinary G azette  N o . 3 dated 17 .01 .2007

V id e  N o tifica tion  N o . 1/D L  dated 1 8 .0 4 .2 0 0 6 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 110 dated 18 .0 4 .2 0 0 6
Rule 7 (1)
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1. whether the applicant is a minor and has not attained the age of 

14 years;

2. wliether the applicant is of unsound mind and stands so declared 

by a competent Court; .

3. whetlier the applicant is an undercharged insolvent;

4. whether the applicant has been convicted at any time during the
■■ i . wvj .

period of five years immediately proceeding the date of 

application, for an offence which, in the opinion of the State 

Governmenl, involves moral turpitude;

5. whether any order has been made in respect of the applicant 

under Section 5 of the Act and if so whether a period of there 

years has elapsed from the date of order;'*^and

6. whether the prescribed fees have been deposited

Under Rule 9 terms and conditions for grant of Certificate of 

Registration have been stipulated. Though the parent Act has been amended to 

exclude the Certificate of registration and in lieu of the Certificate only token 

or receipt of the application is to be given to the applicants, the process of 

registration is kept intact. Mowcver, for want of amendment in the Rules the 

word ‘certificate’ still subsists. The (Certificate of) Registration granted is 

subject to following conditions:

1. the (Certificate of) Registration is non transferable;

Rule 7 (2)
Rule 7 (3)
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2. the Registration (Certificate) of individual worker granted is valid for 

a period of one year from the date of issue; ^

3. the application for renewal shall be submitted to the Registering 

Officer not less than fifteen (15) days before the date of expiry of the 

registration or the renewed registration or token number as the case 

may be;

4. fees paid for the grant of registration is non-refundable; .

5. individual workers should abide with all instruction- given ,by the 

Department of Labour from time to time;

6. the workers should produce original copy of Registration Certificate, 

Identity Card, Token Number as the case may be whenever required 

by Registering Officer and other officer equivalent to or above the 

rank of Inspector of the Labour Department.

In conformity with the provisions relating to the registration of workers, 

Chapter III of the Rules imposes certain duties on the principal employer, or 

the employer, or the contractor or the owner of establishment or as. the case 

may be to the self employed individual worker. The, duty of furnishing 

particulars of the employee rests on the principal employer or employer or
I ■ '  I .  I .  ( l !  ■ 1 ■

contractor or owner of establishment. Such particulars are to be submitted in 

Form I within 15 days of the commencement of employment. Self employed 

workers are required to submit such particulars in Form 11. Any change in the
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particulars of information so given, as may occur in time is to be furnished in 

Form VI within 15 days. The list of workers leaving the State of Sikkim is to 

be furnished in Form IX to the Registering Officer. A copy each of the Form 

should also be submitted to the police station and to the inspector of respective 

jurisdiction.

Rule 15 (1) requires the principal employer or employer or oWner of 

establishment or contractor to ensure provision of suitable and adequate 

medical facilities of out-door treatment of the worker free of cost of any 

ailment from which the worker may suffer during his employment in the 

establishment. Whenever any medicine is purchased by a worker from the 

market on the prescription issued by any doctor "provided * by’: principal 

employer/ employer/contractor or any registered medical .practitioner, the cost 

of such medicine should be reimbursed by the contractor to the worker 

concerned within a period of seven days from the date of presentation of the 

bill by the worker. In' the event of worker suffering from any ailment requiring 

hospitalization during his employment in establishment/ workplace, the 

contractor is required under Rule 15 (2) to promptly arrange for the 

hospitalization of the worker. The contractor has to bear the entire expenses on 

treatment, hospital charges including diet and travel expenses for patient from 

the place of his/her residence to the hospital and back.
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The Rules also require the contractor to provide and maintain first aid 

boxes at the rate of not less than one box per every fifty workers. The person in 

charge of the first aid box should be a person trained in first aid treatment.

The provisions relating to medical benefits in the Rules are unclear in 

terms of liability of providing these benefits. The provisions creating liability 

of providing medical facilities do not name employer or owner of the 

establishment and it seems that only contractors are liable for providing these 

facilities. Therefore the rights of a number of workers in the State working in 

different establishment in direct employment under the employer to medical 

benefit remains shadowed.

The Rules require the contractor or employer to provide to every worker 

where the temperature falls below 20 degree centigrade, protective clothing 

consisting of one woolen coat and one woolen trousers and one pair of 

gumboot in eveiy tow years.'*  ̂ Provisions are also made for‘ the facilities like 

respiration masks and helmets in necessary circumstances.

‘ t \ '
I

Rule 20 casts certain other duties on the principal employer or the 

employer or the contractor or the owner of the establishments as the case may 

be. They have duty under the Rules to;

1. provide ensure suitable conditions of work to the workers 

having regard to the fact that they are required to vî ork;

^^Rule I6‘(l)
“ Rule 16(3)
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2. provide and maintain suitable residential accommodation to

such workers during the period of their employment. with 

separate latrine and bathrooms for male and female workers;

3. ensure adequate supply of clean and wholesome drinking

water in the quarters or barracks as the case may be;

4. provide a canteen in every establishment wherein work is

likely to continue for six months and where one hundred or 

more workers are ordinarily employed.

All workers performing in any establishments, the same or similar kind 

of work should have same wages and condhions of service.^’ If there is any 

dispute with regard to rate of wages, applicability of wage’rate etc.- the same is 

to be decided by the Secretaiy to the Government of Sikkini- Departrrierit of 

Labour, whose decision shall be f i na l . I n  case where'a' male worker'and a 

female worker do the same and similar nature of work, the employer dr the

contractor or the owner of establishment and in default b f the contractor, the
 ̂  ̂i

principal employer has to pay equal remuneration to 'both male and female 

workers without discrimination on the ground of sex.^  ̂ Payment of minimum 

wages and one weekly paid holiday are also required by the Rules.̂ *̂

Where the employment of any worker is terminated by Or on behalf of 

the contractor, the wages earned by the worker should be paid before the expiry

Rule 21 (1 )
Proviso to  Rule 21 (1) 
Rule 21 (2)
Rule 2 1 ( 3 ) & ( 4 )
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of the second working day from, the day on which his employment is 

terminated.

Since the Act and the Rules have stipulated a eight hours working day 

excluding one hour rest, Rule 26 provides for payment of overtime wages for 

works over and above the ordinary work period. For such overtime work, the 

worker is entitled to wages at the rate of twice his ordinary rate' of wages.^® 

Such overtime should not spread more than ten and half hours in any day.^’ 

However, the Registering Officer may, for the reasons to be specified in 

writing, increase such time upto twelve hours.^^

The periods of intervals should be so fixed that no worker shall work for
. . .  l i  V  ' '  M  t j  . V. •

more than five hours before he has had an interval for rest of at least one

59hour.

The workers under the Rules are entitled to the tbllowing paid holidays 

over and above one weekly paid holiday;^'’

1. 26'*̂  January- Republic Day

2. May- May Day (Labour Day)

3. 16'*’ May- S tate Day

4. 15“’ August- Independence Day

5. 2"'̂  October- Gandhi Jayanti

57

Rule 24  
Rule 26
Proviso to Rule 26
Second Proviso to R ule 26  

”  Rule 27  
“  Rule 28
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The employer or contractor’ is required under the rules to maintain 

following registers:

1. attendance register;

2. payment register;

3. register of advance payment;

4. register of overtime work;

5. register of deduction; and

6. register of medical expenses.

The employer or contractor is also required under the Rules to display 

the abstract of the Act and the Rules in English and in the language spoken by 

the majority of workers in such form as approved by the Department of Labour, 

Government of Sikkim.^' Notices showing rates of wages, hours of work, wage 

periods, date of payment of wages, name and address of inspector having 

jurisdiction are also required to be displayed in similar manner.

Every employer or contractor or owner of establishment are required 

under Rule 40 to submit half yearly returns in Form XII (in triplicate) so as to

reach to the Registering OtTicer concerned within 30 days from the day of close
 ̂ • , O .i.

of half year i.e. a period of six months commencing from 1̂ ‘ of July every year. 

The Secretary or the Registering Officer has powers under the Rules to call for

Rule 38
“  Rule 39
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any information or statistics in relation to workers from any principal employer 

or employer or contractor or owner of establishment at any time by an order in 

writing. Any person so called upon to furnish information is legally bound to 

do so.

The Sikkim Labour Protection Rules, 2006 has successfully carried on 

the provisions of the Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005. The Act was 

amended twice in 2006 and 2007. The Bill needs adequate amendments to tune 

it with the provisions of the parent Act. The requirement of the issuance of 

Registration Certit'icate is done away with in the Act. Therefore a necessary 

change in the Rules is desirable. Ambiguity in the Rules can- be seen in the 

provisions relating to medical benefits in Rule 15 (1) and 15 (2). In these 

provisions, though it seems that every employer is required to ensure suitable 

and adequate medical facilities of outdoor treatment to the workers free of cost, 

on pomt of refunding of the expenses in Rule 15 (2) only the word “contractor” 

is used. Therefore, adequate amendment in Rule 15 (1) and (2) is also 

desirable.
I « 7

The Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establishment Act, 1983;

With the increase of shops and commercial establishments in the-state of 

Sikkim and employment of large number of people in these establishments 

need for legislation to protect the interest of these people was seriously felt. As
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a result the Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establishments Act, 1983 was 

enacted by the Sikkim Legislative Assembly. The Act provides for the 

regulation of conditions of work and employment in shops; commercial 

establishments; residential hotels; restaurants; eating houses; theatres; other 

places of public amusement or entertainment and other establishments. The Act 

applies to the whole of Sikkim.

The Act requires for the registration of every establishments to which it 

applies.^^ The hours of work in establishments have been fixed under Section 

13 of the Act. It says that no employee should be required or allowed to work 

in any shop or commercial establishment for more than nine hours in any day 

and forty eight hours in any week. An employee may be required to work in a 

shop or commercial establishment for any period in excess of the limit fixed if 

such period does not exceed three hours in any wieek.^ Further the State

Government may fix not more than six days in a year on which for the
t t

purposes of making of accounts, stock taking settlements or other prescribed

occasions, any employee may be required or allowed to work in a shop or
f ^

commercial establishment in excess of the period fixed if such period does not 

exceed twenty four hours.^^

The Act also provides for the period of at least one interval for rest after 

five hours of continuous work. No employee should be required or allowed to

^  Section 6
Section 13 (2)

"  Section 13 (3)
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work-for more than five hours before he has had an interval for rest of at least 

one hour.^^ However, in the case of employee in a commercial establishment 

engaged in any manufacturing process, interval for rest may be of half hour. 

Further the State Government has power to reduce the interval for rest , of any 

other employee to half an hour if he so applies for.^^

The spread over time of an employee in a shop should not exceed eleven 

hours in any day. In case where an employee works on any day for an, excess 

time as permitted under Sub-Section (2) of Section 13 or Sub-Section (3) of 

Section 13 the spread over should not exceed fourteen hours or'sixteen hours as 

the case may be.

The Act requires the shops or establishments to be closed on any one 

day of the week. .Such day may also be fixed by the Government by 

notification in the official gazette. If the day notified is a holiday happens to be 

a public festival the employer may keep the shop or establishment open and in 

turn keep the same closed on some other day within three days before or after
-V i .  1 ■ • , V. - ‘

such holiday. On such day of closure it will not beTawful on the part of the 

employer to call an employee at or send the employee to any other place for 

any work in connection with the business of such shop or commercial 

establishment. The employer should not make any deduction from the wages of 

any employee on account of any day on which it has remained closed.' The

“  Section 14
Proviso (a) and (b) to Section 14
Section 15
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employee should be paid his daily wages for such day. Where the eniployee 

works on piece rate wage he shall be paid his wage for; the day at the rate 

equivalent to the daily average of his wages for the days on which he actually 

worked during the six days immediately preceding such closed day exclusive 

of any earning in respect of overtime.

Keeping in mind the nature of establishment separate provisions have 

been made for the residential hotels, restaurants and eating houses. In these 

establishments except on the ten days of festive or special occasions declared 

by the State Government by notification in the official gazette the normal 

working hour of an employee is nine hours in a day. However, if the employee 

so wishes he may work for three hours over and above his normal working 

hours. On the festive or special occasions as stated above any employee may be 

required or allowed to work for a period of three hours over and above his 

normal working hours or over and above his normal working hours plus the

excess working hours of three hours as stated above as the case may be.̂ ® The
. . .  i ■- "i:

spread over of an employee in such establishments should not exceed fourteen 

hours.’’ The Act also requires that on each day there must be an interval for 

rest of at least one hour at or before five hours of confiniious service of the 

employee.’^

69 Section 17 
Section 20  
Section 22  
Section 21
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Separate provisions have been made in the Act for theatres or other 

places of public amusement or entertainment. In such establishments an 

employee may work for a period in excess of his normal working hours of nine 

hours if such period does not exceed six hours in any week. The spread over 

of an employee should not exceed eleven hours in any day.’"* Interval of at lest 

one hour for rest at or before five hours of continuous service^^,; one'weekly 

paid holiday^^ etc. have also been ensured.

The Act prohibits the employment of any child in any establishments/^ 

Young persons and women, whether as employee or otherwise, can be required 

or allowed to work only from 6 a,m. to 7 p.m.^  ̂ Young-persons cannot be 

required or allowed to work for more than six hours in  ̂any day. T'hey are
i . t  li !. '.iDv' l‘ ,.

entitled to an interval for rest of at least half an hour before at or before three 

hours of continuous service.^^ Women or young persons cannot be required or 

allowed whether as an employee or otherwise work which is declared by the 

State Government as involving danger to life, health or morals.^®

The Act also includes provisions on maternity benefits: Section 35 of the 

Act says that no woman should engage herself n employment in any
' ■ ' 1 ' M  ■' 7  * '  • . L , * * f ■

establishment during six weeks following the day on which she has delivered a

”  Section 26  
Section 28  

”  Section 27  
Section 29  

”  Section 31 
Section 32  
Section 33 
Section 34
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child and no owner or manager etc. of an establishment should knowingly 

employ such woman. Where any woman employed is pregnant and gives notice 

in writing to the employer that she expects to deliver a child within six weeks 

from the date of such notice, the employer is required to permit her leave if she
n  I

so desires upto the day of her delivery. Every woman employed in an 

establishment who has been continuously employed in such establishment or in 

establishment belonging to the owner of such establishment for not less than 

six months preceding the date of delivery, is entitled to maternity benefit for 

every day during the six weeks immediately preceding and including the day of 

her delivery and for each day of the six weeks following her delivery at such 

rate as fixed by the Slate Government. However no payment may be made for

any day on which she attends work and receives payment during the six weeks
. ^ ( i

preceding her delivery. A woman employee who has delivered a child, should 

while she is nursing such child, be allowed half an hour twice a day during her 

working hours for purposes of such nursing in addition‘to regular intervals for 

rest.*"̂

The Act prohibits the dismissal of a woman employee on account of 

absence from work owing to her maternity.^^ In the case of miscarriages or 

operation for medical termination of pregnancy the concerned woman is also

82

84

Section 36  
Section 38
Proviso to  Section  38 
Section 39
Section 40 (2)
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entitled to leave for six weeks or such period as may be medically certified and

0 A
here absence will be treated as authorized absence or leave.

Any employee who undergoes sterilization operation is entitled under 

the Act to special casual leave with wages for a period not exceeding six days 

in case of male employee and fourteen days in case of a female employee with 

etYect from the day on which the operation is undergone.^^

Every employee in a shop or other commercial establishment is entitled 

after twelve months of continuous service to holidays with wages for a period 

of twenty days in the subsequent period of twelve month* Further such 

employee is also entitled to leave with wages for a period not exceeding 12 

days on ground of any sickness or accident sustained by him and .also to a 

casual leave with wages for a period not exceeding 12 days on any reasonable 

ground.**

The Act rests the responsibility of the payment of wages on the 

employer who is required to fix a wage periods not exceeding one month.^^ 

Where any person employed in any establishment is required to work overtime

Section 41 
Section 42  
Section 49  
Sections 53 and 54
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he is entitled in respect of such overtime work to wages at twice the ordinary

90rate of wages.

The Act also provides for the payment of gratuity. An employee who 

has completed ten or more years of continuous service with full wages in the 

event of quitting the service is entitled or on death his legal heirs are entitled to 

gratuity equivalent to fifteen days’ wages last drawn for each year of service.^^

The wages of every person employed should be paid before the expiiy 

of the fifth day after the last day of the wage period in respect of which the 

wages are payable. Where the employment of any person is terminated by or on 

behalf of the employer, the wages earned by such person should be paid before 

the expiry of the second working day from the day on which his employment 

terminated. All payments of wages should be made on a working day.^^ Further 

all wages should be paid in current coins or currency notes or in both.^^

Similar to the Payment of Wages Act the Sikkim Shops and Commercial 

Establishments Act authorizes certain kinds of deductions from the wages. The 

manner of making deductions is also similar to that provided in the Payment of 

Wages Act.

^  Section 55 
Section 56  

”  Section 57  
”  Section 59
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The Act incorporates detailed provisions for enforcement including the 

creation of enforcement agency and procedure for prosecution. The 

contravention of the provisions of the Act is punishable with fine which on first 

conviction extends from fifty rupees to five hundred rupees and on second or 

subsequent conviction extends from one hundred rupees to one thousand

94rupees.

Though the Act is an attempt to regulate the service condition of the 

workers engaged in shops and other commercial establishments in the state of 

Sikkim, it is not free from shortcomings. The provisions relating to the working 

hours may need reconsideration. The provisions relating to maternity benefits 

can be criticized on the point that though there is provision for two nursing 

breaks, unlike the Maternity Benefits Act, the present Act does not provide for 

the number of months during which such breaks must be allowed.

Till date, around 5,400 shops and commercial establishments have beer 

registered in Sikkim. The days of weekly closures of different Bazaars as pei 

Section 17(2) of the Act have been notified by the Government. Required 

modifications are also notified from time to time. The concerned Statutory
m

Authorities under the Act have already been notified by,the Government. The 

powers and fiinctions of Appellate Authority under the Act will be exercised 

by the Secretary, Labour Department, Joint Secretary, Labour will be deemed

”  Section 73
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to be Chief Inspector under the Act and the powers and functions of Inspectors 

will be exercised by the Deputy Directors, Labour Enforcement Officers and 

Labotir Inspectors.^^

The Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establishments Rules, 1984;^^

The Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establishments Act, 1983 was 

implemented through the Sikkim Shops and Commercial Establishments Rules, 

1984 made under Section 80 of the Act and the Rules came into force on 16*̂  

April 1985.

The Rules under Rule 6 allows an employee or allows the^employer to 

require the employee to work in a Shop or Commercial establishment under of 

in excess of the period fixed under Section 13 (1) on any of the following days 

for the purpose of making accounts, stock, taking or settlements if such excess 

period does not exceed twenty four hours:

i. the 31"“ day of March;

ii. the 30“’ day of June;

iii. the 3 day of December; and

iv. the tree days proceeding the Rama Nawami day.

Annual Report, Departm ent o f  Labour and Eniploym ent, G overnm ent o f  Sikkim , (20 0 5 -2 0 0 6 )
^  Refer to N otification  N o . 11/DL dated 16. 04 .1 9 8 5 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 56  dated 16.04.1985
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Further the operation of the provisions of the Sikkim Shops and 

Commercial Establishments Act, 1983 may be under Rule 3 by the State 

Government by notification exempted on the following holidays, namely;

1. Maghey Sankrati Mela;

2. Tibetan New Year’s Day;

3. SagaDawa;

4. Id-ul-Fitr;

5. DukpaThechi;

6. PangLhabsol;

7. DurgaPuja;

8. Lahab Thuchen;

9. Dewali;

10. Christmas;

11. Any occasion on which a public emergency is declared in this behalf by 

the State Government;

12. Public fairs or exhibitions r religious festivals recognized in this behalf 

by the State Government;

13. Any other occasion which the State Government deems fit.

Thus in abovementioned dates too overtime work as stated above may 

be required by the employer.
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Notice of the intention to require employees in a Shop or Commercial 

Establishment to work under Sub Section (3) of Section 13 in excess of the 

period fixed under Sub Section 13 and Sub Section 2 of Section 20 on any day 

as specified should be given by the employer in English or in any of the official 

languages of the State of Sikkim to the Inspector within whose jurisdiction 

such establishment is situated at least 24 hours in advance.^^

The Rules requires identity card to be issued under Section 23 and 30 of 

the Act, to the employees after necessary verification.^*

An inspector may require an employer to produce in respect of any 

person employed by him whom the inspector suspects to be child or young 

person as proof of his age an authentic extract from the school record, or a 

certificate of age from a registered medical practitioner in form

The Rules prescribes first aid appliances for the first aid box as required 

to be maintained in the shop or commercial establishment under Section 48 of 

the Act. The box should contain;

1. 3 small sterilized dressings,

2. 2 medium size sterilized dressings,

Rule 7 
Rule 8 

^ R u le  10 
’“ Rule 12
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3. 2 large size sterilized dressings,

4. 2 (1/2 dozen) packets sterilized cotton wool,

5. 1 pair of dressing scissors,

6. 1(1 oz.) bottle containing solution of iodine or mercurochrome,

7. 1 (1 oz.) bottle containing solution salvolative having the dose 

and mode of administration indicated on the label,

8. 1(1 oz.) bottle containing potassium permanganate crystals,

9. any antidote for bums.

Rule 15 requires maintenance of registers and records and display of 

notices. Eveiy employer or manager of a shop or commercial establishment is

required to maintain inter alia a register of employment in form I provided that
■> i ‘i

where the opening and closing hours and period of interval for rest are 

ordinarily uniform, the employer or manager may maintain such register in 

form K. Every employer or manager of a residential hotel, restaurant, eating 

house, theatre or other place of public amusement or entertainment has to 

maintain a register of employment in form J provided that where the opening 

and closing hours and period of interval for rest are ordinarily uniform the 

employer or manager may maintain such register in form L. Such employer or 

manager of a residential hotel, restaurant, eating house, theatre or other place of 

public amusement or entertainment is also required, to e^ ib it ,in . his 

establishment a notice in form M, specifying the day or days of the week ,on 

which his employees shall be given a holiday (such notice, being exhibited
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before the employee to which it relates cease work on the Saturday 

immediately preceding the first week during which it is to have effect). Every 

employer or manager is also required to maintain a register of leave in form N. 

The employer or manager is required to provide each employee a book called 

“Leave Book” in form O. The book should be the property of the employee and 

the employer or his manager should not demand it except to make entries 

therein and should not keep it for more than a week at a time.

Every employer or manager should exhibit in his establishment a notice 

containing such extracts of the Act and these rules, in any of the languages 

understood by of the majority of his employees, as the Government may 

direct.*®* Such notice should be so exhibited that it is readily seen and read by
, , , ‘o ,M-. V.' . , r  ■ ! ‘ •

any person whom it affects and shall be replaced whenever it becomes defaced
I ‘

or otherwise ceases to be clearly legible. In the registers or record which an 

employer or manager is required to maintain under these rules, entries relating 

to any day should be made on such day and should be authenticated under the 

signature of the employer or manager on the same day. Entries relating to 

overtime work should be made immediately after the completion of such 

overtime work in the same manner.

The employer or the manager as the case may be is also required to 

maintain a visit book in which an inspector visiting the establishment may

Rule 1 5 (6 )  
'°^Rule 1 5 (7 )
103 Rule 15 (8 ) and Proviso thereto
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record his remarks regarding any defects that may come to light at the time of 

his visit or give directions regarding the production of any documents required' 

to be maintained or produced under the ActJ '̂^

The Sikkim Workmen’s Compensation Rules, 1986:

In exercise of the powers conferred under Sub Section (1) of Section 34 

of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, the State, of Sikkim has made 

Sikkim Workmen’s Compensation Rules, 1986 to carry on the provisions of the 

SaidAct.'“

Part I of the Rules deal with the review of half monthly payments and
' ♦ i s

computation thereof Rule 3 clarifies who and on what ground can make an 

application for the review of half monthly payments without medical 

certificate. Such an application can be made:

a. by the employer, on the ground that since the right to 

compensation was determined the workmen’s wages 

have increased;

b. by the workman, on the ground that since the right to 

compensation was determined his wages have 

diminished;

Rule 15 (10 )
V ide N otification  N o . 18/ DL dated 20 .1 0 .1 9 8 6 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 116 dated 23 .10 .1986
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c. by the workman, on the ground that the employer, 

having commenced to pay compensation, has ceiased to 

pay the same, notwithstanding the fact that there has 

been no change in workmen’s conditions such as to 

warrant such cessassion;

d. ether by the employer or by w orkm anon  the ground 

that the determination of the rate of compensation for 

time being in force was obtained by fraud or undue 

influence or other improper means;

e. either by the employer or by the workman on' the 

ground that in the determination of compensation there 

is a mistake or error apparent on the face of record.

If on examining an application for review by an employer in which the 

reduction or discontinuance of half-monthly payments is sought, it appears to 

the Commissioner that there is reasonable ground for believing that the 

employer has a right to such reduction or discontinuance, he may, at any “time 

issue an order withholding the half monthly payments in whole or in part 

pending his decision on the application.'®^

The Rules also formulate the procedure on applicatiori for .computation. 

Rule 5 of the Sikkim Workmen’s Compensation Rules, 2005 says that vvhere

106 Rule 4
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an application is made to the Commissioner under Section 7 for the redemption 

of a right to receive half-monthly payments by the payment* of a lump sum, the 

Commissioner shall form an estimate of the probable duration of the 

disablement and shall award a sum equivalent to the total of the half monthly 

payments which would be payable for the period during which he estimates 

that the disablement will continue, less one half percent of that total for each 

month comprised in that period. The factions of a rupee in the sum so 

computed should be disregarded. Where in such cases, the Commissioner is 

unable to form an approximate estimate of the probable duration of the 

disablement; he may from time to time postpone a decision on the application 

for a period not exceeding two months at any one time,
s - ,  ■ 1 1V

Part II of the Rules provide for the deposit' Of'Cdmpdrisation with the 

Commissioner under Sub Section 1 of Section 8 of the parent Act. In respect of 

a workman whose injury has resulted in death, the employei:',deporting 

compensation has to furnish a statement in Form A along with' the arhoiint. In 

both cases receipt should be given in Form C, the stiatehieht of disbursehiehts 

are to be furnished in Form D.

The Commissioner is required to publish the list of deposits together 

with the names and addresses of the depositors and the workman in respect of 

whose death or injury the deposits have been made.*®̂

Rule 5 (2)
Rule 7
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A dependant of a deceased workman may apply to the Commissioner for 

tlie issue of an order to deposit compensation in respect of the death of the 

workman which has to be made in Form 1. if the compensation has not been 

deposited, the commissioner is required under the Rules to dispose, such 

application in accordance with the provisions of Part V of the Rules, provided 

that:"*’

109 Rule 8 (2)

a. The Commissioner may at any time before the issues are 

framed cause notice to be given in, an appropriate 

manner to all or any of the dependants of the deceased 

workman who have not joined in the application, to join
'  . < ' L i  n  . I  . .............................I .

therein.

b. If on such notice any such dependant fails to appear and 

to join the application on a specified day he/they shall 

not be permitted to claim that the employer is liable to 

deposit compensation unless shown sufficient cause of 

being prevented from appearing.

c. After the Commissioner issues an order requiring the 

employer to deposit compensation in accordance with 

Section 8 (1) of the Act nothing in Sub Rule 2 will 

prohibit the allotment of any part of the sum deposited as 

compensation to a dependant.
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Tlie employer depositing compensation under Section 8 (2) of the Act 

has to furnish a statement in Form E and he has to be given a receipt in Form 

F."° The money so deposited may be invested for the .benefit of the dependants 

of diseased workman in the State Bank of Sikkim or State Bank of India.

Part II of the Rules deal with the report of accidents. The report of the 

accident as required under Section 10 (B) of the parent Act has to be submitted 

in Form G .'‘' the employer has a right to present a memorandum when the 

information is rcceivcd.” ^

Part IV of the Rules stipulates the conditions under which a workman is 

required to submit to medical examinations. In cases where the workman and
, . j . , I

medical practitioner both are in the premises of the employer and the employer 

offers to have him examined free of charge, the workman has to submit himself
» . . ' k , ♦ I I '

for examination.*'^ In other cases the employer may send the medical 

practitioner to the place where the workman is residing. In such a case the 

workman has to submit himself for medical examination on the medical 

practitioner’s request.”*’ The employer may also send to the workman an*offer 

in writing for such examination free of charge and in which casC the Workman 

has to submit to such examination at the employer’s premises or any other

Rule 9 
' " R u l e l l  
" ‘ Rule 12 

Rule 14 
“ '’ Rule 15 (a)
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place as proposed. However, the time of such examination should not be 

between the hours of 7 P.M. to 6 A.M. *

Where the examination in question is that of a woman, she should not be 

examined by a male practitioner without her consent or unless there is another 

woman present at the place of such examination. If the woman wishes to.be 

examined by a woman practitioner and deposits a sum to cover the expenses of 

such examination, it is the duty of the employer to arrange for a female medical 

practitioner for such examination.

Part V of the Rules contains general procedure to be followed by the 

Commissioner in the disposal of cases under the.'^qrkm en’s Compensation 

Act, 1923 and regulates the parties in such cases. The Commissioner has power 

to examine the applicant on oath or have such examination done by any officer
i . 1  l ) i '  M  c j  . t >' ■' i j  I I . !

authorized by the State Government and require a report th e re f ro m .T h e  

Commissioner can summarily dismiss the application if he is of the opinion 

that there are no sufficient grounds for proceeding thereon. If the application is 

not so dismissed the Commissioner has to make a preliminary inquiry into the 

application*and give notice to the opposite party.’ The opposite party may 

be called upon to file a written statement. If no such written statement is 

filed, the Commissioner has to examine him and reduce the-result in'writing. 

The issues should be framed and judgment should be .'made accordingly.

Rule 15 (b ) and P roviso  to R u le 15 
" ^ R u le  23
“ ’ Rule 25
"®Rule 26
" ’ Rule 27 (2)
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Where any party to a proceeding-is under the age of 15 years or is

unable to make an appearance, the Commissioner has to appoint a

representative.*^^ In the interest of the party the Commissioner may also

121appomt a new representative.

In Sikkim, during the financial year 2005-2006, Rs, 38, 05,151A 

(Rupees thirty-eight lakhs five thousand one hundred fifty one) only have been 

realized in respect of 13 deceased and 5 injured workmen and Rs. 38, 05,8 lOA 

(Rupees thirty eight lakhs five thousand eight hundred ten) only have been 

disbursed to 3 injured workmen and to the dependants of 14 deceased 

workmen, who met with fatal accidents in the course of duties.

The powers conferred on the Commissioner for Workmen’s 

Compensation under the Act and the Rules as notified are exercised in the State 

by the Secretary, Department of Labour and Employment Government of 

Sikkim.

The Sikkim  Paym ent of G ratu ity  Rules, 2002:

Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 has been extended to the' State of Sikkim. 

For the implementation of this Act, the State Government of Sikkim has in

R ule 46  
R ule 47
Annual Report, D epartm ent o f  Labour and E m ploym ent, G overnm ent o f  S ikkim ,;(2005^2006) 
Ibid
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exercise of its powers under Sub Section* (1) of Section 15 of the Act, made 

Payment of Gratuity Rules, 2002.

-Rule 4 requires the display of a notice at or near the main entrance of the 

workplace, in English, Nepali and in a language understood by the majority of 

the employees specifying the name of the officer with designation authorized 

by the employer to receive on his behalf notices or applications under the Act 

and the Rules. The abstract of the Act and Rules are also required to be 

displayed in similar manner.

The nomination for the purpose of payment of gratuity can be made by 

any employee completing one year of service in Form D in duplicate either to 

the employer or any officer authorized by him, ordinarily within one year of 

service or after such date.^^  ̂On receipt of such nomination the employer or the 

authorized officer after necessary verification of the particulars has to return the 

duplicate copy to be kept by the employee as a token of recording of the 

nomination by the employer. The other copy has to be recorded by the 

employer.

If the employee -has no family at the time making a nomination or if a 

nominee predeceases the employee the employer concerned has to make fresh 

nomination in Form E. Any moditication of the particulars in Form E should be 

submitted in Form F. A nomination or a fresh nomination or a notice of

V id e N o tifica tion  no. I /D L /2 0 0 2  dated 23 . 0 5 .2 0 0 2 , Extraordinary G azette N o . 160 dated  
0 7 .0 6 .2 0 0 2  

R ule 5 (1 )
R ule 5 (2 )
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modification has to be signed or thumb- impressed in the presence of two 

witnesses who have to sign a declaration to that effect in the document.

An employee, who is eligible for payment of gratuity under the Act has 

to apply ordinarily within one hundred and twenty days from the date on which 

the gratuity becomes payable, in Form G. In cases where the date of. 

superannuation, retirement or resignation of an employee is known, the 

employee concerncd may, before thirty days of the date of such 

superannuation, retirement or resignation, apply in Form G for the payment o f 

g ra tu ity .W h e re  a nominee of an employee is applying for the payment of 

gratuity, he is required to apply ordinarily within one hundred and eighty days 

from the date the gratuity becomes payable to him, in Form An heir o f an 

employee who is eligible for payment of gratuity has to apply ordinarily within 

one year from the date on which the gratuity becomes payable to him in Form I 

to the employer concerned.

An application for payment of gratuity tiled after the specified periods 

should also be entertained if the applicant adduces sufficient cause for such
■ I 1 1 vj

delay. No claim is invalid merely because the claimant failed to present his 

application within the specified period. Any dispute in this regard should be 

referred to the Controlling Authority whose decision will be f i n a l . A n  

application for payment of gratuity should be presented to the employer or any

Rule 5 ( 3 )  &  (4 )127

Rule 6 ( 1 )  
R ule 6 (2 )  
R ule 6  (3 )  
R ule 6 (5 )
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officer authorized by him in this behalf either by personal service or registered 

post with acknowledgement due.

Within thirty days of the receipt of such application the employer is 

required to:*

J. V ,
1. if the claim is found admissible on verification, issue a notice 

in Form J to the applicant specifying the amount of gratuity 

payable and fixing a date not being later than forty fifth day 

from the date of receipt of the application for payment, or

2. if the claim is not found admissible, issue a notice in Form K 

to the applicant specifying reasons why the claim for gratuity 

is not considered admissible.

3.

In each case a copy of the notice has to be endorsed .to the Controlling 

Authority.

The gratuity payable under the parent Act has to be paid ordinarily in 

cash. If the payee so desires, the amount may be paid in Demand Draft or bank 

cheque which should be given personally to the eligible employee, nominee or 

heir as the case may be. If the amount of gratuity so payable is less-than one 

thousand rupees and if the payee so desires the payment of the amount may be 

made by postal money order after deducting the postal money order 

commission for such money order from the amount. The employer and the

Rule?132
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payee are also allowed under the Rules to device any other mode of payment

1

mutually acceptable to them.

The employer is required to maintain a register , recording details of 

payment made on account of gratuity and intimate the Controlling Authdrity, 

the details of payments made.' '̂^

If any employer refuses to accept nomination or issue a notice 

specifying an amount which is less than what is payable to the applicant 

according to the applicant’s estimate or having received an application fails to 

issue notice or in the vent of other disputes, the applicant- can within ninety 

days of the occurrence of the cause or the application, apply in triplicate in 

Form L to the Controlling Authority for a direction under Section 7 (4) of the 

Act.

The Rules comprehensively provide for the procedure for dealing with 

application. Adequate powers have been given to the .Controlling Authority for 

dealing with the matters under the Act. An appeal against the orders of 

Controlling lies with the Appellate Authority.

. ■ The concerned Statutory Authorities under the Payment of Gratuity Act 

have already been notified by the State Governrnent., The powers of the 

Appellate Authority under the Act are to be exercised by the Secretaiy,

f
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Department of Labour and Employment, Government of Sikkim. Deputy 

Directors in the Department of Labour and Employment will exercise the 

powers and functions of Controlling Authority while the Labour Inspectors will 

be deemed to be the Labour Enforcement Officers under the A ct

The Sikkim Payment of Wages Rules, 1992;

The Sikkim Payment of Wages Rules has been made by the State 

Government of Sikkim in exercise of the powers conferred by Sub Section (2) 

of Section 26 of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936, in the year 1992,*^  ̂For the 

implementation of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 boiiipreheil^ive'rules have 

been made covering v^ridiis areas under the Aci

The Rules require the maintenance of following^registers by the 

employer:

1. Register of deduction for damage or loss;

2. Register of wages including inter alia the following-

a. the rate of wages of each person employed,.

*.. b. the gross wages earned by each person for each period';

135 Supra n ote  55 ■ i  ̂ . . i- >,

V ide N o tifica tion  N o . 3 /  D L  dated 2 9 .0 4 .1 9 9 2 ; Extraordinary G azette N o . 33 dated 1 5 .0 5 .1 9 9 2  
R ule 4 &  5
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c. wages actually paid to each person for each period, and

d. date of payment.

The registers are required to be maintained either in’ English or Nepali 

language.

The employer is required under the Rules to display in a conspicuous 

place in or at the main entrance of the establishment, wage periods and dates on 

which wages are to be paid.'^^

Rule 9 prescribes the Secretary of the Department  ̂of labour, as -the 

Authority competent to approve acts and omissions in relation to which fines 

may be imposed under Section 8 of the parent Act. Therefore every employer 

requiring the power to impose fmes in relation to any acts and omissions on the • 

part of employed persons should send to the Labour Secretary a list, clearly 

defining such acts or omissions.’"'̂

• :The Secretary, Department of Labour and Employment, Government of 

Sikkim has powers to enquire on such lists and pass orders either:*'*’

I. disapproving the list, or

R ule 6  
'” R u le 8  
'^“ Rule 10 

R ule 11
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2. approving the list either in the original form or with necessary 

amendments in which case the employer should be given an 

opportunity of showing cause only in writing as to why the list 

submitted should be approved without any ameridments,'

The list so approved has to be displayed in the maiii entrance of the 

workplace in English language and in the language uriderktotfd by 'tfe m'ajority 

of the employees in the w o r k p l a c e . N o  person except the employer or .the 

person authorized by the Labour Secretary in this behalf is empowered t̂o 

impose fmeJ"*^

Any person desiring to impose fine on an employed person or to make a 

deducting for damage or loss has to explain personally to: the said person the 

act or omission or damage or loss in respect of which the fine or deduction is 

being imposed and the amount of such fine or deduction. If such employed 

person has any explanation to offer, he should be heard in i'the presence of at 

least one person.*'*'*

Deduction of wages for breach of contract by an-employed person whb 

is under the age of fifteen years or is a woman has been specifically prohibited 

by the Act.*'*̂  Further, no deduction for breach of contract can be made from

R ule 12 
R u le 13 
R ule 14 

'^*R ule 1 6 (1 )
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2. approving the list either in the original form or with necessary 

amendments in which case the employer should be given an 

opportunity of showing cause only in writing as to why the list 

submitted should be approved without any amendments.

The list so approved has to be displayed in the main entrance of the

workplace in English language and in the language understood by the majority

of the employees in the wor kp l ac e . No  person except the employer or the 
\

person authorized by the Labour Secretary in this behalf is empowered to

X* 143mipose tme.

Any person desiring to impose fme on an employed person or to make a 

deducting for damage or loss has to explain personally to the said person the 

act or omission or damage or loss in respect of which the fme or deduction is 

being imposed and the amount of such fme or deduction. If such employed 

person has any explanation to offer, he should be heard in the presence of at 

least one person.

Deduction of wages for breach of contract by an employed person who 

is under the age of fifteen years or is a woman has been specifically prohibited 

by the Act.’'̂*"' Further, no deduction for breach of contract can be made from

Rule 12 
Rule 13144Rule 14
Rule 16(1)
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the wages of any employed person unless there is a provision in writing 

forming part of the terms of the contract of employment requiring him to give 

notice of the termination of his employment or unless the rule has been 

displayed in the main entrance in English language and in a language 

understood by the majority of the employed persons for not less than one 

month form the commencement of absence for which the deduction is made or 

unless a nolicc is displayed at or near Ihe main entrance giving the names of the 

employees from whose wages such deduction is proposed to be made and 

details of the such deduction.

Deduction for breach of contract should not exceed the wages of the 

person employed for the period by which notice of termination of service given 

falls short of the period of such notice required .by the contract of 

employment.

Form VII forming part of the Sikkim Payment of Wages Rules, 1992 

contains abstract of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 and the Rules. The same 

has to be made available for the employers to display at the workplace.

The Authorities under the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 have been 

notified by the State Government of Sikkim. The Appellate Authority under the 

Act would be the Secretary, Department of Labour and Employment,

Rule 16(2)
’■*̂ Rulc 16(3)
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Government of Sikkim and the Deputy Directors would be the Controlling 

Authority. Labour Enforcement Officers and labour Inspectors of the 

Department would be deemed to be Inspectors under the Act.”'*̂

Sikkim Minimiiin Wages Rules, 2005:

The Minimum wages Act, 1948 has been implemented in the State of 

Sikkim since the year 2005 through the Sikkim Minimum Wages Rules, 

2005 made by the State Government in exercise of its powers under Section 

30 (1) of the Act.

Chapter IV of the Rules provides for the computation and payment of 

wages. In computing the wages under the Act, the average retail prices in the 

district or sub division where the place of employment is situated should be 

taken into consideration while computing the value of wages paid in kind and 

of essential commodities supplied in concessional r a t e s . T h e  wage period 

with respect to any scheduled employment should not exceed one month and 

wages of a worker in sucli employment sliould be paid on a working day, 

before the expiry of seventh day where less than one thousand persons are 

employed and before tenth day, after the last day of the wage period in other 

cases. Where the employment of any person is terminated by or on behalf of

Supra nole 55
V ide N otification  N o . 1/DL dated 21 .0 5 .2 0 0 5 , Extraordinary G azette N o. 221 dated 01 .06 .2005  
Rule 21 
Rule 2 2 ( 1 )
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employer, the wage earned by him should be paid before the expiry of second

I CO
day after the day on which his employment is terminated.

The Rules specifically state that the wages of an employed person

should be paid to him without deductions of any kind except those authorized

1under the Rules. ‘ Eveiy payment made by the employed person to the 

employer or his agent would be deemed to be deduction ft-om wages. The 

permissible deduction under the Rules may be any one of the following:

1. fines for acts or omissions on the part of employed persons as 

specified by the State Government;

2. deductions for absence from duty;

3. deductions for damage to or loss of goods expressly entrusted

to the employed person for custody, or for loss of money for 

which he is required to account, where such damage or loss is 

directly attributable to his neglect or default;

4. deductions for house accommodations supplied by employer

or by the State Government for providing housing

accommodation and for land for cultivation supplied by the 

employer;

' “ Rule22(2) '
Rule 22 (3)
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5. deductions for such amenities and services excluding tools and 

protective clothing etc. supplied by the employer as the State 

Government may authorize;

6. deduction for recovery of advances or for adjustment of over 

payment of wages provided that such advances do hot exceed 

an amount equal to wages for two calendar months of the 

employed person and, in no case, should the installment of 

deduction exceed one fourth of the wages earned in that 

month;

7. deductions of income tax payable by the employed person;

8. deductions required to be made by order of a court or other

competent authority;

9. deduction for subscriptions to, and for repayment of advances 

from any Provident Fund to which the Employees’ Provident 

Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 applies or any 

other recognizcd Provident Fund or any Provident Fund 

approved by the State Government in this behalf;

10. deductions for payment to co-operative societies or deductions

made with the written authorization of the person employed

for payment of any premium on his life insurance policy to the 

Life Insurance Corporation of India established under the Life 

Insurance Act, 1956;
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11, deductions for recovery or adjustment of amount other than 

wages paid to the employed person in error or in excess of 

what is due to him.

Where any ilne or deduction for damage or loss caused by the workman 

is being made such damage or loss and the amount of deduction with other 

necessary details has to be communicated to him in writing. All such 

deductions and realizations are also required under the Act to be recorded in 

register.

The Rules require the publicity of the minimum wages fixed under the 

Act, the extracts of the Act and Rules made thereunder and the name and 

address of the Inspector having jurisdiction, in English language and in a 

language understood by the majority of workers in the establishment.

For the protection of the wages of the workers and to prevent any 

exploitation and to facilitate inspection the Rules require the following registers 

to be maintained:

1. a Register of Wages with particulars, namely,

a. the minimum rates of wages payable to each person,

Rule 22  (6) iS: (7)
Rule 23  
Rule 24
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b. number of days for which each employed person worked,

c. overtime for each wage period,

d. Ihe gross wages of each person employed for each wage 

period,

c. all deductions made from wages wilh an indication in cach 

case of the kinds of deductions mentioned in Rule 22 (5), 

f  the wages actually paid to each person for each wage period 

and the date of payment;

2. an overtime register in Form IV;

3. a Muster Roll in Form V;

4. a Register of Employees in Form XIV.

The employer has to get the signature or thumb impression of every 

person employed on the Register of Wages. Entries in the Register should be 

authenticated by the employer or any person authorized by him in this behalf.

The Rules also provides for the procedures to be followed in hearing 

claims under the Act and also the scale of costs in proceedings under the Act. 

The Rules comprehensively deals with members and staff of the Board and 

Committee stipulated under the Act, their qualifications and disqualifications 

etc.
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b. number of days for which each employed person worked,

c. overtim e for each wage period,

d. the gross wages of each person employed for each wage 

period,

e. all deductions made from wages with an indication in each 

case of the kinds of deductions mentioned in Rule 22 (5),

f. the wages actually paid to each person for each wage period 

and the date of payment;

2. an overtime register in Form IV;

3. a Muster Roll in Form V;

4. a Register of Employees in Form XIV.

The employer has to get tiie signature or thumb impression of every 

person employed on the Register of Wages. Entries in the Register should be 

authenticated by the employer or any person authorized by him in this behalf.

The Rules also provides for the procedures to be followed in hearing 

claims under the Act and also the scale of costs in proceedings under the Act. 

The Rules comprehensively deals with members and staff of the Board and 

Committee stipulated under the Act, their qualifications and disqualifications 

etc.
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The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 was extended to the State of Sikkim on 

3T‘ October 2003 and enforced on October 2004. As required under the 

provisions of the Act, Uic Advisory Comniitlec has been constituted and the 

Sikkim Minimum Wages Rules, 2005 have been framed and the State Govt, 

has fixed the minimum rates of wages at the rate of Rs. 85/- per day to the 

unskilled workers in 26 Scheduled Employments effective from 01.09.2005. 

Further, the authorities also have been appointed. The Secretary, Labour has 

been appointed as Hearing and Deciding Authority and the Joint Secretary, 

Deputy Directors, Labour Enforcement Officers and Labour Inspectors will be 

deemed to be Inspectors under the Act.'^^

Labour Clearance Certificate

Of late, there have been, rise in number of complaints from the labourers 

about non-payment of wages by the contractors and as such keeping in view 

the interest of labourers, the Government of Sikkim vide Notification No. 188 

(Home) 78, dated 9.11.1978 empowered the Labour Department to issue 

Labour Clearance Certificate to contractors for the settlement of their Bills only 

after confirming full payment of wages to the labourers. Further, since the 

Financial Year 2005-06, all the Works Departments are also required to obtain 

the Labour Clearance Certificates for release of bills of the Departmental

Supra note 55
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Works. In other words, the Labour Clearance Certificate became a check-point 

in the process of payment of wages.

This has helped Ihc Dcpartmcnl to generate some revenue by way of 

levying fees while issuing such Labour Clearance Certificates.

Committees on Sexual Harassment

In pursuance of the order of the Supreme Court of India dated 

17.01.2006 in the matter of Writ Petition (Crl. No. 173-177) of 1999, the 

Labour Department has issued notification for constitution of Committees in 

the Factories, Shops and Commercial Establishments having 50 or more 

workers to look into the matter of sexual harassment to the women workers.

The Annual Report of the Department of Labour (2005-2006) states that 

the Labour Department has also been successful in settling the disputes 

amicably between the employers, management and the workers. The Labour 

Department had in the Financial Year 2005-06 amicably settled 19 cases of 

non-payment of wages. The Labour Department has proposed to conduct 

seminars at major industrial units and construction sites to educate the workers 

regarding their rights and their duties. Basically the seminars are on workers 

education, workers awareness, welfare, safety, hygiene, awareness towards the 

provisions of Labour Law and the duties of workers towards the management
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and their establishments. However, due to limited departmental budget, the task 

orcoiiducliiig such seminars and workshops are yet to be started.

The Department of Labour in Sikkim works with a very low strength in 

the enforcement section. The Department has one Labour Commissioner, four 

Labour Enforcement Officers, three Labour Inspectors and nine Sub-Inspectors 

catering to the need of the whole State. Until recently the Department used to 

work centrally from its head office at Gangtok but now it has set up two more 

District Offices. These offices along with the Head Office at Gangtok cater the 

need of four districts in the State.

Newer Initiatives

Recently the Government of Sikkim has taken initiatives through a

1 CQ
notification to classify the workers engaged in the Scheduled Employments 

under the Minimum Wages Act, 1948 (11 of 1948) and Rules thereunder into 

four categories. Category-wise daily minimum rate of wages have been 

provided. Table I of the said notification provides rates of wages which are as 

under:

Category Daily Rate of Wages

Noiification No, 01/DL dated 15.04.2008 Exlraordinary Gazelle No. 128 dated 15.04.2008
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1. Unskilled Rs. 100/-

2. semiskilled Rs. 115/-

3. Skilled Rs. 130/-

4. Highly Skilled Rs. 150/-

The unskilled workers include workers engaged in various sub sectors of 

tourism as Sweeper (Safai Karmaehari), Waiter (Bera), Cleaner, ordinary 

worker, Helpers, Mali, Khalasi, Shop Assistant, Cook, Horse Attendant, Yak 

Attendant, Room Attendant, Driver (Donkey, Mule, Horse, Yak, Ponies etc.) 

and any other tourism worker by whatever name called performing work which 

is of an unskilled nature. Workers such as sales man, cooking Assistant, and 

any other categories of workers performing works of semi skilled nature fall 

imder Semi Skilled Workers. Skilled workers include Electricians, Head Cook, 

Head Bera, Blender, Dancer, singer, musician, light vehicle driver or any other 

category of workers performing worker of skilled nature. Heavy Vehicle Driver 

falls under the category of Highly Skilled worker.

The Notification also defines “Unskilled work”, “Semi Skilled work”, 

“Skilled work” and” Highly Skilled work”. “Unskilled work” is defined as 

work which involves simple operation requiring little or no skill or experience 

in the job. “Semi Skilled work” is defmes as work which involve some degree 

of skill or competence, acquired through experience on the job and which is 

capabic of being performed under the supervision or guidance of skilled
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employee and includes unskilled supervisory work. “Skilled work” according 

to the Notification means work which involves skill or competence acquired 

through experience on the job or through training as an apprentice in a 

technical or vocational inslitule and the performance of which calls for 

initiative and judgment. Finally, “Highly Skilled work” means work which 

calls for degree of perfection and competence in the performance of certain 

jobs including clerical work acquired through intensive technical or 

professional training or adequate work experience for certain reasonable period 

and also require an employee to assume full responsibility of his 

judgement/decision involved in the execution of his job.

A Notification dated 17.04.2008*^^ restates different welfare measures to 

be adopted by different industries/Factories/ establishments/ enterprises etc. 

engaging workers which includes the following;

1. That the workers/labouerers needing accommodation should be provided 

with accommodation and the same should have bare minimum regular 

supply of drinking water, toilet facilities and also it should be .hygienic. 

The quarters whatsoever should be maintained by the employer 

organization.

Notirication No. 2/DL dated 17.04.2008 Extraordinary Gazette No. 137 dated 17.04.2008
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2. that whenever any worker/ labourer is forced to retire from service on 

medical ground or some unavoidable reason, some amount in the form, 

like golden han shake should be given to such person.

3. That worker/ labourers should be granted medical leave especially 

during maternity at least for two (2) months.

4. That the workers who have been provided with accommodation should 

be given 2 points tree power supply.

5. That the employer/organization should ensure that the labourers get 

ration in subsidized rate on regular basis.

6. That the Doctor should be made available for check up regularly at least 

once a week and whenever the number is quite large a medical 

practitioner should be engaged in such organizations.

7. That if the numbers of workers/labourers in the Factories/ industries are 

. more than 200 numbers, then a Medical Practitioner should be posted on

regular basis.

8. that the Minimum Rate of Wages as prescribed should be paid duly 

granting one paid holiday for six (6) days of continuous work in a week.

The above requirements were communicated by the Gove r nme n t a s  part 

of State Government policy for ensuring welfare of the workers. It is therefore, 

obligatory on the part of all the concerned state institutions or other 

organizations to ensure their implementation.

160 Vide Communication No. GOS/ DL797/03-04/601 to 636 dated 10.08,2007
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Sikkim has tremendous boon of nature. Tl has rarest varieties of flora, fauna, 

beautifiil landscapes, rare tribal people, rich traditions and hospitable people, 

all conducive for the growth of tourism. The Government has declared tourism 

is one of the topmost priorities in the over all developmental scenario of the 

State. Tourism is the single largest industry in the state and is being seen as a 

major revenue generator by the State. But, since tourism is a labour intensive 

industry the State has the responsibility to ensure sound labour relations. Sound 

labour relations would in turn ensure increased productivity and would ensure 

increased revenue generation.

There certainly have been a lot of reforms in the different legal and 

administrative matters having a bearing with the labourers in the past few 

years like the extension of thirteen national labour legislations, introduction 

of Labour Clearance Certificate, Minimum Wage of a handsome Rs. 85/- 

for the unskilled workers'^’ (which is further increased to Rs 100/-)*^  ̂ and 

Committees on Sexual Harassment at workplaces. However, comparing the 

scenario in Sikkim with the rest of the country would let one to conclude 

that a little has been achieved and much has to be done. Many of the cehtral 

labour legislations though extended in the State are not being implemented. 

The Department tails short of adequate budget, lacks proper expertise on 

the field, lacks adequate workforce, works centrally from its headquarter in

Notification N o. 3 /D L  dated 2 6 .08 .2005  Extraordinary G azette N o. 330  dated 07 .0 9 .2 0 0 5162Vide N oiidcation  N o. 01/DI> d:ilcd 15.04.2008 Extraordinary Gazette N o. 128 dated 15.04.2008
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the Capital, lacks proper data on the conditions of work and workers in the 

State. Meeting proper requirements for ensuring sound labour relations is 

the most important concern for the State. Implementing laws and 

accelerating enforcement machinery would improve the overall scenario.

The proper implementation of trade union laws is primary requirement. 

This would give the workers a platform for placing their demands. Apart from 

ensuring protection to the workers it would facilitate the departments 

concerned to prepare data, conduct studies and communicate with the workers. 

It may also be emphasized that there is an urgent need for enunciating and 

articulating policy perspectives on skill development and for undertaking 

comprehensive skill deficit mapping in Sikkim. Increase in investment in 

infrastructure such as power, road and railways etc. may also be suggested.

The fundamental rule of development is that it is only the work that 

generates development. For obtaining maximum output the workers need to be 

facilitated. This certainly v/ould involve spending. But spending on workers is 

equal to spending on work.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Tourism has been a major social phenomenon of the societies all along. 

It is motivated by the natural urge of every human being for new experience, 

adventure, education and entertainment. The motivations for tourism also 

include social, religious and business interests. The spread of education has 

fostered a desire to know more about different parts of the globe. The basic 

human thirst for new experience and knowledge has become stronger, as 

communication barriers are getting overcome by technological advances. 

Progress in transport systems and development of tourist facilities has 

encouraged people lo venture out to the foreign lands.'

World over tourism is recognized as an important instrument for 

economic dcvclopinenl and employment generation, particularly in remote and 

backward areas. It is known at the largest service industry globally in terms of 

gross revenue as well as foreign exchange earnings. Tourism can play an 

important and effective role in achieving the growth with equity objectives 

which we have set for ourselves in our Country.

In India tourism is the economic sector that has the potential to grow at a 

high rate and is capable of ensuring consequential development of the 

infrastructure of the destinations. It has the capacity to capitalize on the

* Chapter I, Report o f  the working group on tourism, 11‘'’ Five Years Plan (20 0 7 -2 0 1 2 ), M inistry o f  
Tourism, G overnm ent o f  lndi:i
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country’s success in the services sector and provide sustainable models of 

growth.

Tourism, wlicii i( develops has a polcnlial to encourage other economic 

sectors to develop through its backward and forward linkages and cross- 

sectoral synergies with sectors like agriculture, horticulture, poultiy, 

handicrafts, transport, construction, etc. Expenditure on tourism induces a 

chain of transactions requiring supply of goods and services from these related 

sectors. The consumption demand, emanating from tourist expenditure, also 

induces more employment and generates a multiplier effect on the economy. 

As a result, additional income and employment opportunities are generated 

through such linkages. Thus, the expansion of the tourism sector can lead to 

large scale employment generation and poverty alleviation. The-economic, 

benefits that flow into the economy through growth of tourism in shape of 

increased national and State revenues, business receipts, employment, wages 

and salary income, buoyancy in Central, State and local tax receipts can 

contribute towards overall socio-economic improvement and accelerated 

growth in the economy.^

Although the public sector has a significant role to play in infrastructure 

areas, tourism is overwhelmingly an industry of Private sector service 

Providers. It is a multi-sectoral activity characterized by multiple inputs given 

through a range of suppliers. The concept of tourism is quite similar to' 

manufacturing industry, where the supply chain is as important as the end 

 ̂ Ibid
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product. The tourism related sectors include airlines. Surface transport, hotels, 

basic infrastructure and facilitation systems, etc. Thus, the growth of tourism 

cannot be ensured unless paving the ways of growth of these related sectors.

Another important feature of the tourism industry, which is of particular 

significance lo India, is its contribution to national integration and preservation 

of natural as well as cultural environments and enrichment of the social and 

cultural lives of people. Over 382 million domestic tourists visiting different 

parts of the country every year return with a better understanding of the people 

living in different regions of the country. They have a better appreciation of the 

cultural diversity of India. Tourism also encourages preservation of monuments 

and heritage properties and helps the survival of arts forms, crafts and culture.^

Tourism has also become an instrument for sustainable human 

development. Being an employment generating and income insuring sector it 

has become an instrument of poverty elimination. The newer concepts in 

tourism like eco-tourism etc. have helped in environmental regeneration. 

Tourism has also become a potent instrument of job creation and advancement 

of women and other disadvantaged groups.

It is noteworthy that most of the activities in tourism fall in Unorganized 

Sector. This is more so in a developing country’s like ours. Modem 

governments follow the policy non intervention in the economic activities in 

M bid
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the private sector. In the current phase of globalization, governments are trying 

to confine itself to the basic functions like education, infrastructure, welfare 

etc. 'rhcreibre not only thal Unorganized Scclor is growing but it promises to 

grow uninlcrruplcd in Iho limes lo coinc.

In the process of finding the solution for the protection of rights and 

interests of the unorganized workers engaged in tourism, it is found that at the 

international level, the protection of labour assumes great importance and there 

are various organizations working continuously for the protection and welfare, 

of working people. Though the International Labour Organization (ILO) .is 

known to be an organ of the United Nations, it is the specialized agency that 

works independently and works exclusively on labour. The International 

Labour Organization through its various instruments has responded to the 

problems on areas like basic human rights; employment; social policy, labour 

administration, industrial relation, conditions of work, social security, 

employment of women, employment of children and young persons, migrant 

workers, indigenous and tribal people, special categories of workers.

The United Nations’ instruments are not immune from the labour 

matters. The United Nations’ Charter aims at promoting the higher standard of 

living and full employment. It aims at promoting universal respect and 

observance of human riglits and fundamental freedoms without distinction of 

any kind. The International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights- 

requires the states Parties to recognize the right to work, the right of everyone
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to the opportunity to gain his living, by work which he freely chooses, to just
-t

conditions of work, fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value 

without distinction of any kind, a decent living, and safe and healthy working 

condilions. I'hc inslrumenl comprehensively covers other basic rights of 

workers includhig right to organize and collective bargaining and allied rights. 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights also provide important 

provisions relating to labour. Under Article 8 the Covenant prohibits forced or 

compulsory labour. It also ensures right to freedom of association, including 

the right to form and join trade unions. Among the UN instruments the most 

comprehensive pronouncement of the rights of workers can.be found in 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 covers comprehensively, the 

various areas of concern. Guarantee of all human rights through its recognition 

in the national instruments is sure to solve all problems relating to work^and 

workers.

No matter how good the provisions are the international labour laws can 

be implemented only when they are recognized in the domestic constitutions 

and other statutes. There is no effective implementation machinery at the 

international level. Ironically, various international labour laws have not been 

recognized in the national instruments in various countries. '

At the national level the Constitution can be recognized as the best 

guardian of the rights of citizens including these workers. The constitution has
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through directive principles of state policy and fundamental rights have 

provided safeguards to protect the interest of the weaker and disadvantaged 

class of labour. In the Preamble itself, the Constitution lays down the objectives- 

of social, economic and political justice, liberty of thought and expression, 

equality of status of opportunity, dignity to be secured to all citizens of India. 

The Constitution has clearly kept in view equality generally and equality 

between men and women in all respects. Article 14 guarantees equality before 

law and equal protection of laws. Discrimination on the grounds of religion, 

race, caste, sex or place of birth has been prohibited. Equality of opportunity in 

matters of public employment has also been ensured. Recognizing the concept 

of distributive justice, the Constitution empowers the state to make special 

provisions in respect of women. Unfortunately this equality has . not found 

ftilfillmeht in many respects. The Constitution protects the rights of the workers 

regarding freedom of speech, of association and of peaceful assembly. It also 

guarantees free choice of employment, profession or business. It protects life 

and personal liberty, human dignity and a number of rights emanating from the 

broadest interpretation of right lo life and personal liberty enslirined in Article 

21. Bcgar and other similar forms of forced labour have been prohibited. 

Employment of children in the hazardous employments has also b̂ een 

prohibited.
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Remedies for the enforcement of rights conferred by Part I of the 

Constitution have been provided in Articles 32 and 226. Courts have been, 

given wide powers to ensure effective realization of the Fundamental Rights.

In its directives to the State under Part IV, the Constitution speaks of 

equality of men and women, adequate means of livelihood, equitable 

distribution of material resources for common good, operation of the economic 

system for tiie common advantage and non concentration of wealth, equal pay 

for equal work, protection of hcnllh and strength of workers and tender age of 

children.

The constitution also speaks of Equal justice and free legal aid, 

provision for just and humane conditions of work and maternity relief, living 

wage, decent standard of life and full enjoyment o f leisure. To ensure 

participation of workers in the management of industries is a directive to the 

State. Under article 45 a directive of free and compulsory education for 

children has been given to the State. The State is nlso required to raise the level 

of nutrition and the standard of living and also the public health.

Certain duties have also been posed on the individual citizen of India. 

These duties ensure the better realization of the objectives contained in the 

Constitution.
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Article 253 deals with the legislation giving effect to the international 

agreements and entry 14 in the Union List in the Seventh Schedule for 

implementing the agreements, treaties, conventions and declarations with the 

foreign states. These two when read together conclude that in case of absence 

of domestic law occupying a particular field, even these international 

agreements, treaties, .conventions and declarations can be adopted to evolve 

some mcclianism or law lo cover the gap. The guidelines declared by the 

Supreme Court for the enforcement of fundamental rights under Article 32 

should be treated as lavv' unless there is an enactment in this regard.

The response of the legislature for fulfilling the Constitutional mandates 

has been appreciable so far. However, there is much left to be done. We have 

witnessed judicial activism producing new and myriad dimensions in the 

existing rights of the Vv'orking people. A huge legislative activism is desired to 

shape these outcomes to fit the prevailing situation. In addition to this 

administrative activism ensuring effective implementation of the laws woijld 

definitely ensure effective realization of the rights of workers.

The workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 imposes legal obligation on 

the employers to pay compensation to workers for the accidents arising out of 

and in the course of employment..The Payment of Wages Act, 1936, provides 

for the payment of wages to the employees in time, in proper manner and 

without any unauthorized deductions. The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972
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provides for the payment of gratuity to the workers completing five years of 

continuous service on retirement or termination of service. The Payment of 

Bonus Act, 1965 requires the payment of Bonus to the employees and 

stipulates the mode and marmer of the calculation and payment of such bonus. 

Minimum Wages Act, 1948 requires the fixation of certain minimum rate of 

wages for different employments by the government and requires the employer 

to pay at least the minimum wages so fixed to the employees. Maternity 

Benefits Act, 1961 sets out strict provisions to facilitate the working women in 

times of maternity and requires the employer to ensure different benefits to the 

working women before, during and after the delivery of the child. Coritract 

Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970 to wipe away variety of 

malpractices indulged in by the contractors, sardars, khatadars and other 

intermediaries. It provides for abolition of contract labour wherever feasible 

and provides for regulation of the employment in other cases. Building and 

Other Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of 

Service) Act, 1996 comprehensively deals with the employment and conditions 

of service of construction workers. It incorporates various protective and 

welfare measures for these workers.

There arc few other initiatives newer initiatives by the-Indian legislature. 

The important ones deserving mention here are the Protection o f . Woman 

against Sexual Harassment at Workplace Bill, 2007 and the Unorganized 

Sector Workers’ Social Security Bill, 2007. The initiatives further strengthened
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when a budget provision of rupees two lakhs eighty thousand crores was 

announced for the Unorganised Sector workers in Annual Budget 2008-09.

The courts, particularly the Supreme Court and the High Courts have in 

the process of judicial interpretation played a creative role not only by 

protecting the interest of workers but also by invoking new concept of public 

interest litigation. Indeed the court assumed the role of protector of weaker, 

poor and struggling masses of the country. Furthermore the Courts through 

judicial process have tried lo uphold the human dignity. It has brought social 

justice and just and humane conditions of work. The Supreme Court has 

stretched its protective arms to all aspects of work. Committed judicial 

pronouncements with wide interpretation given to the constitutional and legal 

provisions have succeeded in preventing exploitation of labour to a large 

extent.

Amongst others, the main problem in the Unorganized Sector is that 

most of the laws do not apply to this Sector. Most of the laws in India are 

applicable to establishments employing 10 or more persons. This excludes 

major portion of the unorganized workforce in the country. In the 

establishments employing more than 10 persons, the casual and contract 

labourers cannot be benefited under the existing laws. In many cases the 

employer-employee relationship cannot be established as a principal employer 

is not identified. In other cases employments themselves are not identified.
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Numbers of new employments arise daily in the unorganized sector making it 

difficult for the laws to tune with the emerging needs. Further there is a bigger 

difficulty in the implementation of laws in the Unorganized Sector.

In India though the State has-come up with various economic and labour 

reforms including the enactment of laws, very little could reach to the 

Unorganized Sector. There has not been any significant increase in the 

productivity of this Sector. The sector which employs around 93 to 94 percent 

of the total working population in the country contributes merely around 59 

percent of the country's GOP. 'fhere has not been any significant growth in the. 

efficiency of the workforce in the Unorganized Sector. There is very little 

technological, financial and expertise support in this Sector. An initiative,to 

direct training, financial and technological help can multiply the countiy’s 

GDP many times.

It is clear that to protect the rights and interest of the .workers engaged in 

the Unorganized Sector generally and unorganized workers engaged in tourism 

in particular and to step towards effective performance of its duties under the 

mandate of the Constitution the State has constantly move with its initiatives in 

this direction. The task is not easy and the State has to utilize all its resources 

and wisdom for taking effective steps in this direction. In this regard a few 

suggestions may be forwarded thus:
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Taking Newer Initiatives

Skill Development:

Productivity depends almost equally on the energy and skill of labour 

force as on the level of technology applied. An industrious and skilled worker 

who produces a more valuable output than workers of lesser capabilities is also 

worth more to an employer and is usually paid more. Further employers must 

pay the price for special training. Since tourism is more a labour intensive 

concept than being technology intensive one, the skill of the labour is a matter 

of utmost importance. A skilled workforce in tourism can not only ensure huge 

profits to the concerned employers and thus ensure better wages and incentives- 

for itself but also contributes in large revenue earnings to the nation. Therefore, 

the employers and the Government both should take steps through mutual co

operation and contribution to develop the skill level of the workers. The Non 

Governmental Organizations should also be encouraged to work in this 

direction.

Encouraging Unionizations;

A union may lift the wages of its members above the scales paid to the 

un-unionized workers of same skill. Further a union acts as the guardian of the 

rights'and interests of the workers. Thus unionization should be encouraged.
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Conducive environment for this should be created through proper steps 

including implementation of relevant laws. It should be ensured that workers 

are free in the undertaking to take steps towards unionization. The laws 

governing unionizations' should be effectively implemented. The workers 

should be adcqualcly inlbnncd about the provisions in Ihc law and specilic 

steps should be taken by the governmental Departments to help the 

unionization of workers in all possible areas.

Mobilizing Labour:

%

Mobility of labour should be encouraged. Where the working population 

is immovable the wage differentials are wide. On the other hand where'the 

workers arc ready to change Jobs lo move to other places for better paying 

positions the wage differentials tends to narrow down among firms, 

occupations etc.

Change in the Mindset:

Human beings like to be treated as human beings, and not like cogs in a 

machine or pawns in the pursuit of profits. Human beings expect to be treated- 

with respect, as persons wilh individuality. It is imperative then, that old 

perceptions and mindsets about the v/orkers should change, and new methods

■* Like Trade U nions A ct, 1926
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have to be identified and pursued to elieit co-operation and respect. Old forms- 

of organization may also need scrutiny and reform. Reform is also desirable in 

old forms of interaction and means of dispute resolution:

Promoting Work Culture:

High level of v̂ ôrk culture leads to the v^ell being of workers and 

employers and contributes to the development of the country. A high level of 

work culture is essential to increase our competitiveness in the current phase of 

globalization. The systematic arrangements that should be made to achieve this, 

include fair wages, equitable profit sharing, effective organs of participatory 

management and opportunities to interact freely. The level of work culture in 

any undertaking depends on the level of awareness or realization of identity, or 

commonality of interest, or at the least, the sense of belonging, and the sense of 

interdependence.

Legal Aid and Awareness:

One of the main reasons for the exploitation of unorganized workers, 

engaged inter alia in tourism is their sear ignorance of law. In many cases, in 

the unorganised sector, the employers too are not aware of their duties and 

liabilities. Therefore, legal aid and awareness programmes should b&-̂

* Para 15 & 16, Chapter V, Report o f the Second Labour Commission



extensively conducted to educate the workers and the employers, their rights, 

duties and liabilities. Such an initiative should be executed through proper 

fronts othei*wise this may lead to disputes and further deterioration of work 

culture. Thus for such initiative the help of law students studying labour and 

industrial law should be taken, who should conduct such programmes under the 

supervision of law teachers. The help of Non Governmental Organizations 

would be essential in meeting the expenses thereto.

The Universities can be requested to include such programmes in their 

syllabus for which some fund may be made available to them directly by the 

Government or through NGOs working in the area of labour. Such’ initiatives 

would not only be helpful in achieving the aim of educating workers but also 

would give law students exposure and opportunity to interact with people 

which would help in making them better law professionals.

Revitalizing the Enforcement Machinery:

It is necessary to revitalize the enforcement machinery under various 

labour laws. The arm of protective legislations should reach the Unorganized 

Sector in every possible area including those in tourism. The social security 

legislations, similarly, should reach every worker who qualifies in the 

conditions provided therein. Laws are there, and the laws do not discriminate, 

between Organized and Unorganized Sectors. If implemented properly, the
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existing laws can benefit considerable number of the unorganized workforce in 

the country.

The very fact the 93 to 94 percent of the total workforce in the country is 

engaged in Unorganized Sector and that this lot of the workforce is not 

adcqiratcly prolcclcd through Icgislalions causes one to conclude that this is 

one of the biggest causes of poverty in the country. If properly conceived and 

effectively implemented a law for the unorganized workers can make a definite 

contribution towards removing poverty. Based on similar recommendation of 

the Labour Commission a Bill for the unorganized workers has been introduced 

in the parliament.

Forniulatiiig Credit policies for the Unorganized Scctor enterprises 

engaged in tourism:

One of the main constraints for enterprises in the Unorganized Sector is 

that they lack financial support Adequate financial support to the small 

unorganized sector enterprises is essential to enable theni to compete in the 

current phase of globalization. Tourism sector is immensely contributed 

through small enterprises. However, these enterprises have not been able to 

grow because of the lack of financial resources. The effect undoubtedly is also 

being faced by the workers engaged in these enterprises. Formulation of credit.
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policies to these enterprises would go a long way in eliminating poverty in our 

country.

Targeting subsidies and other programmes:

A major concern in India about formulating any policies or subsidies 

etc. is that it does not reach to the people whom it is designed for. Subsidies 

and other programmes should be targeted towards the right people. Proper 

policies arc not enough unless that reach to the right people. Change in 

delivering mechanism is the challenge of the present day, A system of popular 

monitoring and social audit are not easy to create, but if created it would‘be a 

major step in this direction.

Policies for the children of the workers in Unorganized Sector:

Children form major section of working population 'in  Unorganized 

Sector. It is only the compulsory enrolment of children in schools that can 

prevent the exploitation of children in sweatshops. It is necessary to''eradicate 

child labour completely from all vocations. Policies for their health, nutrition, 

sanitary facilities'etcl need‘also be formulated.

Creation of political will:
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Much has to be done in-the field of labour in India. Laws on basic rights 

of the workers like trade union laws are not being implemented all over the 

Country. Other labour laws also need uniform implementation all over the 

Country. There is a need for a comprehensive law to cover workers the 

unorganized sector. There is a need to design protection for the self employed.. 

There are other areas of concern and measures including political and legal 

need to be taken. There is a need to create a strong political will not only for 

the protection and welfare of the Unorganized Sector workers but also for 

improving the productivity in this sector.

Understanding Basic Areas of Concern:

Minimum Wages:

A high rate of pay does not ensure large annual earnings. There are other 

factors which limit the wages of the workers. In the Unorganized Sector, the 

amiual income is low because the employment is irregular. Tourism in most 

places is a seasonal activity, thus the workers often remain unemployed. 

Further, sometimes the real value of wages fall because o f the rise in the cost of 

living.

The main concern with the minimum wage legislation is that it tends to 

hurt those it is designed for, by reducing the number of low. skilled jobs.
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However, the evidences are mixed on the impact of such legislation. In India 

the unemployment can be attributed much to the population of workers rather 

than the employer’s quest for better employees as a result of his liability to pay 

minimum wages.

In India we have a law on minimum wages which applies to workers in 

the scheduled employments falling both in the Organized as well as 

Unorganized Sectors. The system of supervision and complaint mechanism 

stand adequate for effective realization of the object of such a legislation. It is 

essential to rely on the local authorities like Panchayals. Complaints if 

foiAvarded by these authorities would make the procedure simple and within the 

reach of these deprived workers. .

Equal Remuneration:

The law on equal remuneration in India contains stringent provisions to 

ensure that no discrimination takes place against women as regards to wages or 

during recruitment. However such discrimination is ever prevalent in the 

formal as well as informal sectors. The fact that women worker cannot work as 

hard as the men can, and that they avail more leave than the men, they are not 

preferred by the employer in the . first place. Even after recruitment they are 

paid lesser wages. From the employer’s perspective it is logically justifiable.. 

No employer would take such steps as would reduce profit. As such the only
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way in which it would be possible for the employer to follow policies that are 

potentially profit reducing would be if he received certain benefits from 

government in the form of subsidy or protection. To ensure equal remuneration 

to women employees, the policy of the government should be in this direction.

The workers in Unorganized Sector get lesser wages as compared to 

their counterparts in the Organized Sector. The disparity of wages is also 

prevalent between the workers within the Unorganized Sector. Further women 

and children are generally paid lesser wages. There is need to regularly monitor 

the working of the Act and taking of periodic information. The inspection 

machineiy should be adequately strengthened. Further the , inspection 

machinery should be made answerable to the findings of such period periodic 

information as aforesaid. To evade the possibility of bias such periodic 

information can be collected though an independent sources. For this the 

resources of millions of educated unemployed in the country can be utilized.

Sexual Harassment:

The acts of sexual harassments at work places create hostile’working 

environment for women. Despite clear guidelines of the Supreme Court, the 

State has not been able to bring a law to deal with the menace 'of sexual 

harassment. Further, though the Court has used its power under Article 141 in 

the judgment and the mechanism created therein for dealing with the cases o f
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sexual harassment by virtue of this Article becomes “law declared”, in reality a 

great majority of the work organizations in the country do no have such 

mechanism.

Configuring the offence of sexual harassment is not an easy task. .A 

conclusive list of behaviors, gestures, words or literatures etc. to the offence of 

sexual harassment cannot be prepared. Further what may be acceptable to one 

person may nol be iicccplabic to anolhcr. Everyone has different threshold of 

these things. Though the right to label a particular behavior as “unwanted” lies 

with the victims, they often fail to conclude whether the offence has been 

committed. Even if they did, the most of them are so ashamed to the public that 

they prefer to remain silent. Further, the influence of superiors who are often 

involved in such acts deters the victims from filing complaints.

If we honestly intend to wipe the menace of sexual harassment at 

workplace the flrsl and fbremosl requirement is that the guidelines of the 

Supreme Court in Vi shako v. State o f  Rajasthan should be seriously 

implemented. A law for the prevention of the Sexual harassment- at workplace 

has become very necessary. Therefore the legislature should as soon as possible 

come up with a law in this regard.

Further women workers in general and the unorganized women workers 

engaged in tourism in particular should also be provided with education and
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training including that of self-defense. -Women workers who claim that they 

have been sexually harassed should be supported and helps should be offered 

as regards how to handle the perpetrator and how to lodge complaints. The 

courts should pronounce exemplary punislinients. The presence of legal 

provisions and the altitude of judiciary towards such crimes should be widely 

publicized tlirough media. Awareness programmes should be conducted at 

workplaces and educational institutions.

Understanding Unorganized Sector

The first hurdle in planning any protective or welfare measure for the 

workers in the unorganized scctor including those engaged in tourism comes 

right in the beginning i.e. in the definition and identification phase. This is the 

only biggest reason why any study work on the Unorganized Sector becomes 

so difficult. The definition cannot be based on the number of workers, it cannot 

be based on the enterprises or employment because such a definition would not 

take into account a large number of workers who contribute to the work-world 

but are not identified. Further a large number of occupations come into 

existence everyday in the unorganized work-world. Therefore Unorganized 

Scctor must be conceivcd through ihc panunctcra of its main features. In the 

Bill the Unorganized Scctor lias been defined as an enterprise owned by 

individuals or self-employed \\>orkers and en^a^ed in the production or sole o f
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^()()(/s or f)ro\’iciing scrvicc o f  any kind whatsoever, and where the enterprise 

cn}ph)YS workers, the number o f  such worker is less than ten!'

The Bill does not take into account all unorganized works within the 

ambit of Unorganized Sector. It does not recognize casual and contract workers- 

in the Organized Sector as unorganized workers. Further, there are various 

enterprises in the counti^ where, though ten or more workers are engaged but 

are never given benefits under the labour laws. They are unorganized in the real 

sense of the term but are not recognized under the Bill as unorganized workers. 

Proper understanding of the Unorganized Sector is required before directing 

any policies.

Modifying Legislations:

The analyses of the legislative provisions reveal that there are various 

provisions safeguarding the unorganized workers engaged in tourism. Though 

these laws do not cover all unorganized workers engaged in tourism or that 

they are not free from lacunas they ensure various rights and welfare measures 

a great many of the workers. However the laws, and systems created thereby 

are so numerous and so complicated that they are not properly understood by 

these illiterate masses. Thus the workers remain unaware of the legal protection 

in the first place; the result obviously being the denial of the rights to them. The.

 ̂Section 2 (k)
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mass depravity of the rights and welfare facilities of these workers necessitates 

awareness to these workers of their rights under the existing legal set up.

The above arguments holds true mostly in the case of workmen’s 

compensation Act, 1923. The Act contains adequate provisions and imposes 

legal obligation on the employers to pay compensation to workers for death or 

injuries from the accidents arising out of and in the course of employment. 

However, the workers generally and workers engaged in various unorganized 

employments in tourism in particular are often deprived of their right to, 

compensation. Many of these workers do not even know that they have a right 

to compensation. 'I'he workers remain ignorant of the concept of accidents 

arising out of and in the course of employment and often relinquish their right 

to compensation.

In most of the labour laws covered in the present work the fines 

stipulated are too meager in the present times. Though the penalty prescribing 

imprisonment stand adequate, the amount of fines which in many cases 

discriminatoiy with the penalty of imprisonment have over the time, due to the 

decreased valuation of money, become inadequate. Though attempts have been 

made by the legislature to review the penalties from time to time to fit the 

existing situation they are not really done.^

 ̂ hi payniciil orw tigc.s A c i  Scc iion  20  sli|n jla lcs (lues (or cotUuivcnintj the jirovisions o f  
the A ct. The outdated provision  stipu lating the am ount o f  fine d o es not Hi the present situation. M ere 
sum s o f  a few  hundred rupees do not ndequately g iv e  the feelin g  o f  punishm ent to the w rongdoer. Thus 
Ihi' anuuinls o f  I ' l iu 'S  ikviI nvk'nimli* ijicivinciil.s. Sim ilnrly in l*:iyincnl o f  U onus A ct, Sccliuti 28
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In labour matters in most cases involving default on the part of employer 

fines would be sutTicienl lo give him a sense of punishment. For a profit maker 

nothing will hurl more lhan losing a considerable portion of his profit. Though 

provisions for imprisonment is necessary and in most cases they are adequate, 

the logic behind the fines have failed in so far as it does not take into account 

the paying capacity of the wrongdoer. For example the amount of fine in the 

Payment of Bonus Act amounting to rupees one thousand would adequately 

give a sense ofpunishmenl to an employer of a small undertaking. However, 

such a meager sum v̂ ôuld be insufficient for the employer in a undertaking 

making crores in profit. Thus understanding the nature of profit system in 

different economic activities the range of punishments should be very high and 

amount should be fixed considering the economic capacity of the wrongdoe^.

Apart from the provisions prescribing punishments there are other 

loopholes in the abovementioned Acts. In Minimum Wages Act, 1948, the 

fixation of different minimum wages for different minimum wages for different 

employments has not been made compulsory. Different works need different

prescribes a discretionary penalty o f  im prisonm ent for a term o f  six  m onths or fine upto rupees one  
thousand for conlravcntion o l'an y  provision o f  the Act or in casu o f  laiUirc to com p ly  w ith the direction  
or requisition under the A ct. 'I'he penalty o f  tine being discretionary w ith the penalty o f  im prisonm ent 
is too sm all. T hus an adequate increm ent in the fm e is desirable. In the M inim um  W ages Act a lso  the  
prescribed puni.slinicni orim p riso iu n cn i upto six  niontlus or line upto liv e  thousand rupees. In m inim um  
w ages A ct Section  21 im p oses penally o f  three months* im prisonm ent or lin e  upto rupees five  hundred 
or both for the contravention o f  the provisions o f  the A ct. In Contract Labour (R egulation  and 
A bolition) A cl. under S cc lio n  2.1 (he prescribed punislm ient is iniprisoiuiient w hich m ay extend lo  three 
m onths or fine w here the upper lim it is fixed  at on e  thousand rupees. In all o f  these  A cts w here the 
penalties o f  im prisonm ent are adequate but fines are too low .
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level o f  knowledge, skill and labour.- Same minimum wages for different 

employments may not be justifiable at all times.

In Maternity Benefits Act, every women covered under the act fulfilling 

ilie criteria are entitled to maternity benetits at the rate of average daily wage 

for the period of her actual absence immediately proceeding and including the 

day of her delivery and for six weeks immediately following that day. Average 

daily wage means the average of the women’s wages payable to her for the 

days on which she has worked during the period of three months immediately 

proceeding the date from which she absents herself on account of maternity, or 

one rupee whichever is higher. It may be mentioned here that the women 

workers not only those engaged in tourism but also in other sub-sectors of 

Unorganized Scctor usually receive lower wages. As such the minimum 

amount of maternity beneni if increased would benefit the women workers 

without causing losses to the employers. Such minimum amount of maternity 

benefit should be so fixed as to evade the possibility of women workers 

circumventing their duty to work and thereby causing the employer to suffer 

losses. Further, a loophole in the Act is also seen in Section 11. Under this 

Section the employer is required to give two nursing breaks everyday to a 

women worker who as delivered a child unlil the child attains the age of 15 

months. It is worth mentioning here that adequate breast feeding a child is vital 

for the child’s health as well as for psychological attachment of both for the 

development of mother child relationship. Two nursing breaks would, not
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suffice the proper feeding of the child. The medical experts suggest only 

breastfeeding till the child attains the age of six months. As such the child may 

require at least three times feeding during the day’s work of the mother. Thus 

at least three breaks should be allowed till the child attains the age of six 

months and after six months till the child attains the age of fifteen months, two 

nursing breaks may be allowed.

In Equal Remuneration Act, 1976, good provisions have been made to 

ensure that no discrimination as regards to the wages or recruitment etc. to the 

women workers takes place. The advantages in the Act are considerably 

reduced by the provision contained in Section 7 (6). The decision of the 

authority appointed by the appropriate Government can be appealed against 

only once to yet another authority appointed by the appropriate Government. 

No fui'ther appeal has been allowed. Thus the cause of justice has been limited.

Building And Other Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment 

and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996, though a comprehensive legislation for 

the construction workers which makes bold provisions for the welfare of these 

workers, is not free from limitations. The first and the biggest lacunae in the 

Act is that it applies only to the workers drawing wages not exceeding Rs. 1600 

per month. Here if wc deem all weekly holidays as paid holiday, the daily 

wages is targeted at a little over Rs. 53. If we see the ground reality 

Construction workers are in many places are paid good wages. In many states
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the statutory minimum wage itself exceeds the abovestated sum. Thus the Act 

excludes a large number of construction workers form its operation. Further the 

Act does not apply to any establishment employing less than 10 persons. The. 

act for this reason becomes applicable to a few construction workers in many 

states.

'I'he Act requires the conslilulion of a Safety Committee. But such safely 

committee is required to be constiluted only in the establishments employing 

100 or more workmen. A safety committee to ensure measures for safety of the 

workers is a reasonable provision in the establishments employing 10 persons, 

A safety committee of three members, one from the employer and two from the 

employee can reasonably be provided in an establishment employing 10 

construction workers. The number of members in the safety committee may 

vary according to the number of the workers employed. In every establishment 

employing fifty or more workers and where tlie construction work is expected 

to continue for a period exceeding one year such Safety Committee should 

involve members from any NGO or other interest.

The main provision in the Act is undisputedly the constitution of 

Workers’ Welfare Fund. However in reality in most of the States such fund 

could not be created for lack of tniancial resources. No matter how good the 

provisions are, they are tangled and have lagged behind due to the lack of

* T he Statutory M inim um  W age for unsk illed  w orker in llie  slate  o f  S ikkim  w as Rs. 8 5 /- w hich is 
rcccntly increased lo  Rs. 100/-
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political will. The welfare of workers engaged in the building and other 

construction works desire the State to review the flow of resources in such 

schemes and spend more on it by creating and encouraging newer pools.

hi the Prevention of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Bill, 

2007, Section 3 (2) (a) requires the Chairperson of the Complaints Committee 

to be a “senior level woman”. The words “senior level woman” has not been 

explained in the Bill. If it is deemed that this means a woman holding high 

post, it is highly impracticable in many work organizations. Further, in the 

Committee under Section 3 (2) the outside participation is restricted to one. 

The fact that three members are to be from amongst the employees, in a 

conimilLee of four members, where Ihe participation of third interest is limited 

to one the Committee will not be able to pronounce strong decisions. ■

The Bill also provides for the conciliation of the cases of sexual 

harassment and where any settlement is arrived at, the Bill says “no further 

enquiry shall be conducted”. Sexual harassment is a heinous offence. The 

perpetratpr of such acts deserves stringent punishments. Further, such a 

provision also encourages the offenders .to pressurize the victims through 

threats and other means for settlement. Such a provision would encourage the 

offence rather than to prevent it. The Proviso to Section 11 of the Bill'says that 

were the employer or the District Officer is not in agreement«with any 

conclusion arrived at or recommendation made by the Committee or> the Local
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Committee “he may alter the conclusion or recommendation.” This provision 

contravenes the very purpose of the Bill. Conferring of such powers on the 

employer defies the very logic of the constitution of the Committees. Such a 

provision in the Bill not only marginalizes the authority of the Committee or 

the Local Committee to reach an irhpartial decision and to take stringent action 

against the wrongdoer but also causes the stringency of the Act to be loosened.

The Bill has reduced the act of sexual harassment to a mere 

compoundable offence. Though the coverage of the Bill is wide enough as it 

covers all the places visited by the employee for works arising out of and in the 

course of employment, it does not contain a single provision with regard to 

third party harassment. The responsibility of the employer to initiate, legal 

proceeding as rested in ihe decision oi' the Apex Court in Vishaka v. State o f  

Rajasthan and earlici' Bills have been done away with. On a comprehensive 

study of the Bill, it cannot be said that the Bill will be able to achieve its 

objective of providing safe working environment to women.

The Unorganized Sector Workers Social Security B ill,'2007 entirely 

does away with the ‘Single Comprehensive Universal Scheme’ covering entire 

Unorganized Sector as proposed by National Commission for Enterprises in the 

Unorganized Sector (NCEUS) and the Second Labour.Commission.The Bill is 

too wide in scope and is too abstract. Tripartite participation as proposed in the 

Bill is not practical in many cases as it is difficult to identify an employer in
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many cases. Where many employments- are sure to be never represented, it is 

not feasible to protect their interests. The Financial Memorandum presented 

with the Bill states that the tlnancial implications for funding of the schemes 

would be determined ‘"as and when such schemes are formulated.” Hinancial 

implications cannot be so easily formulated in our country. In the absence of 

clear provisions for funding, the schemes cannot be implemented. Our 

experiences with the construction workers prove it. Though the central 

legislations on construction workers was passed in the year 1996, even upto the 

present day most of the States do not have any welfare schemes under that Act. 

The welfare provisions in the present Bill are also sure to be limited by the 

want of adequate funds.

Creating Forura to Empower the Workers in Unorganized Sector:

There is a felt need to have a forum to empower the workers in the 

Unorganized Sector. Such forum should work towards unionization of th e . 

workers including women workers in all possible areas of Unorganized Sector, 

hi the areas where unionization is not possible such forum should help workers 

to bargain effectively though counseling and educating them of their rights. 

Women workers need special altcntion. Such forum should have a women wing 

to work for the areas of concern for the women workers.

Strengthening the Unorganized Workers through policies:
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The Slate should lake sleps towards educating this lot including such 

steps as providing I hem vocational tiainings, increasing their literacy through 

adult education schemes and career planning etc. Such steps would not only 

enable these workers to perform better and thus ensure better life for 

themselves but-would also result in manifold expansion of the country’s 

economy.

Involving women while formulating and implementing policies:

In policy making adequate women representation must be made 

compulsive so that the problems of women workers can be effectively 

conceived and taken into consideration. Likewise during the implementation 

too adequate women representation must be made

Creating a brand new fund exclusively for the workers in 

Unorganized Sector:

The Commission on Enterprises in Unorganized Sector has suggested a 

brand new fund exclusively for the workers in Unorganizxd Sector. In the 

report a social security net to the entire Unorganized Sector on a contributory 

basis is proposed which has convincingly estimated a mere 0.5% of the GDP to 

be enough to formulate it. Having conceived the area of unorganized work
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world, the strength of workforce, the economic conditions of workers and 

above all the potential of this Sector to contribute in the Country’s economy, 

the Government should be more than happy to spend this meager amount 

towards long (ell need ofprnviding social sccurily to the workers in this Sector.

Enlarging the operation of the regular labour laws:

The applicability of the existing labour laws is limited by size of the 

enterprises and geographical limits. Most of the labour laws apply to the 

enterprises employing 10 or more persons. The numerical strength is stipulated 

in tliese laws to ensure monitoring and it also supposes the enterprises covered 

therein as economically capable of providing protection and welfare measures 

therein. However today due to good infrastructure, expansion of business in all 

activities, manifold increment in the profit, and other developments in the Post 

Liberalization Economy many enterprises employing even less than 10 persons 

are capable of providing basic protection and welfare to the workers. 

Considering the present profit systems, economic capacity of the employer, 

consciousness of the general public etc. it is not necessary for the State to rely 

on the ideas that fitted in our society at the time when most of these laws were 

enactcd. There has hccn a tremendous change in the economic and social 

conditions of the people of our country. No law can be as effective as the laws 

that are already in implementation. Therefore the State should now think 

towards extending the regular labour legislations to enterprises employing less
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than 10 persons. For the practical purposes the lower limit may be fixed at 5 or 

7. The enterprises facing financial burden may be provided with some subsidies 

or protection.

Spending on Labour

The area o f labour requires adequate spending. India has a huge 

working population. Various policies and plans including laws relating to 

workers in the Country face financial constraints. The Building Act could 

not be implemented for want o f adequate fund. The social security plan 

for 93 to 94 percent o f the working population is languishing for want o f 

fund worth a mere 0.5 percent o f the GDP.^ Adequate budget is not 

allotted to ^ e  Labour Departments in the States. The programmes o f  the 

Departments postpone for want o f adequate budget. The Labour 

Departments in the States work with inadequate staffing. The area o f 

labour needs adequate spending. The State should be generous towards 

the people who work for strengthening its economy.

State o f Sikkim

’ Rclcr to ihc Report ofNalioual Commission lor Enlcrprlscs in the Unorganized Sector.
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There have been a lot of reforms in the different legal and administrative 

matters having a bearing with the labourers in the past few years. These include 

extension of thirteen national labour legislations, introduction of Labour 

Clearance Certificate, Minimum Wage of a handsome Rs. 85/~ for the unskilled 

workers'^ (which is fiirther increased to Rs lOO/-)’' and Committees on Sexual 

Harassment at workplaces. The Government is also working towards spending 

2% of the total fund allocation to the concerned department on capacity 

building.'^ However on a closer look at the implementation of the laws one 

would find that though as many as thirteen labour legislations are in force in 

the State only four are being actually implemented. The condition of working 

people engaged in Unorganized Sector in the State is not far better as compared 

to the national scene. Though the above suggestions are also relevant a few 

suggestions peculiar to the State of Sikkim may be forwarded as under:

Implementing Laws:

As stated above, though many national labour laws have been extended 

in the State of Sikkim, only a few are being implemented. The better condition 

of unorgainsed workers in S.ikkim needs actual implementation of these laws.

Allotting adequate budget:

'" N o lillca lio d  N o . 3/i:)L d itc d  2 6 .0 S .2 0 0 5  lixtraordiiiaiy GaiicUc N o. 33 0  dated 0 7 .0 9 .2 0 0 5  
" V ide N o lillca lio n  N o . 0 1 /D L  dated 15 .0 4 .2 0 0 8  Extraordinary G azette N o . 128 dated 1 5 .04 .2008  

Speech by the C h ie f  M inister o f  Sikkim  on International Labour D ay, M ay 1, 2 0 0 8
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The reason why the labour departments in India fail to come up with 

policies and inipleinenl laws many limes is that the labour departments are 

always short of budget. The case with the Department of Labour in the State of 

Sikkim is no different. The Annual Report (2005-2006) of the Department 

specifically mentions about the financial constraints which have caused the 

Department to be unable to pursue its proposal to conduct seminars at major 

industrial units and construction sites to educate the workers on workers 

education, workers awareness, welfare, safety, hygiene, awareness 

towards the provisions o f labour laws and the duties o f workers towards 

the management and their establishments.

Workers are the builders of societies. They are the builders of 

civilizations and earners of the national income. Adequate budget should be 

allotted for the welfare of these people.

Setting up Research Cell in the Department of Labour;

The area of labour is witnessing rapid changes all over the world. Since 

the work area is expanding day by day, constant vigil over the work, 

productivity, new developments, rights and interest of the workers, their 

protection is essential. There are various organizations at the international and 

the national level which are constantly studying these things. These 

organizations are constantly finding newer areas of concern and addressing
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them. It is a long felt requirement for the-state machinery in the country to track 

these developments. Further, labour scenario differs from place to place and so 

dilTer the challenges before workers and modes of addressing them. Therefore 

at the local level too constant vigil is required in the work areas. It is advisable 

in the State’s Labour Department to have a research cell which will not identify 

newer areas of concern and find ways to address them. There is no proper 

research support for the legislators in Sikkim. Proper framing of policies and 

laws need the legislators to be well informed. Therefore there is a serious need 

of setting up research cells in all departments under the State including the 

Depart men I ot' l .aboui'.

Adequate staffing at the implementation level;

It is felt that the department of Labour in Sikkim working with 

inadequate workforce. Adequate staffing at the implementation, level would 

ensure better implementation of laws. Effective implementation of laws is most 

important to ensure sound labour relations. Working on labour involves dealing 

with various laws which are sometimes too complicated for the officers without 

a legal background. This necessitates appointment of law literates at the 

implementation level.

Establishing District Offices o f the Department of Labour in all 

districts of the State:
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Workers cannot afford to move places for the vindication of their rights. 

Making iliom lo iravcl places in search of justice would be to guarantee them 

injustice, hi a Slate where no trade union law is in force and where there is no 

other institutional machinery lo represent the workers in their dealings with the

Government, it is of utmost importance that the Governmental Department
)

should work in close proximity with these workers. Thus it is suggested that the 

Department of Labour should immediately establish at least one office at every 

District. All disputes arising in a district should be resolved in the District 

Office itself.

Enacting social security  hnv for <hc foiirism w orkers:

Tourism in the State of Sikkim is a major and hugely profitable 

economic activity. A closer look at the profit system in various activities under 

tourism would enable one to safely conclude that the employers in most o f the 

undertakings are economically in a position provide basic social security to the 

workers. Further since the State Govermiient has accorded topmost priority to 

this sector, the welfare of the true contributors to it cannot be ignored. 

Therefore it is advisable that the State should come up with a law targeting 

basic social security on a contributoiy basis involving workers, employers and 

the Government.
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Introducing insurance schemes:

Though uisui'ance scheme to cover Ufe, health and accidents is desirable 

for all unorganized workers engaged in tourism, workers in some employments 

desperately need such initiatives from the Government. The tourism workers 

such as rock climbers, rafters, cable car operators, drivers etc. work under the 

inherent risk of accident resulting in permanent disablement or even death. The 

victims of such accidents and their dependants do not have adequate sobial 

security. Therefore it is urgently required that the state should come up with 

compulsory insurance scheme with low premium policy for these workers.

Pronouncing concrcte provisions for the protection o f labour:

‘The Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005 does not pronounce any 

concrete provision for the protection of the workers. It simply restates parts of 

the provisions in the national legislations which though are extended in the 

State but are never implemented. In the wake of the fact that most of the
I,

national labour legislations are not being implemented in the State it is essential 

to pronounce concrete provisions for the protection of the workers. Such 

provisions can be added in the State in the Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005 

or a new legislation can be enacted to achieve this purpose.

Training tourism workers:
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Though tourism in Sikkim is not a new economic activity, it was not as 

big an activity as it is today. Tourism in the state of Sikkim is capable of 

ensuring not only liugc revenue collection to the State but also immense 

employment opportunities. This is why the State Government has accorded top 

priority' to tourism. However, the bcncHls of lourisni cannol be fully reaped 

unless the workers engaged in it are properly trained. People engaged in 

hospitality, food production, guiding etc. need special training. The newer 

concepts of eco tourism and adventure tourism need specialized workers. It is 

essential therefore to direct policies and ftinds in this direction.

Developing infrastructures:

Good infrastructures for tourism like roads, airports etc. would attract 

more tourists in the state and thus ensure more profits to the employer and thus 

ensure better wages and incentives to the workers.

Introducing newer tourism concepts:

Tourism in Sikkim is seasonal. Tourists do not visit the state all through 

the year. This causes the unorganized workers engaged in tourism to remain 

unemployed during off season. There is a need to introduce newer tourism 

concepts like off season packages. Ensuring considerably cheaper tourism
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during off seasons would ensure the arrival of tourists all through the year and 

ensure employment to the workers all through the year. The newer initiatives of. 

the Government to develop infrastructure for pilgrimage tourism, village 

tourism adventure tourism, entertainment tourism etc, are right steps towards 

this direction. More such steps are desirable.

Involving indepeiulcnt agencies U> (rack labour practices:

The area of labour generally and the area of labour under tourism in 

particular is so wide that it is impossible to track the labour practices solely 

through governmental agencies. The involvement of the independent agencies 

like NGOs can be helpful in tracking unlawful labour practices and bringing 

the persons responsible thereof to justice. Thus the NGOs should be 

encouraged to work in this field through adequate funding wherever necessary.

Helping the poor:

The government should formulate policies to help the self employed and 

enterprises in the Unorganized Sector in tourism who is not credit worthy or 

who does not have collateral for a loan.



Directing banks to formulate loans for the enterprises in the 

Unorganized Sector including the enterprises engaged in various sub

sectors under tourism;

The banks operating in the State of Sikkim should be made to formulate 

low interest loan policies for the enlerprises in Unorganised Sector in general 

and those Unorganised Sector enterprises engaged in tourism in particular. This 

would allow the tourism in the State to boost and thus would ensure better 

wages and incentives to the workers.

Collecting Data:

It is found that the Department of Labour does not have any data 

whatsoever regarding workers in the State. A centralized department working 

thorough its office in the capital is not expected to have clear picture of the 

ground realities in all four districts. Further the area of labour in the' State being 

mostly unorganized the collection of data is not an easy task. Though through 

the implementation of the Sikkim Labour Protection Act, 2005 an earnest 

attempt is being made to collect data, it is not expected to be anything more 

than numerical. The collection of complete data is essential to evade blind 

investments and to frame correct policies for the welfare of workers. In this
‘  I I

help of thousands of educated unemployed in the state can be taken who will 

collect data under the supervision of the officers of the Department.
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Hours of work should be reconsidered in employments like waiters, 

cooks, shop assistants, etc. The hotel workers work generally from 4 or 5 A.M. 

and 11 P.M. or midnight. This amounts to 18 to 20 hours of work. Though 

some hotels employ workers in shifts, majority of hotels engage the same 

workers for the entire business hours. Even the law allows’̂  nine hours of 

working day which may extend to twelve hours if the worker consents to work. 

The normal working day in a shop or commercial establishment is allowed to 

be eleven hours. The hours of work in these areas need immediate 

reconsideration.

Accelerating enforcement machinery:

Despite legal provisions the workers in Sikkim are exploited on various 

counts. One of the main reasons it seems is the ineffectiveness of the 

governmental machinery in implementing laws. Various laws which though are 

in force in the state of Sikkim are not being implemented. Routine visits o f the 

sites are not made as a result of which the labour laws are generally 

disregarded. As such it is desirable to accelerate the enforcement machinery 

through proper fund allocation and trainings etc. to achieve the result.

R econsidering hours o f work:

R efer to S ikkim  S h ops and C om m ercial E stab lishm ents R ules , 1984
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Health of the workers should be prime concern. A person with sound 

health can work better. The occupational diseases must be prevented through 

proper precautions. Workers engaged in hotels and taxi driving are prone to 

sexually transmitted diseases. Special programmes should be initiated'to 

protect these workers from such diseases. The workers should be made aware 

thorough special awareness programmes about the occupational diseases, 

symptoms and their prevention.

Extending trade union laws:

Laws will not be flagrantly violated if workers are united. Trade unions 

provide base to the workers for collective bargaining and systematic fightiii'g 

for their rights. In some cases collective agreements specify wages, hours, 

working conditions, and benefits in great detail. In other cases uniclhs have 

used their political power to win enactment of laws that provide benefits and 

protection—increased pensions and unemployment compensation, safety 

regulations, extended holidays, educational and maternity leave, housing, 

health insurance, and, perhaps most important, employment tribunals and other 

grievance procedures to protect workers against any unfair action. Trade unions 

in China have acted as arms of the government, helping to achieve production

Ensuring health o f workers:
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programmes in the planned economy; many of these unions are also charged 

with administering social-welfare programmes.

Trade unions play important role in creating better working conditions 

for the workers. It acts as machinery for systematic dealing between employers 

and workers and between workers and the Government. Thus, it is very 

important not only to bring forth trade iinion laws but it is also essential to 

encourage the workers to unionize.

It is heartening that our country is witnessing huge economic growth for 

the last few years. The economic growth'cannot be appreciated unless it is 

coupled wilh social justice. All people have an equitable share in the growth of 

the national economy. U is necessary for the Country’s development to ensure 

that the benefits of this tremendous growth reach the poor and the 

downtrodden. The Unorganized workforce in our Country, has its contribution 

in this growth. This Sector needs special attention in terms of protection and 

social security. The need of the time is to direct the economy to this Sector to 

which a huge majority of the Country’s poor belong.
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Appendix



Rights of the Unorganised Workers Engaged in Tourism: A Study with 

Special Reference to the State of Sikkim

1. Sex:

2. Age:

3. Occupation:
Nature of employment and term of payment:

4. Education:

5. Marital Structure:

6. Family Structure
Joint: Nuclear:

Total Number of Family Members:,

Number of earning members:
Male:. Female: Children:

7. What compensation do you receive in cases of 
Death:

Permanent Partial Disablement:

Permanent Total Disablement:

8. What is your wage per day? Is the wage received by you is equivalent to the 
wage received by a male worker engaged in the same class of work in the 
same employment? Are any deductions made at times? What?

9. Do you facc any inhuman Ircalnicnl or sexual harassment in your workplace?

Never: Sometimes: Often:

If yes, who perpetrates?

Employer: Co-workers: Third Party:
10. Is the present income you make is sufficient for your livelihood?



11, Arc you satisfied with the present job or you want to go for other jobs?

12. Do you have any health problems? What?

13. Do you have membership with any trade union/Labour wing of any political 
party?

14. Wliat do you think are the areas which need to be improved in your job? What 
type of protection do you think you need?

Date Signature

Rcsearchcr’s Notes


